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ABSTRACT

Modern applications with increasingly connected domain topologies require Motivation.
processing and programming abstractions that reflect the network structure
inherent to these applications. At the same time, data-intensive applications
necessitate more and more online processing capabilities when consuming in-
coming streams of events to execute continuous computations and provide
fast results. Only very few systems have taken into account the combined chal-
lenge of executing graph processing on a dynamically evolving graph. How-
ever, this is a critical capability as timely computations enable reactive applica-
tion behaviors upon graph changes. In addition, no existing system supports
processing on a live graph and on past version of that evolving graph at the
same time.

The distinct characteristics of event processing and graph computing, as Problem statement.
well as batch processing and live processing yield specific requirements for any
computing platform that unifies these approaches. Solutions require (i) data
management strategies to keep track of the continuous graph evolution, (ii) ap-
propriate graph processing models that can simultaneously handle computa-
tions and graph updates, and (iii) an efficient platform implementation that
provides the necessary performance at runtime.

To this end, this thesis suggests a combination of an adapted actor model, Approach.
an event-sourced persistence layer, and a vertex-based, asynchronous live pro-
gramming model. The event-sourced actor model enables highly concurrent
computations in which the full application history is implicitly persisted. This
model is then refined into a live graph processing model with a particular fo-
cus on asynchronicity, liveness, and parallel execution support. At the same
time, the use of event sourcing enables the model to reconstruct global and
consistent graph representations from arbitrary points of the timeline. These
graph representations form the basis for decoupled, non-live graph processing
models.

The chronograph platform represents an implementation of the event- Result.
sourced graphmodel. The platform ingests external update streams andmain-
tains a live graph representation as part of a user-specified graph application.
It thus enables live and offline computations on event-driven, history-aware
graphs and supports different processing models on the evolving graph.

This thesis provides the following contributions: (i) a distributed comput- Conclusion &
contributions.ing approach with history support based on the actor model and event sourc-

ing, as wall as corresponding and supplementary concepts, (ii) a data man-
agement approach for evolving graphs that builds on the event-sourced actor
model, (iii) a set of novel and adapted programming and processing models
that integrate well with event-sourced graphs, (iv) a distributed platform archi-
tecture that implements the event-sourced graphmodel; and (v) an evaluation
framework for such live graph processing systems.





ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Moderne Software-Systeme bilden immer komplexere Szenarien mit zuneh- Motivation.
mend vernetzteren Anwendungsdaten ab. Dies erfordert neue Verabreitungs-
modelle, welche die Vernetzung der Daten miteinbezieht. Gleichzeitig erfor-
dern datenintensive Anwendungen vermehrt eine echtzeitnahe Verarbeitung,
um auf eingehenden Datenströmen kontinuierliche Berechnungen mit zeitna-
hen Berechnungen durchzuführen. Kaum ein System erlaubt bisher die Kom-
bination beider Ansätze – kontinuierliche Berechnungen auf Graphen, die
sich zugleich auf Basis von externen Ereignisströmen verändern. Dies ist je-
doch eine wichtige Fähigkeit, wenn Anwendungen kontinuierlich auf dynami-
schen Graphen operieren und auf Veränderungen reagieren müssen. Zudem
unterstützt keines der existierenden Systeme sowohl Berechnungen auf dem
Live-Graph als auch auf älteren Versionen des Graphs.

Ein solches System muss einerseits die Anforderungen von Event Proces- Problemstellung.
sing und Graph Processing gegeneinander abwägen, als auch die Konzepte
echtzeitnaher und stapelbasierter Berechnungen zusammenführen. Dies er-
fordert (i) Datenverwaltungsstrategien zur Verfolgung des sich entwickelnden
Graphs, (ii) angemessene Ausführungsmodelle, die gleichzeitig Berechnun-
gen und Graph-Änderungen verarbeiten können sowie (iii) eine Implemen-
tierung der Plattform, die zur Laufzeit die erforderliche Leistung bereitstellt.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Kombination des Aktor-Modells, Event Sourcing, Eigener Ansatz.
sowie einem vertex-basierten, asynchronen Programmiermodell vorgeschla-
gen. Das resultierende Modell ermöglicht ermöglicht hochgradig parallele Be-
rechnungen bei gleichzeitiger Persisitierung der vollständingen Zustandshis-
torie de Aktoren. Dieses Modell dient als Grundlage für ein darauf aufbau-
endes Verarbeitungsmodell für Graphen mit besonderem Schwerpunkt auf
Asynchronität, Reaktionsvermögen undUnterstützung der parallelen Ausfüh-
rung. Gleichzeitig ermöglicht der Einsatz von Event Sourcing die konsistente
und globale Rekonstruktion beliebiger Graph-Zustände aus der Zeitleiste, wel-
che als Grundlage für weitere, entkoppelte Berechnungen.

chronograph implementiert als Plattform das konzeptuelle Modell und Ergebnis.
führt benutzerdefinierte Graph-Anwendungen auf sich ändernden Graphen
aus. Externe Datenströme dienen dabei als Quelle für Änderungen, welche
vomSystemdirekt eingepflegt werden. chronographunterstützt gleichzeitig
verschiedene Berechnungsmodelle, sowohl auf dem Live-Graphen, als auch
auf älteren Graph-Versionen.

Diese Arbeit bietet die folgenden Beiträge: (i) ein Konzept für verteilte, Zusammenfassung
der Beiträge.persistierte Berechnungen auf Basis des Aktor-Modells und Event Sourcing,

(ii) ein darauf aufbauender Data-Management-Ansatz für sich ändernde Gra-
phen, (iii) eine Reihe von neuartigen und darauf angepassten Programmier-
und Verarbeitungsmodellen für Graphen, (iv) eine verteilte Plattformarchi-
tektur, die das konzeptuelle Modell implementiert und (v) ein Framework zur
Evaluation solcher Systeme.
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i
INTRODUCT ION & PREL IMINAR IES





INTRODUCT ION

1
1.1 motivation

From the very beginning, computers have been primarily designed to run cal-
culations and to process data. While concrete implementations—both in
terms of hardware and software—have advanced over and over again since
the invention of the first computers, data processing has always remained one
of the essential tasks of computers. What has changed, though, is the scale,
the complexity, and the dynamicity of computations, thanks to the increasing
capabilities of available technology.

In the first decade of the 21st century, information technology has spawned The digital revolution.
whole new industry branches. A lot of e-commerce websites, social network
sites, and web technology companies have formed. Their most successful rep-
resentatives, e.g., Google, Facebook, and Amazon, belong to the most prof-
itable business enterprises today. Although having very different core busi-
nesses, all of these companies have managed to process vast amounts of data
they possess and have turned that data into valuable insights and thus compet-
itive advantages [58]. Accordingly, data-intensive applications have become
essential in most fields and as part of increasingly data-driven economies [34].

During this shift, companies have recurrently encountered issues with exist-
ing enterprise software architectures and database systems [90], which forced
them to consider novel distributed system architectures [73, 167] and alterna-
tive, non-relational approaches for storing data [46, 132]. Similarly, companies
encountered issues for processing large amounts of data due to the lack of ap-
propriate processing capabilities, programming abstractions, and platform ar-
chitectures for common large-scale processing tasks [52]. Existing solutions
were often not able to handle the scale of data at hand, and they were too
complex to maintain and adapt once the processing tasks or input data sets
changed.

These issues motivated new research in the area of distributed processing Distributed
processing systems.systems and eventually spawned whole new eco-systems for data-intensive ap-

plications. Probably its most iconic paradigm is theMapReduce approach sug-
gested by Google [45]. Its programming model allows users to define process-
ing tasks by providing two basic function implementations. The underlying
platform then executes the processing job. All complex issues of executing
a highly parallelized computation on a distributed runtime environment are
hidden by the processing platform. Hence users can run the same processing
tasks, independent of the input data size. The identical batch computations
then run on a few megabytes or petabytes of input data, given an appropriate
infrastructure. MapReduce has thus enabled previously unthinkable process-
ing operations on very large data sets, including graph-based data.

The simplicity ofMapReduce soon turned out to be partly a drawback when
certain computations could not be ported to its highly restricted programming
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model [118]. This has led to the development of more powerful general pur-
pose programming models for large-scale data processing (e.g., based on data-
flow abstractions), but also to more specialized programming models for spe-
cific classes of applications. The partial insufficiency of MapReduce has also
affected the processing applications we want to consider predominantly in this
thesis: computations on graphs.

The MapReduce paradigm was not sustainably suitable for ranking pagesGraph processing.
in a web graph for Google. According to Lumsdaine et al. [107], large-scale
graph processing raises four main challenges for processing models and plat-
forms: (1) primarily data-driven computations, (2) highly irregular and unstruc-
tured problems, (3) poor locality, and (4) a high data access to computation rate.
As a result, Google came up with an alternative processing abstraction, de-
signed explicitly for computations on large graphs: Pregel [109]. At the same
time, other companies and research groups have addressed the same problem.
Thus, novel processing models and new distributed graph processing systems
appeared early this decade [189]. Eventually, graph processing solutions have
become an integral part of the data processing landscape and data-intensive
applications. In particular, increasing numbers of complex applications take
into account the relations between formerly independent and separate data
items. Hence, distributed graph processing has become an enabling technol-
ogy for such applications.

The emergence of network science [180]— an interdisciplinary approachNetwork analysis.
that applies graph-theoretical concepts onto real-world networks—has also
strengthened the demand for appropriate computational solutions. Fields of
application for network analysis includemany domains that deal with complex
systems and inherently connected entities. Technological application domains
include cyberphysical systems as well as all types of distributed systems and
communication networks. Examples for network analysis in social systems
include social networks, citation networks, or the epidemiological spread of
diseases.

For instance, a social network captures ties between people. Online so-Social networks.
cial network sites often provide additional forms of relations based on user-
generated content and interactions. Such a graph maps users, friendship re-
lations, posts, authorships, and interactions. Network analysis can be used to
process the social graph and to identify influential users, to detect trending
topics, or to find hidden communities within the user base.

The pure scale of data or its complexity are not the only challenges that data-Fast-changing data.
intensive applications are confronted with. It is also the speed at which data
is changing and in consequence, the time in which applications are expected
to reflect such changes [204]. This is illustrated in remarkable instances such
as systems for algorithmic high-frequency trading for stock markets or spot
market platforms for online advertising. Stream processing addresses the chal-Stream processing.
lenge of online computations on changing data in a broader perspective, rang-
ing from platforms for near-realtime analytics on low-level data streams to ap-
plications that can detect complex, domain-specific incidents from a stream
of high-level events [42]. Just as batch processing systems, stream processing
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systems have undergone a transformation from single-machine systems to in-
creasingly distributed setups in order to cope with higher loads or larger appli-
cation domains [37]. Stream processing systems typically establish a network
of processing nodes in which data sources consume external streams and feed
them into the network. Processing nodes aggregate, filter, and modify stream
elements and eventually, the data sinks of the network provide some kind of
output. A key feature of stream processing systems is the ability to provide Fast results.
results within a very short time—even if these results are approximate or in-
accurate in the first place. Due to the continuous stream of events affecting
the results, a fast, tentative result might be of higher value than an exact, but
stale result.

In many data-intensive applications, near-realtime analytics and compre- Hybrid data
processing
architectures.

hensive, long-running computations have equally high relevance and impor-
tance. Specific data processing architectures have emerged to combine batch-
oriented and stream-oriented computations [102]. Such architectures seek
to combine the best of both worlds by providing provisional processing re-
sults from stream processing and more time-consuming results from batch
processing within the same system. The Lambda architecture separates two Lambda architecture.
distinct processing layers, both of which receive the same data as input [99,
208]. The batch layer occasionally applies batch processing on the entire data
set for computations. By contrast, the speed layer constantly applies stream
processing to incoming data and provides faster, but less accurate results. A
serving layer provides querying capabilities and brings together both result
types. The Kappa architecture [205] rejects the use of different and incompat- Kappa architecture.
ible processing models. The alternative Kappa architecture is solely based on
event streams. It implements offline computations by replaying and process-
ing stored event streams.

However, none of these architectures take into account any form of connect- Online and offline
graph processing.edness of data entities. Hence, neither Lambda nor Kappa architectures have

been used for graph processing. The majority of graph computing platforms
only tackle batch computations on fixed input graphs. Only a few systems have
considered graphs that have changed over time or graphs that are still evolving
while being processed. Until now, no system has addressed the challenge of
bridging live computations for evolving graphs and offline computations on
historical versions of the same graph within a single platform.

Ultimately, this thesis considers highly interconnected and highly dynamic
data—namely, stream-based, evolving graphs—and explores approaches to
do both approximate, low-latency computations on the one hand and, batch-
oriented computations with exact results on the other:

How can live and offline computations on event-driven, continu- Main research
question.ously evolving, and history-aware graphs be enabled within a dis-

tributed processing platform?
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1.2 overview and contributions

Hereafter, we provide an overview of the research topics of this thesis. Fur-
thermore, we highlight the respective contributions that we have made as part
of this thesis, following the preliminaries in Part I. In Part II, we combine theOutline of the parts of

the thesis. actor model and the concept of event sourcing. Next, we refine this model
towards data processing for dynamic graph topologies. The resulting model
supports online and offline computations on evolving graphs. In Part III, we
introduce and evaluate chronograph, a distributed graph processing plat-
form that implements the event-sourced graph processing approach. Part IV
summarizes this thesis. Within these parts, we provide the following main
contributions:

1.2.1 A Distributed Computing Approach with History Support

In Chapter 5, we propose an extension to the actor model for concurrent andActor model & event
sourcing. distributed computations. By adding an event-based persistence mechanism

to the actor model, both the overall application timeline as well as the exe-
cution progress of each individual actor becomes permanently persisted and
accessible. Next in Chapter 7, we discuss orthogonal mechanisms for applica-Corresponding results

have been published
in [2, 4, 7, 9, 11].

tions that are based on the event-sourced actor model. Snapshot mechanisms
enable the consistent reconstruction of the global actor topology. Log pruning
addresses approaches for bounding the growth of event logs. In Chapter 8, we
assess the applicability of temporal computing capabilities to event-sourced
systems.

1.2.2 A Data Management Approach for Evolving Graphs

The event-sourced actor model we introduce in Chapter 5 constitutes the basisEvent-sourced actors
& evolving graphs. for our graph-specific computing model. We, therefore, apply the concept of

event-sourced actors to graph computing and develop a corresponding model
of reactively evolving graphs in Chapter 6. When we discuss logging mecha-Results have been

published in [3, 6, 8]. nisms in Chapter 7 and temporal capabilities in Chapter 8, we also touch on
specific implications for event-sourced graphs.

1.2.3 Programming and Processing Models for Event-Sourced Graphs

In Chapter 9, we point out how our programmingmodel can be applied to liveEvent-sourced graphs
& graph processing. computations on evolving graphs. Next, we adapt existing graph processing

models and illustrate how they can be integrated into our event-sourced graph
model. The temporal processing capabilities are addressed by specific event-Results have been

published in [3, 6]. driven and batch-oriented temporal graph processing models.
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1.2.4 ADistributed PlatformArchitecture for Event-SourcedGraphComputing

In Chapters 11 to 15, we introduce chronograph, an actual prototype imple- A platform for
event-sourced graph
processing.

mentation of the event-sourced graph processing model. Design considera-

Results have been
published in [5, 6, 10].

tions of chronograph are discussed in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 gives insights
into the implementation internals of chronograph. Chapter 14 provides an
evaluation of the performance of chronograph. Chapter 15 summarizes the
contributions of the chronograph platform and compares chronograph
to related work.

1.2.5 An Evaluation Framework for Stream-Based Graph Systems

Stream-based graph processing systems cannot be comprehensively evaluated Evaluation of
stream-based graph
processing.

with traditional graph analytics benchmarks. Existing work only considers
a fixed input graph instead of ongoing streams of topology-changing opera-
tions. These continuous graph updates represent an essential characteristic
for live computations on evolving graphs. Hence, we developed a dedicated Results have been

published in [8].evaluation framework for stream-based graph processing systems. Chapter 13
introduces the GraphTides framework and its methodology.

1.3 roadmap

The remainder of Part I introduces the preliminaries on which this thesis is
build. Part II contains our conceptual contributions for event-sourced graph
computing. In turn, Part III presents a novel distributed processing system
for event-sourced graphs. Part IV summarizes the contributions of this thesis.
Each main chapter starts with a brief overview of its contents and ends with a
short summary of the important findings and results. This always allows the
reader to get a brief synopsis of each chapter and its contributions.

Given the extent of this thesis, we recommend alternative reading paths for Reading paths.
readers only interested in specific themes.

executive summary This selection provides the most condensed sum-
mary of the contributions of this thesis.

Relevant chapters: 4, 10, 15, 16.

event-sourced actors This chapter selection covers our fully event-
sourced actor model. It also includes complementary aspects such as
snapshotting or log pruning.

Relevant chapters: 3, 5, 7.

event-sourced graphs The next selection covers the usage of event
sourcing to reproduce the evolution of a graph over time. Furthermore,
we illustrate how these event-sourced graphs can be used for a variety
of different processing models.

Relevant chapters: 2, 6, 9.
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retroactive computing As a sidetrack, we discuss temporal capabil-
ities in event-sourced applications. In particular, we explore the appli-
cability of retroaction (i.e., ex-post modifications of an application time-
line) when using event sourcing.

Relevant chapters: 5, 7, 8.

chronograph prototype This selection takes a systems research per-
spective and discusses how the event-sourced graph computing concept
can be implemented. It introduces the design and implementation of a
prototype platform and a generic evaluation framework. It also provides
a thorough evaluation of chronograph.

Relevant chapters: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
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2
2.1 overview

Graphs are discrete, mathematical structures that describe entities and their
relations. As graphs are well suited for capturing the interconnectivity and
connectedness of components in larger systems, they are particularly qualified
for portraying complex social, technical, or cyber-physical systems. Graph
processing describes the use of appropriate computing abstractions for graph
computations that run on dedicated platforms. Often, these platforms are dis-
tributed in order to allow the processing of larger graphs or to decrease com-
putation times.

In this chapter, we briefly introduce graph-theoretical basics in Section 2.2 Chapter outline.
and the field of network analysis in Section 2.3. Next in Section 2.4, we present
general models for graph processing. In Section 2.5, we survey prominent
graph processing systems. Existing processing approaches that target evolving
graphs are outlined in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 summarizes the fundamentals
of this chapter.

2.2 graphs

In graph theory, a graph 𝐺 is a tuple (𝑉, 𝐸) in which 𝑉 defines a non-empty Graph primitives.
set of vertices and 𝐸 defines a set of edges. The order of a graph is defined by
the number of vertices (|𝑉|) while the size of a graph is defined by the number
of edges (|𝐸|). Each edge 𝑒𝑛 ∈ 𝐸 connects two vertices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑉. If a
graph does not allow self-loops, the two vertices must be distinct, hence 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘.
Otherwise, an edge can create a loop by connecting to a single vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉.
Two vertices are considered to be adjacent if they share a common edge. A
vertex and an edge are incident when the edge connects the vertex. A multi-
graph does allow for multiple edges between the same two vertices. A simple
graph is a graph that is not a multigraph and does not possess any loops.

Edges can either be undirected (i.e., having no orientation) or directed (i.e.,
having an orientation), and so is the resulting graph. In an undirected graph,
𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑘 and 𝑣𝑘, 𝑣𝑖 would refer to the same edge between 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘 while the edges
of a directed graph are always defined by a set of ordered pairs. Consequently,
the edges from the previous example would define two edges between the ver-
tices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘, but with opposing orientations. Graphs can also be weighted
by assigning a value to each edge in order to specify edge properties such as
capacities or distances. The graph model used in the remainder of this work
only considers directed, simple graphs, as shown in the example of Figure 2.1.

In our social network example, the primary social graph consists of peo- Graph primitives in
the social network
example.

ple (i.e., vertices) and relations (i.e., edges). While some social network sites
such as Facebook provide a mutual friendship model (i.e., undirected edges),
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𝑣1

𝑣2

𝑣3

𝑣4
(𝑣1, 𝑣2)

(𝑣2, 𝑣3)

(𝑣3, 𝑣2)
(𝑣4, 𝑣3)

(𝑣4, 𝑣1)

Figure 2.1. An exemplary, directed simple graph 𝐺 with 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣4} and 𝐸 =
{{𝑣1, 𝑣2}, {𝑣2, 𝑣3}, {𝑣3, 𝑣2}, {𝑣4, 𝑣1}, {𝑣4, 𝑣3}}.

other networks such as Twitter rely on a directed follower model (i.e., directed
edges).

Depending on the application domain, graphs are often called networks, and
vertices and edges are correspondingly referred to as nodes and links. In lineGraph and network

terminology. with related works on distributed graph computing, we stick with the terms
vertex and edge for theoretical considerations and for processing principles.
When referring to concrete applications of network analysis, we also use the
network-centric terminology.

2.2.1 Relevant Graph Properties, Invariants & Metrics

There are several properties and invariants associated with a given graph 𝐺 =
(𝑉, 𝐸). While some characteristics describe the entire graph, others are lim-
ited to individual elements such as arbitrary vertices of the graph. We briefly
list relevant characteristics that are used later in this thesis.

Degrees

The degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣𝑖) of vertex 𝑣𝑖 represents the total amount of associated edgesVertex degrees.
of 𝑣𝑖. The degree sum equals twice the size |𝐸| of a graph:

∑
𝑣𝑖∈𝑉

𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣𝑖) = 2 ⋅ |𝐸|

Furthermore, 𝛿(𝐺) is the minimum degree of a vertex in 𝐺 and Δ(𝐺) is its
maximum degree. In Figure 2.1, 𝑣2 has a degree of 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣2) = 3. Also, the
minimum degree of 𝐺 is 𝛿(𝐺) = 1 and the maximum degree is Δ(𝐺) = 3.

In a directed graph, each vertex possesses an in-degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑣𝑖) (i.e., num-Vertex degrees in
directed graphs. ber of edges ending at 𝑣𝑖) and out-degree 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑣𝑖) (i.e., number of edges

originating at 𝑣𝑖). In Figure 2.1, 𝑣2 has an in-degree of 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑣2) = 2 and an
out-degree of 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑣2) = 1.

The average degree represents the ratio between the size |𝐸| and the orderAverage degrees.
|𝑉| of a graph:

1
|𝑉| ∑

𝑣𝑖∈𝑉
𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣𝑖) = 2 ⋅ |𝐸|

|𝑉|
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The average degree of 𝐺 in Figure 2.1 is 2⋅|𝐸|
|𝑉| = 2⋅10

4 = 2.5.
The degree distribution indicates the probability distribution 𝑝𝑘 of degrees Degree distribution.

within the total graph. Given a degree 𝑘, it describes the probability that a
randomly chosen vertex of 𝐺 is of that degree:

∞
∑
𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 = 1

In Figure 2.1, the probability of degree 2 is 𝑝2 = 0.5.

Paths

A path 𝑝 from a vertex 𝑣𝑖 to vertex 𝑣𝑘 is a sequence of interjacent edges between
𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘. In the sequence 𝑒1, … , 𝑒𝑛, at least one vertex incident to 𝑒𝑖 must also
be incident to 𝑒𝑖+1. The length of the path is defined by the number of edges
in the sequence.

The shortest path or distance 𝑑(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑘) is the path with the fewest number of Particular acyclic
paths.edges between the vertices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘. The diameter 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚(𝐺) is the length of

the longest distance in G, 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥. The eccentricity of a vertex 𝑣𝑘 is the maximum
distance to any other vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉. The radius of a graph 𝐺 is defined as the
minimum eccentricity of all vertices of the graph 𝐺. In Figure 2.1, the distance
of 𝑣1 and 𝑣3 is 𝑑(𝑣1, 𝑣3) = 2, the diameter is 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3, and the eccentricity
of 𝑣4 is 2.

The average path length of a graph 𝐺 denotes the average of the distances
between all pairs of vertices that share a path:

̄𝑑 = 1
|𝑉| ⋅ (|𝑉| − 1) ⋅ ∑

𝑖≠𝑗
𝑑(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗)

A path is a circuit if it starts and ends at the same vertex. A cycle 𝑝𝑐 is a Special paths with
cycles.circuit with a length ≥ 3 and no repeated edges. The girth is the length of

the shortest cycle, and the circumference is the length of the longest cycle in 𝐺,
provided there are cycles in G.

Connectivity

A graph is connected if there is a path between any two vertices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘 of Connectedness.
the graph. In case of directed graph, a graph is strongly connected only if there
is a path between any two vertices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘 in each direction.

A graph 𝐺′ = (𝑉′, 𝐸′) is a subgraph of the graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), if and only if
𝑉′ ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝐸′ ⊆ 𝐸. In other words, all vertices and edges of 𝐺′ also exist in
𝐺. If all pairs of vertices in the subgraph 𝐺′ are connnected, 𝐺′ is also referred Components.
to as a connected component of the undirected graph 𝐺. For directed graphs, a
strongly connected component requires a strongly connected subgraph.

The local clustering coefficient 𝐶𝑖 of a vertex 𝑣𝑖 reflects the connectivity of Clustering
coefficients.its neighbors. The neighborhood 𝑁𝑖 captures all adjacent vertices of 𝑣𝑖: 𝑁𝑖 =
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{𝑣𝑗 ∶ 𝑒𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 ∨ 𝑒𝑗𝑖 ∈ 𝐸}. For directed graphs, the local clustering coefficient is
defined as follows:

𝐶𝑖 =
|𝑒𝑗𝑘 ∶ 𝑣𝑗, 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑁𝑖, 𝑒𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝐸|

|𝑁𝑖| ⋅ (|𝑁𝑖| − 1)

A value of 𝐶𝑖 = 0 denotes that there are no edges between any neighbors. In
turn, a value of 𝐶𝑖 = 1 denotes a complete graph between all neighbors of 𝑣𝑖.

The average clustering coefficient ̄𝐶 aggregates the local clustering coeffi-
cients of all vertices of the graph 𝐺:

̄𝐶 = 1
|𝑉| ∑

𝑣𝑖∈𝑉
𝐶𝑖

Measures of Centrality

Measures of centrality hint to the most relevant vertices within a graph.
The degree centrality expresses the relevance of a given vertex in terms of theDegree centrality.

probability of encountering flows that propagate through the graph. It is thus
based on the degree of a vertex:

𝐶𝐷(𝑣𝑖) = 𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣𝑖)

In directed graphs, degree centrality is usually split up into in-degree centrality
and out-degree centrality.

Closeness centrality relates to the closeness of a given vertex to all other ver-Closeness centrality.
tices in the graph. Hence, the normalized closeness centrality is defined as the
average length of the distances of the vertex to all other vertices:

𝐶𝐶(𝑣𝑖) = |𝑉| − 1
∑𝑣𝑘∈𝑉 𝑑(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑘)

The harmonic centrality, a variant, can be used for graphs that are not strongly
connected:

𝐶𝐻(𝑣𝑖) = ∑
𝑣𝑘∈𝑉∶𝑣𝑘≠𝑣𝑖

1
𝑑(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑘)

In this variant, if a distance of 𝑑(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑘) = ∞ yields a term of 1
∞ (i.e., there is

no path between 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑘), the term is handled as 0.
The betweenness centrality denotes the extent to which a given vertex is onBetweenness

centrality. the shortest paths between other vertices of the graph:

𝐶𝐵(𝑣𝑖) = ∑
𝑣𝑠≠𝑣𝑖≠𝑣𝑡∈𝑉

𝜎𝑣𝑠𝑣𝑡
(𝑣𝑖)

𝜎𝑣𝑠𝑣𝑡

Here, 𝜎𝑣𝑠𝑣𝑡
is the total number of shortest paths between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑡. In turn,

𝜎𝑣𝑠𝑣𝑡
(𝑣𝑖) is the number of shortest paths between 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑡 that pass through

𝑣𝑖.
Furthermore, there are several measures of centrality that involve eigenvec-Eigenvector centrality.
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tors. These measures take into account the score of adjacent vertices so that
the influence of neighbors is reflected in a score of a vertex. The relative score
of 𝑣𝑖 is defined as follows:

𝑥𝑣𝑖
= 1

𝜆 ∑
𝑣𝑡∈𝑀(𝑣𝑖)

𝑥𝑣𝑡
= 1

𝜆 ∑
𝑣𝑡∈𝑉

𝑎𝑣𝑖,𝑣𝑡
𝑥𝑣𝑡

Here, 𝑎𝑣𝑖,𝑣𝑡
is 1 if 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑡 are adjacent, and 0 otherwise. 𝑀(𝑣𝑖) is the set of

neighbors of 𝑣𝑖. 𝜆 is a constant that can be used to rewrite the term into an
eigenvector equation:

Ax = 𝜆x

In this equation 𝐴 denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph 𝐺 (see below).
Variants of the eigenvector centrality include the popular PageRank central-
ity [209] for assessing website ranks in a web graph.

2.2.2 Graph Representations and Data Structures

Graph algorithms and computations require appropriate representations of a
graph. Although all of the following representations provide the same infor-
mation, they differ in storage requirements, traversability, and applicability
for certain computations. We only introduce representations for unweighted
graphs, but all data structures can bemodified to capture graphswithweighted
edges as well.

Common Graph Representations

An edge list of the graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) is a list with |𝐸| entries. Each entry identifies Edge lists.
an edge and the two incident vertices. As shown in Listing 2.1, edge lists can
be implemented by using two-dimensional arrays.

1 [[v1, v2], [v2,v3], [v3,v2], [v4,v1], [v4, v3]]

Listing 2.1. Edge list for the exemplary graph 𝐺 of Figure 2.1.

Edge lists are a common representation when storing graphs. However, they
are less suitable for direct algorithmic usage due to their layout.

For the graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸), the adjacency matrix 𝐴𝐺 is of dimension |𝑉|×|𝑉|. If Adjacency matrices.
the vertices 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗 are adjacent, the corresponding edge is represented by an
entry of value 1 at 𝑎𝑖𝑗 in 𝐴. Otherwise, entries are 0. For undirected graphs, the
adjacency matrix is symmetric. Adjacency matrices are very common repre-
sentations of graphs that can be directly translated to two-dimensional arrays
(see Listing 2.2).

1 /* v1 v2 v3 v4 */
2 [ /* v1 */ [ 0, 1, 0, 0 ],
3 /* v2 */ [ 0, 0, 1, 0 ],
4 /* v3 */ [ 0, 1, 0, 0 ],
5 /* v4 */ [ 1, 0, 1, 0 ] ]
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Listing 2.2. Adjacency matrix for the exemplary graph 𝐺 of Figure 2.1.

Many implementations of graph algorithms can directly operate on adjacency
matrices.

An adjacency list is list of size |𝑉| containing each vertex of a graph. ForAdjacency lists.
each vertex, there is an enclosed list of all adjacent vertices (i.e., outgoing
edges for a directed graph). Again, this representation can be mapped to two-
dimensional array, as shown below in Listing 2.3.

1 [ /* v1 */ [ v2 ],
2 /* v2 */ [ v3 ],
3 /* v3 */ [ v2 ],
4 /* v4 */ [ v1, v3 ] ]

Listing 2.3. Adjacency list for the exemplary graph 𝐺 of Figure 2.1.

While an adjacency list contains |𝐸| entries for a directed graph, an adjacency
matrix has always |𝑉| × |𝑉| entries. So in many cases, adjacency lists are more
compact.

Incidence matrices are matrices of the dimension |𝑉| × |𝐸| and specify theIncidence matrices.
incidence of vertices and edges. Again, the representation can be implemented
by a two-dimensional array. It is a common notation for directed graphs to use
a value of 1 for an outgoing edge and −1 for an incoming edge. The outcome
is also illustrated in Listing 2.4:

1 /* e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 */
2 [ /* v1 */ [ 1, 0, 0, -1, 0 ],
3 /* v2 */ [ -1, 1, -1, 0, 0 ],
4 /* v3 */ [ 0, -1, 1, 0, -1 ],
5 /* v4 */ [ 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 ] ]

Listing 2.4. Incidence matrix for graph 𝐺.

If the number of vertices exceeds the number of edges, incidence matrices
become more storage-efficient than adjacency matrices.

Non-Global Graph Representations

All previous graph representations provide a global and centralized view of the
graph. However, such representations are not suitable if the graph needs to be
partitioned into multiple processing instances, or when a graph algorithm op-
erations on a vertex-local level. In such cases, adjacency lists or incidencematri-
ces are typically split up into independent, vertex-local structures that itemize
incoming and outgoing edges for each vertex of a directed graph. These non-
global representations come with the disadvantage of increased redundancy.
Furthermore, local graph representations are often difficult to alignwith graph
algorithms requiring immediate access to the global topology.
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2.3 network analysis

Network science is an emerging field that applies graph-theoretical and math- Graph theory and
real-world networks.ematical concepts onto different kinds of real-world networks in order to

analyze the networks and to derive network-specific insights. In doing so,
network science adopts an interdisciplinary, empirical, and applied scientific
stance [180].

Network science relies on algorithms to solve graph-based problems or to
compute graph-specific properties such as those introduced in Section 2.2.
Furthermore, the analysis of networks requires dedicated tools that range
from data management systems to systems for explorative analyses and pro-
grammable platforms for the execution of domain-specific algorithms.

2.3.1 Application Domains of Network Analysis

Increasingly data-driven approaches in many disciplines have enabled net-
work analysis techniques in domains with complex systems in which inherent
connections of entities are of significance. Application domains are not lim-
ited to purely technical fields. They can also include other fields such as
biology and social sciences, as the following examples illustrate.

Social Sciences

Studying networks has found one of its first broader applications beginning
in the 1970s for the analysis of social relationships. Well-known examples in-
clude the so-called small-world experiment by Travers and Milgram [159] for
identifying the average path length in a given population.

Online Social Networks

A related domain are online social networks that digitally maintain social rela- Online social
networks are the
main application
domain for examples
in this thesis.

tionships. Online social networks can also contain links between users, user-
created contents, and interactions (e.g., posts, comments, likes) [210]. Online
social networks enable various analyses due to the implicit availability of data.
Analyses include trending topic detection, information cascades, diffusion of
rumors, or the identification of anomalous users (e.g., bots) [95].

Medicine

Within the field of medicine, epidemiologists apply network models for a bet-
ter understanding of the spreading of diseases within the population (e.g., pan-
demics). Other networks considered in medicine, systems biology, and bioin-
formatics include themetabolic network, disease networks, or protein–protein
interaction networks. Networkmedicine [20] tries to identify underlying prin-
ciples in these complex networks.
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Scientific Literature

In academia, publications, collaborations, and citations are considered to be
relevant metrics for assessing the value of publications and the impact of
researchers. Network analysis is applied for citation analysis and bibliomet-
rics to provide derived metrics for authors (e.g., h-index), publications (e.g.,
SPARC ALM [215]), and journals (e.g., impact factor). Network analysis can
also help to identify emerging research trends [32], or to detect citation cartels
among scientists and research groups [61].

Computer Networks

In computer networks, routers connect different local networks and forward
packets between adjacent networks. Due to the scale of the Internet, no router
can maintain a global graph of hosts and networks. Instead, hierarchical ap-
proaches are used, and routing is executed with different levels of scopes and
network abstractions. While routing in computer networks is predominantly
an online problem, network analysis can also help to gain insights into the
global topology.

The World Wide Web

The web graph, i.e., the network of webpages and links, is particularly rele-
vant for indexing and ranking pages by search engines [209] based on their
relevance. The topology representation can also be used to detect link farms,
i.e., a set of websites that reference each other in order to boost their alleged
relevance.

2.3.2 Analysis Methods

Network analysis methods cover properties that are not directly accessible
when considering individual vertices or edges separately. Instead, they aim
for properties that only become evident when take into account the entirety
of the network. Hegeman and Iosup [74] systematically surveyed 60 publica-
tions on graph analysis applications and extracted predominantmethods used
to analyze networked data. In the following list, we give an overview on these
findings and illustrate an application in social networks for each category.

Neighborhood Statistics

These statistics involve metrics that relate to the local vicinity of a vertex. The
most prominent neighborhood statistics are degree distributions and local clus-
tering coefficients.

For instance, the degree distribution is used to identify so-called network
hubs, i.e., vertices with a vertex degree that noticeably exceeds the average
of the network. In social networks, these hubs represent particularly well-
connected individuals that are very influential for the community.
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Paths & Traversals

Pathfinding between arbitrary vertices constitutes another important method
for network analysis. Result paths are often required to satisfy a certain tar-
get condition, such as minimizing a cost function for the path. Shortest paths
can either be used directly as a result, or they are necessary to compute de-
rived global properties such as the diameter or average path lengths. Network
traversals start at a specified source vertex and then pass through the network
with a certain strategy, such as breadth-first or depth-first. Network traversals
represent primitives for application-specific network explorations.

In a social network, average path lengths are used to determine small-world
characteristics of the network. Network traversals are applied to generate
friend-of-a-friend lists to suggest new people to a user.

Connectivity

Methods for connectivity analyses identify connected components in a network
(see Section 2.2.1), either for subsequent exploration of individual components
or to run application-specific analyses on these components.

For instance, in a social network, components may represent distinct sub-
communities each centered around a common feature.

Centrality & Ranking

The identification of important vertices according to certain relevancy met-
rics is the topic of centrality methods. Popular metrics include the between-
ness, closeness, and degree centrality, but application-specific metrics have
also been suggested (e.g., PageRank for web graphs [209]). Metrics for cen-
trality enable a global ranking and ordering of graph entities.

In social networks, measures of centrality are used to identify important
individuals [64]. For instance, a person with a high betweenness centrality is
important for communication in the network in sense that they can influence
which information is spread.

Clustering

Clustering detects groups of related network entities. Network clustering is
either rule-based or community-based. In a rule-based approach, application-
specific properties define cluster memberships. In turn, a community-based
clustering approach relies on a network community definition to extract such
communities from the overall network.

In a social network, clustering can be used to identify groups of people that
share the same interests.
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Subgraph Isomorphism & Patterns

These network analysis methods focus on the isomorphic occurrence of cer-
tain patterns in the input network. The search patterns can either be specific
(sub-)graphs or generic graph patterns (e.g., vertices that form a star topology).

The detection of cliques in a social network identifies groups of people that
all know each other.

Graph Mutation

Thenetwork used as input for the analysis is usually static. However, the topol-
ogy can be modified as part of the computation. In a construction method, the
network can be extended to reflect results that have been computed, e.g., the
addition of edges with result labels. An alternative mutation method is the
reduction of entities to reduce the input topology to a result topology, e.g., by
repeatedly merging adjacent vertices.

Topology reductions can be used in social networks to group communities.
The idea is to merge vertices that represent connected people into fewer verti-
ces that represent entire communities.

2.4 graph processing models

Graph processing is a field of data processing that addresses graph-specific
computations. While graph theory provides the mathematical foundations of
graph processing and network science contributes real-world applications for
graph processing, graph processing itself proposes computational models and
appropriate system designs as well as implementations thereof [189, 202, 86].

Like other forms of data processing, graph processing requires an appro-
priate fit between the platform, the data set, and the algorithm [74]. A graph
processing platform is further characterized by four main models: (1) a graphNote that we use the

terms platform and
system

interchangeably.

model that specifies the type of graph to be used; (2) a programming model
that defines how users implement their graph computations; (3) an execution
model that determines how the computation is being run; and (4) a communi-
cation model that assigns communication mechanisms during the execution
to exchange results. Again, as some of the model characteristics are interde-
pendent, we encouter clusters of certain model combinations when we survey
real systems in Section 2.5.

Graph processing also touches related topics for handling graph-based data,Graph database
systems are not

considered.
in particular, graph database management systems [202]. Graph databases
aim for efficient storage and retrieval of relational entities. As these systems
are primarily designed for online traversals and topology-centric queries, but
not for computationally intensive processing tasks, we do not consider graph
database systems.
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2.4.1 Graph Models for Graph Processing

A graph model specifies the structural and topological properties of the graph
to be used for processing. Basic graph characteristics relate to graph-theoretical
properties while the graph data models are particularly relevant for the pro-
gramming model as they define how graph state is modeled in a computation.

Graph Characteristics

We differentiate the following characteristics of graph models for processing:

edge directedness This graph characteristic defines whether edges are
directed or undirected in the graph model. It also determines whether
two vertices can be connected the same way by more than a single edge,
thus spanning a multigraph.
While most graph databases focus on directed multigraphs [202], the
graph models of graph processing systems show more variety. Several
graph algorithms require directed edges to map one-way relationships.

graph heterogenity In a homogeneous graph, all vertices and edges are
of the same type. In a heterogeneous graph, vertices and edges of differ-
ent types co-exist within the same topology.
In homogeneous graphs, computations can often be implemented in
a more straightforward way, as the exact same operation is executed
throughout the entire graph. In turn, heterogeneous graphs allow to
model more complex systems with varying entities, diverse topologies,
and more expressive relationships.

graph mutability Graph models differ in the extent to which a graph
can be modified during the computation. While a mutable graph model
allows changes to the topology, an immutable graph model does not.
Most mutable models allow the creation of new vertices and edges and
very few models also allow delete operations.
While limited mutability may restrict flexibility within the program-
ming model, it facilitates efficient implementations of the underlying
system. Mutability of graphs is very important for graph algorithms
that progressively remove edges to produce a final result topology.

In our contribution later in this work, we consider mutable, heterogeneous
graphs with directed edges.

Data Models for Graph

A plain graph topology inherently captures structural data on how entities are
connected. Also, vertices and edges are often annotated with values to define
domain-specific properties of entities and relationships. The expressiveness of
such annotations is determined by the graph data model [135]. The following
three graph data models are predominantly used for processing:
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labeled graphs Labeled graphs are the simplest form of data-enriched
graphs. In such a graph, scalar values are either assigned to vertices, to
edges, or both. This allows for graph extensions such as weighted graphs
or graph coloring.

semantic graphs The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [188]
family specifies a conceptual description of web-based information to
model knowledge. Its semantic model is based on a graph that follows
a strict convention for labeling vertices and edges. The basic data entity
of RDF are triples— a set of three entities that represents a (subject,
predicate, object) relationship. A triple thus contains two verti-
ces (i.e., subject and object) that are connected by a directed edge (i.e.,
predicate). By adding well-defined labels (e.g., URIs, literals) on the en-
tities, the triples becomes semantically annotated in amachine-readable
format.

property graphs The property graph model is a generalization of the la-
beled graphs in which labels can be associated with arbitrary data. The
model does not require specific data schemes so that assigned data can
range from simple scalars over key-value pairs up tomore complex types
such as nested documents. The property graph model also allows the at-
tribution of multiple data items to a single vertex or edge. The property
graph model is thus the predominant data model for graph databases
that do not follow an RDF-based approach.

Our own work builds on a property graph model later in this thesis.

2.4.2 Programming Models for Graph Processing

Selecting the appropriate programmingmodel is an important design decision
for a graph processing system, as it defines the basic abstractions for the users.
At the same time, the programming model balances the expressiveness and
complexity of the system for its users. There are currently fourmain directions
for such programmingmodels: (1) general-purpose data processing models that
can be adapted to work with graph data; (2) matrix-based models that apply al-
gebraic operations to implement graph computations; (3) vertex-scopedmodels
that execute user-defined functions on vertices or edges; and (4) subgraph-cen-
tric models that provide coarser structural abstractions for user-defined code.

General-Purpose Programming Models Applied to Graph Computing

General-purpose models are designed for large-scale data processing and aim
for pleasingly parallel executions in distributed setups. They separate isolated
processing steps as far as possible into parallel tasks and make no assumptions
about the initial connectedness of individual data items. The latter often con-
flicts with graph computations and renders general-purpose models either of
limited use for graphs, or it requires appropriate model extensions.
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mapreduce and mapreduce extensions MapReduce is a data
processing abstraction from functional programming in which computations
are specified by user-defined map and reduce function for parallel processing
of potentially large data sets [45]. For each data item, the map function is
applied and emits intermediate key-value pairs. Next, all intermediate pairs
are grouped by keys. The reduce function is then applied to all intermediate
pairs with the same key, yielding the result values.

When using MapReduce for graph applications, the input data either con-
sists of vertices or of edges as well as optional, associated data. In its original
form,MapReduce is applicable only to a few graph computations, such as com-
puting vertex degrees [40], mainly due to the limited scope (i.e., locality) of the
initial inputs for each map task.

As many graph algorithms are iterative, they cannot be executed in a sin-
gle MapReduce step, though [103]. This has led to extensive research efforts
towards the concatenation of individual MapReduce tasks [40] and for more
powerful MapReduce model extensions that allow iterations (e.g., [25, 56]). In
both cases, the output of a finished MapReduce task is used as an input for the
next task until a specific criterion is met (e.g., end of task sequence, maximum
number of iterations, convergence threshold of result).

dataflow Dataflowprocessingmodels represent a further generalization
of the data-parallel processing tasks. In dataflow models, the computation is Note the separation of

the computation
graph that models the
algorithm and the
data graph that
represents the data.

modeled in form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In this graph, vertices rep-
resent data-parallel processing tasks while edges embody the flow of results to
the next task. Apart from operators such as map or reduce, other data-parallel
functions include join, sort, or filter. Although cycles are disallowed in a
DAG by definition, loop unrolling can be used to replicate iterative processing
steps.

The dataflowmodel allows formore expressive computation programs com-
pared toMapReduce while it still maintains the benefits of a highly declarative
programming model as well as distributed and parallel executions by the un-
derlying engine.

Additional libraries on top of general purpose dataflow systems have intro-
duced graph-specific dataflow operators to facilitate the implementation of
graph algorithms [27, 168]. For instance, Gelly— the graph processing API of
Apache Flink— introduces dataflow operators for graph creation, graph prop-
erties, graph transformations, graph mutations, and validation.

Matrix-Based Programming Models for Graphs

Matrix-based models rely on linear algebra for performing graph computa-
tions. Based on thematrix representations of graphs (e.g., adjacency matrices)
introduced before (see Section 2.2.2), several graph algorithms can bemapped
to vector-matrixmultiplications ormatrix-matrixmultiplications [203]. For it-
erative algorithms, multiplications can be repeated a number of times, thereby
including the results from the preceding calculation for the next iteration.
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(a). Edge-cutting: Computations are exe-
cuted on vertices [109].

(b). Vertex-cutting: Computations are ex-
ecuted on edges [67].

Figure 2.2. Different units of parallelization in vertex-scoped programming abstractions for
graph processing. While edge cuts provide a natural separation of computation entities, vertex
cuts perform better on graphs in which few vertices exhibit a high degree (e.g., supernodes).

Matrix-based programming models provide a formal abstraction of graph
algorithms that can be very concise. Models differentiate between sparse and
dense matrices, which have different implications for the underlying run-
time— in particular for a distributed setting when data partitioning becomes
necessary [26].

Vertex-Scoped Graph Programming Models

Vertex-scoped models use vertices or edges as the units of parallelization by
applying user-defined, higher-order functions on each vertex or each edge of
a graph, as shown in Figure 2.2. These models provide a strong abstraction
of graph computations because they drastically limit the scope of an individ-
ual computation step while at the same time defining large numbers of small
computations. In a vertex-based model, a function can usually access and up-
date the local state of its associated vertex. Also, it can either communicate
with other vertices or access values of adjacent edges. An edge-based model,
in turn, provides access to the values of incident vertices along an edge.

Vertex-scoped models rely on iteratively executed local computations and
update propagations. By the parallel executions of vertex-scoped functions on
the entire graph, a graph computation with a global effect emerges.

vertex-centric programming model Themost prominent vertex
programmingmodel has been introduced inGoogle’s Pregel by Malewicz et al.
[109] with the idea of “thinking like a vertex”. The model defines a single com-
pute function that is executed on all vertices at the same time and iterated in
so-called supersteps. In each superstep, the vertex function receives messages
from other vertices from the previous superstep. It can then update its own
internal state and optionally send messages to vertices to be delivered in the
following superstep. While the users only define the compute function, each
superstep in the model is divided into two internal phases— a computation
phase for executing vertex functions and a message dissemination phase for
delivering vertex messages. Superstepping is backed by the Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) [160] model (see Figure 2.3). Pregel uses a global synchroniza-
tion barrier to enter the next superstep once all messages have been forwarded.
Each vertex alsomanages a flag indicatingwhether it is still active. Vertices can
vote to halt the computation and thus become inactive in the next superstep
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· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 2.3. The Bulk Synchronous Parallel model uses global synchronization barriers to sepa-
rate computation steps. In each step, multiple isolated computing tasks run in parallel and send
their individual results to other tasks once finished. The synchronization barrier is reached
when all tasks have completed, and results are propagated.

unless a newmessage is available for that vertex. The inactivation of all vertices
is considered as a termination condition for computations.

The think like a vertex-based programming model is inherently iterative
and synchronous due to the supersteps. The model also provides determin-
ism based on the guaranteed delivery of messages in the next superstep. The
model exploits parallelism traits that are very similar to MapReduce, while it
is specifically aiming for graph data.

Various extensions to the basic Pregel model have been proposed [212].
These include performance optimizations such as message combiners [109]
or vertex mirroring [171] to reduce communication loads, extended vertex
scopes in which vertices can also access states of adjacent vertices [104], and
global computations on top of vertex-centric operations [139].

signal/collect programming model The Signal/Collectmodels
was introduced by Stutz et al. [154] and follows the scatter/gather messaging
pattern [199]. It is a variant of the Pregel model that splits the single compute
function into two separate functions—a scatter function in which a vertex
sends local results to its neighbors and a gather function in which the vertex
collects results from neighbors and updates its internal state. In the scatter
phase, a vertex is limited to read-only access to its state and cannot access
incoming messages. In turn, during the gather phase, a vertex cannot send
new messages.

While the vertex-centric model of Pregel only works in synchronized super-
steps, Signal/Collect supports both execution styles. In a synchronized execu-
tion, global synchronized barriers are used to step between signal and collect
phases. In the asynchronous mode, signal and collect operations of different
vertices can happen concurrently as individual functions are scheduled in a
way that does not strictly enforce a global two-phase ordering. The asynchro-
nous mode can speed up computations at the cost of determinism and weaker
consistency guarantees.

gather-apply-scatter model The previous two models appoint
vertices as the units of parallelization by cutting the graph along edges. This
approach becomes less efficient for certain natural graphs that show a highly
skewed degree distribution. This is because vertices with lots of edges are
prone to become stragglers in each computation step.
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The gather-apply-scatter (GAS) model addresses this problem by introduc-
ing an edge-centric model in which vertices are cut instead, and edges become
the units of parallelization [67]. The resulting model consists of four phases:
(1) a gather phase in which gather functions collects values from all adjacentThe gather and sum

functions correspond
to the map and

reduce steps in
MapReduce.

edges of a vertex; (2) a sum phase that uses an accumulating sum function with
commutative and associative properties to reduce edge values to a scalar value
for each vertex; (3) an apply phase in which apply functions compute news
states for each vertex each depending on the accumulated value and the previ-
ous vertex state; and finally (4) a scatter phase in which an edge-parallel scat-
ter function propagates the results along the edges of each vertex.

As values between adjacent vertices are shared along edges, the GAS model
exposes a programming interface with shared memory characteristics. In
many GAS-based models, the sum phase is merged into the gather phase,
hence the name. Some models also make the scatter function optional or
provide it implicitly. In general, a GAS-based model supports asynchronicity
partly due to restricted expressiveness of the sum function [35, 67]. Commuta-
tivity and associativity, at the same time, constitute a major restriction for the
GAS model.

Subgraph-Centric Programming Models

Vertex-scoped programmingmodels provide a consistent and scalable abstrac-
tion on a high level, but the performance of their implementations can become
sub-par due to messaging and scheduling overheads.

Instead, subgraph-centric models apply a “think like a (sub-)graph” con-
cept [157] and provide abstractions in which user-defined functions operate
on entire subgraphs. Most subgraph-centric models build on the same build-
ing blocks as the vertex-centric models (e.g., global synchronization barriers,
per-subgraph user functions, message passing between partitions or shared
memory), but they provide a larger scope [157, 170]. Furthermore, they allow
for additional internal operations that can be directly executed within a parti-
tion, such as direct messaging between vertices of the same partition.

Reasonable partitioning schemes to allocate sub-graphs are the main chal-
lenges for subgraph-centric models, as locality benefits depend on the degree
of connectedness within the partition. Partitioning is either provided as a
built-in feature of the runtime or partitions have to be explicitly specified by
the user.

2.4.3 Execution Models for Graph Processing

An execution model for graph processing relates to the execution presump-
tions defined in the programming model, but it also relates to requirements
and guarantees the runtime system has to follow and implement.
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Synchronous Execution Models

All synchronous models have a common notion of global progress and global
synchronization barriers, in most cases based on supersteps as defined in the
BSP model. Global stepping enables determinism and makes reasoning for
users easier, as messages sent in one step are guaranteed to be delivered in the
next step.

The efficiency of synchronous execution models depends on efficient load-
balancing and appropriate workloads. If the complexity of tasks is skewed
(e.g.,compute functions for super vertices in a power-law graph), a single vertex
can become a straggler and slow down the entire computation, as the compu-
tation progress of each superstep is limited by the slowest task. Furthermore,
the actual synchronizationmechanism (e.g., using local barriers or distributed
coordination algorithms) should not consume larger shares of the total super-
step computation time.

Asynchronous Execution Models

Asynchronicity can speed up computations at the expense of data consistency,
determinism, or ease of use. Hence, some models (e.g., [35, 154]) that support
asynchronicity allow the users to choose between a synchronous and asynch-
ronous execution model, depending on specific requirements.

Hybrid Execution Models

Other models explicitly allow a combination of both, often by exploiting
some degrees of asynchronicity within larger, synchronized supersteps. For
instance, some subgraph-centric models [157] allow asynchronous, partition-
local operations while computations between partitions are synchronized
globally.

2.4.4 Communication Models for Graph Processing

Again, the communication model can be derived from the programming
model, and it affects the implementation of a runtime system at the same time.
While some communication models are an explicit part of the programming
model (e.g., message passing), other programming models handle communi-
cation implicitly (e.g., dataflow). Furthermore, the communication model of
the programming abstraction might differ from the actual implementation,
as all distributed platforms eventually require some form of message-based
communication over networks.

Message Passing

In message passing-based models, state is maintained locally, and updates be-
tween parallelization units are propagated viamessages. Most of these systems
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follow the BSP model in which the communication phase for exchanging mes-
sages is a fundamental element. Message passing also fits asynchronous exe-
cution styles as it decouples the send and receive operations on both sides.

Shared Memory

Shared access to adjacent entities (i.e., vertex or edge values) represents an
alternative way of communicating computation results. While this approach
is straightforward for single machine instances, distributed platforms require
additional abstractions such as distributed shared memory. In a distributed
setup, shared access internally requires network communication and synchro-
nization between instances. On a lower level, this might even be implemented
on message passing primitives. The main challenge both for single machine
setups with multicore architectures and for distributed setups is ensuring data
consistency, as read and write operations from different parallelization units
may occur concurrently.

Dataflow

There is no direct notion of communication in the dataflow models. Instead,
a dataflow computation spawns a DAG that defines communication paths im-
plicitly. Computation tasks (i.e., vertices of the computation graph) have to
be allocated to a worker instance. Whenever such a task produces results, the
results can be sent to the subsequent tasks along the outgoing edges. Efficient
allocations of tasks can prevent or reduce unnecessary network communica-
tion by co-locating tasks appropriately.

2.5 platforms for large-scale graph processing

Although dedicated platforms for the execution of graph algorithms have ex-
isted for a long time, the advent of MapReduce and large-scale data process-
ing on distributed platforms has renewed interest in programming abstrac-
tions and processing systems. In particular, novel systems that were able to
provide parallel processing on large graphs emerged shortly after the intro-
duction of the MapReduce paradigm [45] in 2004. In 2014, Doekemeijer and
Varbanescu [189] identifiedmore than 80 systems for parallel graph processing
that have been publishedwithin this ten-year timeframe—both from industry
and academia.

The majority of platforms take advantage of a distributed architecture to
ensure scalability and improve performance. However, the strong focus on
distribution is not uncontroversial within the community. McSherry et al.
[114] showed that single machine systems that apply a single-threaded execu-
tion model can often outperform distributed platforms drastically, at least for
moderately large workloads. Only distributed system architectures are able
to provide scale-out opportunities for very large input graphs. At the same
time, these systems come with pronounced performance degradations due to
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Table 2.1. A selection of different platforms usable for graph processing and their underlying
models. A more extensive overview can be found in Doekemeijer and Varbanescu [189] and in
Kalavri et al. [86].

System Graph Model Programming
Model

Execution
Model

Communication
Model

MapReduce [45] non-graph MR synchronous dataflow
HaLoop [25] non-graph iterative MR synchronous dataflow
Signal/Collect [154] semantic scatter/gather sync. & async. message passing
Pregel [109] PGM-like vertex-centric synchronous message passing
Combinatorial BLAS [26] matrix-based algebraic synchronous dataflow
Giraph++ [157] PGM-like subgraph-

centric
hybrid message passing

Spark w/ GraphX [68] PGM-like GAS synchronous dataflow
Flink w/ Gelly [27] PGM-like multiple synchronous dataflow
PowerLyra [35] PGM-like GAS sync. & async. shared memory

communication and coordination overhead for workloads of any scale. Ac-
cording to McSherry et al. [114], this overhead becomes particularly apparent
in smaller workloads that could still be managed easily on a single machine.
Recent systems such as Mosaic [108] have emphasized the abilities of single
machine systems.

We now provide an overview of influential systems used for graph process-
ing since the introduction ofMapReduce. Table 2.1 illustrates their underlying
models.

2.5.1 General-Purpose Data Processing Systems with Graph Support

The original MapReduce publication already mentioned the applicability of
the MapReduce abstraction to certain graph computations [45]. Although
MapReduce is considered to be one of the key enablers in the push towards
large-scale data processing, most of its concepts were not really new at that
time. It was primarily the combination of these features into a unified system
that represented a breakthrough. MapReduce provided an easy-to-use high-
level abstraction for data processing tasks that entirely decoupled the underly-
ing runtime properties. Hence, users were freed from the challenges of imple-
menting distributed systems such as coordination, data partitioning, or fault
handling. At the same time, users were still able to benefit from the implicit
scalability and parallelization potential so that the same tasks could run on dif-
ferent workload sizes without anymodifications. Hadoop, the open source im-
plementation of Google’s MapReduce system, has entailed a full ecosystem for
data processing that also covers aspects such as data storage (e.g., HDFS [23])
and resource management (e.g., YARN [161]).

Systems such as HaLoop [25] have addressed the shortcomings of the Map-
Reduce model for iterative graph computations. These systems benefit from
the advantages of the BSP model but provided a more convenient program-
ming abstraction for algorithms that require iterative computations.
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The limited expressiveness of the basic MapReduce model has also been ad-
dressed by distributed dataflow systems for data processing— in particular by
Spark [175] and by Flink [27] that are both anchored in the Hadoop ecosys-
tem. The emergence of dataflow-based systems was backed by specific data
structures for distributed computations such as Resilient distributed datasets
(RDDs) [174], which provide distributed memory abstractions for in-memory
computations on multiple machines. The communities of both systems have
introduced graph-specific libraries on top, namely GraphX [68, 168] for Spark
and Gelly for Flink [27]. These libraries primarily provide the abstraction of
a well-known graph programming model and convert the resulting programs
internally to dataflow-based computations that can be executed on the under-
lying system. GraphX exposes a Pregel-inspired API to its users while Flink
supports a vertex-centric model, scatter/gather, and GAS. In addition, both
systems implement and export graph-specific dataflow API operations to the
user.

2.5.2 Graph-Specific Processing Systems

Pregel is Google’s dedicated system for large-scale processing [109] that has
been suggested to overcome issues with the MapReduce model for graphs.
Pregel is a system that attempted combine a high-level, vertex-centric graph
programming abstraction with a fully distributed platform architecture that
hides most of the complexity of distribution, parallelization, partitioning,
scheduling, and fault tolerance from its users. Giraph has emerged as an
open-source implementation of Pregel within the Hadoop ecosystem.

Following the inception of Pregel, other systems have emerged that have
suggested different programming abstractions, partly without support for
distribution. Signal/Collect [154] is the first system that has applied the
scatter/gather pattern to graphs. The Signal/Collect system follows a single-
machine architecture, although the abstraction can be extended to distributed
setups. Combinatorial BLAS [26], represents a popular system that fol-
lows an algebraic approach for graph computing with distribution support.
GraphLab [105], and its successor Distributed GraphLab [104], have been
among the first systems that explore asynchronous execution models and
varying graph consistencies to speed up computations. PowerGraph [67],
and later PowerLyra [35], have applied the GAS model and supported asyn-
chronicity to tackle graphs power-law degree distributions without sacrificing
performance due to stragglers. Giraph++ [157] and Blogel [170] are among
the first distributed platforms that have been built on a graph-centric pro-
gramming model to reduce communication overheads and improve overall
performance.

2.6 processing on evolving graphs

All systems that we have surveyed before take a fixed instance of a graph as in-Graph dynamicity
during computations. put. This instance represents the state of the entire graph at the time the input
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Graph Evolution

Live GraphGraph History

Evolving Graph Perspective

Figure 2.4. The evolving graph perspective on a dynamic graph takes into account its history
over time as well as its latest state, the so-called live graph.

graph has been compiled. Some platforms allow changes of the graph topol-
ogy as part of their computation. For instance, communities can be identified
by gradually merging vertices from the input graph. Other computations cre-
ate their result topology by removing vertices and edges that do not fulfill a
certain target property. These computations utilize the mutability of a graph
to provide a computation result.

However, most real-world networks are not static. Instead, they exhibit dy- Dynamicity of input
graphs.namicity as they change and evolve over time. The evolution of a graph over

time adds a temporal dimension for graph processing. Evolving graph pro-
cessing considers changes in the graph topology [101] as well as application-
specific network trends [15].

2.6.1 Terminology for Evolving Graphs

Evolving graphs are examined in different fields and from different perspec-
tives in literature. However, the terminology is somewhat unclear, and terms
are used inconsistently. This is why we now introduce our own definitions for
the remainder of this thesis and also depicted in Figure 2.4:

temporal graphs A temporal graph is any graph that is associated with
temporal data.

historical graphs A historical graph captures the history of a graph
evolution so that previous states of the graph can be reconstructed in
retrospect.

live graphs A live graph captures the latest state of a dynamic graph that
is still evolving.

evolving graphs An evolving graph combines both previous models. It
maintains a history-aware graph representation that also includes the
latest state.

The contributions of our work specifically target evolving graphs with live
and historical perspectives on the graph.
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2.6.2 Primitives for Graph Evolution

Following the definitions of Pitoura [211], we now introduce primitives and
models for evolving graphs. To reference time, we consider a discrete time
model that is linearly ordered [196], so that 𝑗 > 𝑖 ⟺ 𝑡𝑖 → 𝑡𝑗 [98].

A historical graph 𝒢[𝑡𝑖,𝑡𝑗] is a sequence {𝐺𝑡𝑖
, 𝐺𝑡𝑖+1, … , 𝐺𝑡𝑗

} of graph snap-
shots 𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉𝑡, 𝐸𝑡), where 𝑉𝑡 defines a non-empty set of vertices and 𝐸𝑡 de-
fines a set of edges present at time 𝑡.

For a historical graph 𝒢 , a union graph 𝐺∪ = (𝑉∪, 𝐸∪) where 𝑉∪ =
⋃𝐺𝑡∈𝒢 𝑉𝑡 and 𝐸∪ = ⋃𝐺𝑡∈𝒢 𝐸𝑡 describes a graph that contains all graph enti-
ties that have ever existed in 𝒢 .

Similarly, an intersection graph 𝐺∩ = (𝑉∩, 𝐸∩) of 𝒢 with 𝑉∩ = ⋂𝐺𝑡∈𝒢 𝑉𝑡
and 𝐸∩ = ⋂𝐺𝑡∈𝒢 𝐸𝑡 only includes graph entities of 𝒢 that existed throughout
the entire time.

A version graph of 𝒢 is union graphwhere each graph entities is additionally
labeled with its lifespan, i.e., the time it existed.

For storing the changes of 𝒢 between the versions 𝐺𝑡𝑖
and 𝐺𝑡𝑗

, there are two
basic approaches, snapshot-based and update-based:

snapshot-based graph changes In this approach, each graph snap-
shot is stored separately and in its full form. So for the time-distinct
versions 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑗 of graph 𝐺, both 𝐺𝑡𝑖

and 𝐺𝑡𝑗
are stored as individual

snapshots.

update-based graph changes Here, a full graph 𝐺𝑡1
is stored, fol-

lowed by a sequence of updates that summarize the changes. Hence,
the graph 𝐺𝑡𝑗

is defined by the previous graph 𝐺𝑡𝑖
and intermediate up-

dates:

𝐺𝑡𝑗
= 𝐺𝑡𝑖

+ 𝛿𝑡𝑖,𝑡𝑗

The event-sourced graph approach the we introduce later in this work cor-
responds to an update-driven approach. At the same time, it facilitates the
creation of graph snapshots.

2.6.3 Graph Processing Systems for Temporal Graphs

Large-scale processing on dynamic graphs has been taken up by only a few
systems recently. A main differentiator between these systems is whether they
are targeting more traditional, batch-oriented processing on historical graph
snapshots, or computations for live graphswith continuous streams of updates.
Table 2.2 provides an overview of published systems— including Chrono-
graph, the system we have developed as part of this thesis. Note that any
platform for live graph processing that ingests input data streams can also be
used for some type of historical graph processing. By storing the input data
stream and replaying it up to a certain point in time, historical graph process-
ing operations can be emulated. However, we only associate systems to the
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evolving graph processing category when they support both graph perspec-
tives natively.

Historical Graph Processing

Chronos [71] is an in-memory parallel graph processing system that executes
vertex-centric graph analysis algorithms on graph snapshots. The developers
of Chronos have given special attention to an efficient memory layout and
scheduling when processing the same user application onmultiple graph snap-
shots. The so-called locality-aware batch scheduling runs parallel computa-
tions across different snapshots so that propagations in the iterative execution
model are grouped by source and target vertices, and not by snapshots. The
resulting memory access patterns yield a beneficial caching behavior that can
speed up temporal graph analysis significantly.

GoFFish [150] is subgraph-centric processing system that supports tempo-
ral graph computing over multiple graph snapshots. It extends a subgraph-
centric BSP model to address temporal iterations over different snapshots.
Thereby, GoFFish takes into account temporal dependencies of computations
over multiple snapshots (e.g., a computation on a newer snapshot requires
results from a computation from an older snapshot) and aims for efficient
execution.

Live Graph Processing

Kineograph [36] is graph processing system that takes an incoming data
stream to maintain and update a corresponding graph model. The platform
provides a storage layer that updates the evolving graph representation and a
computation layer for user-defined graph analysis applications. The system
collects transactional updates to graph partitions from multiple ingest nodes
that process the incoming data stream. A snapshotting component then pe-
riodically bundles transactions of all partitions into global epoch timesteps.
In each epoch, the graph used for the computation is updated to reflect the
graph changes. The programming model of the computation layer is iterative
and vertex-scoped. It uses synchronized stepping for a push-based model but
also supports a pull-based model for updates between neighboring vertices.

Naiad [121] is a distributed platform for executing iterative, low-latency data-
flow programs. As such, it is no graph-specific processing platform. However,
Murray et al. [121] explicitly showcase “streaming iterative graph analytics” as
a potential application for Naiad. The platform introduces timely dataflow,
a computation scheme that combines the following properties: (i) a directed
dataflow graph with potentially nested cycles (ii) stateful dataflow vertices that
consume and produce data, and (iii) an epoch-like mechanism for tracking
progress of iterative computations. Note that the internal graph of Naiad rep-
resents the dataflow computation, but not the application graph. The applica-
tion graph for graph-based computations has to be stored as part of dataflow
nodes [121].
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Tornado [148] is a processing system for evolving graphs that aims for timely
results of graph computations with convergence properties. Internally, Tor-
nado handles graph updates in iterations by using a main loop. The main loop
also computes intermediate results for computation tasks based on the current
state of the graph in that loop. When a user queries for a computation result,
the system creates a branch from the latest main loop. Next, the system ex-
ecutes additional iterations on this branch until the computation converges.
Tornado is built on top of Apache Storm, a distributed stream processing sys-
tem.

GraphTau [82] is an extension to iterative, vertex-centric programming
models that takes into account time-evolving input graphs. GraphTau intro-
duces a Pause-Shift-Resume mechanism which is orthogonal to the vertex-
centric programming model. The basic idea is to execute a traditional graph
computation with an initial input graph. After each superstep, the system
checks whether a new snapshot of the input graph is available. If so, it can
pause the computation, shift the topology and modify intermediate results,
and finally resume to start the next superstep. This approach works particu-
larly well for graph algorithms that have a convergence characteristics, such
as PageRank. GraphTau also adds an online rectification model to cope with
errors introduced by certain graph changes (e.g., edge removals) for particular
computations.

Evolving Graph Processing

GreyCat [72] provides graph data management for so-called many-world
graphs. It is designed for managing dynamic graphs that evolve over time
as well as for exploring hypothetical graph modifications as part of predic-
tive analytics. A many-world graph maintains a graph consisting of stateful
vertices at discrete timepoints and at different timelines. GreyCat uses a dis-
crete time model with logical timestamps of global scope. The concept of
the many-world model enables GreyCat to fork the timeline of a graph and
to access and modify vertex states in specific, independent timelines. Grey-
Cat provides mechanisms for creating, retrieving, modifying, and forking
many-world graphs by using a state chunk mechanism for vertex states and
efficient indices for worlds, timelines, and state changes. However, it does
not represent a full processing system as it does not provide any specific pro-
cessing models for many-world graphs. Instead, it is a component that can
be embedded into regular applications that internally interact with evolving
graphs. The GreyCat implementation is a thin, Java-based abstraction layer
that encapsulates indexing and persistence. It is backed by a key-value store.

Tegra [83] is a processing system for evolving graphs that specifically tar-
gets ad-hoc processing tasks on arbitrary time windows. As such, it supports
historical graph data and live graph data. Tegra introduces an abstraction
for evolving graphs which exposes a sequence of immutable, static graphs to
the user. This abstraction is then combined with an incremental computation
model that supports efficient, snapshot-parallel executions and iterative exe-
cutions upon updated subgraphs. Internally, Tegra is backed by distributed
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graph store that builds on the idea of persistent data structures—data struc-
tures thatmaintain previous states (see Section 8.2.1). This graph store handles
the ingestion of graph updates, graph partitioning, as well as creation and re-
trieval of snapshots.

2.7 summary

Graph theory provides discrete, mathematical structures to capture entities
and their relations. It also provides the foundations to calculate and assess vari-
ous graph properties that provide insights to the underlying structure. Graphs
are used in network science to analyze complex systems such as social net-
works, citation networks, or cyber-physical systems. Graph processing pro-
poses programming models, abstractions, and appropriate systems to execute
graph computations, even on larger graphs. The majority of graph processing
systems use high-level abstractions to run graph algorithms on a given input
graph as a batch computation. More recently, computations on dynamically
changing and evolving graphs have sparked interest in graph computing and
data processing communities. In particular, continuous processing on evolv-
ing graphs promises new opportunities for different application domains.



THE ACTOR MODEL & EVENT SOURCING

3
3.1 overview

The actor model provides a model for concurrent and distributed computa-
tions. Event sourcing suggests an approach towards persistence thatmaintains
state evolution of an application. Both concepts represent foundations for our
approach towards live graph processing in the remainder of this thesis.

In this chapter, we first outline the original actor model as a theoretical Chapter outline.
model for concurrency in Section 3.2. Next in Section 3.3, we introduce event
sourcing, a persistence concept which maintains the history of state-changing
operations of its entities. In Section 3.4, we highlight existing works that ap-
ply event sourcing to actors. Section 3.5 summarizes the fundamentals of this
chapter.

3.2 the actor model

The actor model is a theoretical model for concurrency modeling, suggested
by Hewitt et al. [76] in 1973. Agha [176], one of Hewitt’s doctoral students,
later extended it into a general model for concurrent and distributed systems.
The actor model defines concurrent processes that interact based on message
passing communication instead of sharedmemory communication. The actor
model shares the fundamental message passing approach with the Communi-
cating Sequential Processes (CSP)model, suggested byHoare [79] in 1978. Both CSP: synchronous

message passing.models isolate the states of individual processes and define the exchange of
messages as the only mean of interaction between processes. However, while Actors:

asynchronous
message passing.

the CSPmodel applies synchronousmessage passing, the actormodel relies on
asynchronous message passing. In synchronous message passing, processes
use an explicit, named channel to exchange messages. This interaction repre-
sents a form of synchronization, as both processes have to be ready for com-
munication. The asynchronous message passing approach of the actor model
requires each process (so-called actors) to provide an individual mailbox that
other processes can address when sending messages. That is, a sending actor
can submit messages without the receiving actor being ready to accept and
process them.

Upon receiving a message, an actor may execute one or more of the follow- Primitives of actor
behavior.ing three actions in response [176]:

1. Send a finite amount of messages to other actors.

2. Define a new behavior for how to process subsequent messages.

3. Spawn a finite amount of additional actors.

The message processing behavior of an actor also determines the internal
state of the actor. A modified behavior for processing the next message can
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thus reflect changes to its internal state. Since message handling is a function
execution which returns a 3-tuple of outcome variables— set of messages to
send, next behavior, set of new actors to spawn— the actor model leans to-
wards a functional programming perspective. There is no directly mutableA functional

perspective on actors. data, and the actual state transition of an actor is hidden in the return value of
an atomic function. Furthermore, the next behavior function is solely deter-
mined by the current behavior and the input, i.e., the message to process.

3.2.1 Characteristics of the Actor Model

The inherent properties of the actor model resemble many characteristics of
networked systems, which makes the model particularly interesting for mod-
eling, designing, and implementing distributed systems. This includes loose
coupling between entities, denial of global and shared state, inherent paral-
lelism, non-determinism, and transparency.

Message Passing Semantics

Themessage passing semantics of the actormodel is crucial as it provides an in-Unbounded, but
guaranteed delivery. herent notion of loose coupling between communicating entities. The model

neither defines an explicit communication medium nor does it define any up-
per bounds on message delivery. It guarantees the delivery at some later point
in time after sending the message, and thus, the eventual processing of the
message at the receiver.

Messages are considered to be immutable entities that are created once byMessages are
immutable. the sender and are eventually read by the receiver. A message cannot con-

tain any mutable data or data shared between two communication entities. A
sender can only provide internal data by copying and using it as immutable
message content.

The lack of any synchronization or handshake between actors for messageLoose coupling due to
asynchronous

communication.
exchange not only accounts for the asynchronicity of the actor model, but it
also enables loose coupling in the first place. Actors require minimal knowl-
edge of actors they interact with (i.e., their address) due to location trans-
parency, and they need to implement a minimal protocol in terms of the mes-
sage exchange for interaction. Messages decouple the sending actor and the
receiving actor in time and space.

With the introduction of the mailbox concept as a buffer for incoming mes-FIFO ordering of
actor mailboxes. sages by Agha [176], different ordering constraints for pending messages have

been suggested. The most prevalent ordering in current implementations is
the first-in-first-out ordering of inbound messages.

An explicit order of messages between the same pair of sender and receiverFIFO ordering
between actor pairs. was neither provided byHewitt et al. [76] nor byAgha [176]. However, the first-

in-first-out ordering for actor pairs has been discussed for implementations of
the actor model [181, 77]. With this additional constraint, in-transit messages
from the same source andwith the same destination cannot change their order.
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State and Behavior

The actor model implicitly provides statefulness of actors via their behavior Isolated local state.
functions. State is thus bound to its current behavior, which is in turn bound
to the actor instance. This isolates the state of the actor and prevents access
from other actors. The asynchronicity of message passing and the inherent
concurrency of an actor system disallows the notion of a global state. Instead,
an actor system is a set of individual actors, each one with its own local state
at a specific point in time.

From an outside perspective, a set of local actor states can be considered Externally observable
global states through
consistent cuts.

consistent if they satisfy a specific consistency model. This set of actor states
then equates a global state for an external observer at that time.

However, the actual set of states at a particular instant of time is limited to a
hypothetical consideration, as it would require the observer to view the states
of all actors at the exact same time. Such a perspective is not available in most
distributed system models [207].

The mutability of actor state is bound to the behavior function for process- Reactive behavior of
actors.ing incoming messages, one at a time. This imposes a reactive behavior onto

actors. Without receiving additional messages, an actor can neither update its
behavior nor can it send messages on its own.

Concurrency and Parallelism

While a single actor is limited to sequential message processing, different ac- Sequentiality per
actor.tors can process their own messages concurrently. Hence, the model does

not impose restrictions on the degree of parallelism possible within the actor
topology.

Neither allowing shared states nor providing synchronized message ex- Inherent
non-determinism.change between actors yields inherent non-determinism of systems that fol-

low the actor model. An actor system can yield any number of interleavings
of arriving messages for the mailbox of a destination actor. Furthermore, a
re-execution of the same actor program may yield different message orders,
and consequently, different outcomes in terms of eventual actor behaviors.

Dynamicity and Openness

As actors can spawn new actors, the actor model is not bound to a fixed num- Dynamic actor
topology.ber of actors. Instead, the network of communicating actors can evolve over

time. As a consequence, the actor model can be used to model dynamic sys-
tems in which new actors are added during execution.

The definition of actor behavior in the model also allows changes to the Dynamic actor
behavior.behaviors of its actors. This is a powerful concept because it adds another di-

mension of dynamicity. Actors can thus adopt behavior which has not been
specified at the beginning of the execution. For instance, an actor-based appli-
cation can usemessage passing to propagate new behavior to actors, effectively
updating their internal logic.
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3.2.2 The Actor Model as a Programming Abstraction for Concurrency

Apart from being an asynchronous concurrency formalism, the actor modelActors for concurrent
programming. has also been implemented in various programming languages for providing

concurrency support. Early languages that built on this concurrency style in-
clude Act [206] and variants of Smalltalk [24]. Later, new programming lan-
guages appeared that incorporated the model (e.g., Erlang1, SALSA2, Scala3),
while others added actor-based concurrency mechanisms as language exten-
sions or via dedicated frameworks (e.g., Akka for the JVM).

Erlang was probably the first, reasonably popular programming languageThe Erlang
programming

language.
based on the actor model [162], addressing a unique set of challenges: distri-
bution, fault tolerance, high availability, and hot swapping of application code.
Initially designed in 1986 for highly concurrent telecommunications applica-
tions, the Erlang language later became successful in many other domains, in-
cluding distributed database systems and web-scale backend architectures [1].

The actor model was not only featured because of its concurrency style, butDistribution and
fault tolerance. also due to the ease of executing actor-based systems in a distributed fashion.

Another feature the actormodel has become particularly popular for in Erlang
is its inherent isolation of failures. Actors as computational entities turned out
to be lightweight and fine-grained enough to be supervised and restarted in-
dividually in case of failure without affecting the overall system. The Erlang
language, for instance, embraces a “let it crash” philosophy in which a super-
vision hierarchy backs actor instances [177].

3.2.3 The Actor Model and Graph Processing

Traits of the actormodel and, to a lesser extent, implementation details thereof
are present in various other vertex-centric approaches for graph processing.
These include the usage of (i) lightweight processes, (ii) message passing, (iii)
state isolation, and (iv) asynchronicity.

Table 3.1 provides a brief overview of the occurrence of actor model traits
in programming models of graph processing systems. Pregel [109] and most
other systems that follow a vertex-centric approach with the BSP model [160]
map vertices to isolated entities that run local compute functions and ex-
change values via message passing. However, the synchronization barrier of
BSP limits the asynchronicity, as each message is guaranteed to be processed
by the receiver within the next superstep.

So far, GPSA [155] has been the only system for graph processing that ex-
plicitly builds on the actor model. GPSA is a single machine system that mod-
ifies the original BSP model to work with actors. Instead of the traditional
compute and dispatch phases of supersteps in BSP-based graph systems,
GPSA spawns different actors for dispatching of messages and for computing
vertex values. There is still a central manager actor in GSPA that coordinates

1 http://www.erlang.org/
2 http://wcl.cs.rpi.edu/salsa/
3 https://www.scala-lang.org/

http://www.erlang.org/
http://wcl.cs.rpi.edu/salsa/
https://www.scala-lang.org/
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Table 3.1. Actor model traits in vertex-scoped graph programming models.

Programming Model Lightweight
Processes

Message
Passing

State
Isolation

Asynchronous
Behavior

Vertex-centric (Pregel) [109] ✓ ✓ ✓
Signal/Collect (async.) [154] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Gather/Apply/Scatter [67] ✓ ✓

the computation and manages the progress of supersteps. Hence, GPSA pri-
marily uses the actor model as a platform element to implement an already
existing graph processing model in a specific way. Sun et al. [155] claim to out-
perform existing single machine graph systems, including GraphChi [96] and
X-Stream [137] due to the more efficient scheduling of many small processes
on a multi-core architecture as well as the efficient I/O handling of messages
thanks to the underlying actor platform.

3.3 event sourcing

Next, we look into event sourcing, an approach towards persistence that main-
tains previous states of an evolving application.

An intrinsic property of any stateful application is the mutability of its enti-
ties (e.g., values of variables, objects, or data structures). The predominant
strategy to maintain mutable states is an update operation that directly re-
places the old value with a new value. When state is persisted in a durable store
like a database management system, the replace operation requires an update
operation on the database entry as well. Backing mutable application entities
by a database is commonly referred to as the Active Record pattern in enter-
prise architecture literature [194]. Apart from issues with the so-called object-
relational impedance mismatch—difficulties that occur when objects from
object-oriented programming languages aremapped to relational database en-
tries— the update-based approach for mutable, evolving application states is
only able to capture the latest versions.

While this does not pose a problem for many stateful applications, some
applications specifically require a history of previous states. Maintained state
history is useful for a number of use cases, including the temporal exploration
of state evolution, as an audit trail, for debugging purposes, as a fault toler-
ance mechanism, and for data lineage [119]. Hence, history-aware mecha-
nisms have been suggested that capture and persist the actual change instead
of only the result of the update operation. These mechanisms can be found in
different domains, on various abstraction levels, and with different temporal
scopes. Examples range from early computer games debugging concepts [186]
(i.e., logging user and system inputs to the game), short write-ahead logs of
journaling file systems [130] and log-structured file systems [136], to database
concepts such as specialized data models [84], replication logs, or change data
captures (i.e., a feed of change operations from a database). All these mecha-
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nisms share a common approach—changes are collected in the form of a log
to reconstruct states.

Event sourcing applies the same idea as a technique for complex software
architectures. However, unlike the previous examples, event sourcing (i) de-
fines events to be explicit, first-class entities at the application level and (ii) event
sourcing designates the event log to be the only source of truth for application
state. As an architectural style, event sourcing suggests an append-only log of
state-modifying events for application state persistence [193]. Events are im-
mutable and capture the changes introduced by the occurrence of the event
instead of directly replacing the previous state. Application state or the state
of individual application entities can thus be reconstructed by applying the
sequence of all existing events.

Event sourcing originated from the domain-driven design community for
modeling and implementing complex application domains [193]. It has later
been adopted by the systems community, in particular for stream process-
ing [204].

3.3.1 Command–Query Separation

Event sourcing is often combined with another principle from domain-driven
design which is derived from Command–Query Separation (CQS). CQS sug-
gests that a method in object-oriented programming languages should either
represent a command that triggers an action of the callee or a side-effect free
query that only retrieves state from the callee, but not both at the same time.

Command Query Responsibility Segregation

Younghas suggestedCommandQueryResponsibility Segregation (CQRS) [219]
as a more generalized adaption of the CQS principle that abstracts from
method invocations. CQRS separates the application model into a command
model (also called write model) that handles state-changing operations and a
query model (also called read model) that processes query operations.

TheCQRS interface explicitly defines commands thatmust be dispatched to
the command model to trigger state-changing operations. Commands repre-
sent intents of operations that the user or the corresponding application wants
to execute. However, commands can still be rejected by the command model,
e.g., when command parameters are invalid or when domain invariants are
not satisfied.

While this separation introduces a non-traditional domain model and may
increase initial complexity for developers, it also brings along several advan-
tages due to the decoupling of write operations and read-only operations.

Event Sourcing & CQRS

CQRS performs particularly well when it is combined with event sourcing. As
the command model executes state-changing operations, it represents a well-
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suited source of events within the system. In turn, the stream of events can be
used to populate the query model.

Command Sourcing

Based on the command model of CQRS, we can extend event sourcing to also
take into account commands in the log. Thus, the log does contain not only
events but also the commands that triggered the events. This leads to tuples
of log entries containing a command as an intended action, and—depending
on the success of the execution of the command—a sequence of zero or more
events that the command execution has yielded.

This so-called command sourcing inflates the log, but at the same time cap-
tures the relation of intents (i.e., commands) and performed state changes (i.e.,
events). Furthermore, command sourcing gives an insight into unsuccessful
commands in the application timeline.

3.3.2 Event-Sourced Architectures

Architectures that follow an event-sourced persistence approach combined
with CQRS, as shown in Figure 3.1, can exploit scalability opportunities, opti-
mized model implementations, and an explicit notion of eventual consistency
due to the decoupledmodels. The querymodel can be easily replicated for bet-
ter read throughput. Furthermore, the event stream can be used to create and
update different, optimized views for the query model. While eventual consis-
tency is generally a weak model for application developers, the CQRS-based
model forces the developer to reckon that reads can always be stale.

In an event-sourced architecture, the command model is connected to a Command processing
and event processing.command handler or command processor, which takes application-level com-

mands and produces corresponding events. In turn, these events are persisted
in an event store (i.e., the actual event log), and also passed to the event hand-
ler or event processor that updates the state views of the read-optimized store.
This store can then be used for queries by the query model. Note that each
component is decoupled from subsequent components in an asynchronous,
message-based style.

In practice, an event-sourced system can provide logs on different levels. Centralized and
distributed event logs.A centralized approach provides a single log for the entire domain model.

Although the implementation of the log can be distributed using replication
and partitioning, append operations require coordination and hence limit
throughput. On the other hand, a centralized log implicitly provides lineariz-
ability and serializability characteristics. A distributed approach shards the
domain model and uses multiple logs for different parts, in some cases even
individual logs for each domain entity. While this increases throughput by al-
lowing concurrency, distributed logs might hide causal relationships between
events and complicate globally consistent view models.
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Figure 3.1. A conceptual view on an event-sourced, CQRS-based architecture.

For instance, Lagom4 andEventuate.IO5 are both distributed, event-sourced
microservice architectures. While Lagom applies a shared-nothing architec-
ture for services in which each service maintains on event logs, Eventuate.IO
uses a global event store for all services that also acts as a publish/subscribe
messaging solution between services.

3.4 applying event sourcing to actors

As both actor-based and event-sourced systems share universal design princi-
ples— including event-driven concurrency, notions of immutability and asyn-
chronicity, and —combined systems have been proposed. There are generally
two opposing perspectives on event-sourced, actor-based systems: (i) a high-
level, event-sourced architecture can be implemented based on actors or (ii)
event sourcing can be utilized as a low-level persistence mechanism for actors
inside an actor-based application.

From an event sourcing point of view, the actor model can be used as anEvent-sourced
architectures

implemented with
actors.

underlying programming, concurrency, and distribution model to implement
a higher-level, event-sourced architecture. Different actors populate the read
and write model by handling incoming queries and commands, respectively.
The event log is decoupled from individual actors, and often, a global event
log is used.

In turn, from an actor model perspective, event sourcing can be added toEvent sourcing as
persistence for an

actor-based system.
an actor-based application to introduce low-level persistence, often to individ-
ual actors. This allows the runtime to recover the state of an actor when the
runtime has been restarted after a shutdown or a crash. Hence, event sourc-
ing is used for durability and fault tolerance of actor states. Adding immutable
change events to an optimized, append-only log is considered to provide better
performance than in-place state updates in a traditional database, in particular
within high-throughput scenarios.

4 lagomframework.com
5 eventuate.io

https://www.lagomframework.com/
https://eventuate.io/
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3.4.1 Existing Event-Sourced Actor Libraries & Systems

Existing approaches for event-sourced actors reflect this differentiation. On
the one hand, libraries such as Eventsourced6 bring persistence to actor-based
systems. On the other hand, platforms and frameworks such as Eventuate7
and Lagom8 utilize event sourcing and the actor model as high-level concepts
for distributed application runtimes.

The Eventsourced Library

TheEventsourced library adds an event sourcingmechanism toAkka, an actor-
based toolkit for distributed applications in Java and Scala. The library pro-
vides two related extensions to Akka actors: (i) persistence for stateful actors
and (ii) at-least-once message delivery guarantees.

Therefore, Eventsourced introduces processors, channels, and journals as
primitives. The processor trait extends a regular, stateful Akka actor to implic-
itly log all incoming messages that are marked by a specific type. Channels
enable communication between a pair of actors with different message se-
mantics, acknowledgments, and message deduplication options. While a
default channel does not store any messages, a reliable channel stores mes-
sages for re-delivering of unconfirmed messages and message ordering. A
reliable request-reply channel extends the previous channel by guaranteeing
at-least-once semantics for replies. A journal handles message persistence for
processors and channels. Based on different journal implementations, it can
connect to different database systems for the actual persistence (e.g., LevelDB,
MongoDB). Note that both channels and journals are internally backed by
Akka actor instances as well.

Processors, channels, and journals of Eventsourced allow shutdownor crash
of Akka applications without a loss of state. After a restart, the journal pro-
vides each processor and channel with a replay of all logmessages. The proces-
sors can then reconstruct their state by re-executing message handling. When
an event-sourced actor re-sends a message along a channel during replay, the
channel can detect the message duplication according to its own journal and
prevent the actual delivery. Also, actor state snapshots can be used to speed
up the reconstruction. Snapshots can be trigger by a specific message to a pro-
cessor. When a snapshot is available during reconstruction, the snapshot state
is replayed first, then followed by any messages that have been logged after the
snapshot construction.

In 2014, the Eventsourced library became an official part of the Akka with
the persistence extension added inAkka version 2.3. Although theAPI and im-
plementations have been slightly modified, the basic concepts have remained
as described above.

6 github.com/eligosource/eventsourced
7 rbmhtechnology.github.io/eventuate
8 lagomframework.com

https://github.com/eligosource/eventsourced
https://rbmhtechnology.github.io/eventuate
https://www.lagomframework.com/
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Eventuate

RBMH Eventuate is a toolkit for distributed services that build on the actor
model of Akka and event sourcing. However, it uses a slightly different event
sourcing approach than Eventsourced and Akka persistence, respectively.
It introduces event-sourced actors (i.e., command-side actors) and event-
sourced views (query-side actors). Furthermore, RBMH Eventuate allows
event-sourced entities to share the same event log, which enables two features.
First, event-sourced views can take into account the events of multiple event-
sourced actors into a single view, which is then queryable by the application.
Second, RBMH Eventuate supports event collaboration—a mechanism in
which an actor gets notified when another actor has added an event to the
shared event log. This corresponds to an event-driven, publish/subscribe-like
form of communication.

RBMHEventuate also allows the replication of actors, even across locations,
supported by a multi-master replication of the underlying event logs. There-
fore, RBMH Eventuate implements a replication scheme based on causal con-
sistency and vector clocks for causality tracking.

Lagom

Lagom is a distributed microservice framework based on the Akka toolkit.
Lagom heavily embraces event sourcing and CQRS and utilizes the Akka per-
sistence extension. Lagom promotes a shared-nothing architecture between
services, in which individual services isolate internal stateful aggregates (i.e.,
entities, backed by actors). A service is not able to access the aggregates of
other services directly. However, it can use an exposed interface of another
service for interaction. Such an interaction can, in turn, yield state changes in
the target service.

3.5 summary

The actor model and event sourcing are concepts that are considered for dis-
tributed applications and system architectures. The actor model provides
a concurrency and programming model that facilitates distribution. Event
sourcing introduces a persistence approach that maintains state-changing
operations so that previous states can be reconstructed. In doing so, both
concepts share similar properties towards message-driven and event-driven
asynchronicity, immutability and isolation of state, as well as traits from func-
tional programming. Some libraries and platforms have already applied event
sourcing to actors to persist and reconstruct the states of individual actor
instances. In Chapter 5, we develop our own application-agnostic approach
for event-sourced actors that (i) takes into account the timeline of the en-
tire stateful actor topology, (ii) addresses commands and events for logging,
(iii) integrates lightweight dependency tracking, and (iv) allows for consistent
reconstructions of earlier states of the full actor topology.
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4
4.1 a vision for computing on evolving graphs

A graph processing system for evolving graphs enables the user to tackle a
broad range of applications on dynamic and evolving graphs. Such a system
captures the properties of an external application graph which is at any time
subject of changes to its topology and the states of its elements. The system
(i) consumes streams of external update operations from the original graph, Enable applications

on evolving graphs.(ii) maintains its own internal representation, (iii) provides a runtime envi-
ronment for different, user-defined graph computations, and (iv) allows users
to query and explore the graph and its history at any time.

Therefore, the system requires a comprehensive model that takes into ac- Conceptual model.
count data management for evolving graphs as well as appropriate processing
abstractions. The model provides a graph representation that always reflects Graph data

management.themost up-to-date version of the graph (hot graph view) known to the system.
In particular, the system keeps track of all vertices and their individual evolu-
tions. The platform also captures the evolution of the graph over time, so that
any previous state of the graph can be reconstructed in retrospect (cold graph
views). External updates drive changes to the internal graph representation,
but graph applications can also extend the internal topology for application-
specific purposes. Live graph computations run concurrently to changes to the Support for multiple

processing concepts.graph representation and primarily focus on continuous and incremental pro-
cessing for fast, but potentially inaccurate results. At the same time, the model
supportsmore traditional batch computations on non-evolving versions of the
graph—either on a recent, immutable version or on previous versions recon-
structed from the graph history. Besides, the model supports temporal pro-
cessing concepts that explicitly take into account the evolution of the graph
over time.

The envisioned platform implements the conceptual model for applications A distributed
processing platform
for evolving graphs.

on evolving graphs. It targets graph applications for highly dynamic, real-
world networks of moderate scale. The platform provides an execution en-
vironment for user applications on evolving graphs. An application is defined
by a set of user-defined functions that take advantage of suitable programming
models and corresponding APIs. The platform architecture is distributed to
scale with different processing loads. In terms of performance, the platform
cannot be a silver bullet as it can neither outperform dedicated event process-
ing solutions for online processing nor can it outperform highly optimized
batch processing solutions for offline computations. Instead, is it provides a
well-balanced performance in a unified system that achieves sufficiently low
latencies for live computations on the live graph while also executing arbitrary
offline graph computation tasks in adequate time.
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4.2 current state of evolving graph computations

Appropriate concepts for processing and managing dynamic and evolving
graphs are still considered to raise crucial research questions within the com-
munity, as noted by Junghanns et al. [202]. There are similar perceptions
regarding live and real-time graph processing as important future directions
for graph computing [75]. In a community survey on challenges in graph pro-
cessing, Sahu et al. [138] also revealed a gap between the increasing relevance
of stream-based computations and the lack of platforms that support this
style. More importantly, they also identified the necessity of general-purpose
graph systems that support different graph computations (i.e., offline, online,
stream-based) within the same processing system. History-aware computing
on event-driven, evolving graphs lies in the intersection of graph databases
(i.e., graph data management and graph lineage), event processing (i.e., event-
driven online computations), and traditional graph processing (i.e., execution
of graph algorithms).

Graph databases are well suited for maintaining a representation of a graphGraph databases.
topology. Specialized graph databases even support rapidly changing topolo-
gies [54]. The strengths of databases are fast queries, traversals, and updates.
They are less suitable for graph algorithms that require intensive computations.
Computations on streams of events are mainly the domain of event process-Event processing

systems. ing systems. Such systems establish internal topologies of stateful processing
nodes through which data is passed successively for computations. This ap-
proach works well with reasonably manageable states per node (e.g., scalars,
counters, small sets). However, the internal state of individual processing
nodes is less suitable for storing full graph topologies. Hence, the usage of
event processing systems for graph computations with event-driven graphs
has limitations concerning efficiency, scalability, and maintainability. Most
graph processing systems are designed for long running batch computationsGraph processing

systems. on large and fixed input graphs (e.g., [27, 35, 67, 109, 154, 168]). However, very
few systems focus on historical graph or live graph computations, and there
has not been a system so far that provides a unified solution by combining
different graph processing models and graph lineage. Systems for historical
graph computing (e.g., [71, 149]) can only process the evolution of a graph of-
fline and in retrospect. They cannot handle the live computations in time if the
graph continuously evolves. Existing systems for live graph processing ([36, 82,
148]) decouple the tasks of (i) iteratively applying updates to an internal graph
representation, (ii) creating consistent snapshots of that representation, and
(iii) running computations on the resulting snapshot. This approach makes it
difficult for computations to react directly to graph-local changes as soon as
they enter the system. Furthermore, the approach discards the history of the
graph.

Maintaining a representation of a continually evolving graph while at the
same time executing computations on that representation is a non-trivial task
for a number of reasons. There is no direct coupling between the actual ap-
plication graph and the graph processing system, and updates to the graph
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topology can be both asynchronous and highly concurrent. The system can- Liveness vs.
consistency.not pause the real graph in order to guarantee specific updates to be reflected.

Hence, the internal graph representation can only provide eventual consis-
tency semantics. At the same time, most offline graph computations require
global, consistent views on the entire graph. While changes to the graph take Vertex-local vs. global

graph state.place with limited locality (i.e., local topology changes, vertex state updates),
the ramifications of individual modifications may eventually affect other parts
of the graph. Live computations take advantage of asynchronous operations as Synchronicity vs.

asynchronicity.part of the compromise between computation latency and accuracy. In turn,
offline computations often rely on synchronous processing steps.

The trade-offs between these properties are inherently entangled. Liveness,
asynchronicity, and restricted, localizedmodifications are valuable features for
the evolving live graph. The cold graph representations rely on a global graph
view with stronger consistency characteristics. These contrasting properties
yield a unique set of requirements for any system that tries to unify live and
offline graph computations based on evolving graphs.

4.3 our approach towards evolving graph computing

In order to bring together evolving graphs, live computations, and offline com-
putations, we suggest a novel concept for graph processing. The concept pro- The fundamental

idea: Event-sourced
graph computing.

vides a live graph model with particular emphasis on asynchronicity, liveness,
and support for parallel execution. At the same time, the concept facilitates
the creation of frozen graph representations that provide global and consistent
views of recent and previous versions of the graph. While the former model is
used as the hot graph for live computations, the latter model is used for cold
graphs as inputs for decoupled batch computations.

The concept is based on the of three underlying principles: a vertex-scoped Enabling principles.
model for graph processing, the actor model for highly concurrent computa-
tions, and event sourcing for the persistence of evolving states. First, we apply
event sourcing to the actormodel to capture the history of each actor. Next, we
combine this event-sourced actormodel with an asynchronous, vertex-scoped
graph processing model.

Each vertex in the graph model is assigned to an individual actor. Thus, Event-sourced actors
as vertices.the actor model provides the basic execution model of the live graph in which

each vertex can individually execute local behavior and interact with adjacent
vertices using message passing. In turn, event sourcing facilitates a versioning
mechanism for all vertices which allows the reconstruction of previous vertex
states. Furthermore, event sourcing capabilities can be used to rebuild global
and consistent graph snapshots at any point in time. These snapshots can then
be used for decoupled processing operations, independent from the evolution
of the live graph.

The event-sourced graph processing approach inseparably conflates live Event-sourced graph
processing.graph operations and resulting additions to the graph history. The history is

then again the source for all cold graphs to be reconstructed for offline com-
putations. Hence, our approach takes advantage of event sourcing for graph
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data management to decouple the hot graph and any cold graphs thereby
separating live and offline graph computations.

The platform that puts the event-sourced graph processingmodel into prac-A platform for
event-sourced graph

processing.
tice needs to take into account the performance requirements for live com-
putations— in particular, high throughput rates of events and low latencies
of update operations. In order to address performance needs and scalability
demands, we opt for a distributed platform architecture that consumes con-
tinuous streams of graph update events and executes user-defined, evolving
graph applications.
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AN EVENT- SOURCED ACTOR MODEL

5
5.1 overview

This chapter presents a new approach for concurrently active, communicating
entities that tracks the computation progresses over time, based on a novel
combination of the actor model and event sourcing. The approach lays the
foundation for the remainder of Part II, and it provides the underlying execu-
tion model for event-sourced graph computations.

In this chapter, we start in Section 5.2 with the collection of design goals Chapter outline.
that the model needs to address. In Section 5.3, we introduce the foundation
of the event-sourced actor model. Section 5.4 characterizes the underlying
system model to support and implement the model. In Section 5.5, we sur-
vey common procedures to be used in such applications. We summarize the
contributions of the chapter in Section 5.6.

Parts of the results of this chapter have been published in “Combining Dis- Related publications.
crete Event Simulations and Event Sourcing” [2] “On the Potential of Event
Sourcing for Retroactive Actor-based Programming” [4], and “Chronograph:
A Distributed Processing Platform for Online and Batch Computations on
Event-sourced Graphs” [6].

Müller [233] and Meißner [231] have contributed to prototype implementa- Student works.
tions of concepts of this chapter as students.

5.2 design goals

The envisioned conceptual model is required to (i) maintain a representation Main requirements.
of large amounts of stateful and interacting entities, (ii) update the representa-
tion based on incoming streams of external events, (iii) track the evolution of
all entities, (iv) enable timely computations on the evolving representations,
(v) support limited interactions with external processes, and (vi) support of-
fline computations on recent and historical representations.

For bridging live computations and offline computations, the model is en- Trade-offs.
tangled with conflicting design goals:

evolving vs. complete input data For live processing, incoming
chunks of data have to be processed timely to provide an up-to-date rep-
resentation of the setting, based on the latest incoming events. Entities
are able to evolve at any time. In turn, for offline computations, input
data is known and available a priori, which allows a less constrained
perspective on input data. Entities are captured at a given time and are
thus fixed.

liveness vs. consistency Given a continuous stream of updates as in-
put, a live computation cannot create a consistent global view without
pausing the input streamor halting the external event sources. However,
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as the original sources of events are situated outside of the system, the
system rarely has any influence on the event sources or the occurrence
of new events in the real world. On the other hand, offline computa-
tions can be decoupled from evolving representations and thus provide
stronger consistency guarantees for states that might be out of date to a
certain extent.

approximate vs. accurate results For live processing, timeliness
represents a crucial property that may outweigh the accuracy of com-
putation results. When more accurate results would require longer pro-
cessing times, the staleness of these results may limit their value once
they become available. In contrast, offline computations are primarily
valued for results with predetermined or tunable accuracy while accept-
ing longer computation times.

In order to overcome these conflicts, we separate the conceptual model intoLive vs. offline model.
two perspectives. First, a live model focuses on maintaining the latest states
and executing actor-local computations and interactions promptly. This live
model needs to support highly parallelized, and event-driven computations
and captures the evolution of individual entities. Second, an offline model
builds on the data persistence mechanism to reconstruct entity states on
a global scale and to initiate decoupled batch computations on that recon-
structed topology. Thus, the offline model branches off a snapshot from the
evolving application which is then unaffected by further changes.

5.3 fundamental concept

In order to address these design goals, we now combine the actor model with
event sourcing. In doing so, actors fulfill a hybrid role by manifesting stateful
entities and—at the same time—by representing the elements of the compu-
tation.

This approach requires a careful interweaving between messaging, behav-
ior execution, and event persistence. Unlike existing approaches introduced
in Section 3.4.1, we suggest a new event-sourced actor model that (i) appliesKey characteristics.
individual event sourcing for each actor instance, (ii) implements a hybrid of
command sourcing and event sourcing, (iii) considers causality in state evolu-
tion, (iv) tracks the full topology, and (v) allows reconstruction of individual
actor states and global topologies at arbitrary points in time.

As shown in Figure 5.1, an incoming message is considered to be a com-Model overview.
mand for the receiving actor. Based on the current state and behavior func-
tion, the receiving actor processes this command. Local state changes and
new outgoing messages are computed and become the corresponding event
to the received command. While a dispatched message is part of the event of
the sending actor, it later also becomes a new command for the receiving ac-
tor. In addition, an individual logical clock [98] is used to count the number
of processed commands for each actor. The current clock value of an actor is
piggybacked to each of its sent messages. This enables a lightweight version-
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Figure 5.1. Interaction between event-sourced actors. Incoming messages become commands
for the receiver, which are then handled by its behavior function. The behavior function emits a
new event with potential state changes and outgoing messages. A lightweight versioning mech-
anism maintains causal dependencies of receivers by tracking the actor-local clocks of message
senders. Messages contain the local clock of the sender at the time of message dispatch.

ing mechanism in which each actor can determine the states of other actors
it is causally dependent from at each time. To enable reactive applications in
which the actor topology receives messages from and sends messages to ex-
ternal processes, we add a second type of actors. These actors are not fully
event-sourced. However, they can communicate with external processes and
thus they can initiate side effect-afflicted operations.

5.3.1 Basic Actor Behavior with Event Sourcing

We consider an actor 𝛼 at local clock value 𝑡 with the current state 𝑠𝑡
𝛼 and

the current behavior 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼. Upon handling the incoming message 𝑚𝑖𝑛, the

behavior function 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼 determines how to process this message as a new com-

mand internally. Eventually, 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼) yields an event that contains the
state changes Δ𝑠𝑡+1

𝛼 , a new behavior 𝑓 𝑡+1
𝛼 , and a set of dispatched messages

[𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
, … , 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

]:

{Δ𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑓 𝑡+1

𝛼 , [𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
, … , 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

]} = 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼)

Here, the state change event Δ𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 captures the local changes of the state of 𝛼

from 𝑡 to 𝑡 + 1.

Δ𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 = diff(𝑠𝑡

𝛼, 𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 )

When we consider the incoming message 𝑚𝑖𝑛 at local time 𝑡 to be the com-
mand 𝑐𝑡

𝛼, the full log entry for 𝑡 consists of the following tuple:

{𝑚𝑖𝑛⏟
𝑐𝑡𝛼

, {Δ𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑓 𝑡+1

𝛼 , [𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
, … , 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

]}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
𝑒𝑡𝛼

}

The corresponding log of actor 𝛼 at local time 𝑡 consists of a sequence of tuples:

Log𝑡
𝛼 = ({𝑐0

𝛼, 𝑒0
𝛼}, {𝑐1

𝛼, 𝑒1
𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑡

𝛼, 𝑒𝑡
𝛼})

The state 𝑠𝑡
𝛼 of actor 𝛼 is defined by left-folding all its state changes Δ𝑠𝛼 taken

from previous log entries 𝑒𝛼: The integral notation
is inspired by
Kleppmann [204].

𝑠𝑡
𝛼 =

⎧{{
⎨{{⎩

𝑡−1
∫

𝑖=0
𝑒𝑖
𝛼 𝑡 > 0

{} 𝑡 = 0
= foldleft ({}, [𝑒0

𝛼, 𝑒1
𝛼, … , 𝑒𝑡−1

𝛼 ])
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Figure 5.2. Event-driven finite-state machine of the actor lifecycles. Transitions denote the
triggering event and corresponding modifications. Depending on incoming messages and be-
havior changes, an actor can transition from the nonexistent to the uninitialized, active, and
halted stage.

Let us consider an actor 𝛼 that processes 𝑐𝑡
𝛼 and dispatches an outgoingmes-

sage 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
to actor 𝛽. For 𝛽, 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1

becomes 𝑐𝑡′
𝛽 upon arrival. The message

𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
contains metadata that it has been sent by 𝛼 at 𝛼’s local time 𝑡. Thus,

messaging creates a temporal decoupling due to its inherent happened-before
relation [98], as it creates a causal link between the event of a sender and the
command of a receiver:

{𝑐𝑡𝛼 → 𝑒𝑡𝛼}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
∈ Log𝛼

→ {𝑐𝑡′
𝛽 → 𝑒𝑡′

𝛽}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
∈ Log𝛽

Since an incoming message 𝑚𝑖𝑛 contains the local clock value 𝑡 of the sender
at the time of sending, causality information is included in the log entry. E.g.,
in the previous example, 𝛽 has to update its actor-local entry for 𝛼 and set it
to 𝑡 within 𝛽’s step 𝑡′, as the incoming command was tagged by 𝑒𝑡

𝛼.
By constructing a set with tuples containing each sender identity and its

highest corresponding local clock, a receiving actor canmaintain a set of actors
and actor states it is causally dependent on. Such a set is an implicit outcome
of the event log of a receiving actor. This tracking mechanism corresponds
to the idea of dependency vectors [62], although it is persisted as part of the
event log. It is worth mentioning that this approach differs noticeably from
vector clocks [110]. While a vector clock denotes a state of an entire system (i.e.,
specific states of all processes), a dependency vector in our case only captures
the individual interaction lineage of a particular actor instance (i.e., the latest
known states of other actors the actor has received messages from).

5.3.2 Actor Lifecycle

In our model, actor instances are unique, based on distinct identifiers. During
the execution of an application, an actor instance can evolve through a num-
ber of lifecycle stages. Each lifecycle stage is associated with certain behaviors
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and potential constraints. The full lifecycle for actors is depicted in Figure 5.2.
Table 5.1 lists the actor properties depending on the lifecycle stages.

nonexistent Initially, every actor instance is nonexistent. A nonexistent
actor does neither have an event log nor a behavior function. Within
the nonexistent stage, the following invariant holds for actor 𝛼: Note that “∅”

specifies a
nonexistent value,
while we use “{}” to
denote an initialized,
empty value.

𝑠𝛼 = ∅, 𝑓𝛼 = ∅, Log𝛼 = ∅

uninitialized Any actor receiving a regular message that is not yet acti-
vated or halted transitions into the uninitialized stage. This transition
triggers the creation of the actor event log and empty actor state. The
incoming message is appended to the event log. Unless the actor be-
comes active, each further message is appended to the event log as well.
Furthermore, uninitialized behavior is not allowed to update the state
or behavior of the actor.
Upon transitioning to the uninitialized stage, the following setup is es-
tablished first, using a pre-defined uninitialized behavior 𝑓unin:

𝑠𝛼 = ∅, 𝑓𝛼 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛, Log𝛼 = {}

The first incoming message also triggers the first log entry in the time-
line of that actor:

Log0
𝛼 = {} ∪ {𝑐0

𝛼, 𝑒0
𝛼}

From now on, any subsequent command and corresponding event of
this actor is appended to its event log:

Log𝑡+1
𝛼 = Log𝑡

𝛼 ∪ {𝑐𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑒𝑡+1

𝛼 }

When receiving newmessages in the uninitialized stage that do not con-
tain a special spawn label, the following pre- and post-conditions hold
true (in the following notated as Hoare triples [78], i.e., {𝑃} 𝐶 {𝑄}):

{𝑠𝑡
𝛼 = ∅, 𝑓 𝑡

𝛼 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛} 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼) {𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 = ∅, 𝑓 𝑡+1

𝛼 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛}

active An actor becomes active upon receiving the first message that is la-
beled with a special spawn flag. This spawn flag indicates the intent to
transition the actor into the active stage which represents the primary
mode of operation for actors in any application.
Whenbeing spawned, the actor state is initialized, and the behavior is set
to a specified behavior function from the set of user-defined behaviors
𝐹.

𝑠𝛼 = {}, 𝑓𝛼 ∈ 𝐹

As long as the actor keeps an active behavior, the following sequence is
true:

{𝑠𝑡
𝛼, 𝑓 𝑡

𝛼 ∈ 𝐹active} 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼) {𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑓 𝑡+1

𝛼 ∈ 𝐹active}
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Table 5.1. Actor properties as a function of lifecycle stages.

NONEXISTENT UNINITIALIZED ACTIVE HALTED

Actor State
State Value ∅ {} arbitrary arbitrary
State Mutability 7 7 3 7

Actor Behavior
Function ∅ 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑

Allowed behavior operations
Send messages 7 3 3 3

Spawn new actors 7 7 3 7

Update own behavior 7 7 3 7

Switch to halt 7 7 3 7

Actor Log
Event-sourced 7 3 3 3

halted Once an active actor switches to a non-active behavior, it halts:

{𝑠𝑡
𝛼, 𝑓 𝑡

𝛼 ∈ 𝐹active} 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼) {𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑓 𝑡+1

𝛼 ∈ 𝐹halted}

In a halted stage, the actor cannot change its state or behavior anymore:

{𝑠𝑡
𝛼, 𝑓 𝑡

𝛼 ∈ 𝐹halted} 𝑓 𝑡
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡

𝛼) {𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 = 𝑠𝑡

𝛼, 𝑓 𝑡+1
𝛼 = 𝑓 𝑡

𝛼}

The halted stage is permanent, as the actor cannot transition back to an
active behavior. Furthermore, a halted stage also makes the actor state
immutable, as no state change is allowed anymore.

Event Sourcing during Actor Lifecycles

Event sourcing begins implicitly once an actor is firstly referenced, leading
to the creation of an associated event log. Nonexistent actors are only hypo-
thetical and can be ignored for event souring. During the uninitialized stage,
log entries are limited to incoming messages and potential outgoing messages
created by 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑛. In the active stage, behavior functions yield arbitrary log en-
tries containing changes and behavior changes. Once an actor transitions to
the halted stage, log entries are again limited to incoming messages (i.e., com-
mands), and optionally, corresponding outgoing messages. This capability is
essential to allow halted actors to respond to incoming messages and by re-
sponding with their final state.

Actor Lifecycles and Behavior Functions

Actor lifecycle stages and behavior functions are tightly coupled and partly
interdependent. 𝐹, the set of all behaviors for an application, consists of be-
haviors for the active and halted stage, as well as a particular function for the
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Figure 5.3. A Simplified illustration of the actor topology. It contains external services and
resources, connecting processes (■), system-internal I/O actors (•), and stateful event-sourced
actors (∘).

bootstrapping actor (𝑓boot) and a default behavior for the uninitialized stage
(𝑓unin):

𝐹 = { 𝑓boot, 𝑓unin } ∪ 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∪ 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑

While 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and 𝑓boot can contain any type of behavior function that is
not directly halting the actor, behaviors in 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑 and 𝑓unin are more restricted.
These behaviors disallow any modification of the actor state. While the ac-
tor state is empty in the uninitialized stage, the actor state in the halted stage
is equivalent to the latest state the actor has been active. Besides, 𝑓unin and
𝑓 ∈ 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑 are limited in their expressiveness, as behaviors of these stages are
not allowed to change the subsequent behavior or spawn new actors (see be-
low). This allows non-active actors to indicate their current stage when being
contacted by other actors but prevents active participation in actual computa-
tions.

5.3.3 Actor Types & Behaviors

Stateful, event-sourced actors represent themain actor type in ourmodel. The
preserve parts of the application state and contain causality within the actor
topology. To interact with the external world, we introduce a second type of
actors with slightly different semantics. Hence, our actor topology consists
of two major parts, as illustrated in Figure 5.3: first, a core that is composed
of fully event-sourced and stateful actors, and second, a boundary of regular
actors that are allowed to interact with the outside world.

The core represents a pure domain in terms of functional programming.
However, it exhibits non-determinism due to asynchronous message passing
semantics. Actor state only emerges through the sequential execution of tech-
nically stateless and side-effect free behavior functions—or, equivalently, by
left-folding of emitted events.

The boundary area bridges between the purely functional core and side
effect-afflicted, system-external processes. Therefore, so-called I/O actors can
interact with stateful event-sourced actors from the topology core, but they
can also interact with external processes. In both cases, event sourcing for I/O
actors is limited to messages that come from or go into the purely functional
core.
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Stateful Event-Sourced Actors

Stateful actors represent the basic building blocks in our conceptual model.
They can be used to model domain entities and computation units— and in
most cases, an actor is a combination of both. Once spawned, a stateful actor is
defined by its initial configuration— i.e., its initial internal state and its initial
behavior function. Based on the message-driven design, actor evolution is
entirely reactive. That is, actors can only act upon incoming messages, but
they cannot proactively initiate the execution of behavior function without an
incoming message.

The programmingmodel for stateful actors is limited to user-defined behav-
ior function implementations, which in turn, are also limited in their expres-
siveness:

(i) Behavior functions have to be stateless, free of side effects, and deter-
ministic. Per actor, a behavior function is guaranteed to be executed
sequentially and non-concurrently. Access to the actor state by the be-
havior function is limited to the latest state, as provided as a parameter
of the function.

(ii) Upon eachmessage taken from the inbox of an actor, the invoked behav-
ior function executes a local computation that can include any number
of the following operations:

1. Dispatch a message to another actor with a known identifier. Any
outgoingmessage is added to a virtual outbox which becomes part
of the resulting event entry.

2. Request the spawn of a new actor instance with a given identity. In-
ternally, the spawn request is translated into an outgoing message
addressed to the actor to be spawned.

3. Update the internal actor state by applying local changes. A behav-
ior function returns a new state. Hence, state changes manifest
in the difference between the passed current state and the eventu-
ally returned new state. Any other local values used by a behavior
function are discarded.

4. Specify a new behavior function to be used for the subsequent mes-
sage. By returning a function to be used in the next cycle, the actor
behavior can evolve as well. Changes of the actor behavior corre-
spond to transitions in a state machine, as transitions depend on
the current state (i.e., behavior) and inputs (i.e., messages). When
switching to a behavior function 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑 that does not modify
actor state or change future behavior, the actor halts implicitly.

(iii) The execution of a behavior function is considered to be an atomic op-
eration. Thus, the dispatch of any messages, the execution of the state
change, and the persistence of the corresponding event are delayed until
the behavior function is completed.
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I/O Actors

An actor topology only consisting of stateful event-sourced actors represents a
closed system that is entirely decoupled from the external world and solely de-
termined by its initial configuration. To allow for interaction with real-world
entities and external processes, I/O actors spawn a boundary area that negoti-
ates between the side-effect-free core topology and external components. I/O
actors are not subject to the full limitations of stateful event-sourced actors, as
they are allowed to run any operations and cause side-effects. They are also not
defined by regular behavior functions. Instead, their behavior 𝜄 can be defined
more arbitrarily, using an initialization function 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡, and specific input/out-
put logic in event-driven handle functions 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 and respectively 𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡. Fur-
thermore, I/O actors can manage arbitrary internal states that are not taken
into account for event sourcing. Such states may be necessary to internally
manage interactions with system-external entities (e.g., connection handles,
session states).

Upon initialization, each I/O actor connects to a system-external process.
In turn, the external process interacts with external resources, such as access to
a local database or file system, or interaction with a remote network resource
(e.g., network service). The type of connection between the I/O actor and
the external process (e.g., inter-process communication, TCP connection) is
subject of concrete implementations of the conceptual model.

The implementations of 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 or 𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 of an I/O actor can send messages
to or receive messages from stateful event-sourced actors, respectively. These
messages are the only entries to be appended to the log of an I/O actor, as its
internal state is not logged. The behavior of an I/O actor is event-driven as it
is either reacting to incoming data from an external process or receiving an
internal message. The same I/O actor can implement both input and output
logic in different handling functions. This requires, however, that the runtime
guarantees a sequential order of append operations to the event log, e.g., by
preventing the concurrent execution of input and output functions of the same
actor.

input logic Actors with input logic 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡() process external ingress
data and dispatch messages to the internal actor topology. Log entries are
appended each time a non-empty set of outgoing messages is emitted, thereby
incrementing the local clock of the I/O actor and yielding the following log
entry:

{{}⏟
𝑐𝑡𝛼

, {{}, {}, [𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1
, … , 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

]}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
𝑒𝑡𝛼

}

output logic The output logic allows the actor topology to affect the
external world via egress data transmitted to the associated external process.
Therefore, the output logic is implemented in a messaging-handling function
𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑚𝑖𝑛), which corresponds to a simplified version of the regular behavior
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function of a stateful actor. Each incoming message sent from a stateful actor
is appended to the event log of the receiving I/O actor:

{𝑚𝑖𝑛⏟
𝑐𝑡𝛼

, {{}, {}, {}}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
𝑒𝑡𝛼

}

In summary, behavior 𝜄 of an I/O actor is defined by 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 and I/O-handling
functions that define input-specific or output-specific traits of the behavior.

5.3.4 Actor Messages

Amessage is an immutable tuple 𝑚 = {𝑑header, 𝑑payload}. Here, 𝑑payload denotes
the potentially empty payload of the message that is passed to the behavior
function of the receiver. The 𝑑header contains the following meta-data fields:
identifier of the sending actor, local clock of the sending actor at the time of
message dispatch, and type of message ∈ {message, spawn}. If the message
is labeled to be of type spawn, the header additionally specifies the behavior 𝑓
that should be initiated upon initializing the new actor.

5.3.5 Specification of Event-Sourced Actor Applications

The following initial tuple defines an event-sourced actor application 𝐴 that
follows this model:

𝐴 = (𝑐0
𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡, {𝑓boot, 𝑓unin, 𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑛}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝐹
, {𝜄1, 𝜄2, … 𝜄𝑘}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Ι
, )

Whereby this applies:

𝑐0
𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡 ⟶ spawn command for bootstrapping actor

𝐹 ⟶ (initial) set of available behavior functions
Ι ⟶ (initial) set of I/O behaviors

Hence, the application is defined by all of its behaviors and an initial command
sent to the first actor which is bootstrapping the application.

Disregarding the untracked internal states of I/O actors, the global state of
a running application is at any time defined by the current event logs of its
actors:

𝑆𝐴 = {Log𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡} ∪ {Log𝑥 ∣ 𝑥 ∈ Actors(𝐴) ∧ 𝑓𝑥 ∈ 𝐹}
The global state emerges through the individual event logs of all actor in-
stances. This definition implicitly includes pending messages (i.e., messages
dispatched by the sender but not yet processed by the receiver) as such mes-
sages are part of the log of the sender but not yet part of any receiver log.

Although event-sourced actor applications are designed for continuous ex-Application
termination. ecution, it can terminate when (i) all existing actors have transitioned into the

halted stage and (ii) all pending messages sent by then active actors have been
processed. In this case, all existing actors have reached a final state, and no
new actors can be spawned.
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5.4 system model

The systemmodel defines properties of a generic runtime environment that al-
lows the execution of event-sourced, actor-based applications according to the
conceptual model. The system model specifies how message handling, mes-
sage passing, and persistence is expected to be realized.

5.4.1 Execution Model & Scheduling

E.1 Each actor processes incoming messages sequentially and one at a time,
based on the order in which messages have been appended to the inbox
of the actor.

E.2 The behavior function of an actor per se is stateless, and its execution
is performed atomically. The function is called with a set of parame-
ters (i.e., the incoming message and the previous state) and returns a set
of return values (the new state, the new behavior functions, outgoing
messages), thus allowing for stateful operations.

E.3 Both actor states and event logs are isolated and follow the shared-
nothing principle per actor instance. A behavior function cannot access
any actor state or event log entry, with the only exception of the own
actor state, as passed to the behavior function call.

E.4 The execution of a behavior function is pure and side-effect-free. In
particular, the user-defined behavior functions must not execute non-
deterministic operations (e.g., I/O operations). For random operations,
actors are required to use a pseudorandom number generator of which
the seed is part of the actor state.

E.5 While sequentiality is enforced per-actor, the runtime does not preserve
a specific ordering between multiple actors with non-empty mailboxes
(i.e., messages pending for processing).

5.4.2 Messaging

M.1 A message is a one-way communication entity with a single originating
actor and a single receiving actor.

M.2 Messages are guaranteed to be delivered correctly from the sending to
the receiving actor, although there are no guarantees for the time of de-
livery.

M.3 If two messages each contain the same sender address and the same re-
ceiver address, a First In—First Out (FIFO) ordering is ensured for the
receiving end. Note that the ordering is only preserved along the specific
sending direction between a pair of sender and receiver.
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Figure 5.4. A bootstrapping procedure in which the bootstrapping actor first spawns the actors
A and B. After both have been spawned, the bootstrapping actor additionally spawns actor C.

M.4 The message payload is always immutable, hence the message content
is implicitly copied from the providing sender.

M.5 Message passing is handled implicitly by the runtime system, based on
the set of message entities returned by the behavior function. There is
no explicit ingress or egress queue for actors.

M.6 Actor instances are identified and addressed by a unique identification
label across the system. Prior knowledge of its identifier is required to
address a specific target actor.

5.4.3 Persistence

P.1 The runtime system implicitly handles command sourcing and event
sourcing before and after the invocation of a behavior function. Event
logging is not part of the behavior function itself.

P.2 Once appended to the event log, log entries are stored in a durable and
immutable way.

5.5 general procedures in applications

We now consider different procedures and steps in the event-sourced actor
model to define actual applications.

5.5.1 Initialization & Application Bootstrapping

Given an application 𝐴, the application is initialized by dispatching the mes-
sage 𝑐0

𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡. This message has no sender and contains the spawn command for
the first actor of the system. The so-called bootstrapping actor receives the
message and transitions from the nonexistent stage to the active stage. The
spawn command specifies the behavior 𝑓boot for this actor to handle the re-
maining part of the message 𝑐0

𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡.
The bootstrapping actor is in charge of spawning and coordinating the ini-

tial actor topology by spawning other stateful actors and I/O actors, as high-
lighted in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5. The scatter/gather pattern on an event-sourced actor topology. Actor A distributes
work to four other actors during the scattering phase. Each actor then executes the local work
and returns its own result. Upon receiving the result message from the latest actor, the gather
phase is completed. The coordination of actor A introduces round-like steps.

5.5.2 Sending a Message

When an actor behavior includes a send message operation, the message is
dispatched once the behavior function execution has completed. To send a
message, the sender has to specify a target identifier and a message payload.
Once themessage has been eventually delivered to the receiving actor, message
processing depends on the behavior function of the target actor, and thus, also
the stage of that target actor. An incoming message at a nonexistent actor
causes the receiver to transition to the uninitialized stage.

Due to the asynchronous one-way message semantics of the model, mes-
sages cannot be directly rejected when the receiver is not active. Therefore,
default behaviors can facilitate application implementations by handling rele-
vant, application-agnostic interactions in these cases.

E.g., a useful default behavior 𝑓unin for an uninitialized actor emits a re-
sponse message notifying the original sender that the target has not existed
at the time of message delivery. Likewise, a similar behavior can be used to
inform senders that a target actor has halted.

5.5.3 Spawning a New Actor Instance

A request to spawn a new actor implicitly creates an outgoing message that is
additionally labeled to be a spawn message. The message is then sent to the
new actor. If the target actor is uninitialized when receiving this message, the
initialization occurs before the message is processed. Otherwise, the message
is handled like a regular message and the spawn label is ignored.

5.5.4 Interaction & Coordination between Actors

Like any other actor system, interaction and coordination between actors rely
on message exchange patterns and message-driven interaction patterns. The
asynchronous, non-blocking message semantics may require the entities to
keep additional state to assign incoming messages in the future to ongoing
message exchanges. Alternatively, the behavior of an actor can be altered to
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handle specific messages with another behavior logic. This is particularly con-
venient when pattern matching is used for incoming messages.

So far, we have introduced the example of an asynchronous request/re-
sponse scheme as a useful 𝑓unin behavior for non-active actors. Scatter/gather
represents another example that includes the coordination of multiple actors,
as illustrated in Figure 5.5. Note that the initiating actor (first actor) needs to
maintain local coordination state (e.g., a counting barrier) to detect the end
of the gather phase.

5.6 summary

In this chapter, we introduced a novel conceptualmodel for actor-based, event-Model summary.
sourced applications. The model inherently maintains the evolution of each
actor, thus allowing for history tracking and reconstruction of earlier states
based on per-actor event logs. The behavior function of an actor defines how
incoming messages are processed in sequential order. The incoming message
corresponds to a command, while associated state changes and operations
yield an appropriate event for the event log of the actor. Thus, communicating
actors shape causal relations that are temporally decoupled through asynchro-
nous messaging semantics. The actor topology is divided into a core topology
with stateful actors and a boundary area with I/O actors. While the former
part represents a functionally pure domain with full event sourcing, the par-
tially event-sourced boundary allows for interactions with external and side
effect-afflicted processes outside the application.

The model we have introduced in this chapter only considers generic, actor-Outlook.
based computations by now. In the remainder of Part II, we discuss the rel-
evant aspects of this model— primarily in the context of graph processing,
but more generally also for other distributed, actor-based systems such as mi-
croservice and serverless computing architectures. In Chapter 6, we introduce
a model for evolving graphs that builds on the event-sourced actors. Next in
Chapter 7, we show how the logs of event-sourced actors can be used to pro-
vide different types of snapshots, including globally consistent snapshots from
arbitrary points in time. We also show how event logs can be pruned when
older histories are not required anymore. Chapter 8 explores the temporal ca-
pabilities that arise due to the persisted application executionwith event sourc-
ing. In Chapter 9, we show how event sourcing enables different processing
styles, in particular, processing for graph-based applications.
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6
6.1 overview

In this chapter, we take a graph data management perspective on evolving
graphs and discuss different ways of tackling their dynamicity. Next, we con-
sider graph persistence approaches that are based on event sourcing. One of
these approaches is then refined into a general model for computations and
processing with such evolving graphs.

In Section 6.2, we outline different aspects for maintaining evolving graphs Chapter outline.
and point to existing works in related areas in Section 6.3. Next in Section 6.4,
we introduce our own approaches that utilize event sourcing for capturing the
graph evolution. Section 6.5 advances one of the event-sourced approaches
into a graph management model for (re-)active, self-evolving graphs with in-
graph processing capabilities. In Section 6.6, we summarize our contributions
and the resulting event-sourced graph model.

Results presented in this chapter have been published in “A Conceptual Related publications.
Model for Event-sourced Graph Computing” [3], “Chronograph: A Dis-
tributed Processing Platform for Online and Batch Computations on Event-
sourced Graphs” [6], and “GraphTides: A Framework for Evaluating Stream-
based Graph Processing Platforms” [8].

Müller [233] and Meißner [231] have contributed to prototype implementa- Student works.
tions related to concepts of this chapter.

6.2 data management for evolving graphs

Following our definition introduced in Section 2.6, we break down the chal-
lenge of maintaining evolving graphs into the perspectives of historical graph
management (i.e., maintaining representations of past states of an evolving
graph) and live graph management (i.e., maintaining a hot graph representa-
tion that captures latest changes of an evolving graph).

A central topic for historical graph management is the temporal resolution Historical graph
management.and structural granularity when reconstructing previous graph states. For in-

stance, a temporary edge between two vertices that existed for a very short pe-
riod may not necessarily be observable in all historical graph views. Similarly,
when an edge is observable at different points in time of the same historical
graph, itmay ormay not be distinguishablewhether both observations capture
the same, identical edge.

According to Pitoura [211], there are two basic approaches for managing
historical graphs: (1) snapshot-based approaches that maintain representations
of entire graph instances at different points in time and (2) operation-based
approaches that manage sequences of change operations instead.

Live graphmanagement requires a steadily modifiable representation of the Live graph
management.graph to execute changes on time. This requirement becomes particularly chal-
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lenging when graphs are constantly subject of impactful changes— either re-
garding the speed of changes or regarding the scale of the affected topology.
Furthermore, highly concurrent changes present a challenge for the consis-
tency of the live graph model.

6.2.1 Key Properties for Evolving Graph Management

We now discuss relevant properties for evolving graph management ap-
proaches and its two subtypes, historical and live graph management.

Source of Updates

As most evolving graphs model virtual or real networks, changes in the un-Internal vs. external
sources. derlying networks ultimately drive the graph evolution. Hence, there is an

intrinsic, external source for updates in most applications. However, graph
topologies can also evolve internally, e.g., as part of an ongoing computation
or through additional, overlaying structures in the graph model.

For snapshot-based historical graphs, either the real network or a managedSnapshotting sources.
representation is probed at certain times to create new snapshots. Snapshot
creation is typically initiated either based on specific temporal patterns (e.g.,
periodic execution with fixed intervals between snapshots) or by the occur-
rence of external events that trigger the snapshot construction.

For operation-based historical graphs and live graphs, the change opera-Emergence of update
operations. tions as such represent update primitives. Approaches differ in the scope of

update operations (e.g., local vs. non-local operations) and their ordering (e.g.,
sequential vs. parallel operations).

Time Model

Temporal data models require a time model to align and embed changes and
to specify temporal relations and timestamps for operations.

First, timestamps can either reflect wall-clock times or logical time values.Wall-clock vs. logical
timestamps. Wall-clock times are oriented to the time of the real world while logical time-

stamps are used to order operations in a determined sequence.
The locality of timestamps provides a temporal context for operations.Global vs. local

timestamps. Global timestamps refer to a global time value that is associated with a state of
the graph. In turn, vertex-local timestamps are only bound to a certain vertex
instance and order local changes observed by that vertex.

Independent of the type of timestamp, a timestamp value can refer to dif-Timestamp reference.
ferent instances. An external event time relates to the point in time an event
occurred in the real graph. The internal ingestion time specifies the time at
which the event entered the graph model. If there is additional processing, the
processing time defines the time the event is handled by the system.

A single graph operation can be associated with different timestamps and
references. E.g., a graphmutation operation can be annotated with both an ex-
ternal event time in wall-clock time and an internal ingestion time in a logical
time format.
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Characteristics of an evolving graph can be recorded either as (i) individ- Point-based
timestamps vs.
intervals.

ual, initiating operations that happen at a certain point in time each, as (ii)
resulting properties that last for a certain period, or as (iii) properties that are
observable at a given moment. E.g., an edge spawned at 𝑡𝑖 and removed at 𝑡𝑗
can either be recorded by said twooperations, by recording the presence of that
edge in the interval [𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑗], or by its presence at moment 𝑡𝑥 ∈ (𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑗). Interval-
based timestamps do not align well with snapshot-based probing. Snapshots
are inherently associated with instantaneous observations and generally do
not permit further conclusions about time-related properties.

Resolution & Completeness

The granularity at which previous states can be reconstructed is primarily rel-
evant for historical graphs. A full snapshot after every individual change is
often unfeasible due to the associated costs. Non-continual snapshots allow
the reconstruction of states at certain points in time. However, they do not al-
low statements about intermediate states that occurred between two snapshots:
On the one hand, two snapshots do usually not reflect transient changes that
can be found in neither of these two snapshots. On the other hand, the same
graph relation existing in two different snapshots may not be identical. E.g.,
an edge between two vertices may have been removed and re-added, or it may
have remained unchanged the entire time—without additional temporal in-
formation, this distinction cannot be derived from two snapshots.

This is a significant drawback of snapshot-based approaches and a sub-
stantial motivation for alternatives, namely (i) additional temporal meta-data
such as interval-based timestamps instead of point-based timestamps or (ii)
operation-based approaches (which might also be subject of reduced recon-
structability when applying coalescence or pruning mechanisms).

Consistency

Consistency properties are particularly relevant for live graph management
and operation-based historical graphs, whereas graph snapshots are expected
to comply with certain consistency guarantees in any case—namely, an in-
stantaneous and complete representation of the graph.

While updates of isolated vertex and edge properties are usually straightfor- Local vs. non-local
operations.ward, changes that involve multiple entities (e.g., the creation of a new edge)

require more attention to maintain referential integrity. This is usually im-
plemented using transactional operations that guarantee atomicity and isola-
tion [54]— an edge is always seen simultaneously by both adjacent vertices.

Consistency also becomes relevant when multiple change operations have Grouped changes.
to be applied in a single step. Again, this requires a transactional operation
that incorporates all changes atomically.

Pronounced consistency properties often interfere with high throughput, Throughtput vs. strict
consistency.however. As throughput is one of the main requirements for live graphs, con-

sistency might be deliberately weakened. For instance, in an eventually con-
sistent graph model, a new edge may not be visible for both involved vertices
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at the same instant. This results in a graph model in which local perspectives
of vertices may diverge temporarily.

6.3 related work

Evolving graph management touches on various research areas, namely tem-
poral aspects of graph theory, specialized database systems with support for
temporal graphs and queries, as well as specialized systems for graph process-
ing. In the following, we point to exemplary contributions that have been
made recently in the respective areas.

6.3.1 Semantics of Evolving Graphs

Evolution-aware graph semantics allow the formal specification of temporal
relations. This is an essential prerequisite when converting temporal graph
data into existing relational models and when assessing the capabilities of tem-
poral queries.

Moffitt and Stoyanovich [116, 117] have suggested TGA, a temporal graph al-A graph extension of
temporal relational

models.
gebra and TGraph, a corresponding representation for evolving graphs. While
TGA extends a temporal relational model [51], TGraph builds on the property
graph model. Their approach goes beyond the point-based temporal model
of snapshots in which states of snapshots and states between snapshots can
be ambiguous. Instead, they suggest a sequenced semantics at the level of
vertices and edges with tuple timestamping. Their query semantics supports
extended snapshot reducibility [22], where timestamps can be used explicitly
within query operators.

6.3.2 Evolving Graphs in Data Stores

In database systems, evolving graphs can be found either in the form of histor-
ical graphs or as live graphs. Database systems for historical graphs typically
extend existing (graph) database systems to additionally store temporal prop-
erties of the graph [211]. This is usually done by annotating properties with
time-value pairs or intervals indicating the lifetime. When the database sup-
ports multiple edges between the same vertices, different edges can be used
to model consecutive, timestamped versions of an edge. Furthermore, sub-
stantial research effort is going into efficient indexing mechanisms to enable
complex yet fast queries that take into account both temporal and structural
graph properties. Specific data stores for historical graphs aim for efficient
storage mechanisms that still allow for fast reconstructions of historic states.
Systemswith a focus on live graphs onlymaintain the latest version of an evolv-
ing graph with a particular focus on high throughput of operations.

Durand et al. [55] have suggested to use a regular graph database and applyHistorical graph
management in a

regular graph store.
an overlay topology to add temporal meta-data. In this model, a dedicated
logger meta-vertex is spawned that creates meta-edges to regular vertices for
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logging. Each meta-edge represents a certain event (e.g., vertex created, edge
remove) at the target vertex and its edges. The meta-edge contains the event
information details as its edge properties. As a result, this approach creates a
list of vertex-specific, timestamped events for each vertex in the formof incom-
ing meta-edges. Durand et al. [55] refer to this as a vertex backlog. Arguably, a
benefit of this is approach is the fact that it merges both the actual graph topol-
ogy and the temporal meta-data into a single graph. Thus, the graph becomes
its own temporal index.

Khurana and Deshpande [88, 89] have worked on efficient stores for his- Dedicated stores for
historical graphs.torical graphs, namely DeltaGraph and Historical Graph Store. Both stores

combine periodic, hierarchical graph snapshots and intermediate update lists
between snapshots for efficient storage and reconstructability. When materi-
alizing a historical graph into GraphPool (i.e., an in-memory data structure),
the systems first identify an adjacent snapshot from the index and then apply
updates from the update list. The stores can also use a later snapshot and then
remove updates by reversing the update list in order to reach the target state.

TimeReach [145] represents an approach to enable reachability queries on Temporal indexing
for history-specific
graph queries.

historical, snapshot-based graphs. Historical reachability indicates the exis-
tence of a path between two vertices in an evolving graph either at a previous
point in time or during a specified time interval in the past. TimeReach re-
lies on pre-processing to identify strongly connected components. Instead of
storing the direct reachability of vertex pairs, the index captures the compo-
nent membership for any vertex at given times and examines the evolution of
connected components over time.

Weaver [54] is a distributed graph database designed to store dynamic A specialized graph
database for live
graphs.

graphs. As such, it belongs to the category of live graph management with-
out history support. Weaver provides strong consistency and relies on user-
specified transactions for graph updates that can contain multiple operations.
The transactional semantics guarantees the atomic execution of updates and
queries based on isolated and consistent graph snapshots. Unlike other dis-
tributed graph databases, Weaver is designed explicitly for rapidly evolving
graphs that cause high amounts of concurrent write operations.

6.3.3 Processing with Evolving Graphs

The majority of temporal graph processing systems considers offline compu- These systems have
been introduced in
Section 2.6.

tations on historical graphs. This includes systems such as Chronos [71] and
GoFFish [149]. These systems take advantage of the fact that the entire graph
history is available from the very beginning and focus on efficient storage lay-
outs (i.e., structural vs. temporal locality) or parallel processing approaches
(i.e., snapshot-parallel processing).

Fewer systems for temporal graphs allowprocessing on live-evolving graphs,
e.g., Kineograph [36]. These systems usually maintain a mutable, in-memory
graph representation and use regular snapshots thereof for processing.
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6.4 graph data management with event sourcing

We now illustrate how event sourcing can be used for maintaining and per-
sisting a continuous graph evolution. In this respect, we want to achieve and
combine (i) high update rates for change operations, (ii) full persistence of the
graph evolution, and (iii) arbitrary reconstructions of previous graph states.
According to its origins from domain-driven design, event sourcing relies on
domain-specific operations. In our case, we consider the following operations
for a simple, directed, and dynamic property graph model:

creating a new vertex A vertex is defined by a unique identifier. Cre-
ating a new vertex requires that the vertex does not exist yet. Upon cre-
ation, an initial state of the vertex has to be set.

updating an existing vertex Updating the vertex allows the associ-
ated state of a vertex to change over time.

deleting an existing vertex The deletion of a vertex removes the
instance and its associated state. This operation assumes that the vertex
is no longer part of edge relations to other vertices.

creating a new edge An edge can only be created if both the source
and target vertex exist, but the edge does not yet exist in the specified
direction. Creating an edge also initiates its state.

updating an existing edge Update operations on edges allow to
modify the associated state.

deleting an existing edge Deleting an edge removes the directed re-
lation between the source and target vertex as well as the associated state.

In the following, we explore event-sourced graph approaches with a single
log and with distributed logging.

6.4.1 Event-Sourced Graphs with a Single Log

An event-sourced log that supports the previous six operations represents a
straightforward implementation of an operation-based historical graph. The
latest graph state results from left-folding the full log. Event sourcing is some-
times also considered to be a database turned inside-out [204]—by persisting
the change operations instead of the resulting states. Correspondingly, the log
of an event-sourced graph replaces a graph database that gradually updates
graph relations.

Taking into account the corresponding commands, but omitting errorEvent-sourced
topology. events and states yields the following list of topology operations:

addVertex(G,v) → VERTEX_ADDED(G,v)
removeVertex(G,v) → VERTEX_REMOVED(G,v)

addEdge(G,v,w) → EDGE_ADDED(G,v,w)
removeEdge(G,v,w) → EDGE_REMOVED(G,v,w)
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When vertices and edges are stateful and maintain values, the modification Event-sourced,
stateful graph.of vertex and edge states becomes traceable as well:

addVertex(G,v,s) → VERTEX_ADDED(G,v,s)
addEdge(G,v,w,s) → EDGE_ADDED(G,v,w,s)

updateVertexState(G,v,s) → VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(G,v,s)
updateEdgeState(G,v,w,s) → EDGE_STATE_UPDATED(G,v,w,s)

removeVertex(G,v) → VERTEX_REMOVED(G,v)
removeEdge(G,v,w) → EDGE_REMOVED(G,v,w)

More formally, a directed, event-sourced graph 𝐺 is initiated with an empty A generic
event-sourced graph
model.

log and empty sets of vertices and edges:

Log0
𝐺 = {}, 𝑉0

𝐺 = {}, 𝐸0
𝐺 = {}

When adding a vertex 𝑣, it becomes part of the graph 𝐺:

{𝑣 ∉ 𝑉𝑡} addVertex(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑠) {𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑡+1, 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑣 = 𝑠}

Furthermode, the corresponding event becomes part of the event log:

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ VERTEX_ADDED(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑠)

Vertex-local state can be altered:

{𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑡} updateVertexState(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑠) {(𝑠𝑡+1
𝑣 = 𝑠}

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑠)

Removing a vertex requires the vertex to exist:

{𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑡} removeVertex(𝐺, 𝑣) {𝑣 ∉ 𝑉𝑡+1}

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ VERTEX_REMOVED(𝐺, 𝑣)

Spawning an edge requires both vertices to exist:

{𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑉𝑡} addEdge(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑠) {𝑒 = {𝑣, 𝑤} ∈ 𝐸𝑡+1, 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑒 = 𝑠}

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ EDGE_ADDED(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑠)

The state of edges is mutable as well:

{{𝑣, 𝑤} ∈ 𝐸𝑡} updateEdgeState(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑠) {𝑠𝑡+1
{𝑣,𝑤} = 𝑠}

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ EDGE_STATE_UPDATED(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑠)

Existing edges can be removed:

{{𝑣, 𝑤} ∈ 𝐸𝑡} removeEdge(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑠) {{𝑣, 𝑤} ∉ 𝐸𝑡+1}
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𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡+1
𝐺 = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑡

𝐺 ∪ EDGE_REMOVED(𝐺, 𝑣, 𝑤)

Depending on the application domain, the previous operations can beDomain-specific
event-sourced graph

models.
further refined to reflect domain-specific characteristics (i.e., vertex and
edge types, associated operations). In particular, specific state change op-
erations that go beyond full replacements are more in line with the main
idea of event sourcing. For instance, in a social network graph, a USER-
NAME_CHANGED event captures the change to a new username of a certain
user without changing other parts of this user’s state (i.e., vertex state). Sim-
ilarly, a FOLLOWER_ADDED event could be used to specify a domain-specific
edge property.

Historical Graph Perspective

Table 6.1 illustrates the evolution of an example graphwith a single log. The log
relates directly to an operation-based historical graph management approach.
At the same time, any historical snapshot can be retrospectively reconstructed.

The reconstruction of the graph 𝐺 at time 𝑡 results from left-folding all
events from Log𝐺 up to time 𝑡:

𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉𝑡, 𝐸𝑡) = fold𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡(Log𝑡
𝐺) = fold𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡({}, 𝑒0

𝐺, 𝑒1
𝐺, … , 𝑒𝑡

𝐺)

Events can also be used to group graph updates between two different points
in time. This corresponds to a snapshot-based approach with incremental up-
dates. The first snapshot materializes a first graph state. Then, intermediary
events represent all updates that are necessary to transform the first graph state
into a second, later grpah state:

Δ(𝐺𝑡𝑖 , 𝐺𝑡𝑗) = slice(Log𝐺, 𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑗) = {𝑒𝑡𝑖
𝐺, 𝑒𝑡𝑖+1

𝐺 , … , 𝑒𝑡𝑗−1
𝐺 , 𝑒𝑡𝑗

𝐺}

Live Graph Perspective

The event-sourced graph keeps up the separation of a read model and change
operations in terms of CQRS. Pending changes are submitted as commands,
and processed changes are reflected in the log based on appended events. A
live model requires a high throughput of commands, and ideally a short pro-
cessing latency between issued commands and manifested changes in the ma-
terialized graph (i.e., read model).

A single event log is beneficial for consistency— it provides an implicitLimited scalability for
graph-changing

operations.
ordering of events, and it maintains the entire graph in a single location.
However, in an actual implementation, a single log only provides moderate
throughput due to contention. A single event-sourced log requires sequential
write operations. Thus, the latency of changes may grow in the case of many
concurrent events. Thus, we now look into more parallelized event-sourced
approaches for graphs.
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6.4.2 Distributed Event-Sourced Graphs

Next, we partition the log to prevent contention on a single log and to gain
advantages through the inherent locality of graph entities. Vertex states and
edges states are implicitly bound to their local context, namely the vertex or
edge instance. Edges connect two vertex instances and thus introduce non-
local properties that must be taken into account for partitioning. E.g., spawn-
ing a new edge affects the source vertex, target vertex, and the edge itself.

There are two apparent log partitioning schemes—vertex-individual logs
and edge-individual logs. A vertex-based logmaintains a log for each vertex in-
stance and collects vertex-specific operations during the graph evolution. Fur-
thermore, this log also captures operations on incident edges for the vertex. In
turn, edge-based logs maintain edge instances and incident vertex operations.
In the following, we focus only on vertex-based logs, because edge-based logs
are less convenient for stateful graphs with many vertex state updates.

We have to face different challenges when we partition the event log: (i) We
depend on a temporal coupling between individual logs, (ii) consistency guar-
antees may have to be weakened, and (iii) non-local operations have to be syn-
chronized and replicated.

In the following, we discuss three approaches that are increasingly decou-
pled in terms of global state and synchronicity.

Synchronous Distributed Logs with Global Time

This approach is very similar to the single log approach. However, instead ofFrom a single log to
vertex-specific logs. a single event log, there are now |𝑉| event logs. Each vertex-specific operation

(i.e., addVertex(), updateVertexState(), removeVertex()) is only
appended to the log of the corresponding vertex instance. Edge operations
(i.e., addEdge(), updateEdgeState(), removeEdge()) are appended to
the event logs of both adjacent vertices.

This approach is still based on the assumption of a global clock value that
orders any graph operation sequentially. Furthermore, edge operations are
synchronously appended to the two event logs of its corresponding vertices.
That is, an edge operation has to be written to both logs transactionally— in
an atomic and isolated manner. Such an approach requires a distributed con-
currency control mechanism to coordinate the two participating logs. While
this approach provides a natural partitioning of the single log, it does not solve
contention and throughput issues for its implementations.

Synchronous Distributed Logs with Local Clocks

Next, we remove the global clock and introduce local, logical clocks for eachFrom global time to
local time. event log instead. Any local event increments the local clock value for the

vertex. The synchronous mode allows us to simultaneously add markers to all
the latest events in order to assign global snapshots.

This approach removes the global clock as another centralized entity that
may hinder performance in a distributed implementation due to contention
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and locking. Without additional context data such as snapshot markers, the
event log of a vertex only reproduces the vertex and its direct environment
in chronological order, but not other parts of the graph. In the end, global
snapshots would not be possible without additions.

Asynchronous Distributed Logs with Local Clocks

In this step, we weaken the transactional semantics of edge operations and From transactional to
detached edge
operations.

arrange two decoupled operations instead. Any edge operation is duplicated
and appended independently to the event logs of both corresponding vertices.
This change softens consistency because the state of an edge can now be seen
differently by adjacent vertices. For instance, a snapshot may contain an edge
that is visible for one adjacent vertex, but not yet for the other.

This modification introduces eventual consistency for the global graph per-
spective. In turn, the absence of synchronization between any two logs for
edge operations facilitates log append operations and decreases coupling.

6.5 event-sourced graph computing

So far, we have only considered an external stream of updates that reflects the Towards in-graph
processing.evolution of a source graph. However, for in-graph processing, we also need

the ability to change the topology and modify graph states from within the
graph model to support self-evolution and stateful processing. Equally impor-
tant, we need to run graph computations on the evolving graph, concurrently
to the externally driven changes.

We add the following additional requirements to the previous event-sourced
graph management model to enable active in-graph processing:

1. Support for additional, user-defined states on vertices and edges to store
computation results and maintain local processing tasks.

2. Ability to extend the graph topology with additional vertices and edges.
This allows for overlay graphs and auxiliary graph structures as part of
computation tasks.

3. Support for vertex-scoped and user-defined logic to be executed upon
local topology changes and state updates. Such logic is purely event-
driven, as it is solely reacting to change events for the respective vertex.

4. Interaction capabilities for vertices to enable the propagation of values
and other updates to adjacent vertices.

6.5.1 An Event-Sourced Graph Backed by Event-Sourced Actors

In order to transform the event-sourced graph management model into a
graph computation model with actively computing vertices, we now regard
the evolving graph topology as an overlay to the event-sourced actor model of
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Actor Layer

Graph Layer

Figure 6.1. An evolving graph topology modeled as an overlay layer of an event-sourced actor
topology. A dedicated actor backs each graph vertex. The actor topology can contain additional
instances that are not part of the graph layer.

Chapter 5. This idea represents an important cornerstone of this thesis and is
illustrated in Figure 6.1.

In thismodel, each vertex of the graph is backed by exactly one dedicated ac-
tor instance. The vertex state and vertex-local topology information (i.e., out-
going and incoming edges) become part of the internal state of the underlying
actor. Established edges between vertices act as point-to-point communica-
tion channels for message passing along the edge direction. Incoming mes-
sages can either contain graph topology changes from the underlying system
or represent user-defined messages as part of computations. In both cases,
incoming messages are handled as commands for the actor instance. While
topology changes are implicitly handled by the pre-defined vertex logic of the
actor, a user-definedmessage requires user-defined behavior to be handled. In
both cases, processing a command yields an associated event that captures the
topology changes, or respectively, internal state changes of the vertex. An ac-
tor event log persists the entire evolution of a vertex and allows to reconstruct
any previous vertex state.

6.5.2 Vertex Management

A vertex instance is directly coupled with an underlying actor instance. AsVertex life cycle stages.
shown in Figure 6.2, the vertex life cycle contains three main stages. Unless
spawned, a vertex remains absent from the topology. Once a vertex has been
spawned, it reaches the decoupled stage. That is, the vertex has no incoming or
outgoing edges. This is also the requirement to delete an existing vertex and
to transition back to the absent stage. Once an actor possesses an incoming or
outgoing edge, it is embedded in the graph topology.

In general, vertex behavior inherits most of the traits allowed for actor be-Vertex behavior.
havior (seeSection 5.3). However, the model restricts message passing to inter-
action along edges and provides additional graph-specific operations as part
of the behavior logic. Furthermore, default behaviors for graph-specific com-
mands are also proposed in this model. For a user-defined vertex behavior
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absentstart decoupled embedded

spawn()

delete()

f(min)

∃e∈Ein: e/∈{absent}∨∃e∈Eout: e/∈{absent}

∀e∈Ein: e∈{absent}∧∀e∈Eout: e∈{absent}

f(min)

Figure 6.2. The finite state machine for a vertex. An initially decoupled vertex becomes embed-
ded into the topology when it creates outgoing or accepts incoming edges. As long as the vertex
remains embedded (i.e., by holding incoming or outgoing edges), it cannot delete itself.

function, any number of the following operations can be used internally upon
behavior function execution:

1. Dispatch a message to an adjacent vertex along an established, outgoing
edge. While actors can dispatch messages with arbitrary receivers, the
vertex model requires an existing, directed edge for user messages.

2. Request the spawn of a new vertex instance with a given identity. In-
ternally, the spawn request is translated into an outgoing message ad-
dressed to the target vertex to be spawned.

3. Update the internal vertex state by applying local changes. Identical to
the event-sourced actor model, the state is isolated and only accessible
by its vertex.

4. Specify a new behavior function to be used for the subsequent message.
Returning a future behavior allows for dynamic behavior changes of the
vertex. When in the decoupled stage, the vertex can decide to delete itself
and become absent.

In addition, we introduce the following new operations that do not have a
counterpart in actor behavior. These operations belong to the edge manage-
ment concept that is described hereafter (see Section 6.5.3):

5. Create an outgoing edge to a vertex with a known identity. This operation
initiates the edge establishment process by sending an edge request.

6. Remove an existing, outgoing edge. Again, only the originating vertex
can tear down an existing edge.

Upon receiving edge-specific messages, the vertex can use the following ad-
ditional operations in response:

7. Accept or reject a new incoming edge. When receiving an edge request,
a vertex can either accept the edge, so it becomes established, or reject
the edge.
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absentstart requested

established

Removal
requested

A.addEdge(B)

B.rejectEdge(A)

B.acceptEdge(A)

A.sendMessage(B)

A.removeEdge(B)
B.requestEdgeRemoval(A)

A.removeEdge(B)

A.sendMessage(B)

Figure 6.3. Finite state machine for a directed edge originating from vertex 𝐴 to vertex 𝐵. Once
accepted by the target vertex 𝐵, 𝐴 can initiate message passing along the edge. The edge is fully
controlled by 𝐴 once established, as 𝐵 cannot tear down the edge on its own.

8. Request the removal of an incoming edge. As only the originating vertex
can tear down the edge, the target vertex can merely request the source
actor to remove the edge.

6.5.3 Edge Management

In order tomaintain a shared-nothing design inwhich state is onlymaintainedShared-nothing
principle for edges

management.
and updated by a single entity, edges are always assigned to their outgoing ver-
tices. Once established, the source vertex can use the edge to send messages
along the edge, but not vice versa. In addition, only the originating vertex can
tear down an established edge. Figure 6.3 depicts the corresponding stages
of the edge life cycle. Edges are managed via message passing of the underly-
ing actors. The asynchronous, FIFO-based messaging requires a lightweight
protocol for edge management, which is shown in Figure 6.4.

This mechanism creates an implicit dependency between vertices based onVertex dependencies.
their common edges. Once a target vertex has accepted an incoming edge, it
cannot remove this edge on its own accord. Instead, it relies on the source
vertex to eventually remove the edge (see Figure 6.4d). Note that a remain-
ing incoming edge may prevent a vertex from transitioning into the decoupled
stage for subsequent deletion. This inevitable constraint results from the asyn-
chronicity of message passing and the directionality of operations along the
edges.

The model does not contain an explicit mechanism for stateful edges (i.e.,Edge states.
values stored on edges). However, this can be easily added by using message
passing. In this case, the edge state is maintained as part of the state of the
underlying actor of the source vertex. Whenever the source vertex updates the
edge state as part of its behavior, it also dispatches amessage to the target vertex
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(d). Requested edge removal.

Figure 6.4. Underlying vertex interaction for establishing and removing a directed edge between
the vertices 𝐴 and 𝐵. Note that the established edge is under the control of 𝐴. State annotations
next to the vertices indicate vertex-local state transitions.

that contains the new edge state. This allows the target vertex to maintain an
eventually consistent copy of that edge state. In turn, the originating vertex
is always guaranteed to access the latest edge state and is the only entity with
write access to that edge.

6.5.4 Operations and Behaviors for Vertices

The event-sourced graph computing model builds on the previously intro- Graph computing as
an abstraction layer.duced actor model with event sourcing. It defines certain message types, actor

interactions, and behavior function extensions. As illustrated in Figure 6.5,
the graph functionality is implemented as an abstraction layer between the
low-level, generic actor model and the graph-specific model.

Available Operations in User-Defined Behaviors

The following list shows the operations available for user-defined behaviors
and their corresponding preconditions and implications.
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User-defined Actor Behaviors

Actor Runtime Platform

(a). Event-sourced actor applications.

User-defined
Vertex Behaviors

Default
Vertex Behaviors

Graph Abstraction Layer

Actor Runtime Platform

(b). Event-sourced graph applications.

Figure 6.5. Comparison of the basic event-sourced actor model (left) and the event-sourced
graph model (right). The graph model is built upon the actor model. However, it uses an
abstraction layer to hide generic operations and provides graph-specific-operations instead.

spawning a new vertex Spawning a new vertex requires the specifi-
cation of the target identity 𝑤 and its initial behavior 𝑓 .

{𝑃} v.spawn(w, f, payload) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
spawn∶ 𝑓 , 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡}

Executing a spawn command results in sending a message to the corre-
sponding actor for the given identity. If the actor is uninitialized, the actor,
and thus the vertex, spawns. Otherwise, the spawn message is handled by a
default behavior of the target actor.

creating an outgoing edge Creating an edge to another vertex
requires knowledge about the identity of the target vertex 𝑤. Upon submitting
this command, the internal edge state is set to requested.

{𝑃} v.addEdge(w, value) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
addEdge∶ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+1

𝑣∶ {𝑣,𝑤} = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}

The edge creation command results in a message to actor 𝑤. If the target
exists, it can either accept or reject the edge creation process.

sending a message Sending an arbitrary message from vertex 𝑣 to ver-
tex 𝑤 necessitates a previously established edge from 𝑣 to 𝑤.

{𝑃} v.sendMessage(w, payload) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
msg∶ 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡}
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Note that sending a message is also available when the edge is the removal
requested stage. In this case, the receiving vertex has indicated the eventual
removal of the edge in use.

updating an outgoing edge state Only the originating vertex
can modify edge values. Values are stored in the state of the underlying actor
of 𝑣 and additionally dispatched to 𝑤.

{𝑃} v.updateEdge(w, value) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
updateEdge∶ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑣∶ {𝑣,𝑤} = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}

removing an outgoing edge Theoriginating vertex 𝑣 can tear down
a previously established edge between 𝑣 and 𝑤.

{𝑃} v.removeEdge(w) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
removeEdge ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+1

𝑣∶ {𝑣,𝑤} = ∅}

When deleting the edge at time 𝑡 for 𝑣, the edge is not be available anymore
at 𝑡 + 1. Additionally, the edge state 𝑠{𝑣,𝑤} is removed from the local state 𝑠𝑣
as well.

requesting an edge removal As the target vertex 𝑣 cannot tear
down an incoming edge, it can only ask 𝑤 to remove the edge eventually.

{𝑃} v.requestEdgeRemoval(w) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {{𝑤, 𝑣}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑖𝑛}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
requestEdgeRemoval ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡}

deleting the own vertex instance If vertex 𝑣 has no incoming
and outgoing edges, and also no pending edge requests, it can transition to an
absent stage.

{𝑃} v.delete() {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
in ∶ 𝑒 = absent ∧ ∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

out ∶ 𝑒 = absent}

𝑄 = {}
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The subsequent behavior of 𝑣 at 𝑡 + 1 specifies whether 𝑣 can later be reac-
tivated into the decoupled stage again. Otherwise, the deletion operation be-
comes permanent, and the vertex cannot respawn. This design decision also
affects whether the underlying actor instance remains in the active stage or
halts for executing future vertex behaviors.

Default Operations to Graph-Specific Messages

In the following, we list the default operations upon receiving graph-specific
messages. Note that these default operations could also be overwritten by user-
defined logic for custom behavior.

accepting or rejecting an incoming edge Upon receiving
an addEdge message, the target vertex 𝑣 can either accept or reject the edge
creation.

{𝑃} v.acceptEdge(w) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
addEdge: 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, {𝑤, 𝑣}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑖𝑛}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
acceptEdge ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡, {𝑤, 𝑣}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑖𝑛 , 𝑠𝑡+1

𝑣∶ {𝑤,𝑣} = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}

If the vertex accepts the incoming edge, the edge transitions directly into the
established stage. As 𝑣 cannot use this edge direction for outbound graph-layer
communication, the accept message is considered a regular actor message.

Vertex 𝑣 can also reject the edge:

{𝑃} v.rejectEdge(w) {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
addEdge: 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, {𝑤, 𝑣}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑖𝑛}

𝑄 = {𝑚𝑣𝑡→𝑤
rejectEdge ∈ 𝑀𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡, {𝑤, 𝑣}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∉ 𝐸𝑣𝑡
𝑖𝑛}

In this case, the edge remains absent and a rejection to 𝑤 is dispatched.

receiving an edge confirmation or rejection When vertex
𝑣 receives a response from 𝑤 to an outgoing edge creation, the stage of the
edge is determined.

{𝑃} 𝑓 {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
acceptEdge, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑖𝑛}

𝑄 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑖𝑛 , 𝑠{𝑣,𝑤} ∶ {} ∈ 𝑠𝑡+1

𝑣 }
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Alternatively, when 𝑤 has refused the edge creation:

{𝑃} 𝑓 {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
rejectEdge, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑖𝑛}

𝑄 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑖𝑛 }

receiving a state update for an incoming edge When 𝑣
receives updates for an incoming edge by 𝑤, it updates its local representation
as well.

{𝑃} 𝑓 {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
updateEdge∶ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}

𝑄 = {𝑠{𝑤,𝑣} ∶ 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∈ 𝑠𝑡+1
𝑣 }

receiving an edge removal request When the target vertex 𝑤
of an outgoing edge signals edge removal, vertex 𝑣 transitions the edge corre-
spondingly.

{𝑃} 𝑓 {𝑄}
with

𝑃 = {𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑤→𝑣𝑡
requestEdgeRemoval, {𝑣, 𝑤}𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡}

𝑄 = {{𝑣, 𝑤}𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∈ 𝐸𝑣𝑡+1
𝑜𝑢𝑡 }

Note that the edge can still be used by 𝑣 and does not have to be deleted
immediately. For instance, this allows some cleanup work by 𝑣 before finally
removing the edge.

Useful Default Behaviors

The following behaviors can be used as defaults in event-sourced graph appli-
cations unless there is a need for specific, customized behavior.

1. Target vertices always accept incoming edge requests.

2. Source vertices always comply with edge removal requests by deleting
edges accordingly.

3. States of established edges are maintained both at the source and target
vertices.
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6.5.5 Characteristics of the Event-Sourced Graph Computing Model

Next, we characterize our event-sourced graph computing model both in
terms of graph data management and processing.

Evolving Graph Data Management Properties

The final event-sourced model goes beyond a pure graph data management
approach, as it also allows active computing on vertices and in-graph process-
ing. The model shows the following properties, in line with the categorization
from Section 6.2.1.

source of updates In our model, graph updates can occur both from
the outside and from within the topology. The model allows for multiple, con-
current sources of updates without explicit synchronization. I/O actors can
consume system-external streams and dispatch internal messages to vertices
to spawn, modify, or remove vertices and edges in response. At the same time,
vertex behaviors can also be used to change the internal graph topology with-
out an external trigger. The granularity of an update is confined to single op-
erations, and multiple updates cannot be grouped in a transactional way.

time model Our model does not offer a global time model. Instead, the
vertex-local clocks provide a logical ordering for the individual, local opera-
tions on a given vertex. Users can attach wall-clock time values to vertices and
edges as part of user-defined states.

resolution & completeness Every event log captures the full evo-
lution of its vertex. This allows for the complete reconstruction of any previ-
ous vertex state. However, there is no explicit notion of reconstructions on a
graph-global state. Snapshotting can be used to determine a set of local state
reconstructions that correspond to a potential global graph state. Section 7.3
addresses snapshotting approaches.

consistency Themodel does not provide a consistent graph perspective
on a global level. Instead, vertex behaviors operate on a consistent vertex-local
perspective and an eventually consistent perspective of the surroundings of
the vertex. It is assured that vertex state accessed by its behavior function al-
ways represents the most current vertex state in the model. However, a vertex
behavior cannot determine whether there are pending operations from the
immediate surroundings that have not yet been processed. This includes op-
erations such as a pending notification for an incoming edge removal or an
unprocessed edge state update.
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Live Graph Processing Properties

The processing capabilities for computations on the live graph feature the fol-
lowing characteristics, as introduced in Section 2.4. Note that we do not yet
cover computations on historical graph data.

graph model The event-sourced graph model extends a simple, di-
rected, and mutable property graph model with stateful vertices and edges.

programming model Theprogrammingmodel for graphmaintenance
and processing is realized via an abstraction layer on top of the event-sourced
actor model. It is a vertex-scoped, message-driven, and reactive model based
on user-defined behavior functions sequentially executed uponmessage recep-
tion. Vertices maintain a mutable local state that also contains values of out-
going edges. Users can define their own, application-specific behaviors with a
limited set of available operations.

execution model Due to the underlying actor model, our event-
sourced graph computing model features a highly asynchronous and con-
current execution model in which the vertices follow the shared-nothing
principle for mutable states. The model does not feature global barriers for
synchronization or stepping at graph level.

communication model Again, the actor model imposes asynchro-
nous message passing as the underlying communication model. Messages
between vertices enable the decoupling of vertices—both in time and space.
They are also the primitives for the propagation of updates and the building
blocks for distributed graph algorithms.

6.6 summary

In this chapter, we have discussed how an event-sourced log can be used to
store the evolution of a graph. Here, event sourcing is advantageous because
it satisfies requirements for both historical graph management and live graph
management. In the former, an event-sourced graph resembles an operation-
based approach that allows the reconstruction of arbitrary historical graph
states. For the latter, the event-sourced graph approach benefits from the
CQRS-oriented separation into a continuous stream of graph changes (i.e.,
write model) and a decoupled, materialized graph representation (i.e., read
model).

Next, we discussed the transition from a synchronous system with a cen-
tralized log to an asynchronous system with vertex-individual event logs for
decreased contention and improved locality. We then illustrated how an event-
sourced actor system could serve as a basis for an evolving graph model with
active vertex behaviors and in-graph processing .
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In the finalmodel, each vertex is backed by an event-sourced actor. The state
of the actormanages the state of the vertex and its associated edges. Unlike the
actor model, the event-sourced graph abstraction provides explicit communi-
cation channels based on the graph edges. Graph change operations and user-
defined messages are handled as internal commands of the vertex. Depend-
ing on default behaviors and user-defined behaviors, these commands cause
corresponding events that are logged. As a result, a vertex in this model has a
consistent perspective on its own state and outgoing edges, while it only has an
eventually consistent perspective on its surroundings. User-defined logic for
processing and graph evolution operations are consolidated into local, vertex-
scoped behaviors that can be executed asynchronously and in parallel. This, in
turn, provides the foundation for a wide range of distributed graph computing
algorithms that are designed for systems with asynchronous message passing
semantics [191].
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7
LOGS

7.1 overview

This chapter explores different mechanisms for logs of distributed event-
sourced systems. In particular, we consider snapshotting and log pruning
mechanisms for event-sourced, actor-based systems. We require snapshots
for reconstructing previous global states of event-sourced applications. Fur-
thermore, we require snapshots to approximate consistent global views of a
constantly evolving system. Log pruning is needed for event-sourced systems
when boundedness of event logs is necessary.

Both snapshotting and log pruning are relevant concepts for our event- Relevance for
event-sourced graph
computing.

sourced graph computing model. Snapshotting enables the reconstruction of
previous versions of the graph with a view that exceeds the state of a single,
isolated vertex. It provides a non-local perspective with certain consistency
characteristics among the contained states of vertices and thus complements
the vertex-scoped view of the execution model. Log pruning permits to purge
older parts of the graph history that are no longer required. Pruning can thus
be used to impose limitations to the physical log size of event-sourced graph
computing systems. However, we address both mechanisms already at the
underlying actor level since they are not specific to the graph layer.

In Section 7.2, we recapitulate the general log primitives in event-sourced Chapter outline.
systems as our mechanisms build on them. Next in Section 7.3, we discuss
related work for snapshotting and checkpointing in distributed systems. We
then present our contributions for retrospective and live snapshot mecha-
nisms for distributed event-sourced systems. As the performance of our ag-
nostic algorithms turns out to be somewhat unsatisfying in terms of message
complexity and coverage, we also hint briefly to worker-assisted approaches
that we later use in Part III. In Section 7.4, we address the potential problem
of unbounded logs when using event sourcing. To this end, we provide differ-
ent pruning mechanisms that trade decreased reconstructability of previous
states for weaker storage requirements of logs. In Section 7.5, we summarize
the contributions of this chapter.

The research results and parts of this chapter have been published in “Con- Related publications.
sistent Retrospective Snapshots in Distributed Event-sourced Systems” [7],
“Chronograph: ADistributed Processing Platform for Online and Batch Com-
putations on Event-sourced Graphs” [6], and “Log Pruning in Distributed
Event-sourced Systems” [9].

This chapter contains evaluations of snapshotting and log pruning ap- Simulation-based
evaluations.proaches. These evaluations are based on simulated executions of distributed

event-sourced applications in order to obtain estimates about properties such
as message complexity or state reconstructability. Dedicated (runtime) per-
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formance evaluations of an actual system implementation will be presented
later in Part III.

Habiger [222] and Ogger [234] have contributed to prototype implementa-Student works.
tions of this chapter in student theses.

7.2 logging primitives

First, we recapitulate the relevant logging principles of our event-sourced actor
model and elaborate operations that are relevant for pruning and snapshotting
in more detail.

An actor instance 𝛼 is backed by an individual log Log𝑡
𝛼 that captures theEvent log.

history of this actor until time 𝑡 (a logical local timestamp of 𝛼). Basic log
entries are command-event tuples that arise whenever an incoming message
is processed by the actor.

Log𝑡
𝛼 = ({𝑐0

𝛼, 𝑒0
𝛼}, {𝑐1

𝛼, 𝑒1
𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑖

𝛼, 𝑒𝑖
𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑡

𝛼, 𝑒𝑡
𝛼})

Here, the command-event tuple {𝑐𝑖
𝛼, 𝑒𝑖

𝛼} results from the 𝑖-th message 𝑚𝑖𝑛 re-Log tuples.
ceived by 𝛼 and handled by the behavior 𝑓 𝑖

𝛼.

𝑓 𝑖
𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛⏟

𝑐𝑖𝛼

, 𝑠𝑖
𝛼) = {Δ𝑠𝑖+1

𝛼 , 𝑓 𝑖+1
𝛼 , [𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡1

, … , 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛
]}⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝑒𝑖𝛼

The state 𝑠𝑖
𝛼 is defined by all previous events in the log of actor 𝛼:Actor state.

𝑠𝑖
𝛼 = foldleft ({}, [𝑒0

𝛼, 𝑒1
𝛼, … , 𝑒𝑖−1

𝛼 ])

For recording the causality of actor states, we do not only append incomingLocal dependency
vector for actor-local

causality tracking.
messages as commands to the log, but we also extract the piggybacked time-
stamp of the sender. This clock value is then used to update the dependency
vector of the receiving actor. This dependency vector is a list of other actors the
actor has received messages from plus their corresponding local clocks when
sending the latest message. The dependency vector is implicitly part of the ac-
tor state since incoming messages are event-sourced at the receiver. However,
the dependency vector is expected to be maintained by the underlying run-
time and is not directly accessible to the user (i.e., behavior functions cannot
modify this vector).

In order to prevent repetitive recomputations of past states, an event log tu-Actor state
checkpointing. ple can be augmented by a checkpoint, i.e., a persisted full state representation

𝑠𝑖
𝛼 that captures the state of 𝛼 before applying 𝑒𝑖

𝛼.

Log𝑡
𝛼 = ({𝑐0

𝛼, 𝑒0
𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑖

𝛼, 𝑠𝑖
𝛼, 𝑒𝑖

𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑡
𝛼, 𝑒𝑡

𝛼})

Alternatively, a checkpoint can capture the state after the event application:

Log𝑡
𝛼 = ({𝑐0

𝛼, 𝑒0
𝛼}, … , {𝑐𝑖

𝛼, 𝑒𝑖
𝛼, 𝑠𝑖+1

𝛼 }, … , {𝑐𝑡
𝛼, 𝑒𝑡

𝛼})

Checkpointing speeds up reconstructions at the expense of increased storage
requirements, since any entries before a checkpoint can be skipped:

𝑠𝑡
𝛼 = foldleft (𝑠𝑖

𝛼, [𝑒𝑖+1
𝛼 , … , 𝑒𝑡−1

𝛼 ])
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Partial left-folding can be used to merge multiple log entries, which de- Folding events.
creases the number of reconstructable intermediate states:

Δ (𝑠𝑡
𝛼, 𝑠𝑡+𝑘

𝛼 ) = foldleft (𝑒𝑡
𝛼, 𝑒𝑡+1

𝛼 , … , 𝑒𝑡+𝑘−1
𝛼 )

As an example, consider the following sequence of events that occurred at Example: Partial log
folding on a vertex
events.

vertex 𝑎 between 𝑡 − 1 and 𝑡 + 4 in an event-sourced graph:
𝑒𝑡−1

𝑎 : …
𝑒𝑡

𝑎: VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(s: +3), EDGE_ESTABLISHED(b,a)
𝑒𝑡+1

𝑎 : VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(s: +2)
𝑒𝑡+2

𝑎 : EDGE_ESTABLISHED(c,a)
𝑒𝑡+3

𝑎 : VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(s: -6), EDGE_REMOVED(b,a)
𝑒𝑡+4

𝑎 : …

A partial fold operation on the event entries at times 𝑡 up to 𝑡 + 3 yields the
following coalesced event entry:

𝑒𝑡−1
𝑎 : …

foldleft (𝑒𝑡
𝑎, … , 𝑒𝑡+3

𝑎 ): VERTEX_STATE_UPDATED(s: -1), EDGE_ESTABLISHED(c,a)
𝑒𝑡+4

𝑎 : …

Note that partial folding relies on well-defined event merging semantics in
the application domain in order to successfully reduce multiple entries into
collapsed entries. In the previous example, we collapsed the edge creation and
deletion events for the edge (𝑏, 𝑎), as the edge only existed between 𝑡 and 𝑡+3
and can thus be omitted once collapsed. Furthermore, we have taken advan-
tage of commutative, non-idempotent operations for the internal state— in
this case, a scalar counter 𝑠 —to simplify folding. The latter approach relates
to conflict-free replicated data types [147].

For a non-local examination, we consider a set of event-sourced actors, each Global consistent
cuts.at a specific local clock. Based on the system model, a set of individual actor

states is considered to be consistentwhen there is no state of any actor in the set
which causally depends on a received message that is not contained as a sent
message in the set. In other words, the actor state of 𝑎 at local time 𝑡 causally
depends on all |𝑡| incoming messages that have been received and processed
until 𝑡. All of those messages have been sent by other actors at their respective
local times. Thus, 𝑠𝑡

𝑎 is a causal product of certain other actors at respective
states, which have to be present in the set as well. Due to the asynchronicity,
the set is also valid when it contains a message sent event, but not the message
received event for the same message. In this case, the message is considered to
be in transit at the time of the cut. However, the causality of the set breaks if
it contains events of received messages which are not yet sent within the set—
either because the sending actor is not part of the set, or because the sending
event is not yet included in the state of the sending actor (i.e., message send
operation only happened at a later point).

A consistent cut takes a target actor and a target clock value as an input and
returns a set of actors and corresponding actor states that satisfy the aforemen-
tioned causality requirements (using reversed happens-before semantics):

Cut𝑡𝑎 = {𝑏𝑡′ ∈ Actors ∣ 𝑐𝑡
𝑎 ↛ 𝑐𝑡′

𝑏 }
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Theactual size of the set ismutable, as actors that bear no causal dependency
to the target actor may or may not be included in the set. While the previous
definition does not exclude them explicitly, additional requirements can be
applied to remove independent events.

A consistent cut provides a list of actors and their associated clock values.Snapshots.
A materialization of these actor states represents a snapshot that depicts a con-
sistent, non-local view on the actor system at a specific point in time. Due
to the missing notion of global time in the system model, this view is always
characterized by a specified target actor.

Note that checkpoints and snapshots are orthogonal mechanisms in our ap-
proach: A checkpoint refers to a specific, persisted state of a single actor to
speed up local reconstructions while a snapshot relates to the materialization
of a consistent cut, and is thus a non-local perspective.

7.3 snapshotting

In distributed systems, snapshots are important mechanisms to address issues
related to global states and global properties. This includes tasks such as check-
pointing for fault tolerance and recovery, garbage collection, deadlock detec-
tion, debugging, or termination detection among processes in a distributed
setup [187]. Snapshot creation is thereby performed at runtime to capture the
global state of the distributed system (e.g., termination detection) or to iden-
tify associated process-local states (e.g., checkpointing).

In our event-sourced actor system, we rely on snapshots in particular to
create consistent views on the actor topology. Unlike traditional snapshot ap-
proaches, we use snapshotting also in a retrospectivemanner. That is, we select
an arbitrary previous state of the system ex-post without having explicitly ini-
tiated a snapshot creation at that time. This possibility stems solely from the
characteristics of event sourcing.

7.3.1 Causality Tracking and Logical Time

In a stateful distributed system, a snapshot consists of a set of local states so
that the local states form a consistent global state. Due to the absence of global
time and the unsuitability of wall clock time for causality, distributed processes
require alternative time and versioning models.

Logical Clocks

Lamport [98] proposed a first approach based on a single, logical clock—a
monotonically increasing counter. For each event 𝑒 (i.e., sending/receiving
messages, process-local events), the counter issues an associated clock value
𝐿(𝑒). Clock values are also piggybacked to outgoing messages, and receiv-
ing processes select the maximum of their current local value and the value
contained in the message before handling the message. The approach cap-
tures the happened-before relationship of events, so that 𝑒 → 𝑒′ implies that
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𝐿(𝑒) < 𝐿(𝑒′). However, the converse condition is not true. 𝐿(𝑒) < 𝐿(𝑒′)
does not necessarily imply 𝑒 → 𝑒′.

Vector Clocks

This issue has been addressed by Mattern [111], Schmuck [213], and Fidge [60]
who all independently came up with the idea of vector clocks. In a system
with 𝑁 processes, each process 𝑝𝑖 maintains a vector 𝑉𝑖 of length 𝑁. The 𝑖th
entry of the vector corresponds to the local clock value, which is incremented
on each local event. Instead of piggybacking the local clock value, 𝑝𝑖 now
adds the entire vector 𝑉𝑖. Upon receiving an incoming message, the process
𝑝𝑖 merges the vector 𝑉𝑖𝑛 from the incoming message and the local vector in
order to update the latter:

𝑉𝑖[𝑘] = max(𝑉𝑖[𝑘], 𝑉𝑖𝑛[𝑘])∀𝑘 ∈ 1 … 𝑁

Given two events 𝑒 and 𝑒′, it is now possible to compare their temporal relation
based on entry-wise comparisons of their vector clock entries.

Advanced Approaches for Causality Tracking with Logical Clocks

The previous property of vector clocks comes at the expense of storing and
transmitting vectors of size 𝑁. Charron-Bost [31] showed that without po-
tential loss of information about causality between events in a distributed sys-
tem with 𝑁 actors, vector clocks cannot be shrunk to a size smaller than 𝑁.
Message costs can be reduced when increasing the costs for snapshot recon-
structions [134]. Another issue that is addressed by some of the advanced ap-
proaches is support for dynamic systems with varying numbers of processes
or very large numbers of entities.

Singhal and Kshemkalyani [151] suggested an optimization of vector clocks Differential updates
of vectors.that is based on the observation that consecutive messages often only contain

few changes to the entries of vector clocks. Thus, they suggest not to piggyback
the entire vector clock to a message, but only the changes of entries compared
to the last vector sent. This approach enables considerable reductions in net-
work traffic due to smaller update messages. On the other hand, the approach
requires a local vector clock as well as two additional vectors per process that
maintain the values that have been sent and updated by the process in order
to compute the reduce updates in the first place.

A mechanism by Fowler and Zwaenepoel [62] makes a distinction between Direct dependency
tracking.direct dependencies (i.e., a sent message is received and processed by the re-

ceiving process) and transitive dependencies (i.e., an indirect relation between
two events, e.g., (𝑎 �−→ 𝑏) → (𝑏 �−→ 𝑐) which causes a transitive dependency
between a and c). Processes maintain a local clock and append the local clock
value to outgoing messages. A process also maintains a vector of direct de-
pendencies. I.e., when a message arrives, the process extracts the clock value
of the sender and updates its entry in the local vector to the latest value. The
vector of a process thus lists all processes with direct dependencies and their
latest states known. In order to compute a consistent vector equivalent to a
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vector clock, this mechanism requires a recursive algorithm that resolves tran-
sitive dependencies. Due to the complexity of this recursive resolution, the
mechanism has been suggested primarily for offline computations of casual
breakpoints.

A mechanism by Jard and Jourdan [201] addresses the issue of large num-Adaptive causality
tracking. bers of vectors required when there are a lot of events. In particular, the mech-

anism allows capturing transitive dependencies in an adaptive way when new
and relevant events occur. Eventually, the mechanism decreases the amount
of dependency information piggybacked to messages while still allowing to
retrieve causal dependencies.

A mechanism by Torres-Rojas and Ahamad [158] was among the first to ad-Plausible clocks.
dress the issue of causality tracking in larger systems with lots of entities. In
theirmechanism—plausible clocks— the number of clock entities is indepen-
dent of the number of processes in the system. However, this approach cannot
provide the strong clock consistency condition (i.e., 𝑒 → 𝑒′ ⟺ 𝐿(𝑒) < 𝐿(𝑒′))
that is provided by vector clocks. This would otherwise contradict with the
findings of Charron-Bost [31]. Plausible clocks only provide the weaker clock
consistency condition (i.e., 𝑒 → 𝑒′ ⟹ 𝐿(𝑒) < 𝐿(𝑒′)) of Lamport clocks.

Another approach that addresses the issue of dynamicity of systems for log-Interval tree clocks.
ical clocks has been suggested by Almeida et al. [16]. Interval tree clocks do
not require global identifiers or global coordination for processes when modi-
fying the clock. Instead, they suggest the use of a floating-point interval 0 … 1
to represent the range of potential processes. Participating processes receive a
part of this interval to increase the counter for this part. An interval tree clock
can thus be visualized by a rectangular curve between 0 and 1 whose partial ar-
eas grow upwards upon clock increments. The mechanism provides fork and
join operations in which a process can give away parts of its interval to a new
process (i.e., fork), or return its interval to another process before leaving the
system (i.e., join). In the latter case, a merge operation combines both clocks.

7.3.2 Traditional Snapshotting in Distributed Systems

Snapshot mechanisms are shaped by the underlying system model. This in-
cludes model properties such as communication asynchronicity, semantics of
messaging channels (e.g., FIFO), and the dynamicity of processes involved
(e.g., fixed vs. variable amount of processes, connectivity among processes).
We discuss different mechanisms that are based on system models that share
at least some similarities to the system model of our event-sourced actors.

The approaches fall into three major categories. (i) marker-based mech-
anisms that work by disseminating marker messages among the processes;
(ii) rollback recovery approaches that record process-local states for certain
time windows; and (iii) message logging-based mechanisms which keep a log
of relevant messages and state changes.

First, traditional marker-based (or “live”) snapshot algorithms work by dis-Marker-based
snapshot approaches. seminatingmarkermessages while a computation is running, sometimes even

halting the current computation until the snapshot is complete (Chandy and
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Lamport [29], Lai andYang [97], Miller andChoi [115], Haban andWeigel [70],
Mattern [110], Kshemkalyani [94]). These algorithms usually require the un-
derlying distributed system to be fully connected. Some of them also require
the communication channels to provide FIFO semantics (e.g., [29]), while oth-
ers allow arbitrary re-ordering (e.g., [97], [110]).

Second, rollback recovery protocols record process-local states at useful in- Rollback recovery
snapshot approaches.tervals of time (depending on the application domain of the system) in order

to roll back to a previous global system state whenever an error occurs (Wang
[164], Koo and Toueg [92]). These recovery protocols often look out for cer-
tainmessage patterns (e.g., z-paths, z-cycles [122]) that are considered relevant
for these snapshotting approaches [57].

And third, message logging-based reconstruction mechanisms record the Snapshot approaches
based on message
logging.

history of a system step by step. Upon encountering an error (or a request
for a snapshot), they replay the execution of the system while preserving
causal dependencies created by the original computation (LeBlanc andMellor-
Crummey [100], Sistla and Welch [152], Fowler and Zwaenepoel [62]).

The latter mechanism by Fowler and Zwaenepoel [62] constitutes a direct Direct dependency
tracking.dependency tracking method. Considering a distributed system where an

event which occurs at local actor time 𝑘 of an actor 𝑎𝑖 is denoted as 𝑒𝑖,𝑘. Due to
the definition of Lamport’s “→” logical time relation [98], the following state-
ment is true for an event 𝑒𝑗,ℎ which is dependent on another event 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 (e.g.,
𝑒𝑖,𝑘 is a send()-event and 𝑒𝑗,ℎ the corresponding receive()):

If 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 → 𝑒𝑗,ℎ, then also 𝑒𝑖,𝑥 → 𝑒𝑗,ℎ; ∀𝑥 ∈ {0, … , 𝑘 − 1}.

In other words, all events prior to 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 in actor 𝑎𝑖 also happened before event
𝑒𝑗,ℎ in 𝑎𝑗. It follows from this observation that for any event 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 it is enough
to know only the set of events that directly happened before it in all other
actors (incidentally, this observation is also a reformulation of the concept that
enables live tracking of causality in vector clocks). In the work of Fowler and
Zwaenepoel [62] this information is represented by a dependency vector 𝐷𝑉𝑖,𝑘
which consists of entries {𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛} for a fixed number of 𝑛 actors in the
system. Senders only have to piggyback their current scalar Lamport time onto
each message. Receivers save this scalar timer value and the sender’s actor id
for each received message. The dependency vector for any event 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 can then
be reconstructed afterward by a simple recursive algorithm which determines
for every other actor the latest event that directly happened before 𝑒𝑖,𝑘 and,
therefore, may have a causal relationship to 𝑒𝑖,𝑘.

Rollback recovery and message logging approaches seem similar, yet they
are different in the way they reason about restoring previous system states.
Rollback recovery usually records process-local states at pre-defined intervals
and then attempts to go back in time from a current state until a globally con-
sistent snapshot has been found, while message logging-based approaches try
to re-execute previous computations up until the desired snapshot target time
has been reached.
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7.3.3 Snapshotting in Distributed Event-Sourced Systems

Wenowdiscuss how snapshots can be created in our distributed event-sourced
actor model. For a centralized event-sourced system with a single event log,
any reconstructed state implicitly represents a consistent snapshot. In a dis-
tributed event-sourced system, a challenge arises as state and causality infor-
mation is spread onto all local event logs. The computation of the snapshot can
be thus stated as follows: Given a target actor and a target actor clock, whichSnapshotting with

individual logs. specific log entry in each log of the other actors must be selected in order to
produce a consistent snapshot? For the remainder of this topic, we equate
snapshot creation with the annotation of a correct log entry for each log with
a unique label which determines the snapshot membership. By reconstruct-
ing the states of all log entries having the same snapshot label, the associated
snapshot can be materialized.

We examine two different perspectives on snapshots based on event sourc-
ing. First, we consider retrospective snapshots, i.e., the post hoc creation of
arbitrary historic snapshots of previous application states. Here, an arbitrary
actor and actor clock represent the input parameters. The second perspective
considers live snapshots, i.e., global views that are as recent as possible and that
can be produced concurrently to the application execution. For live snapshots,
only the identity of the target actor is used as input.

Due to the presence of asynchronicity and the absence of global time and
global synchronization, snapshot computations must necessarily involve ac-
cess to the event logs of all actors. Otherwise, snapshots may become incom-
plete for particular topologies. Furthermore, snapshot reconstruction requires
communication between the actors in order to agree on a common, consistent
cutmutually. While we consider this communication to have the same asynch-
ronous characteristics as our regular actor interactions, we assume that at the
same time that this communication is not event-sourced and is separated from
the actual application.

Retrospective Snapshotting Approaches with Event Sourcing

It has been a careful design decision in our event-sourced actor model to keep
causality tracking as lightweight as possible— eventually, the sender only pig-
gybacks a single scalar to an outgoing message and the receiver stores and
updates this value as part of its local state. By storing the update, the evolution
of the dependency vector becomes part of the event-sourced timeline and can
be reconstructed when necessary. This mechanism minimizes message over-
heads and prevents dependency vectors of the size of |𝑁| in most cases. The
lightweight causality tracking approach comes with relatively high snapshot
creation costs once a snapshot is requested, as we will see in the following.

Dynamic Dependency Vector Reconstruction Our baseline
algorithm—DDVR—adapts the mechanism of Fowler and Zwaenepoel [62]
which extracts minimal globally consistent snapshots based on dependency
vectors. The solution of Fowler and Zwaenepoel [62] used dependency vectors
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Figure 7.1. Result of a snapshot computation based on Dynamic Dependency Vector Recon-
struction (DDVR) with actor 𝐵 at clock 4 as target input. The log entries highlighted by the
green cut represent the snapshot.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Dependency Vector Reconstruction.
parameter: target actor x and target clock c
result : at most one marked log entry ∀ actors ∈ consistent cut

Initiation of snapshot with target actor x and clock c.
snapshotID ← createID (x, c)
sendMarkRequest(x, c, snapshotID) →�x

Local procedure to handle snapshot marking request (�a) at receiving actor a.
function onMessage(�a → a: current actor, t: clock, sID: snapshotID):

if !snapshotMetadata [sID ] then
initialize(snapshotMetadata [sID ])
snapshotMetadata [sID ].𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ← 0

else if snapshotMetadata [sID ].𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ≥ t then return

statet ← fold(Log, …t)
dependencyVector ← statet.𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
foreach (actor, clock) ∈ dependencyVector do

sendMarkRequest(actor, clock, snapshotID) →�𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
end

snapshotMetadata [sID ].𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ← t
updateLogMarker(Log, sID, t)
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that maintained entries for each process in the system, with a fixed number of
processes. However, we support a dynamic setting where the total number
of actors is not fixed. Besides, our mechanism exploits the fact that in many
cases, actors build cliques and communicate only with a limited set of neigh-
bors. This means that the dynamic dependency vector of an actor now only
contains entries from other actors it has already received messages from. The
snapshotting mechanism restores a minimal snapshot based on the causal de-
pendencies of a given actor identity and the corresponding local clock.

Our DDVR algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. It takes a target actor and
its associated target clock as input and creates an identifier associated with this
snapshot (e.g., by hashing the parameters). After its execution, the algorithm
guarantees to have marked at most one entry per actor log in the system with
the snapshot identifier. Reconstructing all actor states with that identifier rep-
resents the materialization of a consistent cut.

The basic procedure of the snapshot message handler is as follows: Upon
receiving a snapshot request, the actor 𝑎 is asked to mark targetClock 𝑡 as part
of the snapshot 𝑠𝐼𝐷. It reconstructs the actor state at time 𝑡, thereby recreating
the associated dependency vector at that time (i.e., a list of actors that have
sent messages to 𝑎 and their latest clock values known by 𝑎 at time 𝑡). Then, 𝑎
uses the dependency vector to recursively request these causal dependencies
to also mark the snapshot locally. Next, 𝑎 updates its log by annotating 𝑡 to be
the entry associated to snapshot 𝑠𝐼𝐷.

Depending on the actual communication flow that took place during appli-
cation execution as well as due to the asynchronicity of snapshottingmessages,
an actor may receive multiple snapshot marking requests for the same snap-
shot in arbitrary order. Thus, it is important that only the log entry with the
latest clock is finally marked. Otherwise, the snapshot may become inconsis-
tent as other actors could have received application messages in the snapshot
which are not yet sent. Therefore, each actor maintains snapshot metadata
where it stores the latest clock value processed for a given snapshot. If a snap-
shot request contains a target clock that is lower or equal to the latest already
processed clock, the request is simply ignored. Figure 7.1 shows an exemplary
execution of DDVR.

There are optimizations of this algorithm which are not included in Fig-DDVR optimizations.
ure 7.1 for clarity. A first optimization addresses repeated log folding invo-
cations. A snapshot marker message will only be processed when it con-
tains a higher target clock than previously handled by that actor. That is, a
previous state already has been reconstructed in the previous call. When
storing this previous state as part of the snapshot metadata, repeated log fold-
ing operations can be refined not to start at the beginning of the event log
each time: fold({}, … , 𝑒𝑡). Instead, the algorithm would take the previously
reconstructed state and only apply subsequent log entries until reaching 𝑡:
fold(𝑠𝑖, … , 𝑒𝑡). This approach also facilitates a second optimization: not dis-
patching duplicate marker requests for identical (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘) entries that
have already been requested in an earlier step. Both optimizations are in-
cluded in the implementation that has been used for the evaluation.
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Figure 7.2. Result of a FCB-based snapshot computation with actor 𝐵 at clock 4 as target input.
The red area illustrates the forward causality barrier created spawned by 𝐵.4. In turn, the log
entries highlighted by the green cut represent the snapshot in front of the barrier.

Note that DDVRdoes not onlymark the correct log entries, it also implicitly Implicit snapshot
reconstruction.reconstructs the corresponding actor states to extract the dependency vectors.

Thus, DDVR can be used directly for ad-hoc snapshot creation and reconstruc-
tion.

A drawback of the DDVR approach is the potentially limited coverage of Partial coverage.
the resulting snapshot. While still causally consistent, snapshots may contain
only a subset of actors of the system when the initial actors in the snapshot
set have a very limited communication history with other actors in the system.
E.g., consider a tree-like communication topology in which actors only spawn
actors and send messages to these children. When initiating a snapshot with a
leaf actor as target, the snapshot only contains the path up to the bootstrapping
actor but no other actors of the tree. Thus, snapshotsmay represent incomplete
representations of the actual topology of system entities.

Forward Causality Barrier We consider a different mechanism
that aims for covering the entire system in a consistent snapshot: Forward
Causality Barrier (FCB). It is inspired by traditional marker-based snapshot
algorithms. However, it is executed retrospectively on the event logs.

The approach makes the restriction that the event logs have to be finite with
consistent tails and cannot grow during the snapshot computation. This can
be achieved by using a different snapshot that is computed before on a later
part of the log which then demarcates the end of the event log range. The
restriction of finite logs also implies the enumerability of the contained actor
instances. We later introduce a wall clock-based extension of FCB that does
not require such previous snapshots.

Based on a target state and corresponding clock value, the algorithm com-
putes a Forward Causality Barrier by coloring all future events in the con-
sidered range that causally depend on the target entry. This includes future
events of the target actor as well as all transitively dependent events of other
actors. Once this recursive mechanism has finished marking all directly or
transitively dependent events from the target event, each actor restores its lat-
est non-marked state. Remaining actors that are not part of the causal depen-
dency tree can be added by selecting their latest log entries and by marking
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their dependencies as well. In order to select a causally consistent snapshot
containing all actors of the system, the approach selects the last entry before
the colored barrier for each actor log. Figure 7.2 illustrates the usage of FCB.

Algorithm 2 depicts the algorithm required to construct the Forward
Causality Barrier. Given a message to color retrospectively as part of a snap-
shot barrier, the algorithm iterates the log until it identifies the command
in which that message has been initially processed. Once found, it colors
the target entry and all subsequent log entries. For each of these entries, it
recursively asks the dependent actors to also color their entries, thus spanning
the causality barrier. The algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 prevents dupli-
cate coloring operations and the dispatch of duplicate coloring requests for
dependent actors that have already been messaged earlier. After the barrier
construction, each log can select the latest non-colored entry and associate it
to the snapshot.

additional wall clock constraints UnlikeDDVR, FCBguaran-
tees to covers all actors of the topology within a consistent snapshot. However,
actors that are causally unrelated to the target actormay be reconstructed with
an arbitrary skew in application (wall clock) time. This is the case when the
wall clock time of unrelated actors exceeds the associatedwall clock time of the
target actor. Furthermore, plain FCB requires another snapshot as a boundary
to compute the barrier.

In order to address these issues, we add an additional Wall Clock Constraint
to FCB. The mechanism requires the additional annotation of wall clock time
values to log entries. Furthermore, the logs need to provide secondary indices
based on wall clock values and with range query support.

Causality is still considered solely with reference to logical clocks. Based
on the (logical) target clock of the target actor, the corresponding wall clock
value is determined as wall clock barrier value. The previous mechanism of
FCB is then altered to use the wall clock values as a secondary criterion for
coloring: event log entries that have a wall clock timestamp larger than the
wall clock barrier are also colored, as well as their subsequent and dependent
entries. The resulting globally consistent snapshot reflects the state of the en-
tire system close to the target time.

A drawback of non-synchronized wall clock time between executing ma-
chines becomes apparent when the initial state of the target actor becomes
marked by another actor with a skewed wall clock time: The target actor may
then be included in the snapshot with an earlier logical clock value. As this
effect is a consequence of poorly synchronized wall clocks between different
machines, it can only be mitigated by reducing the inter-machine time skew.

Evaluation of Retrospective Snapshotting Approaches

In order to evaluate the retrospective snapshotmechanisms, we conducted dis-
crete event simulations using different application workloads. We collected
runtime-agnostic evaluation data (i.e., the number of required messages be-
tween actors) for identifying a snapshot. Thus, themeasurements only provide
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Algorithm 2: Forward Causality Barrier: Barrier Computation.
input : a finite set of immutable actor logs with consistent tails
parameter: target actor x and target clock c
result : at most one continuous sequence of colored log entries ∀ actors

Initiation of snapshot with target actor x and clock c.
snapshotID ← createID (x, c)
� 𝑖𝑛 ← 𝑐𝑐

𝑥
sendColorRequest(x,� 𝑖𝑛, snapshotID) →�x

Local procedure to handle color request (�a) at receiving actor a.
function onMessage(�a → a: current actor,�𝑟: replayed message, sID:
snapshotID):

skipping ← true

if !causallyDependentActors [sID ] then
causallyDependentActors [sID ] ← {}

end

foreach {𝑐, 𝑒} ∈ Log𝑎 do
if isColored(c) then

return
end

if skipping then
skipping ← (�𝑟 ∈ 𝑐)

end

if !skipping then
color(c)
foreach �𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∈ e do

receiver ←�𝑜𝑢𝑡.𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟
if receiver ∉ causallyDependentActors[sID] then

causallyDependentActors [sID ] ← ∪ receiver
sendColorRequest(receiver,�𝑜𝑢𝑡, snapshotID) →
�receiver

end
end

end

end
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the upper bounds for real performance estimations, as it ignores potential op-
timizations for a concrete distributed runtime implementation (e.g., message
batching, machine-local messages).

method The simulation has been implemented by creating a single-
threaded, Java-based actor runtime which schedules and executes a dynamic
set of actors and stores their event logs in memory. Based on a seed, repro-
ducible randomnesswas provided in the runtime, e.g., for randomness in actor
behaviors and for shuffling the queue of incoming messages. The latter was
necessary for the simulation of out-of-order messages due to the asynchronic-
ity of the underlying network. Note that we still enforce the relative order
of messages with identical sender/receiver pairs to maintain FIFO semantics.
Next, we implemented a set of example applications that created characteris-
tic event logging workloads— a topology of randomly communicating actors
and a microservice architecture for a web service.

In the first application scenario, 𝐴 actors are spawned and receive an initialRandomly
Communicating

Actors.
message containing counters of value 𝑆. Whenever an actor receives amessage
with a non-zero counter, it decrements the counter in the message and sends
it to another actor. That target is chosen randomly, based on a heavy-tail dis-
tribution. We chose the following actors as targets for measurements based on
the distribution: the first (i.e., heavy-hitting actor), the medium actor, and the
last actor from the list of all instances. In total, 𝑀 = 𝐴 × 𝑆 messages are sent
for each application workload. The evaluation contained 𝐴 = 1, 000 actors
and a total of 𝑀 = 100, 000 application messages.

The second scenario represents a web backend architecture based on mi-A Web Architecture
Backend using
Microservices.

croservices, with a total service actor count of 𝐴. Incoming requests are routed
through service instances and trigger a communication based on the scatter/-
gather pattern between a request handler and backend microservice actors.
Request handlers are dynamically pooled and reused for subsequent requests.
New requests are concurrently inserted by terminating I/O actors. For the
evaluation, we used a configuration with up to 𝐴 = 965 concurrent actors
(1 load balancer, 64 backend services, and a dynamic pool of 100-900 request
handlers). We use a load balancer, a backend service, and a request handler
as target actors. In total, each workload configuration yielded 𝑀 = 100, 000
internal application messages between the services.

In each test run, we executed the application with a different seed to gener-Test runs.
ate event logs for all applications. Next, we applied the snapshot mechanisms
with the different target actors. For each target actor, we used different ret-
rospective target clock values— taking an entry from the beginning and end
of the target actor log as well as an entries at the 20th, 40th, 60th, and 80th
progress percentile of its final log. For each snapshot computation, themessag-
ing metrics of the computation were recorded for analysis. Executions were
repeated with 𝑁 = 35 different random seeds.

results Figure 7.3 shows a distribution of the number of total messages
required to compute a retrospective snapshot with our mechanisms. The plot
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Figure 7.3. Distribution of total number of messages sent between all actors for computing a
retrospective snapshot (outliers are omitted for reasons of legibility). Each run is defined by
the workload, the identity of the actor used as target for the snapshot, and the position of the
target entry in the log of the target entry.

indicates the underlying mode of operation for each approach. DDVR per-
forms better for earlier target entries as its algorithm starts the snapshot from
the beginning of its target actor log. In turn, FCB excels for later targets be-
cause the computation of the forward barrier is more efficient here. The addi-
tional usage of the wall clock constraint property improved the performance
of FCB in most cases, as the number of required messages dropped.

All mechanisms conduct the snapshot selection recursively. Figure 7.4 il-
lustrates the total number of messages in each recursion step. The number of
steps and the number of messages per recursion step hints to potential per-
formance optimizations. A runtime can take advantage of the fan-out mes-
sage workload induced by the mechanisms that use fewer rounds by higher
amounts of messages in early rounds, e.g., by applying message batching and
parallelization.

The evaluation also illustrated the relevance of the inherent topology of the
application and the choice of the target actor for snapshotting. For instance,
snapshotting was less costly in the random messaging application when the
heavy hitter was used as target. In the microservice architecture, request han-
dlers showed rather varying results. This can be attributed to the randomized
scheduling of incoming requests to the pool of available handlers.

Some of the snapshots created byDDVR showed incomplete coverage when
using workloads that contain isolated groups of actor without any communi-
cation in between. The other snapshots always contained all existing actors.
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Live Snapshotting for Event-Sourced Actors

Live snapshotting provides a non-local view on the evolving application that is
as close as possible to the latest state while at the same time adhering to causal
ordering of messages. We assume that actor processes can send messages to
other actor processes for coordination using the same messaging infrastruc-
ture as for application-level messaging.

It may seem tempting to do this by instantaneously selecting the latest entry
for the event log of each actor. However, this does not solve the initial problem
because the intent of creating a live snapshot must arrive for each actor in a
consistent order.

Another straightforward solution based on total-order multicasts for coor-
dination [47] is not applicable due to the absence of global message ordering
constraints. The system model only provides unidirectional, pairwise FIFO
channels between two actors. Even worse, such a mechanism would require
a single actor to identify all other existing entities in the system as the system
model does not support broadcast messaging.

There are two basic approaches for live snapshotting for distributed event-
sourced actors that we discuss briefly: (i) retrospective snapshotting that uses
the latest state of the initiating actor as the target clock or (ii) the usage of regu-
lar snapshot mechanisms, in particular, mechanisms with explicit marker mes-
sages or implicit, piggybacked markers. A third, runtime-specific approach
that also supports live snapshots is outlined later in this section.

operation modes Having inmind our event-sourced graph processing
system, live snapshots are particularly relevant when a global perspective is re-
quired in a timely manner. Depending on the selected snapshot approach, the
complexity of the topology, and the domain requirements, there are different
modes of operations: (i) Reactive live snapshots are created on demand upon
an external trigger (e.g., a user submits an ad-hoc processing task for the lat-
est topology). (ii) Proactive live snapshots create snapshots in advance, either
based on a periodic timer or triggered by a certain event. Thebenefit of a proac-
tive approach is the instant availability of a previous snapshot—potentially
with more pronounced staleness.

retrospective live snapshots Whenusing retrospective snapshot-
ting for live snapshots, we select the latest known actor clock of the target actor
and initiate a snapshot construction. A benefit of this approach is its indepen-
dence from the application evolution— the mechanism does not require any
application progress to disseminate snapshot information via application mes-
sages. In fact, it can be executed entirely decoupled, because it solely requires
read-only access on actor logs, state reconstructions, and message passing be-
tween actors to identify correct log entries.

Unfortunately, the original FCB mechanism cannot be used for live snap-
shots without further ado. That is because FCB requires non-growing logs
during snapshot creation for termination. Marking the end of the logs for
FCB at the time of starting the snapshot creation is not a valid option— this
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would either require again another snapshot to identify and mark such delim-
iting entries (note that this would already represent a more recent snapshot),
or it could create inconsistent log segments that would cause the snapshot al-
gorithms to fail. When accepting the potential time skew of distributed wall
clock values, thewall clock constraint can be used as a delimiter when applying
FCB.

live snapshots with existing snapshot mechanisms Live
snapshotting based on snapshot mechanisms that are agnostic to event sourc-
ing either use application messages to implicitly piggyback and disseminate
snapshot information (also known as communication-induced snapshotting),
or they initiate explicit flooding of snapshot messages. The approach of Koo
and Toueg [92] belongs to the former category and is generally modifiable to
comply with our system model. However, their algorithm halts processes dur-
ing the snapshot creation phase which might interfere with liveliness prop-
erties of the applications. Modifications of FIFO-based (e.g., [29]) and non-
FIFO snapshot algorithms (e.g., [97]) can be used for explicit snapshots. These
correspond roughly to the explicit dissemination of a forward barrier from the
FCB approach via marker messages.

7.3.4 Runtime-assisted Event-Sourced Snapshot Approaches

So far, we have only considered snapshot approaches based on the concep-Improving snapshot
performance based

on runtime properties.
tual premises of our event-sourced actor model. The previously suggested ap-
proaches enable retrospective and live snapshots of distributed event-sourced
actor systems. The actor application and the snapshotting mechanisms are
based on the same systemmodel when creating the snapshots—message pass-
ing between shared-nothing processes and without a global state.

However, the inherent and inevitable complexity associated with these
mechanisms may interfere with ongoing event-sourced application execu-
tions and slow down concurrent computations. This is why we elaborateIdeas will be revisited

in the platform
implementation part.

additional ideas on how such mechanisms can be implemented when taking
into account the runtime.

To this end, we now consider an alternative that makes additional assump-
tions regarding the underlying runtime environment:

1. Actors are assigned and allocated to processes of the underlying runtime
platforms (i.e., workers).

2. Workers are responsible for behavior execution and event logging of
their actors.

3. Worker instances communicate with each other on behalf of their asso-
ciated actors.

4. Thenumber of actor instances ismuch larger than the number ofworker
instances in the system.
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5. The actor topology is highly dynamic while the worker infrastructure is
fixed.

6. Each worker controls limited computing resources that restrict paral-
lelism on a per-worker level (e.g., one worker instance per CPU core of
a machine).

In addition, we assume that workers schedule incoming messages and actor
behavior execution in a sequential way. Thus, message processing is single-
threaded per worker. We also assume that communication channels between
workers provide the samemessaging semantics as the channels between actors,
in particular, FIFO properties.

Snapshot Message Aggregation

A first benefit when considering the workers is the potentially huge reduction
in messages when selecting snapshots with DDVR or FCB. Instead of sending
individual reconstruction messages on behalf of individual actors, a worker
can now collect outgoing snapshot messages andmerge them by target worker.
Worker-worker communication then significantly reduces the number ofmes-
sages in comparison to worker-agnostic actor-actor communication. Depend-
ing on the algorithm in use, the workers may also decrease the number of
messages. For instance, a worker can de-duplicate identical snapshotmessages
(i.e., reconstructionmessages that target the same actor and actor clock) when
using DDVR. These snapshot messages would often occur when an actor has
dispatchedmore than one applicationmessage in the same behavior execution,
and DDVR would trace back such message flows.

Additional Worker Clocks

We now introduce an additional logical clock that corresponds to the number
of behavior executions executed on that worker. Thus, the worker clock is the
sum of the latest clock values of its actors. Each actor log entry would then
not only be annotated with actor clock value, but also with the corresponding
worker clock value. This additional scalar identifies the local progress of the
worker, as it implicitly serializes the entries of all local actor logs assigned to
that worker. Given a certain worker clock value, the worker can identify the
associated log entry for the actor in which the event occurred and select the
latest previous log entries for the other actors of that worker.

Worker-assisted Snapshotting

So far, outgoing actor messages contain the local actor clock of the sending We explore this
approach more in
detail in our
implementation part.

actor to track causality for the receiving actor. If we additionally piggyback
the worker clock information to outgoing messages, the receiving worker can
now track the latest known states of other workers. Due to the fact that the
number of workers is relatively small compared to the potential actors, we now
consider it feasible to maintain global versioning information. This allows the
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usage of common versioning approaches such as vector clocks [60, 111, 213] at
the level of worker processes.

Eventually, worker-assisted snapshotting enables a hierarchical snapshot ap-
proach in which workers track their local views on other workers based on re-
ceived and processed actor messages. At the same time, a worker-local clock
identifies the states of all of its local actors associated with that value. Thus,
a globally consistent actor topology state can be identified by a single worker
clock value. When eachworker reconstructs the corresponding actor states ac-
cording to its entry in the worker clock vectors, a globally consistent snapshot
emerges.

Another benefit of worker-assisted snapshotting is the instant availability of
live snapshots— the latest vector of a worker implicitly represents a consistent
cut of the latest remote worker states seen by that worker and the current local
actor states.

While arbitrary growth of the logs over time is required for snapshots taken
from anymoment of the application timeline, unbounded growthmay conflict
with other requirements. Thus, we now explore concepts to get rid of old log
segments that are no longer needed.

7.4 log pruning

The immutability of log events is a basic concept for event-sourced applica-
tions following domain-driven design [193]. Events state domain-specific facts
that have occurred in the application at that time. If at all, only the effects of
past events can be altered later by appending additional events that reverse the
effect of the original event at a later point in time. This principle of immutabil-
ity ensures arbitrary state reconstructions, openness to application extensions,
and evolutions in the domain. The principle also leads to monotonically in-
creasing event logs with steadily increasing storage requirements, though.

In our specific case, we apply event sourcing tomaintain the evolution of ac-
tors, and respectively, graphs. Within this narrow application scope, we argue
that deliberate modifications of the event log are in line with the conceptual
model. In particular, we argue that explicit requirements for storage and tun-
able timeframes for processing are valid parameters for a processing platform
that implements the event-sourced graph model. Thus, we now look into log
pruning, a concept that allows for collapsing segments of the event logs of a
distributed, event-sourced actor application.

As each individual log entry is associated with an incoming message, poten-
tial state changes, and potential outgoing messages, neither commands nor
events can be deleted without a decrease of reconstructability and a loss of
causality information. Thus, log pruning is always a lossy operation in event-
sourced systems. The reduction of causality information also implies that snap-
shots cannot be computed or reconstructed when reaching pruned segments.

However, if pruning is applied to periods that are no longer relevant for the
application or on deliberately selected ranges, it can ensure themaintainability
and improve liveliness of the application. For instance, a fine-grained evolu-
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tion of a social graph might only be relevant in a recent time frame. Older
segments of its timeline can be pruned when a coarser temporal resolution
aligns with the requirements of the application for earlier states.

7.4.1 Design Space for Pruning Operations

We now discuss the general design space for pruning operations in a dis-
tributed event-sourced application. Eventually, the use cases define appropri-
ate configurations and application-specific log pruning mechanisms.

Log pruning can be conducted either proactively or reactively. A proactive Proactive vs. reactive
pruning.pruning operation is executed either in an anticipatory manner or continu-

ously to prevent an unwanted target state before it takes place, such as a log
exceeding a specific size. In contrast, reactive pruning is initialized once a
certain condition occurs.

Log pruning can be initialized from within the application, by the under- Initiation of log
pruning.lying runtime platform, or by a user action. An application-based initiation

would allow application developers to initiate a pruning step via an internal
programming interface based on the application state or a domain-specific
trigger. Platform-initiated pruning is helpful when the runtime system is con-
figured to adhere to particular properties. For instance, when there is a maxi-
mum log size in place, pruning is initiated once the log size exceeds the thresh-
old. User-based initiation is relevant for an interactive mode in which users
can choose to execute pruning while monitoring the running application.

Regarding the pruning scope, mechanisms can either target the log of a Scope of pruning.
single actor, subsets of the actor topology, or the logs from all actors in the
topology. Importantly, all three variants have adverse effects on causality re-
construction for retrospective snapshots that touch on a pruned log segment.
Pruning of all actors is useful when a global snapshot has been determined,
and the full history of all actors before that snapshot should collapse to a single
checkpoint each. Decisions, whether to prune or retain logs entries, depend
on their relevance for the application. For instance, the full history of impor-
tant actorsmay be kept in place regardless of pruning executed on logs of other
actors.

The pruning strategies define which parts of a log have to be retained and Pruning strategies.
which parts are considered for reduction. Window-based approaches define
a period of time (i.e., logical event time or wall clock time) in which any in-
termediate state of an actor has to remain reconstructable. Beyond this win-
dow, state reconstruction granularity becomes limited. Similarly, a bounded
ring buffer limits the number of 𝑘 latest log entries to store before switching
to a coarser granularity for older entries. Once a log entry leaves the win-
dow or ring buffer, it is moved to the lossy segment of the log and will even-
tually become subject of the actual pruning step. Both the window-based and
buffer-based approach can also be extended to implement a hierarchical strat-
egy with multiple levels. Each level further away from the latest entries de-
creases the reconstruction granularity additionally. This is a common practice
used in round-robin logging tools that aggregate previous data at daily/week-
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(a). 𝑃𝐶𝐸: Full sourcing. (b). 𝑃𝐶𝑆: Command sourcing. (c). 𝑃𝐸𝑆: Event sourcing.

(d). 𝑃𝐹𝑆: Full states. (e). 𝑃𝐶𝑃: Latest checkpoints.

k

(f). 𝑃𝐵𝐵: Bounded buffer.

kw w

(g). 𝑃𝑇𝑊 : Tumbling window. (h). 𝑃𝑃𝐵: Probabilistic. (i). 𝑃𝐻𝑅: Hierarchical.

Figure 7.5. Illustration of the pruning approaches on event-sourced logs (log entries: • com-
mands, • events, • checkpoints, • merged/folded events). The upper log is the original log,
and the lower log depicts the log after the application of a mechanism.

ly/monthly stages. A probabilistic strategy randomly selects entries for prun-
ing, based on a certain distribution (e.g., skewed towards older entries). Such
a strategy is helpful when the log storage is limited, and only single actor states
need to be reconstructed (i.e., no global snapshots), but it is not known in ad-
vance which actor instances may become relevant.

The pruning step defines the actual pruning operation—either partial fold-Pruning steps.
ing of an event with its predecessor or successor, or ensuring that the ramifica-
tions of the event are included via checkpointing and then deleting the original
event.

In a combined command-sourced and event-sourced log, the duality ofCommands vs. events
for pruning. commands and events allows for another pruning mechanism provided com-

mand logic is deterministic. Given state 𝑠𝑡−1
𝑎 , the state 𝑠𝑡

𝑎 can either be re-
constructed by applying (i.e., left-folding) the event 𝑒𝑡−1

𝑎 , or by re-executing
the associated command with the behavior of 𝑎 at time 𝑡 − 1. Hence, stor-
ing a tuple of both log items is redundant. Commands and events differ in
their characteristics, as commands are usually terser, but require an actual
re-execution and cannot be merged effectively.

7.4.2 Log Pruning Approaches

Wenow introduce a non-exhaustive compilation of pruning approaches for in-
dividual logs in event-sourced systems based on the previously outlined design
space. All approaches are agnostic and do not take into account application-
specific conditions. Figure 7.5 illustrate these approaches. All approaches are
based on locally enumerated event sequences (i.e., logical event clocks) for
temporal ordering and ignore other time values such as wall clock timestamps.
Furthermore, all listed approaches are represented in a proactive and continu-
ous mode.
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Baseline Approaches

We introduce five basic logging approaches that do not conduct any pruning
and can thus be used as a baseline. These approaches indicate the storage re-
quirements of event sourcingwithout any pruning. As the first baseline, we use
regular sourcing of commands and eventswithout any pruning (𝑃𝐶𝐸). Further-
more, we consider variants inwhich either only commands (𝑃𝐶𝑆) or only events
(𝑃𝐸𝑆) are stored. In addition, we use a fourth baseline approach that only
keeps the latest checkpoints and directly applies new events to that checkpoint
(𝑃𝐶𝑃). This approach does not store commands or events and thus equals pre-
dominant state handling approaches by only maintaining the latest state. 𝑃𝐹𝑆
is a variant in which the entire state is appended to the log for each entry, en-
abling instant reconstruction with extremely high storage costs.

Bounded Approaches

The basic bounded buffer approach (𝑃𝐵𝐵) limits each event log to the latest 𝑘
entries and pulls behind a single checkpoint that collapses any earlier states.
Whenever a new log entry is added the oldest entry in the buffer is removed
and applied to the trailing checkpoint.

The tumbling window approach (𝑃𝑇𝑊) maintains a window of 𝑘 up to 𝑘 +𝑤
latest entries. Furthermore, every 𝑤-th entry, the past log beyond the window
is compacted to a full checkpoint. This corresponds to regular window inter-
vals that are becoming reduced to a single checkpoint once they are aging due
to new entries.

Probabilistic Approach

The probabilistic approach (𝑃𝑃𝐵) selects random entries and merges the event
with the previous event. The commands of both entries get discarded, as two
commands cannot be merged in general. The choice of the random selection
function allows a bias towards older entries (e.g., power law-based) to fade out
fine-grained reconstructability for older entries gradually.

Hierarchical Approach

The hierarchical approach (𝑃𝐻𝑅) provides a number of consecutive windows,
each with decreased reconstruction granularity by increasingly merging to-
gether entries. In an exponential configuration, the latest 𝑘 entries remain
in the newest sliding window. Thereafter, in the subsequent windows, each of
size 𝑘, two elements from the previous window are merged into a single entry.

7.4.3 Evaluation

For the evaluation, we selected a simulation-based approach that executed a
distributed application on an event-sourced microservice architecture1. We

1 https://github.com/vs-uulm/log-pruning-evaluation

https://github.com/vs-uulm/log-pruning-evaluation
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examined the actual storage space requirements and the extent of state recon-
structability for the event logs when applying the different event sourcing and
log pruning mechanisms.

The simulated service handles external requests by orchestrating a numberOverall setup.
of internal service functions (i.e., event-source actors) to compose responses.
The resulting topology and interaction patterns resemble an internal microser-
vice architecture that follows the scatter-gather pattern. Each incoming exter-
nal request is forwarded by a load balancer to an available request handler.
The request handler invokes interaction with a set of backend services. Some
of these backend services are compute-heavy, while others maintain complex
states or store away data. Thus, every external message in the workload yields
a number of downstream interactions, which in turn result in commands and
corresponding events in the logs of the actors involved.

We used a configuration of 64 event-sourced actors in the evaluation: ThereActor topology.
was a single load-balancing actor and a pool of 16 actors to handle requests.
The backend services consisted of 24 compute-oriented services, 20 state-
oriented services, and 3 services for additional, application-specific logging.

In the workload files, 50% of the external requests were configured to beWorkload mix.
read-heavy, while 20% were of type read-write. Furthermore, another 20%
were compute-heavy, and 10% were compute/write-based. These four request
types determine the numbers and types of backend actors to communicate
with for a given request.

Method

Simulation workloads were defined by the sequence of incoming requests and
characteristics of the participating microservice instances.

For the backend microservices, we differentiated request-/response-based
services for application-level data (e.g., caching, session handling, storage)
with large numbers of updates and compute services with more complex
command handling logic and only minor state changes.

The simulation was using JSON for all states, and JSON patches [184] for
capturing state changes (i.e., events). The evaluation consisted of three steps:
(i) creation of event logs for all actors according to the workloads, (ii) separate
execution of all pruningmechanisms, and (iii) computation of their respective
measurement metrics.

Results

Figure 7.6 highlights the evaluation results of 𝑁 = 35 randomly generated
synthetic workload streams, based on the simulated microservice architecture
that created 𝐸 = 100, 000 log entries each. Log sizes represent the mean total
sums of all individual log files of all actors for each run. Reconstructability
denotes the overall percentage of earlier actor states that the system is able to
reconstruct based on available log entries.

In the 𝑃𝐶𝑃 approach, only the latest states of each actor are stored. Hence,Baselines without
event sourcing. 𝑃𝐶𝑃 can be used as a reference for the actual size of the total application state
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(b). 𝑃𝐶𝑆
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(c). 𝑃𝐸𝑆
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(d). 𝑃𝐶𝑃
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(e). 𝑃𝐹𝑆
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(f). 𝑃𝐵𝐵 (k=25)
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(g). 𝑃𝑇𝑊 (k=25, w=15)
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(h). 𝑃𝑃𝐵 (p=0.1)
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(i). 𝑃𝐻𝑅 (k=20)

Figure 7.6. Overview of the log pruning approaches based on the synthetic microservice work-
load. Each upper plot shows themean combined log size and each lower plot provides themean
percentages of reconstructable states. Measurements have been taken progressively, starting at
the point in time at which 10% of the workload had been processed up to its completion (100%).
Note the individual scales used for log sizes.

over time that would have been stored in an application database. The 𝑃𝐹𝑆 ap-
proach dumps the full state of an actor to its log whenever it has been updated.
This allows for full reconstructability but is extremely expensive in terms of
storage (by factor ~1,000 compared to 𝑃𝐶𝑃).

Without pruning (i.e., 𝑃𝐶𝐸, 𝑃𝐶𝑆, 𝑃𝐸𝑆), all states can be reconstructed due to Event-sourced
baselines.event sourcing. The plots show that command and event entries are of similar

sizes in the workload. This means that the combined command and event
log (𝑃𝐶𝐸) has roughly double the consumption of storage space for logging
compared to command-only (𝑃𝐶𝑆) and event-only (𝑃𝐸𝑆). In the evaluation
workload, command and event sourcing had increased storage requirements
for application states by factor 5 each when compared to 𝑃𝐶𝑃 that only stores
the latest states.
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For the actual pruning approaches (𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝑃𝑇𝑊 , 𝑃𝑃𝐵, 𝑃𝐻𝑅), the develop-Pruning approaches
on event logs. ment of reconstructability and log size values allows an estimation of their

utility. The bounding effects of 𝑃𝐵𝐵 became apparent in the slowly growing
logs. However, the bounding factor 𝑘 heavily affects the reconstructability for
older entries. The 𝑃𝑇𝑊 approach uses periodic checkpoints to ensure the ex-
istence of a few past states at the expense of checkpoint storage space. The
event-merging mechanism of the 𝑃𝐻𝑅 approach mitigates the bounding ef-
fects to some extent without excessive storage requirements. Outcomes of the
𝑃𝑃𝐵 approach heavily depend on the choice of configuration parameters. Re-
sults for the evaluated configuration— 10% chance ofmerging a random event
log entry, Zipfian-based selection of the item to merge (bias towards older en-
tries from the event log)— remain inconclusive for actual use.

When choosing between command sourcing, event sourcing, or a combina-
tion of both, the choice depends on the expected size of commands and corre-
sponding events (in our workload, events were slightly larger). A common
drawback of command sourcing is the necessity of recomputations, which
would render this approach more computationally expensive in most cases.
For the fixed pruning approaches (𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝑃𝑇𝑊), the choice of the complement-
ing checkpointing strategy (e.g., single, periodic) determines log growth sig-
nificantly but also affects state reconstructability .

7.5 summary

In this chapter, we have introduced relevant mechanisms for distributed,
event-sourced actor applications. First, we have shown how the sets of indi-
vidual actor logs can be used to retrospectively generate causally consistent
snapshots with a global view on the system. Although this approach is rather
costly in terms of required operations, it provides interesting characteristics
for our use case. Unlike traditional snapshots, it defers and decouples the ef-
fort of snapshot computation to an arbitrary, later point in time while having
no impact in normal operation. We then suggested how snapshotting can be
realized in a much more efficient way by the underlying distributed runtime
system when making further assumptions about its implementation.

Next, we have explored log pruning approaches for distributed event-
sourced actor-based applications. As a destructive operation, log pruning re-
stricts the retrospective reconstructability of previous states, loses fine-grained
causality information and may thus interfere with retrospective snapshotting.
At the same time, log pruning allows dealing with constant log growth. We
explored the design space of approaches and evaluated basic implementations.
Ultimately, recommendations for a certain log pruning approaches are highly
specific in terms of the actual use case and application.



TEMPORAL CAPAB IL IT I E S IN EVENT- SOURCED

8
SYSTEMS

8.1 overview

In this chapter, we explore two temporal capabilities of event-sourced systems:
retrospection and retroaction—capabilities not available in most other state-
ful systems. Retrospection is the concept of reconstructing earlier states of an
application. Retrospection of event-sourced applications can be implemented
by using snapshot mechanisms that we have explored in the previous chapter
(see Chapter 7). Retroaction goes beyond read-only access to the timeline and
considers the effects of active modifications of the past of the application by
retroactively rewriting the application timeline, or respectively, its event log.

Retrospection is a fundamental concept for event-sourced graph computing Relevance for
event-sourced graph
computing.

because it enables historical perspectives on evolving graph states. We use
retrospection as the initialization step for several snapshot-based processing
models that we discuss in the subsequent Chapter 9. Retroaction, however, is
more of a hypothetical construct for event-sourced graphs due to its inherent
complexity. Thus, we only consider retroaction for single vertices as part of
another processing model in Chapter 9.

In Section 8.2, we first outline retrospection as a common feature of applica- Chapter outline.
tions with event-sourced logs. We then refine the retrospection capabilities to
our distributed, event-sourced actor model. Next in Section 8.3, we consider
retroactive changes to the timeline of an event-sourced application. In partic-
ular, we explore the application of retroaction in individual, isolated processes
in Section 8.4. Section 8.5, summarizes the contributions of this chapter.

Sections of this chapter are based on the following publications: “Combin- Related publications.
ing Discrete Event Simulations and Event Sourcing” [2], “On the Potential of
Event Sourcing for Retroactive Actor-based Programming” [4], and “retro-λ:
An Event-sourced Platform for Serverless Applications with Retroactive Com-
puting Support” [11]. The latter publication is shared work together with Do-
minik Meißner.

Müller [232] and Kuntschik and Hörmann [228, 229] have contributed to Student works.
implementations related to the contents of this chapter.

8.2 retrospection

The retrospective capability denotes access to previous states of stateful entities
such as data structures or full application states. This capability is a powerful
concept as it allows the later exploration of states during their evolution over
time. Retrospection is helpful for debugging purposes in software engineer-
ing, in particular, when tracing arbitrary entities and their state evolution in
complex executions. Retrospection is also an important property for a num-
ber of use cases that require data lineage and provenance [43, 119], such as
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audit trails or technical mechanisms for legal and regulatory compliance. Ret-
rospection can be addressed at different layers in software architectures such
as periodic state dumps at the application layer or temporal database tables at
the persistence layer.

We require the following building blocks for retrospection: (i) a versioning
mechanism that captures change operations, (ii) a persistence mechanism that
guarantees the immutability of the history, and (iii) a reconstruction mecha-
nism that provides access to the history and rebuilds previous states.

Event sourcing is an approach that embodies retrospection as an inherent
and inseparable property of the associated programming model due to its de-
composition of state. Commands and events capture state changes that are
persisted to an append-only log. Retrospective states are reconstructed either
by re-applying events or re-executing commands.

8.2.1 Related Work

In Section 3.3, we have outlined general mechanisms that implicitly maintain
state histories. Now, we consider the concept of persistent data structures as a
more explicit approach towards retrospective state handling.

Persistent data structures [53] are data structures that are history-aware.Persistent data
structures. Driscoll et al. [53] have differentiated three general versions of data struc-

tures in terms of history awareness: (i) regular ephemeral data structures that
only maintain the latest version (i.e., any update destroys the previous state),
(ii) partially persistent data structures that allow for the reconstruction of any
previous state of the data structure, but updates are only allowed on the latest
state, and (iii) fully persistent data structures that allow to reconstruct ear-
lier states of the data structure and to make changes to earlier versions, then
ignoring any subsequent operations in the old history.

Both types of persistent data structures enable retrospection—earlier states
can be reconstructed due to the fact that the data structure is internally ver-
sioning any changes. While partial persistence provides a list of versions, full
persistence maintains a tree of versions as retrospective reconstructions can
now be used for branching out earlier states.

Persistent data structures are considered to be immutable, as any change
yields a new state, but the previous state is still preserved. Immutability, value-
type semantics, and atomic updatesmake persistent data structures well suited
for functional and concurrent programming (e.g., features of persistent data
structures in Clojure1).

Internal implementations of persistent data structures attempt to provide
better performance characteristics than the straightforward yet inefficient
copy-on-write mechanism for each change operation—both in terms of stor-
age and access complexity. While full copies allow for instant queries to the
latest states, updates become increasingly expensive, and storage requirements
might increase exponentially. More efficient alternatives balance the costs for

1 https://clojure.org/reference/data_structures

https://clojure.org/reference/data_structures
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retrieving the latest state, retrospective states, and the efforts to executemodifi-
cations [50, 53]. For pointer-based data structures, this includes mechanisms
such as fat nodes (i.e., persisted ephemeral states with timestamped point-
ers) and path copying (i.e., copying only the history of entries affected by a
modification).

8.2.2 Retrospection via Event Sourcing

Retrospective capabilities are one of the main reasons to use event sourcing
in the first place. Every state created by a left folding operation on an event
log yields a valid retrospective representation. In case the application only
possesses a single, centralized log, this view provides the global state of the
application. Otherwise, it is a local state based on the scope of the log.

When taking into account an event sourcingmodel with commands, events,
and optional checkpoints, a retrospective view on an earlier application state
can be generated (i) by folding the sequence of events up to the target event,
(ii) by re-executing the sequence of commands up to the target event, or (iii) by
loading a checkpoint at the target event, if available.

𝑠𝑖
𝛼 = foldleft ({}, [𝑒0

𝛼, 𝑒1
𝛼, … , 𝑒𝑖

𝛼]) = 𝑓 𝑖
𝛼(𝑐𝑖

𝛼, 𝑓 𝑖−1
𝛼 (𝑐𝑖−1

𝛼 , …))

As mentioned in the previous chapter, command sequences and event se-
quences can have different characteristics not only in terms of storage but also
regarding reconstruction costs. Event-based reconstructions (i.e., left-folding
of events) only re-apply change operations on an initially empty state to recre-
ate the state at a designated target time. Command-based reconstructions also
re-execute the persisted commands with the associated command handlers
(e.g., behavior functions) to derive the eventual state.

Retrospection also allows for temporal queries against evolving states. From Temporal queries.
a conceptual point of view, the log is projected to a queryable sequence of re-
constructable states. Potential queries include the search for time points or
intervals the state has satisfied a given condition statement. It also includes ag-
gregations of application state over time periods. Furthermore, queries can be
executed directly against the log entries by querying for commands or events
with specific properties.

As event sourcing is based on append-only logs and retrospection only re-
quires read access to the log, retrospective operations can be easily decoupled
from the execution of the evolving application. Event logs can also be repli-
cated to speed up retrospective operations at remote instances.

8.2.3 Retrospection for Distributed Event-Sourced Actors

Our distributed event-sourced actor model differs from basic event sourcing
because we have isolated, decentralized logs between causally dependent en-
tities, loosely coupled by asynchronous messaging. While a single log of an
actor provides local retrospection for that actor instance, non-local retrospec-
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tion relies on snapshotting to provide causally consistent retrospective views
of the actor topology.

Local Retrospection

Local retrospection refers to the reconstruction of an earlier state of a single,Actor-scoped
retrospection. event-sourced actor. A retrospective view references an actor at a specific local

clock value. Hence, the state of the actor at that time reflects the processing of
all previously received messages.

In our event-sourced graphmodel, actor retrospection allows exploring ear-Vertex retrospection
for event-sourced

graphs.
lier states of a single vertex. This includes the perspective of the vertex on asso-
ciated edges, messages passed between adjacent vertices, and its causal lineage
due to implicit dependency tracking.

Non-Local Retrospection

When reconstructing more than a single actor, the causal relationships be-Topology-level
retrospection. tween actors contained in the retrospective view becomes relevant for appro-

priate explorations. Consistent retrospective snapshots— as introduced in
Section 7.3— are of help here. Taking a designated target actor and actor clock
as input, the snapshot mechanism returns a list of actors and corresponding
clock values that represent a consistent cut. When materializing these actor
states, a retrospective view of the actor topology emerges.

Correspondingly, a retrospective graph view is equivalent to thematerializa-Retrospection of
event-sourced graphs. tion of a graph snapshot and enables explorations of previous graph versions

in our event-sourced graph model.

Retrospection Artifacts

The snapshot mechanism guarantees consistency with respect to orphaned
messages: if a snapshot contains the received event for a particular message,
it must necessarily contain the corresponding sent event for the same message
as well. Note that the opposite statement is not necessarily true. Messages that
are considered in-transit in a snapshot have already been sent, but not yet re-
ceived. This may result in application-specific artifacts due to asynchronicity
of messages and the resulting eventually consistent semantics of state updates.

For instance, an edge in our event-sourced graph model always needs toEventually consistent
graphs. be accepted by the receiving vertex. If such an accept message is in-transit

in a snapshot, the two affected vertices have diverging local states associated
with the edge state. While the originating vertex may still regard the edge as
requested, the target vertex sees the edge already in the state established. As
edges are always bound to the originating vertex, the following artifacts can
appear in a snapshot: (i) an edge creation request is sent but not received,
(ii) an edge creation request is answered (either accepted or rejected), but the
response is not received, (iii) an edge remove request is sent but not received,
or (iv) an edge removal notification is sent but not received.
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Stronger consistencies of a retrospective graph— i.e., synchronized edge
states between vertices— can not be provided easily due to the underlying
asynchronous system model. Although the resubmission of the latest edge
states after a snapshot materialization could address the issue of edge-related
in-transit messages, it requires global coordination to complete such a resub-
mission step. Furthermore, this approach requires 2×|𝐸| messages to synchro-
nize edge states in the entire graph. Hence, this approach is only feasible when
it is used as part of a processing model that implicitly provides coordination
(e.g., BSP-based computations, cf., Chapter 9). In this case, the eventually con-
sistent retrospective view would be initialized at first, and the first step of the
subsequent computation could then be used to gain a consistent view of the
eventually consistent edge states.

8.3 retroaction

Retrospection provides access to previous states of an execution. Retroaction
goes beyond the exploration of previous states and additionally allows retroac-
tive changes to a past execution. In doing so, retroaction projects the effects
of a retroactively changed timeline by also reconsidering all subsequent opera-
tions after the change. Note that retroactive changes differ from retrospective
branches (e.g., as provided by fully persistent data structures). A retrospec-
tive branch recreates a previous state of an execution, branches off, and adds
new operations— ignoring any progress in the original timeline after the time
of branching. Retroaction, however, recreates a previous execution state, ap-
plies changes to the execution, and then rewrites and re-executes the original
history as if the altered history would have existed ab initio.

Retroaction is hence a powerful mechanism for simulations and predic-
tive analyses that estimate alternative current states based on altered pasts.
Retroaction is also interesting for debugging purposes (i.e., projecting the ef-
fects of post hoc changes to implementations) and for retroactive bug fixing
(i.e., compensating for incorrect code that has already been executed).

Retroaction is a non-trivial endeavor due to a number of potential chal-
lenges: (i) (re-)execution semantics, (ii) temporal and causal consistency of
the modified timeline, (iii) considerations of external states or events and side
effects after retroactive changes, and (iv) the danger of causal loops caused by
retroactive operations.

First of all, we require precise semantics that define the relation between the Re-execution
semantics.original timeline and the retroactively modified timeline as well as the mean-

ing of a subsequent re-execution. Immediate retroaction on original time-
lines is only feasible for closed systems that act as a sink by solely consum-
ing events from the external world. As they never affect or influence entities
outside the system, there cannot be any causal links or external side effects. In
many cases, the original execution cannot be undone and reversed in full effect.
Hence, retroactive explorations are often constrained to additional, hypothet-
ical, and alternative flows of executions that still retain the original history at
the same time. For example, we consider backtesting of investment strategies
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on stock markets. While backtesting of a trading algorithm simulates retroac-
tive buy/sell orders based on historical data, it cannot take into account the
effects of such retroactive transactions on the market at that time—a fact that
is negligible for smaller transaction volumes, but which may become relevant
for very large institutional investors in such simulations.

Second, the progress of any stateful application relies on its current logicTemporal and causal
consistency. and internal states. When logic or states are modified via retroaction, the first

execution may become invalid due to causal relations in subsequent parts of
the history. A retroaction-enabled inventory management system would al-
low a retailer to retroactively add purchase orders at earlier dates (e.g., to han-
dle lost orders). These orders would then affect the subsequent stock quantity
of goods, and thus also the validity of subsequent orders in the history. If a
retroactive order depletes the inventory of a good that was so far still avail-
able at that time, the following orders in the history would now fail in the re-
execution although they succeeded in the original timeline. Causalities may
even appear in a way not trackable by the system. For example, a client might
have only placed an order for an item that has been in stock. If this item now
becomes unavailable in a re-execution at that point in time, the client might
not have placed that order in the first place.

In addition, the interaction between system-internal and external enti-Side effects and
external systems. ties complicates retroaction semantics even further. In general, side effect-

afflicted operations cannot be undone. For some, there might exist compen-
sation mechanisms that reverse at least their effects (e.g., amending an order
list), while other operations are irreversible (e.g., permanently deleting a file).
When designing retroactive capabilities, it is thus necessary to address the
handling of side effect-afflicted operations—both for the initial execution
and for re-executions in retroactive cases.

Finally, retroaction can cause causal loops when retroaction-enabled pro-Causal loops.
gramming models are self-referential, i.e., application code is allowed to mod-
ify its own execution trace retroactively. However, situations may emerge
in which the retroactive change consequently prevents the retroactive call in
the first place. This issue is equivalent to the metaphysical grandfather para-
dox [49] of time travel: When a person travels back in time to kill their own
grandfather, thus preventing the birth of their parent, that person would never
have existed and could not have conducted the time travel in the first place.

8.3.1 Retroactive Programming

Retroactive computing introduces programming abstractions for handling op-
erations on the timeline of a program. Since retroaction is not a straight-
forward concept, it has only been considered for very specific use cases so
far, namely for retroactive data structures, for aspect-oriented programming
and debugging, and in the form of specialized temporal databases. Besides,
retroactive computing approaches often reduce the expressiveness of retroac-
tion to cope with the issues mentioned before, and they often provide a very
limited scope for retroactive actions.
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First of all, retroactive programming requires an explicit or implicit concep- Conceptualization of
time and progress.tualization of time and execution progress as part of the programming model.

To allow re-execution of operations, the execution history has to go beyond
storing state changes solely. Instead, it also has to capture the relevant run-
time context of application logic (e.g., states of the execution environment) at
the time of execution.

Programming models with direct support for retroaction integrate retroac- Integrated vs. indirect
retroaction.tive capabilities into their main feature set. In this case, an application can

execute logic that operates on and modifies its own history. Alternatively,
retroaction can be implemented as a decoupled feature in which a secondary,
retroactive programoperates on the persisted history of a retroaction-agnostic
application that produces a timeline.

Retroactive Data Structures

Retroactive data structures record the series of applied operations [48]. Thus,
it becomes possible to retroactively insert an operation into or delete from the
past. Retroactive data structures relate to persistent data structures [53]. A
persistent data structure with full persistence allows to reconstruct an earlier
state of the data structure and to make changes to that earlier version, ignor-
ing any subsequent operations. A retroactive data structure additionally takes
into account the effect of that retroactive change onto all subsequent opera-
tions already recorded in the history. Hence, fully persistent data structures
enable modifications on a retrospective copy, while retroactive data structures
actually apply retroaction.

According toDemaine et al. [48], any data structure can be retroactivelyma-
nipulated by rolling a data structure back to a prior state, introducing a change,
and replaying it forward again. As this approach is often very inefficient, ef-
forts have primarily targeted efficient mechanisms and implementation con-
cepts for specific retroactive data structures such as priority queues [48].

Retroaction in Aspect-Oriented Programming

Retroaction has also been considered in aspect-oriented programming as
retroactive weaving [141, 142]. In aspect-oriented programming, weaving
refers to the process of producing an executable program that contains the
original source code and so-called advices for crosscutting functionalities
(e.g., logging, authorization). In turn, retroactive weaving characterizes the
post-hoc evaluation of retroactive aspects. Retroactive weaving allows adding
code directly into the program source, but evaluating that code from within
the context of a previously recorded program execution. This enables develop-
ers to conduct ex-post and offline analyses of their programs, while still using
the very same context and environment of the original program execution.
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Omniscient Debugging

Omniscient debugging [129] is a related debugging approach in which the full
program history is traced and recorded. This allows developers to retrospec-
tively explore the execution by stepping forward and backward through the
program history. Unlike log-based debugging or debugging with breakpoints,
omniscient debugging is particularly suited for traversing causal links and
identifying root causes interactively. When the debugger environment also
allows in-place updates to the state while stepping through an execution, it is
essentially applying a form of retroaction.

Reversible Programming

The temporal aspect of retrospection and retroactive computing—namely,
traveling through the program timeline—also shares similarities with re-
versible programming. In a reversible programming language such as Janus [173],
programs consist of update operations of data that are always reversible. That
is, the execution provides forward and backward determinism. Given a certain
program state, the program can be executed forwards or backwards. While
reversible programming might seem like a concept of limited practical rel-
evance at first, it has recently regained attention in special domains such as
considerations of computational energy efficiency [63].

Advanced Temporal Active Databases

Specialized database systems have been designed to enable advanced features
such as executing application logic snippets within the database (i.e., active
databases) or storing time-related meta information to data (i.e., temporal
databases). Active databases [127]—key precursors of modern complex event
processing systems—enable a database to react to events caused by data
changes or conditions that have been triggered outside the database. Tem-
poral databases [216] support the handling of time-dependent data by taking
into account the time a database fact is valid in the real world and as part
of the database (transaction time). Temporal active databases [66] combine
both concepts and support temporal operations that are based on events in the
system. In an advanced concept for temporal active databases, Gal and Etzion
[65] have integrated a multiagent update process that allows for retroactive
and proactive updates of data. The concept is based on a schema version-
ing algorithm and a declarative language for describing data dependencies,
including temporal relations. The update model then generates a temporal
dependency graph. When retroactive changes are made, the graph is used to
trigger the execution of dependent updates.

Retroactive Events

A weak notion of retroaction has already been suggested for event sourcing
by reversal transactions [220] and retroactive events [195]. Both approaches
are based on the premise that an event log is an append-only data structure in
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which all entries are immutable once added. To reverse the effect of an earlier
event, a reversal transaction or retroactive event captures a state change that
effectively reverts the outcomes of the earlier event. This event is appended
to the tail of log and, once processed, yields a state in which the effects of the
earlier event have disappeared. Both mechanisms are exclusively intended for
fixing the effects of designated past events in the present time.

8.3.2 Retroaction in Event-Sourced Systems

All previously introduced approaches have in common that they are designed
for very specific use cases and applications. We argue that event sourcing can
enable retroaction as part of a general-purpose, event-driven programming
model. Event sourcing in combination with CQRS provides a set of abstrac-
tions that fit well to the requirements of retroactive programming: (i) the event
log provides an explicit and inherent manifestation of the execution timeline,
(ii) the separation of commands and events differentiates between intents and
executed operations, (iii) internal state is always and deterministically repro-
ducible via the event log, (iv) commands and events are handled by dedicated
handling functions, and (v) event log entries are not directly intertwined with
side effect-afflicted operations executed by handlers.

Retroaction, however, conflicts with log immutability, an intrinsic property Retroaction and log
immutability.of event sourcing. In order to maintain the immutability principle and its as-

sociated benefits, we regard retroaction on a given log as a functionally pure
operation that takes an immutable log and a retroactive change as an input and
returns a new, immutable log that has incorporated the retroactive operations.
The new log can then be organized as a branch of the original log to prevent
duplication of their common history. This method maintains the immutabil-
ity of the original log and promotes a retroaction approach with hypothetical,
alternative histories.

In a basic event sourcing model with log entries that consist solely of events, Retroactive
operations on events.the following retroactive operations are feasible: (i) insertions of new events

(ii) modifications of existing events, and (iii) deletions of existing events. Left-
folding of the retroactively modified event log sequence projects the state cor-
respondingly.

When considering an event sourcing model that also persists commands, Retroactive
operations on
commands.

the previous operations also become available for the command entries of a log
tuple: (iv) insertions of new commands (v) modifications of existing commands
(e.g., command parameters), and (vi) deletions of existing commands. Changes
of command entries in the log usually require a re-execution of the command
to transfer the resulting changes to the associated event.

When also persisting the handling functions as part of the log, another Retroactively
modified handling
logic.

retroactive capability emerges: (vii) retroactive modifications of handling logic.
That is, the handling logic that specifies how to process commands and how to
yield corresponding state changes (and respectively, events) can be modified.
This retroaction step requires a re-execution in which the original commands
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main timeline

alternative timeline

c1 e1 c2 e2

c3′ e3′

c3 e3

c4′ e4′

c4 e4

Figure 8.1. A timeline of an event-sourced application that is retroactively modified at the time
of (𝑐3, 𝑒3), e.g., due to a retroactive modification of the command handling logic. The modifi-
cation leads to a branch of the log in which an alternative course of events which is projected.

are executed again with the new handlers, leading to potentially changed
events later in time, as depicted in Figure 8.1.

To address challenges such as causality preservation and side effect handling
in a more detailed way, we now discuss two specific variations of retroaction
in event-sourced systems. In the following, we first discuss how retroaction
wouldwork in our distributed, event-sourced actormodel and the correspond-
ing graph model. Next in Section 8.4, we explore the applicability of retroac-
tion for separate, event-sourced services as part of a larger service architecture.

8.3.3 Retroaction for Distributed Event-Sourced Actors

Our distributed event-sourced actor model has benefits for retroaction due to
the implicit separation of event-sourced, stateful actors and side effect-afflicted
I/O actors. At the same time, retroaction with the distributed model results in
a number of severe challenges due to the absence of a global timeline and the
inherent asynchronicity of messaging.

Our model has a special association between messages, actor state, and ac-Retroactive
modification of actor

behavior.
tor behavior. Retroactive operations have to address all of these. Changing the
behavior is themost powerful approach, as it can easily cause all other forms of
retroactive operations. It is sufficient to allow retroactive changes in actor be-
havior functions because it is the behavior function that dispatches messages
or triggers local state changes. Thus, targeted changes of behavior functions
can be used to conduct retroactive modifications of actor state, message dis-
patches, and message contents. E.g., retroactively preventing the reception of
amessage can be implemented bymodifying the behavior of the sending actor
at the time of dispatching that message.

The I/O actor instances can be used as endpoints to intercept interac-I/O actors as
boundaries for side

effects.
tions with the external world, both for real executions and for retroactive
re-executions. Hence, the I/O actors represent implicit boundaries for side ef-
fects during retroaction. Messages sent to I/O actors during a re-execution can
be handled appropriately for the application-specific retroaction context (e.g.,
ignoring side effects, re-executing side effects, collecting a list of changes).

The re-execution of a retroactively modified timeline requires a consistentTimeline
linearization for

re-execution
determinism.

timeline model. Actor clocks and associated dependency vectors can be used
to provide a valid ex-post linearization of the global topology. That is, an al-
gorithm collects the event logs of all actors and creates a serialization of their
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A:1 A:2 A:3 A:4

B:1 B:2 B:3 B:4

C:1 C:2 C:3 C:4 C:5

D:1 D:2 D:3 D:4

E:1 E:2 E:3 E:4

F:1 F:2 F:3 F:4

G:1 G:2 G:3 G:4 G:5

H:1 H:2 H:3

I:1 I:2 I:3 I:4 I:5

Figure 8.2. A retroactive modification of a behavior function between to consistent cuts. Any
log entry that is directly or indirectly causally dependent on the original entry before modifica-
tion is added to causality area which subject of the re-execution after the retroactive change.

behavior function executions such that the receiving actor processes no mes-
sage before the sending actor has submitted it. Note that behavior function
executions are triggered by incoming messages, and new messages can only
be emitted during behavior function executions. While the live system is in-
herently non-deterministic due to the message asynchronicity, a linearization
of the past timeline results in a global log in which all actor-local logs have
been merged while preserving causality. Thus, the resulting log represents a
valid deterministic ordering candidate to be used for retroactive re-executions.
A linearization function represents a generalization of a snapshotting mecha-
nism, as each log entry in the centralized log refers to a consistent snapshot.
However, such a function would be extremely costly for larger topologies and
oppose to scalability and related design goals of the model.

Assuming a linearized, global timeline ordering, locally branched actor Preparing
re-executions.logs, and a retroactively modified behavior function, we now discuss how the

retroaction can be projected without re-executing the full timeline. Figure 8.2
illustrates this approach. The timeline prior to the retroactively modified
entry remains unchanged, and the materialization of that instant (i.e., a snap-
shot right before the modified entry as target) represents the starting point
for the re-execution. Next, we have to identify all subsequent entries that
are—directly or indirectly— causally dependent on the original entry. As
the original entry is about to get modified, all casually dependent entries also
need to become part of the re-execution. Note that this process is closely
related to selecting the forward causality barrier in our FCB snapshotting
approach (cf., Section 7.3.3). The target entry represents a root that spawns a
tree of all log entries that have either directly witnessed (i.e., having received
a message from the target actor at the time of or after the target entry) or
indirectly witnessed (i.e., having received a message from an actor which is
already causally affected) the target entry. We refer to this tree as the causality
area. All existing entries in the causality area are essentially invalidated in
their original form due to the potential ripple effect of the retroactive change
and should thus be discarded in the branch. Once a log entry of an actor be-
comes part of the causality area, all subsequent entries are tainted as well. This
might also include entries that have been caused by messages from outside
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of the causality area. These messages are reset to an in-transit status when
initializing the re-execution.

The actual re-execution starts at the target actor 𝛼 and clock value 𝑡 in whichRe-execution.
the originally receivedmessage 𝑚𝑖𝑛 is now executed with the new behavior 𝑓 ′𝑡:

{Δ𝑠′𝑡+1
𝛼 , 𝑓 ′𝑡+1

𝛼 , [𝑚′𝑜𝑢𝑡1
, … , 𝑚′𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

]} = 𝑓 ′𝑡𝛼(𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑡
𝛼)

The new behavior might lead to (i) new state changes, as captured in 𝑠′𝑡+1
𝛼 ,

(ii) an altered future behavior function 𝑓 ′𝑡+1
𝛼 , and (iii) a new set of outgoing

messages. Compared to the original execution, the latter case can includemes-
sages with new contents, the absence of messages that have previously existed,
and the presence ofmessages that have not yet existed. Such newmessages can
be addressed to actors inside and outside of the causality area and are added to
the pool of in-transit messages. After this initial step, the re-execution has to
schedule the re-execution of the next message from the pool of in-transit mes-
sages. When scheduling messages, the only constraint is the FIFO ordering ofThis approach

resembles the basic
mechanics of discrete

event simulations.

messages along the same channels of actor pairs. For each scheduled message,
the above steps for message re-execution are repeated. When a new message
sent from inside the causality area is addressed to an actor outside thereof, the
system model allows appending this message to the very end of the log of the
receiving actor. At the same time, this actor is then added to the causality area
as well. In effect, this re-execution approach preserves as many unaffected en-
tries as possible and only re-executes messages received within the gradually
expanding causality area. Retroactive executions require a termination condi-
tion in case the pool of in-transit messages does not deplete after some time.
Reasonable termination conditions include a maximum number of behavior
executions or the eventual inclusion of all existing actors in the causality area.

Retroaction on a global scale in an asynchronous, distributed system is as-Inherent complexity
of globally applied

retroaction.
sociated with a very pronounced inherent complexity. It requires centralized
coordination and hinders true parallelism. At the same time, any alternative
execution only represents one of many possible and equally valid alternative
timelines due to the runtime non-determinism of actor messages. Slight varia-
tions inmessage orderings due to the asynchronicity of message passing could
lead to heavily diverging timelines, even after very few messages. The conclu-
siveness of retroaction on a global scale in such a systemmodel seems currently
somewhat unclear and still requires extensive investigations in this direction.
However, this is out of scope for our ongoing considerations towards event-
sourced graph computing and is suggested as future work.

8.3.4 Retroaction for Event-Sourced Graphs

Retroactive changes can also be considered for different types of event-sourcedRetroaction on
event-sourced graphs. graphs. Event-sourced graph data management (see Section 6.4) organizes a

stateful graph topology and its history based on an event log. Here, retroactive
modifications of vertices and edges can be implemented by injecting, altering,
or removing log entries, similar to retroactive data structures. To project the
retroactive topology state, the following steps have to be conducted after the
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retroactive change: (i) reconstructing the state prior to the change, (ii) execut-
ing the modified log section, and (iii) re-applying existing log entries after the
modified section. Note that the last two steps require the validation of precon-
ditions andmight lead to invalidated events that cannot be applied. E.g., when
the creation of an edge is retroactively removed by deleting the corresponding
log entry, the same edge cannot be updated or deleted at a later point in time
in this log, as it would not have existed.

In the case of our distributed event-sourced graph computing model with Retroaction for
event-sourced graph
computing.

reactive vertices, the issues for actors as mentioned above still apply and raise
the question of actual applicability. Thus, we only consider a very limited form
of retroaction for processing later on (Chapter 9), namely command replay-
ing for single vertices. This processing model provides a stream of log tuples
of a vertex, containing the original message received by the vertex (i.e., the
command), as well as the resulting vertex state after that message had been
processed initially (i.e., after applying the event). By allowing a user-defined
function to iterate over the stream of log entries while at the same time keep-
ing an internal context state of this computation, this processing model can be
used for retroaction. More precisely, the user-defined processing function can
be used to express an alternate behavior function, and the processing state can
be used to maintain the alternative vertex state. When consuming the origi-
nal messages from the log, but then applying the new behavior function, the
corresponding state eventually projects an alternative local state that depends
on the original, incoming messages.

8.4 retro-λ: applied retroaction with event sourcing

So far, we have considered event sourcing with retroaction on a conceptual This section
represents a small
detour that is not
related to graph
computing but
continues our
considerations
regarding retroactive,
event-sourced
computing.

level. We have also seen that asynchronicity and non-determinism hinder the
applicability of retroaction on a broader scope in a distributed, event-sourced
actor model. In particular, globally scoped retroaction in such a model raises
a number of open research questions. However, we still want to underline
the potential of retroaction in an event-sourced system using the example of
a actual application. In the remainder of this section, we explore retroactive
capabilities in event-sourced systems with a less broad scope, i.e., by consider-
ing single, event-sourced entities as part of larger system architectures. More
precisely, we identify services in serverless application platforms as an appro-
priate example domain to give a practical perspective on event sourcing-based
retroaction. Although these considerations are not directly related to graph
computing, they demonstrate and illustrate the practicability of our funda-
mental ideas on event-sourced computing.

8.4.1 Serverless Computing

Serverless computing is an approach for Cloud-based applications. It pro-
motes a service composition based on functions that can be independently
designed, deployed, maintained, and scaled [112]. Contrary to the impli-
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cations of the name, serverless applications still run on a server-based en-
vironment. However, serverless applications abstract away the underlying
execution environment and operational concerns for its users [179]. Instead,
the application logic is merely defined as a set of functions that follow a
stripped-down programming model. The application functions are almost
always stateless but can access data sources as part of their logic. Serverless
applications are reactive in a way that they execute internal— and potentially
composed— functions upon receiving external events [112]. Commercial
and open source platforms for serverless applications include AWS Lambda2,
Microsoft Azure Functions3, Google Cloud Functions4, and Apache Open-
Whisk5, but serverless platform architectures are also subject of active re-
search. Baldini et al. [179] point out that serverless platforms may provide
additional capabilities to their users, e.g., for tracing errors and exploring
function executions.

We perceive the highly restricted programmingmodel of serverless comput-
ing as an opportunity to make the actual application history programmable
via retroactive computing. We argue that serverless applications provide the
appropriate application logic decomposition to make retroaction manageable
at the application level. Retroactive capabilities then allow the developers of
serverless applications to explore the entire application history, to fix applica-
tion bugs retroactively, or to simulate and predict application progress based
on alternate timelines.

As a running example, we take a backend service of a fictional e-commerce
company. The service in question is responsible for managing shopping carts
of customers, products, and stock. Retroaction allows operations such as the
following ones: (i) check the impact of shipment returns on already granted
discount vouchers; (ii) adjust the actual inventory after stocktaking and es-
timate the implications on recent orders; (iii) retroactively change taxation
rules on completed pre-orders due to legislative changes; or (iv) retroactively
add orders to simulate the effects of a marketing campaign that would trigger
alternative customer behaviors.

8.4.2 Conceptual Model

Taking into account the previously outlined challenges of retroaction, we first
discuss to what extent retroaction is feasible. Next, we apply the retroaction
model to a system model and provide a corresponding programming model.

Retroaction Model

One of the main issues when considering retroaction is the fuzzy semantics
of actions that already took place in the timeline. Causal loops and paradoxes
emerge when the retroactive application is self-referential and can rewrite its

2 https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
3 https://azure.microsoft.com/services/functions/
4 https://cloud.google.com/functions
5 https://openwhisk.apache.org/

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/functions/
https://cloud.google.com/functions
https://openwhisk.apache.org/
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own timeline. In order to tackle these problems, we decide to follow a multi-
verse approach [14], i.e., the theoretical existence of an infinite set of alternate
universes. This means that there can be multiple timelines in our system, each
representing different universes. We always maintain a designated main time- A main timeline and

alternative timelines
for retroaction.

line of the application history that represents “our real” universe. At any point
in time, this main timeline can branch off into alternative timelines in which
alternative actions may cause a different course of events— at least hypothet-
ically. For our model, we restrict the usage of retroaction to such branched
timelines so that a retroactive operation never directly affects the main time-
line.

The separation of timelines prevents any time travel paradoxes on the main
timeline because retroactive changes can onlymanifest on a branched timeline.
The immutable history of themain timeline also ensures a consistent temporal
state for the running application. When creating a branch, retroaction can be No implicit causal

loops from alternative
timelines to the main
timeline.

applied to any parts of the history and the ramifications of retroactive modifi-
cations can be observed. The insights of retroactive explorations might then
still be used to deliberately append function calls to the main timeline at the
present time. This is similar to the idea of retroactive events [195].

Regarding causality, we use the granularity of function calls to introduce State-driven causality
tracking.distinct boundaries. We only consider functions that potentially trigger an

application state change. If such functions read states as part of their inter-
nal logic, these read operations also become part of the causal dependency
tracking. However, view functions that only query application states are not
taken into account for causality. Causality induced by view functions (e.g., a
customer views a product page and notices the expected delivery time) takes
place outside of the system. Hence, the actual ramifications of view functions
cannot be captured adequately in any case.

Furthermore, we opt against explicit pre-conditions and post-conditions for User-defined
validation.the temporal integrity of states. Instead, we expect the developer to add such

constraints as part of their application logic if required. In our functional de-
composition, commands usually apply validations as part of the command
handling logic (e.g., adding an item to cart is only valid if it can be taken from
stock). Failed command executions yield specific events that represent errors.
At a higher level, the orchestration code defines how such error events are then
handled within a function call.

We cut down retroaction to the injection of functions into the application Retroaction via
retroactive function
injection or through
modified handling
logic.

timeline. We do not allow modifications or deletions of existing entries in the
event log. The effect of altering or removing entries can still be realized with
the injection of appropriate (anti-)operations. Apart from retroactive func-
tions, we also allow retroactive modifications of the command handling logic.

For handling side effects during retroactive executions, we build on the con- Containing side
effects.cept of gateway entities [194] from software architectures that encapsulate side

effect-afflicted operations. Any non-internal access can thus be proxied to a
gateway entity representing the system-external world. In turn, the gateway
environment can be configured to intercept certain operations depending on
the (re-)execution context. Furthermore, we allow developers to provide dif-
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ferent implementations for the same application logic depending on the exe-
cution context (regular execution vs. re-execution).

First, we disallow side effect-afflicted instructions as part of commands. In-
stead, the high-level functions can take designated external callbacks as pa-
rameters. Only these external callbacks are allowed to execute operations with
side-effects, e.g., by interacting with external systems or components. The call-
backs hence decouple function implementations and side effects. In the case
of re-executions, the parameters that would have been passed to the external
callback are logged, but the execution of the callbacks is omitted. Instead, our
model provides so-called timeline oracle callbacks. These callbacks are trig-
gered once after the re-execution of a function is finished. The timeline oracle
callback then receives both the original history of external callback parameters
as well as the parameters of the current re-execution. This allows the callback
to handle side effects in a re-execution precisely. In particular, the timeline or-
acle callback can compare the parameters of callbacks issued during the origi-
nal execution and the parameters that would have been used by the current re-
execution. Hence, timeline oracle callbacks can provide application-specific
compensation functionalities.

System Model

We consider an architecture of dedicatedmicroservices. Each of which is inter-
nally based on a shared-nothing architecture. Through the orchestration and
interaction of thesemicroservices, amore comprehensive application emerges.
Following the underlying idea of microservices (i.e., loose coupling), we onlyA function-based

service in a
microservice
architecture.

focus on retroaction for a single, isolated microservice, and do not take into
account the interplay of multiple services. More specifically, we consider the
runtimeplatform for a distinctmicroservice that adheres to the serverless com-
puting paradigm (i.e., function as a service model) with additional retroactive
capabilities.

The service interface is defined by a set of functions that can be invoked
by other services. In terms of call semantics, invocations and return values are
asynchronously decoupled by using callbacks for handling completed function
calls. Functions can be called concurrently by different services. However,
their execution might be serialized, depending on the function type, imple-
mentation, and context. Functions are stateless, i.e., there is no shared state
between function invocations except for the actual state of the service that is
persisted in its event log.

As listed in Table 8.1, we distinguish four different types of functions: (i)Function types.
state-changing functions that are allowed to alter the state with read-your-
writes consistency, (ii) view functions that can only query state with eventual
consistency, (iii) retroactive functions that branch off a timeline and inject
invocations into the past of that branch, and (iv) retrospective functions that
extend view functions so that specific timelines and points in the past can be
selected for querying states.

The log of the service stores invocations of state-changing functions and
their corresponding operations. The main timeline represents the actual
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Table 8.1. Different high-level function types available in the retro-𝜆 programming model
depending on the target timeline.

Function Type Main Timeline Replicated Timelines Branched Timelines

State-changing Function 3(R,A)

View Function ✓(R) ✓(R) ✓ (R)

Retroactive Function ✓(R,I)*

Retrospective Function ✓(R) ✓(R)

R Read states.
A Append changes.
I Inject retroactive changes.
* Retroactive functions take an existing timeline and branch off into a modified copy.

course of events of the service. For retroactive considerations, the service
can create any number of alternative timelines that branch off from other time-
lines. While the main timeline possesses append-only semantics, branched
timelines are mutable for retroactive functions.

Programming Model

The programming model is based on user-defined application code on differ-
ent abstraction layers, as shown in Figure 8.3a. On the one hand, this approach
is in line with domain-driven design principles, as it decouples low-level and
high-level building blocks [192]. On the other hand, the separation helps to
draw a clear line in terms of causality between operations for retroaction. Fig-
ure 8.4 illustrates how the programming model can be used in the shopping
cart scenario.

From a bottom-up perspective, the lowest level provides primitives from
event sourcing and CQRS, i.e., commands, events, queries, and aggregates.
Next, the function layer provides the four function types that build on these
primitives by defining a step-by-step orchestration. Finally, glue code is used
to wrap functions into appropriate service interfaces that are accessible for
other services.

Note that the aggregate state can be read both using a command/event and
using a query. Command/event-based access is necessary for functions that re-
quire causality tracking (e.g., a state-changing function that first reads a value
and the causes a subsequent state change). In turn, query-based access should
be used by functions that exclusively conduct reads (e.g., a view function that
only queries a value).

8.4.3 The retro-λ Platform

retro-𝜆 is a runtime platform for serverless applications with support for
retroactive computing. It is a prototype implementation of the previously in-
troduced conceptual model.
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Figure 8.3. Programming model and internal architecture of the retro-𝜆 serverless platform.

Architecture

Figure 8.3b illustrates the general architecture of retro-𝜆. The four function
types are executed by a set of handlers (also see Table 8.1). Each handler in-
teracts with timeline instances that maintain the states of a timeline and pro-
vide the corresponding event-sourced logs. The platform distinguishes amain
timeline and branched timelines. Furthermore, each timeline possesses a pri-
mary instance and optional replicas. The primary timeline instance is the only
instance for handling state-changing operations. Changes of the primary are
asynchronously distributed to its replicas. Replicas can be used for view func-
tions and retrospective functions, but only provide eventual consistency. As
replica instances are decoupled from the primary of the main timeline, they
can be scaled independently due to the shared-nothing design. For this rea-
son, replica instances can also be distributed and thus, view functions can be
handled in parallel. The primary timeline instance allows for concurrent exe-
cution of state-changing functions. However, the execution of function steps
is serialized, yielding a potentially interleaved sequence of steps of different
invocations. This also affects commands triggered within a function step.

Each timeline instance maintains a combined log for function steps and
command/event tuples in chronological order using a logical clock. User-
defined handling code is also persisted in the log so it can be re-used by
replicas. Furthermore, code persistence enables retroactive modifications of
the application behavior and re-executions.

The execution of user-defined command handlers runs in a restricted and
controlled environment that allows for fine-grained monitoring of read opera-
tions on aggregate state properties for dependency tracking. For each executed
command, the platform provides a read set that captures all potential causal
dependencies of that command. Whenever the user-defined command hand-
ler reads parts of an aggregate state, the read operation and identifiers of the
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accessed state elements are added to the read set. The read set is then included
in the log entry of the command/event tuple.

Retroaction spawns a new timeline instance that recreates the originating
timeline. Conceptually, this allows recursive branching and repeated retroac-
tive modifications of a modified timeline. While the originating instance
streams the log, the branched instance builds a new log by re-applying events
up until the point of retroaction. Next, the retroactive function is executed.
For each of the remaining entries in the original log, the platform has to decide
whether it is sufficient to re-apply the event or whether the command needs
to be re-executed. A re-execution is required when the command has causal
dependencies to retroactively changed states, i.e., the command handler reads
a part of a state that has been altered by retroaction. To track retroactive
modifications, the platform maintains an accumulating write set during the
reconstruction that collects altered states in the same granularity as the read
set does. A very similar mechanism is used for function steps in the log to
decide whether a step can be skipped, based on whether events that were read
by the function step have changed or not.

Implementation

retro-𝜆 is implemented in JavaScript because a dynamic, high-level, inter-
preted programming language resonates with the serverless paradigm and the
notion of retroaction. The prototype uses ECMAScript 2017 and the Node.js
runtime environment (version 9.5.0).

Log persistence is provided by RocksDB (version 5.2.0), and the npm li-
braries levelup and rocksdb (adapted fork that supports read-only mode).
In total, retro-𝜆 is implemented in 841 lines of code. The prototype imple-
mentation of the retro-𝜆 platform is available under an open source license6.

The initial platform instance is a single-threaded Node.js application that
loads the user application upon start. A user application is a set of user-defined
primitives (i.e., functions, aggregates, command handling, glue code) based
on the platform API. Listing 8.1 and Listing 8.2 provide an example of such an
user-defined application function.

Aggregates are stored as JSON objects, and their state changes are captured
through JSON patches [184] using the fast-json-patch npm library. De-
pendency tracking is implemented by utilizing proxies, a meta-programming
concept added in ECMAScript 6. Proxies enable custom behaviors for built-in
operations, such as property assignments and lookups. We use proxies to track
the properties of the aggregate state that have been read by a command. This
allows us to to monitor arbitrary, user-defined command handling code im-
plicitly. The dependency information (i.e., read set) is then encoded and pig-
gybacked to the log tuple. During re-execution, the write set is extracted from
JSON patches of re-executed commands. By comparing the read set and the
write set, the platform can decide whether a command requires re-execution

6 https://github.com/vs-uulm/retro-lambda/tree/debs2018

https://github.com/vs-uulm/retro-lambda/tree/debs2018
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due to the causal dependencies or if the event as defined by the JSON patch
can be applied directly.

8.4.4 Evaluation

For the evaluation of retro-𝜆, we implemented a serverless application com-
ponent for the aforementioned online shopping scenario. We then compared
the performance of the retro-𝜆-based implementation with two traditional
persistence implementations without retroaction support, using a synthetic
workload. We also assessed the costs of applying event sourcing in retro-𝜆.
Next, we measured the performance of retroactive operations. All evaluation
artifacts, namely the workload generator7 and all sample application imple-
mentations8 are available under an open source license and following the Pop-
per convention [85] for reproducible evaluations.

All measurements were conducted on a machine equipped with an Intel
Core i7 7700 CPU (quad-core with SMT; 3.60 GHz), 32 GB of memory, and 1
GigE NIC. An additional host (virtualized private cloud instance) was used to
perform requests against the service. The two machines were connected in an
isolated, 1Gigabit Ethernet local area network. For the service host, ArchLinux
was used as the operating system with Linux Kernel 4.15.

Sample Application: Shopping Cart Service

Thesample application service constitutes a backend service that is responsible
for managing products, stock, and customer carts. Additional tasks such as
payment handling or customer management are provided by other services
and are not considered in this example.

service implementation Table 8.2 provides an overview of the basic
service endpoints. The retro-𝜆 service implementation consists of 303 lines
of code, and additional 112 lines of glue code have been used to expose the
function via a REST-based interface. The example showcases the interaction
of low-level aggregates and commands (Listing 8.1), high-level functions (List-
ing 8.2), and glue code (Listing 8.3).

1 userAggregate.addToCart = (state, pid, amount) => {
2 if (pid in state.cart) {
3 return 'ALREADY_IN_CART';
4 }
5 state.cart[pid] = amount;
6 return 'PRODUCT_ADDED';
7 };

Listing 8.1. Low-level command handler for the addToCart command.

7 https://github.com/vs-uulm/debs2018-rl-workload-generator
8 https://github.com/vs-uulm/debs2018-rl-evaluation

https://github.com/vs-uulm/debs2018-rl-workload-generator
https://github.com/vs-uulm/debs2018-rl-evaluation
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1 rL.createUpdateFunction('addProductToCart', (context) => {
2 const [uid, pid, amount] = context.params;
3 if (amount < 0) {
4 context.external({ error: true,
5 reason: 'New amount must be positive' });
6 } else {
7 context.getAggregate(`product:${pid}`).updateProduct(-amount);
8 }
9 }).then((context) => {

10 const [uid, pid, amount] = context.params;
11 switch (context.result[0].event) {
12 case 'PRODUCT_UPDATED':
13 context.getAggregate(`user:${uid}`).addToCart(pid, amount);
14 break;
15 case 'NOT_IN_STOCK':
16 context.external({ error: true, reason: 'Not in stock' });
17 break;
18 default:
19 context.external({ error: true, reason: 'Not found' });
20 }
21 }).then((context) => {
22 const [uid, pid, amount] = context.params;
23 if (context.result[0].event === 'PRODUCT_ADDED') {
24 const result = { amount: context.result[1].state.cart[pid] };
25 context.external({ ok: true, result: result });
26 } else {
27 context.getAggregate(`product:${pid}`).updateProduct(amount);
28 }
29 }).then((context) => {
30 if (context.result[0].event === 'ALREADY_IN_CART') {
31 context.external({ error: true, reason: 'Already in cart' });
32 } else {
33 context.external({ error: true, reason: 'User not found' });
34 }
35 });

Listing 8.2. Implementation of the high-level addProductToCart service function.

1 router.put('/user/:id/cart/product/:pid', async (req, res) => {
2 const result = await rL.invokeUpdateFunction(
3 'addProductToCart',
4 req.params.uid,
5 req.params.pid,
6 req.body.amount
7 );
8 res.status(result.error ? 400 : 200);
9 res.json(result);

10 res.end();
11 });

Listing 8.3. Glue code to expose the addProductToCart function via a REST-based interface.
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evaluation workloads For the evaluation, we implemented a work-
load generator that simulates the actions of customers and the shop owner.
Workloads are defined as sequences of HTTP requests. To provide concurrent
requests while at the same time serializing the order of operations of a single
user (e.g., preventing a checkout before adding a product), we partitioned the
workloads into shards of users. While all partitions are executed in parallel,
we dispatch requests sequentially in each partition using curl9.

In general, the workload shares similarities with the Yahoo! Cloud Serv-
ing Benchmark [41], a generic benchmark for non-relational database systems.
However, our workload emulates the specific behavior of customers viewing
products, adding and sometimes removing products, and finally checking out
their cart, and sporadically aborting the purchase. For the product popularity,
we used a Zipfian distribution, while the number of items a user adds to and
sometimes removes from their cart follows a normal distribution. The genera-
tor yields bursty workloads, a typical scenario for serverless applications [179,
144].

We used two different ratios of state-changing functions and view func-
tions, i.e., an update-heavyworkload (50% reads, 50%writes) and a read-heavy
workload (90% reads, 10%writes). Furthermore, we generatedworkloadswith
100,000, 1 million, and 10 million requests, each split among 10 partitions and
1,000 users.

Comparison of Architectures

In the first evaluation, we determined, (i) whether an event-sourced architec-
ture with retroactive capabilties can compete with traditional architectures,
and (ii), what are the costs in terms of overhead when enabling retroaction.
We compared our retro-𝜆 shopping service against two alternative imple-
mentations. As a baseline, we implemented a service that only maintains
states in-memory and does not provide any durable persistence. We also im-
plemented the shopping service using a more traditional persistence layer by
using PostgreSQL and the active record approach [194]. For the PostgreSQL-
based implementation, we used a dockerized instance of PostgreSQL 10.2. We
implemented all solutions using Node.js and the same REST-based API for a
balanced comparison.

We replayed the workloads for each of the three service implementations
and measured processing times (i.e., the time the system requires to process
each request), memory consumptions over time, and total disk usage. As
shown in Figure 8.5a, the in-memory service implementation provided the
lowest processing times, in particular for write-based requests. retro-𝜆 was
able to compete with the other implementations in terms of processing times
and partly outperformed the PostgreSQL-based implementation. This was
mainly due to the integrated state cache and the asynchronous persistence op-
erations (appending entries to the log). Regarding the overheads of retro-𝜆,
Figure 8.5b demonstrates slight increases in memory consumption due to de-

9 https://curl.haxx.se/

https://curl.haxx.se/
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(a). Processing times of the service implementations. retro-𝜆 shows competitive results com-
pared to the PostgreSQL-based solution while the in-memory service solution beats both solu-
tions with disk-based persistence.
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(b). Memory consumptions (box plot) and storage requirements (line chart) of the implemen-
tations as a function of different workloads (read:write ratios). For storage, the inherent costs
of event sourcing become evident.

Figure 8.5. Performance comparisons of three service implementations: an in-memory imple-
mentation, a traditional PostgreSQL-based implementation, and our retro-𝜆-based imple-
mentation.

pendency tracking. Furthermore, retro-𝜆 showed considerable increases in
storage requirements. This is the cost of persisting the entire application time-
line, which is inevitably necessary for enabling fine-grained retroaction. The
results of storage requirements are also in line with the previous baseline mea-
surements for log pruning in Section 7.4.

Performance of Retroactive Operations

Next, we evaluated the performance of retroactive function executions. There-
fore, we executed workloads with 1 million requests from the previous evalu-
ation. As baseline, we measured the time for a full re-execution of the entire
application timelinewithout any changes. Then, we injected a retroactive func-
tion and measured the (re-)execution times. We used three different points in
time for injecting the function—after one decile, after the half, and after nine
deciles of all existing log entries. Next, we conducted re-executions that re-
flected the retroactive changes and took advantage of the partial re-execution
mechanism enabled through dependency tracking. As the application state
has to be reconstructed prior to the retroactive change, the partial reconstruc-
tion also relies on re-applying events from the log. For each variant, we con-
ducted 𝑁 = 30 repetitions with workloads from our workload generator.
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Table 8.3. Impact of dependency tracking on re-execution performance with 1,139,550 steps and
1,356,981 commands. A full re-execution is used as baseline. The two retroactive operations
have each been injected into an early (10%), middle (50%) and late stage (90%) of the applica-
tion history. The dependency tracking mechanism prevents the superfluous re-execution of
commands and re-applies events instead. Also, function steps are skipped when a command
re-execution yields the same event as the previous execution.

Retroactive Taxation Change Injection Target Time

Workload 1M (1:1) Baseline 10% 50% 90%

Mean Execution Time 245.32s 95.81s 92.40s 88.95s
Re-executed Steps 100% 4.70% 2.88% 0.59%
Skipped Steps 0.00% 95.30% 97.12% 99.41%
Re-executed Commands 100% 4.80% 3.27% 1.34%
Re-applied Events 0.00% 95.20% 96.73% 98.66%

Retroactive Customer Injection Target Time

Workload 1M (1:1) Baseline 10% 50% 90%

Mean Execution Time 245.32s 88.67s 88.02s 89.97s
Re-executed Steps 100% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Skipped Steps 0.00% 100% 100% 100%
Re-executed Commands 100% 0.86% 0.85% 0.85%
Re-applied Events 0.00% 99.14% 99.15% 99.15%

𝑁 = 30 repetitions for execution time measurements.
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(a). Retroactive changes in the taxation rate at the checkout. Thanks to dependency tracking,
all partial re-executions surpass the full re-execution.
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(b). Re-execution times for a retroactive injection of a new customer. The customer retroac-
tively adds a product to their cart affecting subsequent operations of other customers.

Figure 8.6. Retroactive modifications injected into an early (10%), middle (50%) and late stage
(90%) of the application timeline. The baseline denotes a full re-execution of the timeline.
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In Figure 8.6a, we injected a retroactive function that modified the taxa-
tion rate used during checkouts, affecting all checkouts after the retroactive
change in the timeline. In Figure 8.6b, we triggered a retroactive function
that injected an additional user. The user added a product to their cart, effec-
tively changing the availability of the product for all subsequent operations of
that product. Both cases highlight the benefits of dependency tracking, as the
partial re-executions take distinctly less time then the full re-computations of
the full application history. As shown in Table 8.3, the partial re-execution
strategy can often re-apply events instead of re-executing commands of the
functions. Consider the second retroaction case in which a retroactive order
now prepends an already existing order function by a new user, that effec-
tively decreases the stock. If the first command of the subsequent original
order still yields the same event than before— the product has still been suc-
cessfully added to the cart, because the stock is still not yet depleted after the
retroaction— the re-execution of the subsequent commands of that specific
order function can be skipped and the events can be applied directly. With-
out the causality tracking mechanism, a log re-execution would require a full
re-execution of all commands.

8.5 summary

We have discussed retrospection and retroaction as temporal capabilities of
event-sourced systems in this chapter. Retrospection is an inherent feature of
event sourcing that originates from tracking progress in an event log. In a dis-
tributed event-sourced system, the individual event logs render retrospective
explorations more difficult. Actor-local retrospection corresponds to regular
state reconstruction. However, non-local retrospection requires a consistent
cut to provide a meaningful retrospective point of view on the actor topology.
Thus, the retrospective snapshottingmechanisms that we have explored in the
previous Chapter 7 are essential for retrospection of distributed event-sourced
actor topologies.

Furthermore, we have explored the applicability of retroaction in event-
sourced applications. Retroaction as a powerful yet complex concept enables
ex-post explorations of alternative timelines and what-if projections based on
modified past timelines. While the inherent abstractions of event sourcing are
a good foundation for retroactive programming capabilities, the asynchronic-
ity of message passing and the separation into actor-local logs in our event-
sourced actor model renders retroaction highly intricate. For that reason, we
advocate the use of retroaction in a more limited scope. With retro-𝜆, an
event-sourced platform for serverless applications with retroactive comput-
ing support, we have illustrated the potential of retroaction for isolated, event-
sourced processes as part of larger systems. Weused the restrictions of a server-
less programming model to tame the complexity of retroaction. The program-
mingmodel separates high-level function types and low-level primitives of the
event sourcing paradigm. retro-𝜆 allows users to inject retroactive function
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executions into the past of an application timeline branch and to explore the
ramifications of these changes to later service states.



PROCESS ING ON EVENT- SOURCED GRAPHS

9
9.1 overview

This chapter illustrates how event-sourced graphs can be used for different
types of computations and graph-specific processing operations that can run
simultaneously on the same event-sourced graph. The compilation of process-
ingmodels is designed to address common graph computations in the context
of evolving graphs. However, the compilation is not exhaustive. The implicit,
history-aware graphmanagementmechanism of event sourcing and the event-
driven, reactivemodel of stateful actors enable all processing capabilities listed
in the following. The basic live model that we have explored in depth in the
previous chapters is mandatory for all other processing models, as it enables
graph evolution in the first place and thus generates the graph timeline. Some
of the processing models in this chapter are our own contributions, and oth-
ers are based on existing processingmodels that we adapt to the event-sourced
graph model.

Most of the programming models in this chapter are designed to address Relevance for
event-sourced graph
computing.

graph-based computations. Some of them specifically address evolving graphs.
However, there are also processing models that can also be used in a more
general way for structured data processing with actors.

Section 9.2 provides an introduction to relevant preliminaries of processing Chapter outline.
models. In Section 9.3, we consider live computing models that run directly
on the evolving graph. Next in Section 9.4, we look at processing models that
assume graph snapshots as starting points for computations. Section 9.5 takes
into account the history-aware capabilities of event-sourced graphs and ad-
dresses different models of temporal graph processing. In Section 9.6, we
discuss basic query mechanisms to access event-sourced graphs. We finally
summarize the contributions of this chapter in Section 9.7.

Research results of this chapter have been published in “A Conceptual Related publications.
Model for Event-sourced Graph Computing” [3] and “Chronograph: A Dis-
tributed Processing Platform for Online and Batch Computations on Event-
sourced Graphs” [6].

9.2 preliminaries

Before we introduce the different programming models applicable for event-
sourced graph computing, we outline the general characteristics, describe an
exemplary model realization, and reiterate the example domain in use.

9.2.1 Processing Model Characteristics

Processing models provide high-level abstractions for the implementation of Processing models.
similarly structured computations on certain input data. The abstractions aim
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to facilitate computations by providing building blocks that hide the complex-
ity of the underlying execution as much as possible (i.e., distribution, schedul-
ing, and coordination). This also means that the processing model exposed to
the user might differ from how the computation is actually executed at run-
time. In most cases, the building blocks of a processing model consist of a
set of APIs to be used for implementing user-defined functions. The runtime
platform then takes the input data together with user-defined functions and
handles the execution at runtime. Section 2.4 has already provided a basic
introduction to existing graph processing models.

The presentations of our processing models are structured as follows. First,Structure of the
presentations. we give a description of the respective model. Next, we present its API and

the flow of execution of its computations. The latter involves input data, ini-
tialization of the computation, its execution, and how results can be obtained.
Next, we address implementation considerations for the respective model. Af-
ter that, we discuss the applicability of the model, including its requirements
and assumptions, as well as a discussion of its strengths and weaknesses. Each
model is finally illustrated with examples of use.

9.2.2 Exemplary Model Realization

Although we still consider all processing models from a conceptual perspec-
tive, we briefly point out a hypothetical implementation of the runtime envi-
ronment. This consideration helps us to describe and explain the processing
models and improves the clarity of examples.

The vertex states are represented as JSON objects [183]. This allows for aJSON representations
for vertex states. structured data format without requiring explicit schema definitions. Inter-

nally, a vertex state is divided into a user-defined state and protected states
maintained by the system. While the former can be used for user-specific op-
erations (e.g., algorithm states), the latter contains system-internal actor state
(e.g., dependency vectors for state tracking). Event-sourced vertex states are
never modified by processing tasks. Instead, processing operates on mutable
copies of the vertices, if required by the model.

Furthermore, we assume user-defined functions to be implemented inJavaScript-based
implementations of

user-defined
functions.

JavaScript. JavaScript has become a widely used programming language for
such functions due to (i) its general usage and popularity, (ii) its trait of being a
high-level interpreted programming language that is dynamically and weakly
typed, (iii) its limited feature set (e.g., no native threading or I/O operations),
(iv) its native interaction with JSON-based data, (v) and the availability of
efficient JavaScript engines— even for polyglot execution environments in
which the underlying platform can use a different programming language.

Regarding the runtime platform, we adhere to existing, proven system archi-Generic runtime
platform architecture. tecture designs [33, 128]. The runtime platform which executes all processing

models is expected to consist of worker instances to partition processing tasks
and data. The platformmanages distribution, coordination, and scheduling of
the processing tasks between the networked worker instances. Each machine
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that hosts a worker instance provides sufficient resources in terms of process-
ing power, memory, storage, and network. Part III provides

more detailed
architectural
considerations.9.2.3 Running Example: Online Social Network

We continue with the previous example application domain of an online so-
cial network. It maintains a userbase with user profiles, posts, connections,
and interactions. Notifications of changes (e.g., new posts, connections) are
streamed into the system.

9.3 live computing models

The live computing models are designed to operate directly on the evolving
graph topology in an online fashion. In fact, the chronograph livemodel en- The first model is

named after our
platform that
implements the entire
concept, which is
subject of Part III.

ables the evolution of the graph in the first place by consuming external events
and reacting to graph-internal messages. The second model for live comput-
ing complements the main model with event-driven processing capabilities
but without event persistence. Both models are tightly coupled to the reactive
graph management aspects of the event-sourced graph computing model.

9.3.1 Chronograph Live Model

The first live computing model is based on the considerations of Chapter 6 As we have already
explored the model
in-depth in Chapter 6,
we only provide a
brief recap here.

and provides the backbone for event-sourced graph computing. The model
consumes external streams of notifications and translates them to messages,
indicating graph-internal updates for topology evolution. Furthermore, it al-
lows domain-specific graph applications that are directly executed on the ver-
tices and persisted within the event log.

Description

This live model adapts the actor model by adding explicit, graph-specific oper-
ations and by implicitly enabling event sourcing for all operations. It provides
two types of instances: stateful, event-sourced actors that represent vertex en-
tities and I/O actors that are used for I/O operations with external processes
and systems. A set of lightweight protocols is used to spawn vertices, organize
edges, and update states.

Processing Model

The two types of instances have different internal APIs since the stateful verti-
ces are subject to event sourcing and thus more restricted.

The stateful vertex interface requires users to implement behavior code on Stateful vertex API.
a vertex level. The logic of stateful vertices is responsible for updating vertex-
local states and for maintaining the vertex-local topology, in particular, out-
going edges to other vertices. Furthermore, message-driven interactions be-
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tween adjacent vertices can be used for domain-specific operations between
vertices.

function handle(context, message, state)

A user-definable, vertex-centric behavior function for stateful, event-
sourced vertices.

context An injected context object for specific API calls.

message The received message which has to be handled by the
function.

state The state of the vertex returned after the previous behav-
ior function call.

returns The function returns the state to be used in the next be-
havior function call.

The API injects a context object which provides access to all allowed oper-
ations:

context.spawn(vertexId, behavior, message)
Spawn a new remote vertex with vertexId, an initial behavior, and an
initial message.

context.addEdge(vertexId, state)
Create an outgoing edge to the vertex with id vertexId.

context.sendMessage(vertexId, content)
Send a message with content to another vertex along an outgoing edge.

context.sendDirectMessage(vertexId, content)
Send amessage with content to an arbitrary vertex (not necessarily con-
nected to this vertex).

context.sendMessageOverAllOutgoingEdges(content)
Broadcast the same message with content to all vertices this vertex has
an outgoing edge to.

context.updateEdge(vertexId, state)
Update the state of an outgoing edge to vertex with id vertexId.

context.removeEdge(vertexId)
Remove an existing outgoing edge to the vertex vertexId.

context.requestEdgeRemoval(vertexId)
Ask vertexId to tear down its existing edge from vertexId to this vertex.

context.delete()
Transition the vertex into the disabled (absent) stage, if applicable.
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context.updateState(state)
Update the vertex state. Is called implicitly for the regular handle() func-
tion based on the return value. Necessary for alternative behavior func-
tions that do not return the new state.

context.getOutgoingEdges()
Return the list of outgoing edges and their states.

context.getIncomingEdges()
Return an eventually consistent list of incoming edges and their latest
states known by this vertex.

context.getVertexId()
Return the identifier of the current vertex.

context.getLocalClock()
Return the current clock value of the vertex.

Furthermore, users can implement callback functions that extend default
behavior function implementations provided by the graph layer:

function onVertexSpawned(context, message, vertexState)

Function is called as behavior when the local vertex has been spawned suc-
cessfully.

function handleAddEdge(context, vState, eState, remoteVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when a remote vertex wants to establish an
edge. The function has to return a boolean, indicating whether we accept or
reject the incoming edge. This function allows executing validations before
deciding on establishing the edge.

function onEdgeAccepted(context, vertexState, remoteVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when an outgoing edge has been accepted by the
remote vertex. Allows for domain-specific actions once the edge is available.

function onEdgeRejected(context, vertexState, remoteVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when an outgoing edge has been rejected by the
remote vertex. Allows for domain-specific actions to handle an edge rejection.

function onEdgeRemoved(context, vertexState, remoteVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when a remote vertex has removed an edge di-
rected to this vertex. Provides a hook for domain-specific actions upon edge
removals.

function onEdgeUpdated(context, vState, eState, remoteVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when a remote vertex has updated an incoming
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edge. The callback is useful for triggering vertex-local computations due to
the edge state updates.

function onEdgeRemovalRequested(ctx, vState, eState, remVertexId)

Function is called as behavior when a remote vertex has requested the removal
of an edge.

function handleError(context, message)

Function is called as behavior when a platform-internal error has occurred for
this vertex (e.g., in the event of an unsuccessful delivery of a message because
the target vertex does not exist).

The actor instances that are allowed to perform I/O-based operations canI/O actor API.
execute arbitrary logic. Within this logic, an I/O actor can either send mes-
sages to stateful vertices (i.e., input trait), receive messages from stateful ver-
tices (output trait), or both. Event sourcing is solely applied for interactions
with stateful vertices; any other state is not persisted. Hence, the API for these
actors consists of a smaller set of context-associated functions. The context
object is injected upon initialization of the I/O actor. The first three functions
are used for input behavior, while the fourth is necessary for providing output
behavior.

context.spawn(vertexId, behavior, message)
Spawn a new vertex with vertexId and an initial behavior.

context.sendMessage(vertexId, content)
Send a message with content to an existing vertex.

context.commit()
Send pending outgoing messages that have been triggered by spawn()
and sendMessage(). This call increments the I/O actor clock. Next, it
creates and appends an event log entry that persists the outgoing mes-
sages.

context.onMessage(callback)
Execute the given callback upon receiving a message from a stateful ver-
tex. Upon execution, the actor clock is implicitly incremented, and the
message is persisted into the log as a command. The callback function
has a signature (context, message) and does not return a value.

context.getActorId()
Return the identifier of the I/O actor.

context.getLocalClock()
Return the current clock value of the I/O actor.

The I/O actor logic is less restricted but requires more explicit operations
from the user. In particular, commit() is important for associating the outgoing
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messages to actor clock steps for causality tracking. When implementing input
and output traits within the same I/O actor, it is also necessary to synchronize
these operations.

The system initializes a special bootstrapping actor upon start-up. In turn, Initialization and
inputs.the bootstrapping actor can spawn a set of I/O actors and an initial topology of

vertices. From then on, the evolution of the graph primarily relies on incoming
events received by the I/O actors and subsequent messages from I/O actors to
vertices.

Unlike existing graph computing models, the Chronograph model is de- Execution strategy.
signed for continuous execution. Once initialized, the model permanently
handles incoming updates and conducts associated reactive operations on the
graph.

The latest states of individual vertices can be queried. These states reflect Results and
queryability.the effects of all updates ingested by the system so far, however with eventual

consistency. That is because ingested updates propagate through the model
asynchronously. Furthermore, event sourcing allows to query for previous
states of vertices and to retrieve graph-global snapshots based on an arbitrary
vertex state as the parameter (i.e., vertex identifier and local vertex clock). Sec-
tion 9.6 explains query operations in detail.

Implementation Considerations

The model requires an actor model implementation that (i) enables applica-
tion-specific extensions for implementing the graph-specific operations and
states, (ii) supports low-level, fine-grained event sourcing persistence for mes-
sages and actor states, and (iii) provides parallel execution capabilities. Part III
explores these implementation considerations and introduces a prototypical
runtime platform.

Applicability

This model addresses the consumption of external streams that drive the evo- Requirements and
assumptions.lution of a corresponding graph. Reactive, stateful vertices represent the basic

elements of the graph representation. The model assumes that vertex-local
computations and states are kept in check. That is, user-defined vertex states
should ideally grow less than linear in the course of execution with respect
to neighboring vertices and processed messages. As messages are processed
sequentially per vertex, a long-running message handling function delays the
processing of other pendingmessages, at least for the same vertex. Thus, highly
compute-intensive operations should be performed by other processing mod-
els instead.

The design of the Chronograph model favors the liveness of vertices Strengths and
weaknesses.and eliminates the need for locking and global synchronization. The shared-

nothing principle of vertices allows for the independent execution of vertex
behaviors with full parallelism. On the downside, the message-driven update
propagation entails a weakened consistencymodel. Vertices only have reliable
access to their own states and their outgoing edges. Outgoing edges ensure
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Figure 9.1. Communication required to establish an edge between user vertex A and user vertex
B based on an external notification that is consumed by an I/O actor. Themessage from the I/O
actor to user A contains a user-defined content. The following two messages between A and B
are internal steps of the graph abstraction layer.

the existence of adjacent vertices. The perspective on incoming edges and
other vertices is always eventually consistent (through messaging).

Event sourcing of changes does not only capture the sum of all vertex evolu-
tions; it also provides the basis for most other processing models. Vertices can
run local computations based on local states and incomingmessages. Domain-
specific computations that involvemultiple vertices can be implemented based
on message-based interactions between vertices.

Although the chronograph live model could thus be used as a general
model for running distributed graph algorithms, the persistence of associated
messages and intermediate results would not always be desirable. For instance,
distributed graph algorithms with extensive flooding message patterns would
clutter the event logs of the vertices. This is why we introduce the ephemeral
live model next as a complementary model for such algorithms and primarily
use the chronograph live model for the graph evolution.

Examples of Use

follower update In the first example, we want to demonstrate how
an external notification can be used to trigger an internal graph update. The
resulting flow of communication is illustrated in Figure 9.1. We consider an
I/O actor that consumes a feed of graph update notifications and translates
these notifications to appropriate vertex messages (Listing 9.1).

1 // I/O actor logic excerpt
2 // ...
3 // input-specific stream handling
4 stream.on('FOLLOW_EVENT', (event) => {
5 context.sendMessage(event.sourceUserId, {
6 type: 'FOLLOWED',
7 targetUser: event.targetUserId
8 });
9 context.commit();

10 });
11 // ...

Listing 9.1. I/O actor logic which translates an external event to an internal message.

In turn, the user vertex reacts to the message that it needs to add a new
outgoing edge by initializing the edge accordingly (Listing 9.2).
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1 // User behavior function excerpt
2 function handle(context, message, state) {
3 // ...
4 if (message.type === 'FOLLOWED') {
5 context.addEdge(message.targetUser, { type: 'FOLLOWING' });
6 }
7 // ...
8 return state;
9 }

Listing 9.2. User vertex behavior to reflect a new following relation.

Finally, the receiving user vertex has to accept the edge to establish the di-
rected connection between the two vertices eventually. In this specific case,
edges are always accepted by default (Listing 9.3).

1 // Default implementation for accepting incoming edges
2 function handleAddEdge(context, state, remoteVertexId) {
3 return true;
4 }

Listing 9.3. User vertex behavior to accept incoming edges by default.

post scoring Next, we consider a domain-specific computation that is
reactively executed upon changes in the graph. In the second example, we
suppose that users can up-vote and down-vote posts. This results in corre-
sponding edges from users to posts. A scoring algorithm then estimates the
relevance of a post based on such votes. Although there has been extensive
research on scoring algorithms for user-based content voting, we use a simple
variant in this example: summarizing up-votes and down-votes (Listing 9.4).

1 function handleAddEdge(context, vState, eState, remoteVertexId) {
2 // summarize edge values (-1 or 1) for existing edges
3 const votes = state.incomingEdges
4 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'VOTE')
5 .reduce((t, e) => t + e.value, 0);
6 // compute and persist recommendation result
7 vState.isRecommended = (votes + eState.value) >= 0;
8 context.updateState(vState);
9 return true; // accept incoming edge

10 }

Listing 9.4. A scoring function for vertices of type post when new votes are added.

The function reactively re-evaluates the post score (i.e., recommendation
flag) whenever a new incoming edge appears. The function computes and
potentially updates the vertex state by setting or removing the isRecommended
flag for the vertex.
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Actor Layer

Graph Layer
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Figure 9.2. The ephemeral live model as an overlay over the event-sourced graph, both backed
by actors. The ephemeral model runs actor-based computations on selected vertices without
event sourcing.

9.3.2 Ephemeral Live Graph Computations

The ephemeral live graph model extends the event-sourced graph model by
allowing additional computations on top of the evolving graph that are not
subject to event sourcing, as illustrated in Figure 9.2. The ephemeral model
runs concurrently to the event-sourced model and is reasonable for computa-
tions in which event sourcing is not desired—either due to highly message-
intensive behaviors or due to large amounts of intermediate results since both
would be otherwise persisted in the vertex logs. The ephemeral live model is
transparent for the event-sourced graph and cannot affect the event-sourced
topology.

Description

The ephemeral live model is very similar to the chronograph live model.
However, it does not provide event sourcing. Instead, it can be used to ex-
press graph-specific computations that run on the evolving graph without any
persistence. In order to maintain the causal consistency of the event-sourced
live graph, the ephemeral model only has read access to the live graph, but
cannot update states of event-sourced vertices and cannot send messages into
the event-sourced graph. Figure 9.3 illustrates this behavior.

As in the event-sourced live model, vertices are backed by actors. When-
ever an ephemeral vertex shares its identifier with an event-sourced vertex,
the ephemeral instance has immutable access to the latest states of the event-
sourced vertex. In addition, the ephemeral vertex can maintain and update its
own ephemeral state for computations. Optional callback functions which are
executed after a behavior function call of an event-sourced vertex can propa-
gate changes to the ephemeral instance. Hence, the behavior of an ephemeral
vertex responds both to updates of its event-sourced counterpart andmessages
sent by other ephemeral vertices.
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Figure 9.3. Exemplary message flows in the event-sourced graph (lower timelines) and the
ephemeral model (upper timelines). Behavior function calls of event-sourced vertices can trig-
ger asynchronous updates of their ephemeral counterparts.

A computation on the ephemeral live model consists of the following build-
ing blocks: (i) a bootstrapping function that can spawn computation-specific
instances, (ii) a filter function that determines event-sourced vertices which
should be included in the computation, (iii) a callback function that is called
for each included event-sourced vertex after each behavior execution, and
(iv) an actor behavior to be used for the ephemeral instances.

This extension of the event-sourced model yields three configurations of ar-
bitrary vertices/actors: (i) vertices that are only available in the event-sourced
model (i.e., vertices not represented in any ephemeral computation); (ii) in-
stances that only exist in the ephemeral model (i.e., additional instances in an
ephemeral computation); or (iii) event-sourced vertices that are included in at
least one ephemeral computation. In the latter configuration, the underlying
actor has to separate different types of states internally. The ephemeral model
does not support I/O actors. That is because we only want external changes to
enter the system over the event-sourced graph model.

Processing Model

The processing model of the ephemeral approach targets specific computa- API.
tions to be executed on the evolving graph. A computation is defined by a
unique identifier and a quadruple of function definitions, that we introduce
in the following:

function bootstrap(context, parameters)

The bootstrap function is used to initialize an ephemeral computation.

context An injected context object with a spawn(id, behavior,
msg) function for initially spawning actor instances not
associated with event-sourced vertices.

parameters An object literal with computation-specific parameters.

returns Function does not return a value.
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Once the bootstrap function returns, the platform schedules the execution
of the following activate function for all vertices in the event-sourced graph.

function activate(vertexState)

Avertex-level function that determines at which vertices the computation
should be registered.

vertexState A read-only copy of the latest state of the event-sourced
vertex.

returns A boolean value that denotes whether this computation
should be registered for the current vertex.

Only if the function returns true, the following two functions are registered
at the target vertex. The first function, handleStateChange, is triggered upon
completed behavior function calls.

function handleStateChange(context, ephemState, vertexState, old-
VertState)

A callback function executed any time the associated event-sourced ver-
tex is updated— i.e., after the execution of its behavior function.

context An injected context object for specific API calls.

ephemState A vertex-local, modifiable computation state.

vertexState A read-only copy of the event-sourced state after the ex-
ecution of the behavior function.

oldVertState A read-only copy of the old event-sourced state from be-
fore executing the behavior function.

returns The function returns the new computation state of the
ephemeral vertex.

function compute(context, message, ephemState, vertexState)

A vertex-scoped, message-driven computation function. Executed upon
receiving a message from another ephemeral instance.

context An injected context object for specific API calls.

message The received message to be handled by the function.

ephemState A vertex-local, modifiable computation state.

vertexState A read-only state copy from the associated vertex from
the event-sourced graph.

returns The function returns the new computation state.

The API of context contains the following operations:
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context.sendMessage(identifier, content)
Send a message with content to another ephemeral instance with the
given identifier.

context.delete()
Terminate the ephemeral behavior by locally removing the callback, be-
havior, and state.

context.getParameters()
Return computation-specific parameters.

context.getActorId()
Return the identifier of the current instance.

Note that the logic of an ephemeral instance that is associated with an event-
sourced vertex can also access its vertex state. E.g., this allows additional op-
erations such as iterating over the outgoing edges of the associated vertex.

A computation in the ephemeral model is initialized by bootstrapping and Initialization and
inputs.then registering the update handlers and behaviors at the target vertices. Ac-

tive computations are managed by the runtime so that new event-sourced ver-
tices can be added to the running computation as well after spawning. There-
fore, the activate function is also scheduled for event-sourced vertices that
have been spawned after the ephemeral computation has been initialized.

Types of ephemeral computations range from localized, one-shot compu- Execution strategy.
tations to continuously running computations on the entire topology. In all
cases, the computation is driven by two factors—updates from event-sourced
vertices as well as message-based interactions between ephemeral instances. It
terminates implicitly when all its ephemeral instances have terminated.

The latest computation results are available in the queryable states of Results and
queryability.the ephemeral vertices. Furthermore, computations can spawn dedicated

ephemeral instances in the bootstrapping step for collecting and aggregating
results from other vertices.

Implementation Considerations

Since the model is a variant of the event-sourced model introduced before,
similar considerations apply. However, due to the absence of event sourcing,
this model is primarily dependent on the performance of messaging and par-
allelized behavior execution. A relevant implementation consideration is the
coupling between both models in terms of shared messaging and shared state,
at least on a vertex level. In a tight integration, an underlying actor manages
event-sourced and ephemeral state within the same instance but prevents ac-
cess from the other mode via the exposed APIs. Outgoing messages would
then require a label to indicate whether the message is addressed to an event-
sourced or ephemeral receiver.
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Applicability

The ephemeral variant provides an execution model for distributed, asynch-
ronous, and message-driven graph algorithms [191]. This also includes well-
known algorithms for computer networks such as distributed routing and
pathfinding. Again, the growth of state and the complexity of computationsRequirements and

assumptions. and messaging has to be taken into consideration when implementing such
algorithms. Ideally, algorithms should reduce the ephemeral states to scalar
values per vertex and prevent long-running, vertex-local computations.

The model complements the chronograph live model with a strong focusStrengths and
weaknesses. on message-driven, vertex-centric computations. In particular, event-based

algorithms with approximate and incremental behavior can be realized. Ad-
ditional actor instances can be used to provide orthogonal overlay processing
networks, similar to event processing pipelines. The asynchronicity of messag-
ing and the absence of global states limits the model for certain tasks. Thus,
we refer to snapshotting and alternative processing models when addressing
problems such as the detection of graph-global properties.

Examples of Use

approximate user ranking As an example, we apply an asynchro-
nous and distributed variant of PageRank [169] onto our social network. The
computation assigns each user a score, representing their influence within the
social network. The rationale for this application is the increased visibility of
content posted by users that havemany followers and thus have a greater reach
and foster subsequent interactions.

We adapted the algorithm to fit our execution model. In short, the algo-
rithm assigns each vertex initially the value of 1. Upon certain events, the algo-
rithm propagates adjusted weights of its current value to a random set of adja-
cent vertices along outgoing edges. This eventually leads to a non-normalized
PageRank value assigned to each vertex.

Although this computation could also run directly on the event-sourced
graph, it would clutter the event logs with many entries that only contain in-
cremental updates. As the ephemeral model only keep the latest states, this
model may represent a better fit— at least as long as results over time do not
have to be stored permanently.

The computation does not require a bootstrapping actor so that we skip this
function here. The registration function only addresses user-typed vertices
(Listing 9.5).

1 // Registration function
2 function activate(vertexState) {
3 return ('USER' === vertexState.type);
4 }

Listing 9.5. Ephemeral PageRank variant, activation function.

The next function reflects the changes of an event-sourced vertex in the
ephemeral model (Listing 9.6).
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1 // Vertex update callback
2 function handleStateChange(context, ephemState, vertexState,

oldVertexState) {
3 let isFirstCall = false;
4 if (!!ephemState.pageRank) { // if empty, initialze eph. state
5 ephemState.pageRank = 1;
6 ephemState.inTable = initTable(vertexState.incomingEdges);
7 ephemState.outTable = initTable(vertexState.outgoingEdges);
8 isFirstCall = true;
9 }

10
11 if (hasTopologyUpdate(vertexState, oldVertexState)) {
12 ephemState.pagerank = handleLocalUpdate(
13 vertexState,
14 oldVertexState,
15 ephemState.inTable,
16 ephemState.outTable
17 );
18 }
19
20 // probabilities for propagating updates
21 let threshold;
22 if (isFirstCall) {
23 threshold = 0.5;
24 } else {
25 threshold = context.getParameters().get('threshold');
26 }
27
28 const outgoingEdgeCount = Object.keys(ephemState.outTable).length;
29 const outgoingEdges = unionEdgeList(vertexState, oldVertexState);
30 outgoingEdges.forEach(edge => {
31 if (threshold < Math.random()) {
32 if (edge in ephemState.outTable) {
33 // compute edge weight
34 context.sendMessage(edge.id, {
35 value: ephemState.pageRank / outgoingEdgeCount
36 });
37 } else {
38 // reset previously sent value when relation gone
39 context.sendMessage(edge.id, { value: 0 });
40 }
41 }
42 });
43
44 return ephemState;
45 }

Listing 9.6. Ephemeral PageRank variant, function for handling updates of the event-sourced
vertex.
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The ephemeral behavior function handles update messages from adjacent
ephemeral instances (Listing 9.7).

1 // Ephemeral behavior function
2 function compute(context, message, ephemState, vertexState) {
3 const oldPageRank = ephemState.pageRank;
4
5 updateTable(ephemState.inTable, message.value);
6 ephemState.pageRank = computePR(ephemState.inTable);
7
8 const epsilon = context.getParameters().get('epsilon');
9 if (Math.abs(oldPageRank - ephemState.pageRank) < epsilon) {

10 return ephemState;
11 }
12
13 const threshold = context.getParameters().get('threshold');
14 const outgoingEdgeCount = Object.keys(ephemState.outTable).length;
15 vertexState.outgoingEdges.forEach(edge => {
16 if (threshold < Math.random()) {
17 context.sendMessage(edge.id, {
18 value: ephemState.pageRank / outgoingEdgeCount
19 });
20 }
21 });
22 return ephemState;
23 }

Listing 9.7. Ephemeral PageRank variant, behavior function for handling messages from other
ephemeral instances.

live histogram of follower distributions As a second exam-
ple, we consider a computation which is directed more towards traditional
event processing. We maintain a histogram in which we track the distribution
of following relations of the users. This corresponds to the histogram of out-
degrees of all user vertices. Therefore, we assign a dedicated aggregating actor
which collects the values and maintains the histogram. In order to keep the
example simple, we use a histogram with a bin size of 1 (Listings 9.8 to 9.11).

1 // Bootstrap function spawns aggregator
2 function bootstrap(context, parameters) {
3 context.spawn(Runtime.getID('aggregator'), aggregatorBehavior, {
4 type: 'INIT'
5 });
6 }

Listing 9.8. Live histogram with the ephemeral model, bootstrapping step.

1 // Registration function
2 function activate(vertexState) {
3 return ('USER' === vertexState.type);
4 }

Listing 9.9. Live histogram with the ephemeral model, activation function.
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1 // Vertex update callback
2 function handleStateChange(context, ephemState, vertexState,

oldVertexState) {
3
4 if (hasTopologyUpdate(vertexState, oldVertexState) {
5 const oldOutDegree = getFollowing(oldVertexState.outgoingEdges);
6 const newOutDegree = getFollowing(vertexState.outgoingEdges);
7
8 if (newOutDegree !== oldOutDegree) {
9 context.sendMessage(Runtime.getID('aggregator'), {

10 type: 'UPDATE',
11 oldValue: oldOutDegree,
12 newValue: newOutDegree
13 });
14 }
15 }
16
17 return null; // no ephemeral state required for vertices
18 }

Listing 9.10. Live histogram with the ephemeral model, update function for handling vertex-
local changes.

1 // aggregatorBehavior: ephemeral function for aggregator
2 function compute(context, message, ephemState, vertexState) {
3
4 if (message.type === 'INIT') { //initialization
5 const maxValue = context.getParameters().get('MAX_VALUE');
6 ephemState.histogram = [];
7 for (let i = 0; i < maxValue; i++) {
8 emphState.histogram[i] = 0;
9 }

10 } else if (message.type === 'UPDATE') {
11 emphState.histogram[message.oldValue] -= 1;
12 emphState.histogram[message.newValue] += 1;
13 }
14 return histogram;
15 }

Listing 9.11. Live histogram with the ephemeral model, behavior function for handling
incoming updates.

Theaggregating ephemeral instance contains the histogram as internal state
that can be queried externally. The n-th entry in the array denotes how many
vertices in the graph have an out-degree of 𝑛.

In a more sophisticated setup, multiple aggregators can be used to collect
data from shards of the topology separately. Next, these aggregators period-
ically push their aggregated delta updates to a master aggregator which then
computes the global histogram. Co-locating aggregators and associated shards
decrease underlying network communication and prevents contention at the
master aggregator.
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vδ

Input Graph

⟨vα : s12α ⟩

⟨vβ : s87β ⟩

⟨vγ : s65γ ⟩

⟨vδ : s21δ ⟩

Vertex List

mapVertex(s12α ) → [■ : 2]

mapVertex(s87β ) → [⋆ : 3; ■ : 1]

mapVertex(s65γ ) → [♦ : 1; ⋆ : 5]

mapVertex(s21δ ) → [■ : 3]

Map Phase

⋆ → [3; 5]

■ → [2; 1; 3]

♦ → [1]

Shuffle Phase

reduce(⋆) → 8

reduce(■) → 6

reduce(♦) → 1

Reduce Phase

⟨⋆ : 8⟩

⟨■ : 6⟩

⟨♦ : 1⟩

Output

Figure 9.4. Vertex-based MapReduce processing model for stateful graphs.

9.4 snapshot-based processing models

Snapshot-based processing models correspond to traditional offline com-
putations with fixed input graphs. In our case, these inputs are defined by
snapshots derived from event sourcing of the graph. Unlike existing snapshot-
based approaches, our event-sourced graph model allows snapshot-based
computations both on the latest snapshots as well as arbitrary, retrospective
snapshots from the graph timeline. We incorporate two MapReduce-based
processing models for one-shot computations on vertices, and respectively,
vertex pairs along edges. Furthermore, we integrate a synchronous, vertex-
scoped processing model for iterative graph computations.

9.4.1 Graph-oriented MapReduce Models

The application of MapReduce on graph-based data requires the decompo-
sition of the graph into smaller entities as input such as vertices or edges.
However, only a few graph computations can be expressed with a single Map-
Reduce step. This has led to iterative MapReduce models and the use of map
and reduce as graph operators in more generalized execution flows [40, 68].

For our model, we primarily suggest MapReduce for such one-shot execu-
tions with a single computation step and recommend the use of the vertex-
scoped processing models for more complex, iterative computations.

Description

The MapReduce interface takes a sequence of vertices or edges (i.e., vertex
pairs) as input and applies the map function to all entities in parallel. The map
function can emit zero or more key-value pairs as intermediate results. Next,
in the shuffle phase, these intermediate results are collected and grouped by
keys. For each key contained in the intermediate results, the reduce function
then aggregates the intermediates to final result values.

The vertex-based variant, as depicted in Figure 9.4, takes a set of vertex states
as input, e.g., the vertex states associated with a certain snapshot. In turn, the
edge-based variant (see Figure 9.5) receives the states of both vertices belonging
to an edge in the input graph.
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vα

vβ

vγ

vδ

Input Graph

⟨vα : s12α ; vβ : s87β ⟩

⟨vβ : s87β ; vγ : s65γ ⟩

⟨vγ : s65γ ; vβ : s87β ⟩

⟨vδ : s21δ ; vα : s12α ⟩

⟨vδ : s21δ ; vγ : s65γ ⟩

Edge List

mapEdge(s12α , s87β ) → [▲ : 2]

mapEdge(s87β , s65γ ) → [▼ : 3]

mapEdge(s65γ , s87β ) → [ ]

mapEdge(s21δ , s12α ) → [▲ : 4]

mapEdge(s21δ , s65γ ) → [▼ : 1]

Map Phase

▲ → [2; 4]

▼ → [3; 1]

Shuffle Phase

reduce(▲) → 3

reduce(▼) → 2

Reduce Phase

⟨▲ : 3⟩

⟨▼ : 2⟩

Output

Figure 9.5. Edge-based MapReduce processing model for stateful graphs.

Processing Model

The processing model exposes two function interfaces to be implemented in
user-defined functions— map() and reduce(). The interfaces of map() differ
by the input (vertex-based vs. edge-based), but both approaches share the same
reduce() interface. Vertex-based API.

function mapVertex(emitter, state)

A vertex-based map function to be applied to all vertices.

emitter An injected context object for emitting intermediate re-
sults.

state The vertex state specified in the input graph.

returns Function is not expected to return a value.

function reduce(key, values)

A reduce function to be applied to the intermediate results.

key The key of the intermediate result.

values The set of values associated with the key.

returns The final result value for the key.

The edge-based API includes two state parameters, as it captures the states Edge-based API.
of both vertices incident to the input edge:

function mapEdge(emitter, srcState, dstState)

An edge-based map function to be applied to all edges, i.e., connected
vertex pairs.

emitter Injected context object for emitting intermediate results.

srcState The state of the origin vertex incident to the edge.

dstState The state of the destination vertex incident to the edge.

returns Function is not expected to return a value.
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The edge-based API uses a reduce() function with the same function signa-
ture as the vertex-based API and is omitted here.

The MapReduce-based processing models require sets of vertex states, orInitialization and
inputs. respectively, sets of vertex state pairs. These sets arise from materializations of

graph snapshots from the event logs. Alternatively, when considering iterative
jobs, inputs can also stem from the set of outputs of a previous execution. The
highly parallelizable execution in the map phase and the reduce phase is anExecution strategy.
immanent advantage of the model. In particular, any explicit coordination of
phases is hidden from the user. The results are available as sorted key-valueResults and

queryability. pairs once the reduce phase execution has been completed.

Implementation Considerations

The underlying platform handles the coordination of phases as well as input
mapping, shuffling, and storing results. TheBSPmodel provides a template for
parallelizing and coordinating the computation steps. Final outputs require
persistence for queryability. Altogether, data distribution, efficient handling
of intermediate results, and scheduling determine the performance of actual
implementations.

Applicability

MapReduce is a widely used batch processing model for various types of data.
For the usage with event-sourced graphs, we use vertex-based and edge-basedRequirements and

assumptions. computations for decoupled processing on arbitrary retrospective graph snap-
shots. Due to the decoupling, the batch processing operations do not interfere
with the ongoing evolution of the live graph. At the same time, we assume
that MapReduce computations are not used for computations with time con-
straints, hence allowing for longer execution times with lower execution pri-
ority.

The vertex-based variant enables a number of computations that rely solelyStrengths and
weaknesses. on vertex states. This includes topology-independent tasks (e.g., computation

on domain-specific vertex properties) or tasks that operate on vertices and
their adjacent edges. The edge-based variant provides access to the states of
two connected vertices and thus extends the local scopes of processing steps.
Anyprocessing that aims for higher numbers of hops per computation requires
chained MapReduce executions or the iterative processing model.

Examples of Use

age distribution of users In the first example, we want to compute
the age distribution of all users in the social graph. Therefore, we first emit the
age for each user vertex, using the actual age as key and the 1 as value. This
leads to an intermediate result setwith all occurring ages as keys and eventually
an array with all occurrences. We can compute the final result by summarizing
the occurrences in the reduce phase (Listing 9.12).
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1 // Map function
2 function mapVertex(emitter, state) {
3 if ('USER' !== state.type) {
4 return;
5 }
6
7 const age = computeAge(state.userdata.birthday);
8 emitter.emit(age, 1);
9 }

10
11 // Reduce function
12 function reduce(key, values) {
13 const sum = values.reduce((total, current) => total + current, 0);
14 return sum;
15 }

Listing 9.12. Computation of user ages.

1 // Map function: emit 'FOLLOWING' to in/out direction
2 function mapVertex(emitter, state) {
3 if ('USER' !== state.type) {
4 return;
5 }
6
7 state.outgoingEdges
8 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWING')
9 .forEach(edge => {

10 emitter.emit(state.vertexId, edge.targetId); // a => b
11 emitter.emit(edge.targetId, state.vertexId); // b <= a
12 });
13 }
14
15 // Reduce function: return only values that appear twice
16 function reduce(key, values) {
17 return values.sort().filter((e, i) => e === values[i+1]);
18 }

Listing 9.13. Computation of mutual following relations with a vertex-based map.

identifying mutual followers Next, we want to identify pairs of
users that follow each other, in this case only based on outgoing edges. As
the result, we want to compute a set of mutual followers for each user. We
present two solutions: first, using a vertex-based map and then with an edge-
base map. In the first case, we emit two entries for each following relationship,
e.g., (𝑎 → 𝑏, 𝑏 ← 𝑎). When a vertex identity then appears twice in the values
of the reduce step, there has to be a bidirectional relation (Listing 9.13).

The edge-based solution does not require a reduce function, as the identi-
fication of matching entries can already be executed in the map phase thanks
to access to both states (Listing 9.14).

Note that the vertex-based solution producesmore intermediate results and
requires a more complex reduction. Then again, the edge-based solution ap-
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1 // Map function: emit matches from src vertex perspective
2 function mapEdge(emitter, srcState, dstState) {
3 if (srcState.type !== 'USER' || dstState.type !== 'USER') {
4 return;
5 }
6
7 const srcFollowsDst = srcState.outgoingEdges
8 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWING')
9 .some(edge => edge.targetId === dstState.vertexId);

10
11 const dstFollowsSrc = dstState.outgoingEdges
12 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWING')
13 .some(edge => edge.targetId === srcState.vertexId);
14
15 if (srcFollowsDst && dstFollowsSrc) {
16 emitter.emit(srcState.vertexId, dstState.vertexId);
17 }
18 }
19
20 // Reduce function
21 function reduce(key, values) {
22 return values;
23 }

Listing 9.14. Computation of mutual following relations with edge-based map.

plies the map function to all edges of the graph and requires the collection of
both states for each case.

from vertices to vertex tuples Finally, we demonstrate how the
vertex-based map function can be used to prepare the execution of an edge-
based computation. The map function groups the tuples of vertex states by
the key of the target vertex. First, each vertex first emits its own state to its
own key. Then, each vertex emits its own state for each edge in which it is an
originating vertex, but now using the keys of the remote vertices. For each
vertex, the reduce function thus receives a list of vertex states that have the
keyed vertex as the target, as well a copy of its own state. By reconditioning
this relation, the reduce function finally returns a list of tuples that have the
same target (Listing 9.15).

9.4.2 Vertex-centric Processing Model

The vertex-centric processing model takes a fixed input graph from a snap-
shot and initiates a batch-oriented graph computation. We have chosen to
adapt the Pregel model [109] due to its wide use. Furthermore, the Pregel
model shares similarities with our live computation models— vertex-scoped,
message-driven computations. However, the Pregel model relies on a syn-
chronous execution model, it does not provide any persistence, and it does
not support external updates to the graph.
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1 // Map function: emit own state for edge pairs
2 function mapVertex(emitter, state) {
3 // emit own state as originating vertex
4 emitter.emit(state.vertexId, state);
5
6 // emit own state as target vertex
7 state.outgoingEdges
8 .forEach(edge => emitter.emit(edge.targetId, state));
9 }

10
11 // Reduce function: values include all source vertices
12 // as well as keyed destination vertex
13 function reduce(key, values) {
14 const dst = values.find(v => v.vertexId === key);
15
16 return values // [ [src1, dst], [src2, dst], ...]
17 .filter(v => v.vertexId !== key)
18 .map(src => [src, dst]);
19 }

Listing 9.15. Preparing an edge-based computation via vertex-based mapping.
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Figure 9.6. The vertex-centric processing model, based on Pregel [109].

Description

This processing model takes an input graph snapshot and iteratively applies
a compute function on all vertices. A compute function can thereby access
and modify the state of a single vertex as well as send and receive messages
from and to adjacent vertices. The execution is globally synchronized, based
on supersteps and the BSP execution style. Themodel supports iterative graph
algorithms with distributed, vertex-local states. Figure 9.6 illustrates the exe-
cution steps of the vertex-centric processing model.

Processing Model

The processing model provides an interface for user-defined implementations Vertex-based API.
of the compute function:
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function compute(context, messages, state)

context An injected context object for specific API calls.

messages List of messages sent by other vertices in the previous su-
perstep.

state The state of the vertex from the previous step.

returns The function returns the state to be used in the next su-
perstep.

The API injects a context object which provides a set of operations for in-
teractions with the execution environment:

context.sendMessage(vertexId, content)
Send a message with content to another vertex.

context.spawnVertex(id)
Spawn a new vertex instance with the given id.

context.spawnEdge(targetId)
Spawn a new outgoing edge to the vertex with the given targetId.

context.removeEdge(targetId)
Remove an existing edge to the targetId.

context.listOutgoingEdges()
List all outgoing edges.

context.shutdownVertex()
Signal (preliminary) local termination of the computation.

context.getSuperstep()
Return the current superstep.

context.getTotalVertexCount()
Return the number of vertices in the graph that existed in the previous
superstep.

context.getTotalEdgeCount()
Return the number of edges in the graph that existed in the previous
superstep.

context.constants()
Return a list of immutable, user-defined parameters.

Any operation thatmodifies the topology takes effect only in the subsequent
superstep.

The execution requires an input graph (i.e., snapshot), and a compute func-Initialization and
inputs. tion implementation. The materialization of the snapshot yields a copy of the

graph and associated vertex states that are used in the initial superstep.
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A computation is finished once all vertices have signaled their shutdown Execution strategy.
and there are no more pending messages for the next superstep. In practice,
computations either run for a certain number of predefined rounds or until
all vertex-local states fulfill a termination criterion (e.g., local convergence of
a result value).

The result set is defined by the final graph after completion. That is the set Results and
queryability.of vertex states present in the final superstep.

Implementation Considerations

It is advisable to take advantage of the inherent parallelism of the processing
model, provided that appropriate computing resources are available. This re-
quires global synchronization barriers between workers to coordinate global
superstepping (i.e., BSP).

Applicability

The Pregel model has been already applied for a number of graph problems Requirements and
assumptions.that can be tackled with distributed, message-based graph algorithms. How-

ever, the model may suffer from a loss of performance when the degree distri-
butions of the input graphs are highly skewed due to stragglers. That is, the
compute function of a vertex with a very high in-degree may receive a large
number of input messages for processing and thus may delay the completion
of each superstep for all vertices in the graph.

Themodel aligns well with our livemodels, as it represents a batch-oriented, Strengths and
weaknesses.synchronized alternative with fixed graphs. Still, both models rely on vertex-

scoped states, message passing, and thus share a similar programming inter-
face at first glance. In comparison, the synchronous operation model is con-
ceptually easier to grasp for developers, as it provides a global timemodel with
coordinated steps. However, unlike our live models, it does not support live
processing, evolving graphs, and the potential of speed-ups due to asynchro-
nous executions.

Examples of Use

The popularity of Pregel and Pregel-inspired implementations has produced
a large number adaptions of existing graph algorithms to this model [133, 140,
172]. We briefly showcase two computations for social networks.

user influence ranking First, we apply a Pregel variant of Page-
Rank [109] onto our social network. Again, the algorithm ranks each user
based on a score that represents their influence within the social network.
Unlike the asynchronous variant used in the ephemeral model, we now use an
iterative variant with a synchronous execution and a fixed number of rounds
(Listing 9.16).
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1 function compute(context, messages, state) {
2 const outgoingEdgeCount = context.listOutgoingEdges().length;
3
4 const sum = messages.reduce((total, m) => total + m.value, 0);
5 state.value = 0.15 / context.getTotalVertexCount() + 0.85 * sum;
6
7 if (context.getSuperstep() < 30) {
8 context.listOutgoingEdges().forEach(target => {
9 context.sendMessage(target, {

10 value: state.value / outgoingEdgeCount
11 });
12 });
13 } else {
14 context.shutdownVertex();
15 }
16
17 return state;
18 }

Listing 9.16. PageRank computation on a follower graph.

local clustering coefficient The local clustering coefficient in a
social network represents the embeddedness of a user vertex in their neighbor-
hood. That is, how much the neighborhood resembles a clique. A coefficient
value of 1 indicates that all neighbors of a user follow each other, while a value
of 0 denotes that there are no connections between neighbors.

We have adapted the findings of Suri and Vassilvitskii [156] and suggest a
modified version of triangle counting on a directed graph to compute local
clustering coefficients for each user vertex (Listing 9.17).

1 function compute(context, messages, state) {
2 const ownId = context.getVertexId();
3 const outEdges = context.listOutgoingEdges().length;
4
5 switch (context.getSuperstep()) {
6 case 0: // signal outgoing edges
7 context.listOutgoingEdges().forEach(target => {
8 context.sendMessage(target, { value: ownId });
9 });

10 break;
11
12 case 1: // collect and signal incoming edges
13 state.inEdges = [];
14 messages.forEach(message => {
15 state.inEdges.push(message.value);
16 if (!context.listOutgoingEdges().includes(message.value)) {
17 context.sendMessage(message.value, { value: ownId });
18 }
19 });
20 break;
21
22 case 2: // collect neighbor vertices and forward two-hop routes
23 state.neighbors = new Set(state.inEdges);
24 messages.forEach(m => state.neighbors.add(m.value));
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25 context.listOutgoingEdges().forEach(target => {
26 context.sendMessage(target, {
27 value: [...state.neighbors].filter(v => v !== target)
28 });
29 });
30 break;
31
32 case 3: // emit results for closable cycles
33 const outgoing = {};
34 messages.forEach(message => {
35 message.value
36 .filter(v => state.neighbors.has(v))
37 .forEach(v => {
38 if (!(v in outgoing)) {
39 outgoing[v] = 0;
40 }
41 outgoing[v] += 1;
42 });
43 });
44 Object.keys(outgoing).forEach(v => {
45 context.sendMessage(v, { value: outgoing[v] });
46 });
47 break;
48
49 case 4: // compute final result
50 const sum = messages.reduce((total, m) => total + m.value, 0);
51 const neighborCount = state.neighbors.size;
52 state.result = sum / (neighborCount * (neighborCount - 1));
53 context.shutdownVertex();
54 break;
55 }
56 return state;
57 }

Listing 9.17. Computation of local clustering coefficients on directed graphs in 5 supersteps.

This example highlights that not every graph problem can be mapped intu-
itively to an iterative computation. The first supersteps are used to create bidi-
rectional edge information for the one-hop connections of each vertex and to
collect neighbors. Next, the algorithm collects two-hop cycles that begin and
end at each vertex and count their occurrences to finally compute the local
clustering coefficients of the directed graph.

9.5 temporal processing models

The temporal processing models particularly consider changes in the graph
and its vertices over time. Log replaying executes event processing on persisted
vertex timelines. Temporal MapReduce jointly processes snapshots from dif-
ferent points in time. The third model adapts Pause/Shift/Resume, an existing
approach for intermediate updates of iterative batch processing jobs on graphs.
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9.5.1 Log Replaying

State reconstruction for event-sourced vertices relies on the left-fold operation
of log entries. Log traversals can also be used for processing by sequentially
iterating over the log entries of a vertex.

Description

In the event-sourced graph computing model, the state of an individual vertex
is determined by the sequence of incoming messages and the behavior func-
tions executed to handle these messages. Replaying the log entries enables
processing capabilities which explore the progress of individual vertices, ei-
ther by considering the sequence of messages, or the evolution of states over
time. This includes basic event processing, re-computations, and, at least to
some extent, retroaction.

Processing Model

The processing model requires users to specify a function that is sequentiallyAPI.
executed on the log entries of a vertex. In addition to the command (message)
and event (in this case, the resulting state), the function also passes through a
user-defined state for collecting intermediate results.

function replay(result, message, state)

A processing function that is iteratively applied to the entries of a vertex
log.

result Auser-defined object for processing state conveyed from
the previous function execution.

message A copy of the original incoming message of the log entry.

state A copy of the resulting vertex state that the original exe-
cution has yielded.

returns The function has to return a value to be injected as aggre-
gate parameter for the subsequent call.

A processing execution requires (i) the selection of destination vertices andInitialization and
inputs. clock ranges (i.e., start and end clock values), (ii) a replay function implemen-

tation, and (iii) corresponding initial values of the result parameters.
The execution starts by calling the replay function for the first time, usingExecution strategy.

the initial result as well as the reconstructed first command and state from
the log range as parameters. The returned value is kept and used as result pa-
rameter for the second call, using the next command and state reconstruction
from the log. This process is repeated until the last entry in the selected range
has been reached. Note that this procedure corresponds fairly closely to the
fold operation.

After the final processing step, the value of result at that time contains theResults and
queryability.
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processing result:

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑡−1, 𝑐𝑡, 𝑠𝑡)

This last result can be queried as the output of the processing job.

Implementation Considerations

A basic implementation combines log traversal with the application of replay-
ing. While iterating over the log, the platform has to provide the message
parameter successively and to reconstruct the corresponding state while also
maintaining the result value. Although log replaying relates to event process-
ing, it still represents an offline processing mechanism. Thus, processing tasks
can be batched, e.g., by chunking and replaying larger sequences of log entries.
A potential for parallelization emerges when multiple replay functions are ex-
ecuted concurrently on the same vertex or when the same replay function is
used on multiple vertex logs.

Applicability

Log replaying enables event-based processing capabilities on the persisted his-
tory of vertices. This model is useful when computations have to be executed Requirements and

assumptions.ex-post on a vertex level. Computations can either focus on the original mes-
sages (i.e., commands), or updated states (i.e., applied events), or both. We
assume that the result value that is passed through the replay calls does not
grow significantly larger than regular vertex states. In particular, log replaying
is not designed to concatenate state or commands of the entire history, but
rather to collect and aggregate properties over time.

Log replays take advantage of the full persistence of state evolution with Strengths and
weaknesses.event sourcing. Arbitrary analyses can be conducted retrospectively, though

limited to the scope of single vertices. The use of retroactive logic, i.e., what-if
analyses, is considerably limited as it can only affect the result state, but not
vertex states. In particular, the replay function has no retroactive effect on
other vertices, as it cannot simulate retroactive interactions with other vertices.

Examples of Use

maximum follower count over time As an example, we want to
retrospectively estimate the highest follower count of a user, i.e., themaximum
in-degree over time. Therefore, we replay the log and compute the follower
count at each state. The replay function is set up for vertices of type user and
with the initial result value 0. Whenever a new state yields a higher follower
count, the result is updated (Listing 9.18).

retroactive message classification In the second example, let
us assume that usermessages are automatically analyzed to identify spam once
received. Therefore, user vertices can label messages as spam and keep statis-
tics on detections. In order to test a new implementation of the classification
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1 function replay(result, message, state) {
2 const followers = state.incomingEdges
3 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWER')
4 .length;
5 return Math.max(followers, result);
6 }

Listing 9.18. Maximum follower count over time.

1 function replay(result, message, state) {
2 if (message.TYPE === 'USER_MESSAGE') {
3 result.totalMsgs += 1;
4 // compute score and classify based on new function
5 const score = classifyMessageText(message.content.text);
6 if (score >= .2) {
7 result.changed += 1;
8 }
9 // update result with original detection result

10 result.original = state.user.messages.spamCounter;
11 }
12 return result;
13 }

Listing 9.19. Replay with alternative message classifier.

algorithm, we apply the new algorithm to previous messages in a retroactive
replay (Listing 9.19). The function is initialized with a result counter that cap-
tures both the original and the new spam counter: {original:0, changed:0,
totalMsgs:0}.

After the replay, we can now compare howmanymessages have been identi-
fied as spamwith the new function, and howmanymessages have been flagged
originally.

9.5.2 Temporal MapReduce

The temporal variant of the graph-based MapReduce interface enables batch
operations that take two different graph states as input.
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Figure 9.7. Temporal MapReduce processing model with two graph snapshots as input.
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Description

The previously introduced vertex-based MapReduce model receives vertex
states from a graph snapshot as input for the map phase. The temporal vari-
ant applies the same strategy. However, it uses two distinct states per vertex,
extracted from two separated snapshots with temporal offsets. The model
is illustrated in Figure 9.7. Temporal MapReduce enables comparisons of
time-shifted states of each vertex within the map function.

Processing Model

The programming interface is equivalent to the previous MapReduce models, API.
except for the modified parameter list of the map function:

function mapTemporal(emitter, firstState, secondState)

A temporal map function to be applied to each vertex.

emitter An injected context object for emitting intermediate re-
sults.

firstState The state of the vertex in the first snapshot.

secondState The state of the vertex in the second snapshot.

returns Function is not expected to return a value.

Implementation Considerations

Again, this model matches the previous MapReduce models, although it re-
quires the materialization of two states per vertex, i.e., one for each snapshot.

Applicability

It is advisable to use subsequent input snapshots with the same vertex used as Requirements and
assumptions.the target to guarantee chronology. Otherwise, snapshots initiated for differ-

ent vertices within a short period of time may yield temporal artifacts such as
overlapping consistent cuts.

This model combines the simplicity of vertex-based MapReduce with retro- Strengths and
weaknesses.spective graph snapshots. However, the reconstruction of two states per vertex

permits only limited conclusions about what happened between both points
in time due to the point-based temporal model of snapshots.

Examples of Use

list of new followers In order to compile lists of new followers that a
user has attracted between the two points in time, we explore the relationships
in both user states in the map phase. Whenever a user follows another user in
the later snapshot, but not in the initial one, that tuple is emitted. Again, we
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prefer the outgoing relation over the incoming relation for consistency reasons
and thus reverse the problem (Listing 9.20).

1 // Map function: emit reversed FOLLOWING relations that are only
2 // present in the second input state
3 function mapTemporal(emitter, firstState, secondState) {
4 if (secondState.type !== 'USER') { // only user vertices
5 return;
6 } else {
7 secondState.outgoingEdges
8 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWING')
9 .forEach(newEdge => {

10 if (firstState.outgoingEdges
11 .every(e => e.targetId !== newEdge.targetId)) {
12 // target user ==(is followed by)==> this user
13 emitter.emit(newEdge.targetId, secondState.vertexId);
14 }
15 });
16 }
17 }
18
19 // Reduce function
20 function reduce(key, values) {
21 return values;
22 }

Listing 9.20. List of new followers collected between two points in time.

9.5.3 Pause/Shift/Resume

The Pause/Shift/Resume model combines a vertex-centric iterative program-
mingmodel on an input snapshot with incremental updates derived from con-
secutive graph snapshots. Iyer et al. [82] has suggested GraphTau as an exten-
sion of Apache Spark. We apply the concept of Pause/Shift/Resume to our
graph model and illustrate how its phases can be realized with event-sourced
graphs.

Description

Pause/Shift/Resume is a hybrid processing model that combines traditional
batch processing with a fixed input graph (i.e., Pregel [109]) with subsequent
graph changes due to evolution. The goal of Pause/Shift/Resume is to re-use
tentative processing results computed with the initial input graph once a new
graph snapshot becomes available, instead of entirely restarting the computa-
tion with the new input graph. As shown in Figure 9.8, it does so by pausing
the running processing job after completing an iteration, once a new snap-
shot becomes available. Next, it shifts the intermediary results computed in
the previous iterations to the new graph and resumes the computation. The
model targets in particular incremental, vertex-scoped graph algorithms with
converging result values, such as PageRank [209]. The main challenge of this
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Figure 9.8. Hybrid processing on an evolving, event-sourced graph. An initial snapshot is used
for a decoupled iterative computation. After retrieving a new snapshot, the computation is
paused, the intermediate results are shifted to the new graph, and the computation is resumed.

model is the appropriate design of the shift phase in which graph modifica-
tions have to be merged with the intermediate results. In order to circumvent
issues with point-based semantics of snapshots, we take advantage of the
traceability of changes between the snapshots on the basis of event sourcing.

Processing Model

The programming model exposes a shift interface for user-defined function API.
implementations. The function is applied to all vertices that are part of the
latter snapshot.

function shift(result, deltaStates)

A vertex-level shift function that takes an intermediate result from a
paused processing job based on the previous snapshot and a sequence of
state changes that have occurred after initializing that processing job.

result The computation result obtained from the latest iterative
processing step before pausing (or null if the vertex was
not yet part thereof).

deltaStates The sequence of vertex states between the two snapshots
in the event log.

returns The function returns the new intermediate result that is
used as the vertex state in the next iteration once the com-
putation is resumed.

The Pause/Shift/Resume model requires (i) a compatible, snapshot-initial- Initialization and
inputs.ized vertex-scoped computation, (ii) a shift function implementation, and

(iii) a trigger for initializing the shift.
The execution starts with a vertex-scoped computation (i.e., batch compu- Execution strategy.

tation) that is running decoupled from the live graph. Based on the provided
trigger (e.g., user action, predefined time interval), a new snapshot is requested
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from the live graph. Once this new snapshot becomes available, the platform
signals the batch computation to pause before starting the next iteration. Next,
it executes the shift function for all vertices that are contained in the new snap-
shot, thereby incorporating the intermediate results. Finally, the batch com-
putation resumes and now operates on the updated input graph.

The retrieval of results is equal to the vertex-scoped model. In particular,Results and
queryability. the Pause/Shift/Resume model encourages querying of intermediate results of

the batch computation as the most up-to-date results.

Implementation Considerations

A fast execution of the transition phase between the old and the new graph
for the vertex-scoped batch computation can help to decrease staleness. Thus,
particular optimizations should be considered for speed up, including vertex-
parallel executions of shift functions, and partially, lazy reconstructions of in-
termediate vertex states. E.g., the deltaStates could only reconstruct the ac-
tual vertex states from the two snapshots. Any other in-between vertex states
are then only reconstructed upon explicit request, i.e., when using an iterator
in the shift function.

Applicability

This processing model enables adaption for a class of iterative graph algo-Requirements and
assumptions. rithms that incrementally compute a converging result [163]. Other compu-

tations may require more complex modifications, in particular when vertices
and edges can be deleted in the live graph. The event log sequence between the
initial snapshot and later snapshot maintains such information and facilitates
the handling of destructive graph modifications.

Pause/Shift/Resume is a good fit for our event-sourced graph model. NotStrengths and
weaknesses. only do we target an evolving live graph, but we also capture fine-grained up-

dates that are required for the shift phase. When taking into account the limi-
tations of suitable computations, Pause/Shift/Resume can be used to improve
the timeliness and approximation of results in a number of iterative graph com-
putations.

Examples of Use

incremental pagerank In this example, we consider a traditional
PageRank computation to estimate the relevance of users in a social graph for
sharing content. Therefore, we use periodical snapshots and compute values
for all users. Instead of restarting the computation when a new snapshot
becomes available, we integrate the new snapshot into the results computed
in the latest iteration of the previous PageRank computation. Afterwards, we
resume the computation with the updated intermediate results and modified
topology (Listing 9.21).

The example implementation of the shift function uses two helper functions
that are not shown. It also omits the specific shift handling of new vertices (i.e.,
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1 function shift(result, deltaStates) {
2 // original input state used for batch computation
3 let oldVertexState = deltaStates.shift();
4
5 // results from latest iteration of batch computation
6 // result.pageRank: vertex PageRank value
7 // result.weights: edge weights
8 deltaStates.forEach(vertexState => {
9 if (hasTopologyUpdate(oldVertexState, vertexState)) {

10 result.weights = estimateEdgeWeights(
11 oldVertexState,
12 vertexState,
13 result.weights
14 );
15 const update = estimateDeltaPR(vertexState, result.weights);
16 result.pageRank += update;
17 }
18 oldVertexState = vertexState;
19 });
20
21 return result;
22 }

Listing 9.21. Example shift function for incremental PageRank update.

vertices with no initial result) or vertices marked as deleted in later states. The
function iterates over all vertex states after the initial state that has been used
for starting the batch computation in the first place. For each new state, it
checks the existence of a topology change (e.g., added or removed follower
relations). If so, it estimates new edge weights, and correspondingly, changes
in the local PageRank value. The helper functions estimate the impact of new
or removed edges by spending or reclaiming scores in the edge weights.

9.6 query mechanisms

Although our event-sourced graph computing model primarily targets live,
batch, and hybrid computations, it also provides datamanagement features for
evolving graphs. However, it is not designed to perform the very same tasks
as a graph database system. The actor-backed shared-nothing design for verti-
ces and the eventual consistency combined with asynchronous, event-driven
updates focuses primarily on computations. The live models are less suited for
directly generating global indices, for permanently executing expensive graph
traversals, or for complex queries.

Other systems such as Weaver [54] have addressed the challenge of design-
ing and implementing graph stores that can handle highly dynamic graphs
while at the same time providing strong consistency for queries. These sys-
tems are not designed for long-running live graph computations, though.

To this end, we only add basic query operations to our model which can be
used to retrieve vertex states, snapshots, and processing task results. Further-
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more, we introduce two additional interfaces that enable event notification
streams and facilitate the implementation of incremental secondary indices.

All query mechanisms are complementary to the live model and are de-
signed for supplemental external access. Hence, they are not intended for use
from within the live programming models and should also not be accessed by
I/O actors. Instead, users and external processes can use the API to retrieve
states and results from the system.

9.6.1 Basic Query Operations

In the following, we list the generic API for basic query operations. Potential
implementations include HTTP-based interfaces, specific client libraries with
internal protocols, or file-based outputs (e.g., for computation results). Fur-
thermore, concrete implementations may require partitioning or pagination
strategies to return larger result sets (e.g., full topologies).

Considering a distributed platform, the implementation also has to address
routing anddistribution of queries to the appropriateworkers aswell as joining
worker-local results into global result sets.

Vertices

Vertex queries return the full state of a vertex. Optionally, the query can con-
tain a specific clock value or a snapshot identifier to determine a designated
vertex state from the event log.

function getVertexState(vertexId)

A query function to return the latest vertex state.

vertexId The target vertex identifier.

returns The current vertex state at the of query or null, if the ver-
tex is unknown.

function getPastVertexState(vertexId, clock)

A query function to return the state of a vertex at a certain local clock
time.

vertexId The target vertex identifier.

clock The local clock of the target vertex.

returns The vertex state at the specified time or null, if the vertex
or clock value does not exist.
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function getSnapshottedVertexState(vertexId, snapshotId)

A query function to return the state of a vertex tagged with a certain snap-
shot identifier.

vertexId The target vertex identifier.

snapshotId The identifier of the target snapshot.

returns The state of a vertex that is associatedwith the given snap-
shot or null, in case the vertex is not included in the snap-
shot or snapshot identifier is not known.

Snapshots

In ourmodel, snapshots are lists of vertices and associated local clocks that col-
lectively represent a consistent, global perspective of the event-sourced graph.

function getSnapshotMetadata(snapshotId)

A query function to return metadata associated with the given snapshot
identifier.

snapshotId The identifier of the target snapshot.

returns A structure that contains snapshot metadata or null, in
case the snapshot identifier is unknown.

function getSnapshot(snapshotId)

A query function to return a given snapshot.

snapshotId The identifier of the target snapshot.

returns An iterable result set representation that contains the
identifies of vertices and their associated clocks that are
part of the given snapshot. Otherwise null, when the
snapshot identifier is not known.

Computation Results

Theresults of live computingmodels can be obtained by directly querying indi-
vidual entities (i.e., vertices). Initializing a dispatched computation task yields
a task identifier that can be used to query the progress of the computation and
its final result.
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Figure 9.9. Decoupled user-defined functions can emit custom events to a global notification
stream after the events have been appended to the log.

function getComputationMetadata(taskId)

A query function to return metadata associated with the given computa-
tion task.

taskId The identifier of the computation task.

returns A structure that contains metadata of the computation
task or null, in case the task identifier does not exist.

function getComputationResult(taskId)

A query function to return the result of a given computation task.

taskId The identifier of the computation task.

returns A result set representation that contains the final output
of the computation task. The actual output depends on
the computation. Potential outputs include result values,
paginated result sets, or references to topology iterators.
Otherwise, the function returns null, if the task is not
known or no result is available yet.

9.6.2 Event Notification Streams

Event notification streams extend the chronograph live model with a pub-
lish/subscribe mechanism for user-defined events and off-system consumers.
The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 9.9.

Description

Users can register custom update handler functions that get invokedwhenever
a new entry has been appended to a vertex log. The update handler can then
emit zero or more user-defined events, which are added to a system-global
event stream. In turn, external consumers can access the stream and subscribe
to specific events.

The event publishing mechanism is decoupled from the live programming
model and allows for reactive application extensions that are independent of
the original graph.
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Processing Model

The event notification interface requires a stateless function implementation API.
that receives a copy of the vertex state before and after the execution of the
behavior function. Based on the state differences, the function can decide to
emit zero or more events.

function handleUpdate(notifier, state, oldState)

A function interface for user-defined events.

notifier An injected context object for emitting events.

state A copy of the vertex state after the execution of the be-
havior function.

oldState A copy of the vertex state before the execution of the be-
havior function, null upon vertex initialization.

returns Function is not expected to return a value.

The notifier context object provides the notifier.publish(event)method
to publish user-defined events.

An notification emitter is initialized by providing a user-defined handle- Initialization and
inputs.Update() function implementation. Update functions could be set up either

individually (i.e., for a vertex with a given id), selectively (i.e., for all vertices
of a certain type), or globally (i.e., for all vertices). Furthermore, update func-
tions need to bemanaged so that they can bemodified and deleted. Hence, the
platform requires a registry of update functions andworker-localmanagement
structures to associate update functions and vertex instances.

The execution of an update function is a vertex-local function that has to Execution strategy.
be executed after the corresponding behavior function. The order of update
function executions has to be consistent with the original behavior function
sequence.

The events are propagated to a platform-global event stream that is accessi- Results and
queryability.ble for external consumers for further, off-system processing.

Implementation Considerations

The implementation requires a publish/subscribe component that can be ac-
cessed by all worker instances and also by external consumers. Distributed
streaming systems (e.g., Apache Kafka1) and distributed message queues (e.g.,
Apache ActiveMQ2) meet these requirements.

The execution of update functions can be decoupled from the behavior func-
tions. This results in an asynchronous execution style in which the behav-
ior function scheduler can defer the execution of the update function. E.g.,
this allows a batched execution of update functions which can improve per-
formance, but also increase latencies of event publications. After a restart, no-

1 https://kafka.apache.org/
2 https://activemq.apache.org

https://kafka.apache.org/
https://activemq.apache.org
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tification events can be re-established easily by gradually re-constructing the
vertex states and re-executing the update functions.

Applicability

User-defined events extend the event-sourced graph computing model by al-
lowing user-specified events that are not part of the live programming models.
It is particularly suitable for situations in which external services observe the
graph evolution and monitor specific changes. The event notification mecha-
nism is not graph-specific and can be used for distributed event-sourced actor
applications in general.

The update functions emitting events on vertex-local changes are expectedRequirements and
assumptions. to be idempotent and deterministic.

The notification interface facilitates the integration of external processesStrengths and
weaknesses. that react to application-specific events. By exploring both the old and the

new vertex state, update functions can address specific changes of vertices or
generate derived information. The mechanism aligns well with the asynchro-
nous, event-driven style of the graph computing model and decouples notifi-
cation streams from the evolving application. However, the interface design
only allows for events on the vertex level. More complex events that involve
multiple vertices must be addressed by the external event processing systems
that consume the stream.

Examples of Use

follower count milestones This notification example emits an
event when the number of followers of a user increases and thereby reaches
the milestone of 1,000 followers (Listing 9.22).

1 function handleUpdate(notifier, state, oldState) {
2 if (state.type === 'USER') {
3 const followersBefore = oldState.incomingEdges
4 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWER').length;
5 const followersNow = state.incomingEdges
6 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWER').length;
7 if (followersNow === 1000 && followersBefore < followersNow) {
8 // Emit user-defined event structure
9 notifier.publish({

10 eventType: '1K_FOLLOWERS_REACHED',
11 userId: state.vertexId
12 });
13 }
14 }
15 }

Listing 9.22. Notification event publication after reaching 1,000 followers.
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Figure 9.10. Decoupled user-defined functions can be triggered after each new log entry to
update secondary indices.

9.6.3 Secondary Indexing

The interface for secondary indexing allows maintaining indices to query the
evolving topology, as illustrated in Figure 9.10. It constitutes a special case of
event notification that is tailored for maintaining incremental indices.

Description

Thebasic query interface only allows access to vertex states in their latest states
or at a known time in the past. The secondary indexing interface enables addi-
tional, application-specific indices and query operations. Their basic mode of
operation is inspired by query handling of document-oriented databases, such
as so-called views from CouchDB3. Here, whenever a document is modified,
an optional user-defined function can update an index to reflect the changes of
that document. This allows users to define alternative indices that are based on
document properties or derived values, independent of the key. As these stores
are often eventually consistent, the execution of the index update functions is
also handled asynchronously in most cases, leading to eventually consistent
indices.

We adapt this concept by applying update functions to vertex state up-
dates after the execution of behavior functions. Possible indices include one-
dimensional indices (i.e., based on B-trees), but also indices based on R-trees
or quadtrees and octrees for higher dimensions. A one-dimensional index is
a list of key-value tuples in which the tuples are sorted by the key. This index
allows efficient access to entries by key, as well as range operations (i.e., iter-
ating over key sequences). Multi-dimensional indices allow efficient queries
on multi-dimensional keys spaces. In our case, this is particularly interesting
when one of the key dimensions is a timestamp, as it enables temporal queries.

Processing Model

Similar to the notification interface, the indexing interface requires a stateless API.
function implementation by the user. It receives copies of the old and new
vertex states and can then choose to modify the index.

3 https://couchdb.apache.org/

https://couchdb.apache.org/
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function handleUpdate(index, state, oldState)

A function interface for user-defined update handling operations.

index An injected context object that provides the index oper-
ations.

state A copy of the vertex state after the execution of the be-
havior function.

oldState A copy of the vertex state before the execution of the be-
havior function, null upon vertex initialization.

returns Function is not expected to return a value.

We suggest two different APIs for the context object index. In both cases,
the user can emit zero or more entries that are added to the index. An entry
always consists of the tuple [key, [vertexID, value]] in which the ID of the
originating vertex (i.e., the vertex the update function has been executed on)
is implicitly added.

The simple indexing API provides solely the function index.update(key,
value) that maintains an index based on the latest vertex states. All existing
index entries for the given vertex are implicitly cleared at the beginning of
each update handler execution. E.g., if there is no call to index.update() in
the update-handling function, any previous entries are removed.

The full indexing API for index provides more fine-grained operations that
are in particular necessary when the index is used for temporal range queries
or with external components. Here, previous entries are not cleared by default.
Instead, the full API provides the methods add(key, value) (insert or replace
index entries), remove(key) (remove existing index entries), replace(key,
value) (remove and add), and clear() (remove all entries emitted by that
vertex). The scope of these index operations is still limited to entries emitted
by that vertex so that a vertex cannot modify entries emitted by other vertices.

An index requires a user-defined handleUpdate() function implementationInitialization and
inputs. and an associated index structure type. Again, functions can be added at dif-

ferent levels (i.e., individually, selectively, or globally) and require additional
management structures for the indices.

The execution of update functions works analogously to the event notifica-Execution strategy.
tion mechanism discussed before. The index structure is updated incremen-
tally using the entries emitted in the update functions.

The resulting index is an externally queryable structure. Depending on itsResults and
queryability. type, it allows a certain set of query types.

Implementation Considerations

Indices can vary in their structure, persistence (volatile vs. persistent), integra-
tion (platform-internal vs. external).

E.g., a volatile internal index can be realized using partitioned, in-memory
structures in each worker, while the integration of an external index such as
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Apache Lucene4 provides enhanced indexing capabilities and persistence. The
underlying structure also has to be reflected in the choice of the indexing API.

The execution of update functions, index update propagations, and index-
ing can be decoupled in an asynchronous fashion. When restarting, volatile
indices can be rebuilt by re-constructing vertex states and re-executing the up-
date functions for each vertex. In the case of the simple indexing API, only the
latest two states are required for each vertex.

Applicability

Update handlers for secondary indexing take account for the limited query
model of our event-sourced graph computingmodel by adoptingmechanisms
known from document-oriented data stores. For that matter, update handlers
can also be used in event-sourced actor topologies on actor states.

Again, update functions have to be idempotent and deterministic. Update Requirements and
assumptions.functions also have to consider the capacity of the index structures. E.g., when

an update function emits major parts of the vertex state to the index, the re-
quired space has to be reflected when allocating the index.

The design of the secondary indexing mechanism is generic and allows the Strengths and
weaknesses.integration of various indices, including dedicated external indexing solutions.

The simple indexing API is straightforward and is sufficient for secondary in-
dices that only consider the latest state of vertices. The full API supports more
complex indices such as indices for temporal or spatial queries. The asynch-
ronous, event-driven style of incremental indices fits the traits of the concep-
tual model and decouples indexing from the evolving application. At the same
time, it is important to keep in mind the eventual consistency of the index and
its query results. The vertex scope of update functions limits its expressiveness
for complex graph-specific indices. E.g., traversals that involve multiple hops
can only be realized when each vertex emits local topology information so that
a graph-specific index structure can reconstruct the full topology—essentially
by centralizing and duplicating the topology information, which seems not de-
sirable.

Examples of Use

number of followers per user The first index aggregates the num-
ber of followers for each user vertex using the simple API. It counts the num-
ber of incoming edges that are of type FOLLOWER and emits the result as the key
(Listing 9.23).

The associated index contains tuples of [followerCount, [userID,null]],
sorted by the follower count. E.g., this allows for queries that ask for the top-𝐾
users in terms of followers.

likes of posts per country In the second example, we consider
likes in which users have appreciated a post. Again, this example uses the
simple API. This information is directly available at the vertex that represents

4 https://lucene.apache.org/

https://lucene.apache.org/
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1 function handleUpdate(index, state, oldState) {
2 if (state.type !== 'USER') {
3 return;
4 }
5 const followerCount = state.incomingEdges
6 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWER')
7 .length;
8 index.update(followerCount, null);
9 }

Listing 9.23. Index creation for followers per user.

the post based on incoming edges of type LIKE. However, if we want to filter
the liking users by their origin, we cannot directly answer the query at the post
vertex. Instead, we have to look at the users and build an index (Listing 9.24).

1 function handleUpdate(index, state, oldState) {
2 if (state.type !== 'USER') {
3 return;
4 }
5 state.outgoingEdges
6 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'LIKE')
7 .forEach(e => index.update(e.targetId, state.user.origin));
8 }

Listing 9.24. Index creation for likes of posts per country.

Resulting tuples have the structure [postID, [userID, userOrigin]]. In
order to aggregate query results in this one-dimensional index, we additionally
require a reducer function. Note that we have not considered reducers in the
general index API so far, as this operation is specific to the selected index.

For each key in the index, the reducer function receives a list of all values
associatedwith that key. The function thenhas to reduce all values and return a
single, aggregated value. In our case, we aggregate the list of individual likes by
summarizing the number of likes per country. We then return this aggregated
list as the final result for that key (Listing 9.25).

1 function reduceIndex(key, values) {
2 // reduce index values to a single object
3 const countryIndex = entries.reduce((countries, entry) => {
4 if (!(entry.value in countries)) {
5 countries[entry.value] = 0;
6 }
7 countries[entry.value] += 1;
8 return countries;
9 }, {});

10
11 return countryIndex; // (e.g., { DE: 2, IT: 1, .. })
12 }

Listing 9.25. Reduce function for likes of posts per country.
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follower/following ratio over time The final example uses
the full API to create a two-dimensional index in which the follower/following
ratio is tracked over time. While the indices in the previous two examples only
contained entries from their latest vertex states, we now keep older entries in
order to support temporal range queries. Therefore, we emit a tuple as the key
which contains the ratio and a wall-clock timestamp of the state (Listing 9.26).

1 function handleUpdate(index, state, oldState){
2 if (state.type !== 'USER') {
3 return;
4 }
5 const followers = state.incomingEdges
6 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWER')
7 .length;
8 const following = state.outgoingEdges
9 .filter(edge => edge.type === 'FOLLOWING')

10 .length
11
12 index.add([followers / following, state.timestamp], null);
13 }

Listing 9.26. Index creation with a two-dimensional key.

The corresponding index contains tuples of this structure:
[[ratio, timestamp], [userID, null]]

Assuming an appropriate indexing structure, this allows for queries like the
following: “Return any users who had ten times asmany followers as following
users within the last year”.

9.7 summary

In this chapter, we have compiled a set of processing models to be used in
conjunction with the event-sourced graph computing model, as summarized
in Table 9.1.

Live computingmodels are directly coupled with the evolution of the graph. Live computing.
The chronograph model implements the event-sourced graph computing
model as an extension of an event-sourced actormodel. It drives the evolution
of the individual vertices. At the same time, it leaves a trace of immutable ver-
tex states to be used by other processingmodels. The ephemeralmodel extends
the event-sourced graph with computations that are not persisted. The over-
lay graph is transparent for the event-sourced graph, and its vertices can only
receive implicit updates from the event-sourced graph, but not interact with
event-sourced vertices. The ephemeral model enables reactive, event-driven
computations without the implications of event-sourced persistence.

All snapshot-based models operate on input graphs that are derived from Snapshot-based
processing.graph snapshots. The MapReduce models process vertices or edge-based ver-

tex tuples in a two-phase computation. The vertex-centric model applies a
vertex-scoped computation that is executed with a global stepping and syn-
chronous, round-based message passing.

Temporal models take into account multiple states for each vertex and from Temporal processing.
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different points in time. Log replaying recreates sequences of messages and
states of individual vertices and enables processing on this stream. Temporal
MapReduces takes two input snapshots with temporal offsets. For each vertex,
it recreates the associated states and uses them as input for the map phase.
Pause/Shift/Resume is a model from related work in which a snapshot-based,
iterative batch model is extended with updated snapshots to reflect changes of
the input graph. The event-sourced graph model facilitates the shift phase in
which the changes are incorporated into the running batch computation.

We have also considered query mechanisms that include basic operations Querying.
such as retrieving current and historical vertex states, snapshots, and compu-
tation results. Furthermore, we have suggested two event-driven mechanisms
for streaming notifications to external systems and for incrementally updating
secondary indices.





SUMMARY OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

10
In summary, in Part II we have introduced a conceptual graph computing
model that integrates (1) a graph data management approach for evolving
graphs with implicit timeline persistence, (2) reactive, event-driven live com-
putation capabilities, and (3) support for a variety of processing models on
such evolving graphs. These features originate from the systematic combi-
nation of the actor programming model, the event sourcing approach for
persistence, and graph computing elements.

First, we have addressed the challenge of combining distributed and timely
computations on many concurrent entities with history support (Chapter 5).
Therefore, we suggested a novel combination of the actor model and event
sourcing. Theactormodel enables high degrees of parallelismdue to its shared-
nothing design, asynchronous message exchange, and locality of operations.
This guarantees scalability, facilitates distribution, and enables parallelism. At
the same time, event sourcing captures the evolution of an execution by per-
sisting all state-changing events. In combination, our per-actor event sourcing
mechanism maintains a log of received messages, state transitions individu-
ally for each actor. Furthermore, we added I/O actors as dedicated actors that
act as gateways between system-external message sources or sinks and the in-
ternal, fully event-sourced actor topology. This renders the resulting model
interactive in a sense that it can consume incoming streams of external up-
dates, execute internal computations, and at the same time control external
processes and services.

The responsiveness of this model comes at the expense of a missing con-
sistent global perspective of the actor topology. Therefore, we added a
lightweight dependency tracking mechanism to the event logs of the actors
(Chapter 7). While this mechanism has little overhead on running applica-
tions, it allows a decoupled computation of consistent, system-wide snapshots,
even in retrospect. It was our deliberate choice to prefer the liveness of the
online model over the computational efforts necessary to compute a snap-
shot upon request. We also introduced log pruning approaches to tackle the
inevitable storage requirements of full history persistence. Although the re-
duction of log entries is always a lossy operation, we suggested mechanisms
for application-specific scenarios where parts of the application history can
be purged deliberately and purposefully.

We also discussed the potential of temporal operations in event-sourced
systems (Chapter 8). Retrospection enables the reconstruction of earlier appli-
cation states based on event logs. While retrospection is a general feature of
event sourcing, we had to refine retrospective capabilities to work on a global
level in our distributed, actor-based model without any centralized log. We
then extended the idea of retrospection and considered retroactive changes of
application timelines with subsequent re-executions in order to estimate alter-
native courses of events. As rewriting application timelines proved to be an
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inherently complex operation— in particular for asynchronously interacting
processes with intertwined causality traces—we investigated the application
of retroaction with the more limited scope of a single instance. Therefore, we
explored the feasibility of a retroaction-aware microservice platform imple-
menting an enhanced Function-as-a-Service programming model with basic
retroaction support.

Furthermore, we showed the feasibility of history-aware data management
of evolving graphs with event sourcing (Chapter 6). We started with basic
graph topologymanagement based on a single event log. We then gradually re-
fined the model and added log partitioning, distribution, and eventually, reac-
tive vertices— stateful vertices that locally run message-driven computations.
Therefore, we superimposed the graph computingmodel on the event-sourced
actor model, by effectively backing each vertex by an actor instance. Also, we
added a thin layer of predefined actor behaviors to implement graph routines
such as edgemanagement between vertices. Local topology properties become
part of a protected section of the actor state which cannot be directly modified
by user-defined behavior functions. In the resulting graph model, vertices al-
ways have a consistent view of their internal state and an eventually consistent
perspective of their environment. Here, eventual consistency reflects the fact
that changes of adjacent vertices might not have been propagated yet— either
within the system or, with a more holistic perspective, from the original event
source, namely, the actual, system-external graph that the system is mirroring.

The event-sourced graph model allows maintaining evolving graphs based
on streams of external updates. To support a wide range of different compu-
tations on such graphs, we integrated and adapted existing graph processing
models, and suggested and refined our own processing models, designed ex-
plicitly for event-sourced graphs (Chapter 9). The live computing models real-
ize the event-sourced graph model, or respectively, enable ephemeral compu-
tations on top of evolving graphs. Snapshot-based models utilize live or retro-
spective snapshots of the graph and execute decoupled batch-oriented compu-
tations or iterative graph computations. The temporal processing models take
into account the history-aware characteristics of an event-sourced graph—
either by analyzing individual timelines of vertices, or by comparing differ-
ent versions of the graph over time, or by feeding graph changes into running
batch computations. In addition, we suggested capabilities to access event-
sourced graphs from a user perspective. This includes interfaces to query
graph properties, endpoints to register and consume event-based notifications,
and extensions to maintain secondary indices.

This summary concludes our conceptual perspective on event-sourced
graph computing. In the following Part III, we take a more in-depth look into
the implementation of the concept, including architectural considerations
and prototypical platform implementations.
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11.1 overview

In Part III, we introduce Chronograph, a platform that puts the event-
sourced graph computing model into practice. Part III includes a general
platform architecture and considerations regarding the platform design (this
chapter), as well as a concrete prototype implementation (Chapter 12). Fur-
thermore, we introduce a novel framework for evaluating live graph process-
ing systems (Chapter 13). Finally, we provide an evaluation of our prototype
(Chapter 14) and summarize the highlights of the chronograph platform
(Chapter 15).

In this chapter, we first collect the requirements that a platform for event- Chapter outline.
sourced graph computing needs to address in Section 11.2. Next, we introduce
a general architecture model for such platforms in Section 11.3 that we later
refine in Section 11.4 and summarize in Section 11.5.

11.2 platform requirements

Essentially, a platform for our event-sourced graph computing model has to
support efficiently (i) the execution of the two live models (with and without
event sourcing), (ii) logging of the event-sourced application timeline, (iii) the
reconstruction of snapshots from the log, and (iv) the execution of additional
processing models. From the users’ perspective, the platform is a runtime for
user-defined graph applications which consist of (i) connected input streams,
(ii) vertex behaviors, (iii) processing tasks, and (iv) additional service inter-
actions. Technically, the platform constitutes a distributed actor framework
with integrated persistence mechanisms. On top, a domain-specific abstrac-
tion layer provides graph-specific operations for the user-defined functions.

Next, we extract the following requirements from the outlined characteris- Key requirements.
tics. Here, we focus particularly on the live processing models of the platform,
as they are crucial for the platform and enable all other platform capabilities.

model implementation First of all, the platform must correctly imple-
ment the conceptual model as specified in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 to
enable live processing. This includes behavior execution, event persis-
tence, and messaging between the actors of an application. Behavior ex-
ecution requires sequential processing of incoming messages according
to user-defined functions and based on a restricted behavior function
API. Event logging ensures the implicit persistence of receivedmessages
(i.e., commands) and corresponding processing outcomes (i.e., events).
Messaging adheres to the assumed communication model with asynch-
ronous transfer, guaranteed delivery, and FIFO ordering of messages
along unidirectional actor pairs.
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performance Throughput and latency of platform-internal messages de-
termine the main performance of the platform. Here, throughput spec-
ifies the rate of messages the platform can handle by executing behav-
ior functions. Latency defines the end-to-end time between dispatch-
ing a message in the behavior function of the sending actor until be-
ing processed by the receiving actor. Both values depend heavily on
the actual workload (e.g., number of actors, load induced by the input
stream, computational traits of processing tasks), platform implemen-
tation (e.g., system architecture, parallelization mechanisms), and the
underlying system infrastructure (e.g., number of machines, available
CPU cores). Generally speaking, we aim for sub-second latencies un-
less the system is under heavy load. The system should also provide pre-
dictable throughput that increases with additional platform resources.

usability The platform exposes a set of programming models and associ-
ated APIs for its users. These programming interfaces form the basis for
user-defined functions to implement their own applications on evolving
graphs. These entry points provided by the platform have to adhere to
the specified conceptual models, including their restrictions. Ideally,
the APIs preempt any usage that conflicts with the model constraints.

scalability The platform can be challenged by various load parameters,
such as the size of the graph topology, the rate and extent of external
updates, or the amount and complexity of processing tasks. In order to
support growing graph topologies, to increase performance, or to keep
in check message latencies, the platform has to provide mechanisms for
vertical and horizontal scaling.

reliability The platform must provide a reliable service to its users. This
requires graceful service degradations in terms of overload situations
(e.g., congestion of external updates) or partial failures (temporary
downtime of platform components). Graceful degradations include
temporary increases of latency or decreases of throughput, but not
losses of messages (i.e., no load shedding). Once an external event has
entered the system (i.e., after being processed by an I/O actor), it must
not be lost and has to be reflected in the internal topology, eventually.

extensibility Thechronograph livemodel implicitly persists the graph
timeline in the event log. Other processing models can initiate addi-
tional processing tasks on these logs, either by reconstructing snapshots
from the timeline or by re-examining log sequences. Although the sug-
gested set of processing models covers a broad range of capabilities, it is
not exhaustive. Thus, the platform should provide extension points (e.g.,
via internal APIs) to facilitate the addition of newmodels. Likewise, sec-
ondary indexing and event notification streams have to form the basis
for application-specific extensions to integrate the platform into larger
application architectures.

Besides, our platform should adhere to a set of design principles suggestedReactive principles.
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for reactive systems[182]— systems that are flexible, loosely-coupled and scal-
able due to their responsive, resilient, elastic, and message-driven design. As
these properties align well with our conceptual model, we also want to follow
the design principles for our platform architecture. Responsiveness of a system
characterizes its effort to respond timely and consistently, whenever possible.
A major goal of responsiveness is a predictable system behavior. For our live
graph models, responsiveness manifests in latency metrics as a function of
induced and system-internal load. Resilience of a system requires timely re-
sponses, even when failures occur. Isolation and containment of components
are basic strategies to strengthen resilience. Our shared-nothing approach be-
tween decoupled vertices pursues this concept. Elasticity ensures that the sys-
tem remains responsive under varying load. A system design without central
bottlenecks can be adapted more easily to varying load. In our case, growing
graph topologies and varying rates of graph changes require elastic platform
behavior. A message-driven system with asynchronous message passing en-
ables loose coupling and isolation. We have extensively discussed the benefits
of this principle inChapter 5, as asynchronousmessage passing between actors
is a cornerstone of our model.

11.3 general architecture

Next, we introduce a general architecture for our platform. Theplatformmain-
tains a set of actor instances and handles their interaction. While messaging
allows interaction between remote actor instances, persistence and behavior
execution are actor-local operations. On a general level, this requires three
main components in the platform: (i) messaging, (ii) persistence, and (iii) be-
havior execution.

To realize a distributed setup, we have to allocate actor instances to platform Sharded,
worker-based
architecture.

processes. We build our architecture upon a design in which a number of pro-
cesses (workers) are spread on a number of machines to handle individual sets
of actors (shards). This design follows the shared-nothing principle [153], as
workers can independently execute behaviors of their local actors and log their
events accordingly. Interaction between workers only occurs on the commu-
nication layer, when workers exchange messages with other workers on behalf
of their actors.

A single message sent from one actor to another makes contact with all lay- Message flow within
the system.ers of the system. After being dispatched in the behavior logic of the sending

actor, the outgoing message has to be persisted as part of the event. The mes-
sage also has to be sent to the target actor via the worker-to-worker communi-
cation layer. Once received, the incoming message has to be persisted as part
of a command and scheduled for execution by the behavior function of the
target actor.

When turned inside out, the process resembles the handling logic of tra- Staged, event-driven
design.ditional network services. An incoming message (i.e., request) is received,

scheduled, and processed, eventually causing zero or more outgoing messages
(i.e., responses). For such services, Welsh et al. [165] have suggested the staged
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Figure 11.1. Internal architecture of the chronograph worker instances responsible for hand-
ling shards of the graph. A dedicated worker handles the shard-local live computations and
additional internal processing workers provide other processing models.

event-driven architecture (SEDA) for handling highly concurrent load. Tradi-
tional architectures employ a pool of threads in which each free thread takes
an incoming request and executes the entire request-handling logic (e.g., re-
quest parsing, database calls, response generation). Instead, the basic idea of
SEDA is to decompose the application logic into a set of independent, consec-
utive stages that are connected by queues and backed by dedicated threads.
Each stage executes a single, specific application behavior and then passes
the output to the next stage. Benefits of this stage decomposition include im-
proved modularity, queue-based/stage-based load management, and implicit
backpressure.

To address the throughput requirements for our platform, we adopt a sim-
ilar concept. In a more traditional architecture, each actor would be backed
by a dedicated thread, or a threadpool would handle incoming messages and
execute the associated actor logic. The former approach does not scale well
for larger graphs due to the number of required threads. The latter approach
is subpar when backpressure is required for a specific actor handling step (e.g.,
I/O). Instead, we decouple the logic required for actor message handling into
individual and separate stages for messaging, event log persistence, and behav-
ior execution.

Next, we outline the logical organization of a worker instance in terms ofWorker-internal
architecture and its

components.
internal components. Figure 11.1 illustrates this structure. Following a bottom-
up perspective, we briefly introduce the basic components of a worker in-
stance.

messaging service The messaging service connects all workers and is
responsible for reliable message passing between instances.

messaging client The worker-local messaging client handles message
delivery and reception via the shared messaging service.

event log persistence The persistence component maintains all the
worker-local logs and persists commands and events.
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state reconstruction This component conducts read operations on
the event logs to reconstruct the states of actors.

snapshotting The snapshot component augments the event logs with ad-
ditional snapshot information. Furthermore, it supports the reconstruc-
tion of consistent worker states.

scheduling The scheduling component manages the execution of behav-
ior functions and orchestrates the persistence stages.

shard management The component manages metadata about the shard
of the worker, such as available actors and the latest actor clock values.

in-memory state cache This cache always maintains the latest actor
states in memory to prevent costly reconstruction operations for live
model processing.

querying The component handles incoming requests that query states of
actors, access snapshots or retrieve results of processing tasks.

behaviors This component handles the execution of event-sourced and
ephemeral actor behavior. With the additional graph abstraction layer,
it also manages the execution of vertices.

in-memory processing models & processing tasks The non-
live processing models are handled by internal components that run
decoupled and independently from the live model. At the start, they
require either a reconstructed snapshot or read access to the logs.

We have explored different requirements and design principles for the plat- Summary.
form. We have also suggested a general platform architecture based on staged
execution pipelines, sharding, and distributed worker instances. Furthermore,
we have provided a breakdown of workers into their logical components.

11.4 platform design

Next up, we examine design choices regarding worker components, cross-
cutting platform functionalities, and the mapping of logical components to
the internal execution stages. We discuss possible trade-offs and present our
final design decisions for chronograph.

11.4.1 Graph Sharding

Splitting the graph into multiple partitions (i.e., shards) is necessary when
the system consists of more than one worker instance for processing. Graph
sharding is thus an essential mechanism for scaling the platform to handle
larger graph topologies, to keeping up with higher updates rates, or to speed
up compute-intensive vertex behaviors.
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Graph partitioning is a well-known problem in graph theory [185] and
proven to be NP-complete [17]. While theoretical considerations on graph
partition mostly try to preserve the inherent structure as far as possible, graph
partitioning for processing often pursues other aims. When considering a
vertex-scoped processing model, the placement of a single vertex affects par-
titioning in terms of (i) the level of local computations, (ii) the extent of local
state, and (iii) the number of messages received from and send to neighbors.
For instance, placing two adjacent vertices into the same partition might be
beneficial in terms of messaging. However, if both vertices execute a lot of
local computations, it might be more effective to separate them. For batch
graph computations, finding good partitions can still outweigh its costs due to
faster execution times for the actual computations [146]. Online partitioning
of a graph that is streamed into a system adds another level of difficulty, as the
graph topology is not known at the beginning [13]. Taking into account our
stream-based graph model in which the graph can constantly evolve makes
it even harder to specify a live partitioning strategy that prevents constant
re-partitioning.

Thus, we decided to follow a hash-based sharding mechanism, based on theDesign choice for
chronograph. internal identifier of a vertex. This corresponds to vertex partitioning with-

out any consideration of locality or topology. Our choice is also in line with
the findings of Abbas et al. [13], as they rated the hash-based approach as low
cost and efficient for load balancing. Furthermore, this approach is topology-
agnostic and can thus be applied directly to our underlying actors.

11.4.2 Messaging and Coordination

Messaging is required to connect the workers so they can communicate on
behalf of their actors. It is also necessary to initiate and coordinate processing
tasks whenmultiple workers have to act jointly (e.g., coordinatingMapReduce
phases). Throughput and latency of messages have a strong impact on the
performance of live processing. At the same time, the messaging solution has
to reliably support the messaging semantics between actor pairs (i.e., FIFO
ordering, guaranteed delivery).

Potential solutions for messaging include (i) direct network connections
between workers (e.g., raw TCP connections), (ii) use of messaging libraries
(e.g., ZeroMQ), and (iii) use of reliable, message-oriented middlewares (e.g.,
RabbitMQ). Using direct connections, a worker connects to all other workers
at startup and uses this connection for worker-to-worker communication.
This solution leads to full meshing and complicates scaling in larger setups.
In addition, this approach requires a lot of low-level connection handling
logic within the workers. Messaging libraries address this issue by providing
higher-level abstractions for endpoints (e.g., many-to-many) and message
patterns (e.g., publish/subscribe) on top of regular sockets. Message-oriented
middlewares can provide additional reliability properties as they introduce
dedicated, active service handlers, mostly in the form of message brokers.
Message-oriented middlewares come in different flavors, such as message
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queues or publish/subscribe-based designs and differ in their guarantees pro-
vided to its endpoints.

Messaging has another key role for backpressure and resilience in our archi-
tecture because it decouples the senders and receivers. This is important when
aworker runs at full capacity and cannot handle additional incomingmessages
temporarily, but other workers still have pending messages for them. In the
worst case scenario, this could lead to a livelock situation between workers. To
avoid such problems, messaging has to act as a buffer for in-transit messages
between workers that always accepts new messages.

Note that our workers could internally take measures to guarantee FIFO or-
dering and exactly-once semantics. Messages are persisted both at the sender
(i.e., part of the event) and the receiver (i.e., part of the command). A message
can be identified based on the sender, receiver, and sender clock. In theory,
this would allow workers to implement message deduplication, acknowledg-
ments, and retransmissions on top of direct connections or high-level messag-
ing libraries. However, we argue that this approach increases complexity to an
undesirable level.

Thus, we decided to rely on a publish/subscribe broker-based solution Design choice for
chronograph.that implicitly provides the necessary guarantees while also providing high

throughput rates and low latencies (e.g., Apache Pulsar, Apache Kafka). Fur-
thermore, we assign each graph shard to an individual message topic. The
worker of a shard is the only consumer of this topic, while all workers can
produce messages for that topic whenever they address actors of the corre-
sponding shard. An additional topic is used for inter-worker coordination,
e.g., for initiating common processing tasks.

11.4.3 Serialization

The platform requires serialization to encode messages, commands, and
events from the platform-internal representation in memory into a byte rep-
resentation and vice versa— either as message payload or for log persistence.
The conflicting priorities for serialization comprise (i) fast serialization and
deserialization operations (ii) compact representations in terms of space,
(iii) efficient operations in terms of computational effort, and (iv) flexibility
in terms of expressiveness and schema evolution.

There are four general approaches towards serialization: (i) standardized
data exchange formats (e.g., JSON, XML), (ii) language-agnostic encodings
(e.g., Protobuf, Avro), (iii) language-specific representations (e.g., Java seri-
alization), and (iv) custom encoding protocols. The standardized data ex-
change formats are supported by many programming languages and thus al-
low the exchange of data between arbitrary applications. Text-based, human-
readable encodings can become verbose and may require explicitly specified
routines to serialize or reconstruct an internal entity. Language-agnostic en-
codings are used in particular for remote procedure calls between processes
that are implemented in arbitrary languages. Therefore, these serialization
mechanisms require language-agnostic schema definition and corresponding
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mappings. Language-specific serializations support built-in encoding opera-
tions of internal entities into byte representations, and vice versa. This usually
requires the serializability of all contained data types and values. Finally, appli-
cations can also implement custom serialization protocols that take an internal
entity and manually create a byte representation for serialization. While this
variant can be very fast and efficient, it is also tedious and prone to extensive
format changes in case of schema evolutions.

We decided to use a language-specific representation for a number of rea-Design choice for
chronograph. sons. First, the platform only uses identical worker implementations, and thus

it does not require interoperability between different programming languages.
Second, representations such as JSON would negatively impact the through-
put of the platform. Third, most of our data that has to be serialized also con-
tains parts from the user-defined application (e.g., message payload, events,
vertex states). Thus, imposing as few restrictions as possible on serialization
improves the usability for users when developing applications.

11.4.4 Execution Model and Scheduling

We have already outlined the benefits of a staged, event-driven design in Sec-
tion 11.3. The messaging and persistence stages in our platform are primar-
ily I/O-bound, while the behavior execution stage is purely CPU-bound. The
concurrent execution of stages thus masks stage-specific latencies (e.g., I/O
latency). Performance-wise, critical decisions concern the threading model
of individual stages, and the queues used to decouple stages. Welsh [218] also
mentioned both aspects in a retrospective on his original SEDAconcept. Large
thread pools and congested queues can induce context switch overhead, foster
disadvantageous cache behavior, or lead to poor utilization.

Thus, we use a single thread for each individual stage and select an efficientDesign choice for
chronograph. replacement for blocking queues in our implementation. A single-threaded

design of the stages also drastically facilitates the concurrency model within
a worker instance. For instance, only the behavior execution stage requires
access to the current, in-memory actor states. Thus, no synchronization is
required between different threads.

11.4.5 Event Sourcing

In our conceptual model, Δ𝑠𝑡+1
𝛼 captures the local state changes between two

subsequent states. We have considered different approaches on how to handle
states and the corresponding events in a platform. For instance, we applied im-
plicit, domain-agnostic events based on JSON states and JSON patches [184]
for retro-𝜆. Here, states are defined as JSON object literals and events are
computed by generating diffs of a new state and its predecessor. This is a flex-
ible approach, as it does not require an a priori schema definition for states or
events.

A more explicit approach relies on pre-defined state entities and events as
part of the user-defined application. In an object-oriented language, for ex-
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ample, states and events would then map to dedicated objects. Here, the com-
mand handling logic returns zero or more events that have to be applied to
the state. Each event object, therefore, provides amethod event.apply(state)
which receives the old state object as a mutable input parameter and directly
applies its changes to this state object, according to the event definition. The
serialized event objects then become part of the event log. In turn, for state re-
construction, the reconstruction mechanism deserializes all event objects for
an actor and then applies them sequentially.

We decided to use explicit event sourcing for chronograph —on the one Design choice for
chronograph.hand, due to performance reasons, on the other hand, because of the program-

ming language we use.

11.4.6 Log Persistence

Log persistence maintains the application logs, appends new commands and
events, and supports reconstruction operations. Commands and events are
serialized blobs that are uniquely identified by the corresponding actors and
associated clock values. Our platform requires (i) very fast write operations,
(ii) fast read operations, and (iii) sorting of entries based on clock values
and actor identifiers. In turn, we neither require update operations (logs are
append-only) nor do we rely on further query capabilities or additional in-
dexing. High performance, embedded key-value stores such as LevelDB or
RocksDB meet exactly these requirements.

In our design, a worker is responsible for a number of actors. While their
logs are logically separated, allocating individual database files for each indi-
vidual actor would result in extremely large numbers of distinct files. Also,
these files would be accessed simultaneously most of the time. Alternatively,
multiple logical actor logs could be merged into a single physical log. Due to
the intertwined log sequences, this increases the time required when recon-
structing arbitrary actors due to increased numbers of read and skip opera-
tions.

We decided to use two logs per worker instance—a dedicated command Design choice for
chronograph.log and a dedicated event log used for all actors of a shard. This decouples the

command persistence and event persistence stages and prevents contention at
the level of the database.

11.4.7 Snapshotting Support

In Section 7.3, we introduced retrospective reconstruction approaches solely
based on actors and their individual event logs. Besides, we briefly considered
the beneficial role of workers involved in snapshotting. Taking into account
worker shards, worker-local clocks, and single-threaded execution stages can
facilitate snapshot reconstruction, as platform-global states can be represented
by vectors of worker clock values. A worker-local snapshot reconstruction
then corresponds to the reconstruction of a worker state— that is, its set of
actors and associated states at that time. This approach only requires read-
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only access to the existing logs and can be executed in a separate thread, not
interfering with other stages.

In chronograph, we follow the idea of worker-assisted snapshots. EachDesign choice for
chronograph. worker maintains a local clock that counts the number of executed behaviors.

Theworkers alsomaintain a vector clock that contains the states of other work-
ers. This vector is piggybacked to each outgoingmessage and logged as part of
the event log. At the same time, each worker updates the vector upon receiv-
ing messages. This also enables the identification and reconstruction based
on a single actor clock value: First, the worker that hosts the actor resolves its
own associated worker clock based on the target actor clock. Next, it resolves
the corresponding vector clock based on the command log. Broadcasting this
vector to the other workers enables them to initiate their own reconstruction
process.

11.5 summary of platform design

The proposed platform design is based on platform workers that follow a
shared-nothing design and handle separate shards of the topology. Sharding
relies on hash-based partitioning of actors to balance load statistically. An
external messaging service connects the workers, implements the messaging
guarantees, and acts as an unbounded queue for in-transit messages in peak
load situations. Built-in serialization provided by the programming language
facilitates data usage in user-defined functions. Each worker sets up an inter-
nal pipeline of single-threaded stages that handle messaging, persistence, and
behavior execution. The pipeline integrates different logical components of
a worker and aims for low latency and high throughput . Each worker inter-
nally maintains two separate logs for event sourcing on behalf of its actors— a
command log and an event log. All logs are backed by a key-value store that
supports fast write operations.
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12
12.1 overview

In this chapter, we briefly showcase the final Chronograph platform proto-
type, the technology behind it, and some of its internals. We have developed
several prototype implementations to test the event-sourced graph computing
model as well as mechanisms and concepts associated with that model.

We have presented a first, functional platform in “Chronograph: A Dis-
tributed Processing Platform for Online and Batch Computations on Event-
sourced Graphs” [6] to demonstrate the feasibility of the model. Therefore, we
have used rapid prototyping techniques and have implemented it in JavaScript
for the Node.js runtime. The second platform prototype— the implementa-
tion that we highlight in this chapter— represents a more mature system, in
particular regarding performance and processing capabilities. Both prototype
implementations are joint work with Dominik Meißner.

In Section 12.2, we first present the implementation concept and the final Chapter outline.
platform architecture. Section 12.3 gives a brief outline of its technology stack.
Next in Section 12.4, we explain some implementation details to give a more
accurate impression of the internals of chronograph.

12.2 implementation concept

The implementation continues with design principles that we have introduced
for the conceptual model and the platform design in Chapter 11. Thus, it also
shapes the final architecture of the workers.

12.2.1 Implementation Principles

Three key principles of the actor model also directly apply to our vertex behav-
ior: isolated state, single-threaded, local behavior, and asynchronous messag-
ing. In the platform design, we have transferred the very same principles to
the level of platform workers. Each worker handles a separate shard as part of
a shared-nothing design, and the worker provides a single-threaded execution
pipeline for all of its vertices. The message broker separates send and receive
operations of individual workers and can thus decouple workers with varying
throughput thanks to the acceptance of asynchronicity in the model.

One of the defining principles for the implementation of the platform is the
prevention of contention along the worker-internal processing pipeline when-
ever possible. By streamlining the handling of messages and the execution of
behaviors, the workers target the following objectives in the order given below:
(i) reliable handling of messages—once dequeued from the message broker,
a message is never dropped inside a worker pipeline, not even under peak
loads, (ii) low end-to-end latencies of messages— a message passes through
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Figure 12.1. Logical topology of chronographwithmultiple worker instances. A Kafka-based
message broker connects all worker instances.

the worker pipeline as fast as practicably possible, and (iii) high throughput
rates of operations— a worker executes as many operations as feasible.

To prevent contention, chronograph follows a single writer design. That
is, only a single thread is able to mutate a data entity. This principle prevents
the necessity of locks, it is more cache friendly, and it allows a CPU to spend
most cycles on actual instructions of the single writer instead of handling con-
tention management between multiple writers. As our pipeline stages are al-
ready single-threaded, this principle primarily relates to the mechanism used
to pass messages between stages along the pipeline.

A single thread that handles a stage execution is not only advantageous in
terms of caching. It also allows the execution of multiple messages in a batch.
With such micro batches, a stage can sequentially execute multiple entries
from the pipeline.

Furthermore, as we are using an object-oriented language with implicit
garbage collection, we try to prevent short-living objects as much as possible.
Such objects can adversely affect performance, partly because they amplify
garbage collection costs. Instead, we limit the use of small objects when possi-
ble, reuse already instantiated objects, and rely on optimized data structures.

To adhere to the principles mentioned above, we selected appropriate archi-
tecture components that can provide high performance.

12.2.2 Architecture

Figure 12.1 illustrates the logical architecture of chronograph. A fixed set ofCommunicating
worker shards. worker processes and the message broker together form the platform. Each

worker instance uses the message broker for sending and receiving messages
on behalf of actor instances that belong to its shard. Therefore, a worker pub-
lishes messages to the topics of other workers and subscribes to messages for
its own topic. For incoming messages, workers use a pull-based model, while
the send operations are push-based. Thus, a worker pipeline that occasionally
runs at a lower rate as necessary only leads to more messages being queued at
the broker (i.e., higher latencies), but not to a direct contention of the pipeline
of the affected worker.

Furthermore, the pipeline implementation implicitly applies backpressure.
The message consumer of a worker only polls the broker for new messages
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Figure 12.2. Internal architecture of a chronograph worker and its processing pipeline. Each
box in the worker represents a separate, single-threaded stage.

when the downstream stages can keep up with the rate. E.g., when compute-
intensive behavior functions slow down the behavior stage, a backlog eventu-
ally causes the consumer to slow down or pause the polling operation.

While all worker-internal buffers are bounded, the external topics of the
message broker represent unbounded queues between the workers. This ar-
chitecture allows for low latencies within the worker pipelines, while still en-
suring elasticity and responsiveness under peak loads.

Figure 12.2 shows the internal architecture of a chronograph worker that Worker-internal
architecture.interacts with themessage broker of the platform. Each of the stages represents

a separate stage in the pipeline and is backed by a dedicated thread. First, the
consumer polls the message broker for new messages and then writes them
into the input ring buffer. Next, the command persistence stage appends each
incomingmessage into the command log. As the third stage of input handling,
the behavior executor runs the associated actor logic for the message. This
execution yields an event, and zero or more messages— all results are then
appended to the event log. Finally, the producer pushes the outgoingmessages
to the broker. The use of a single CPU-bound stage (behavior execution) and
four I/O-bound stages (two disk-based, two network-based) helps tomask I/O
latency.

The setup shares similarities with the LMAX architecture, a financial trad-
ing platform for which the ring buffer variant has been originally developed
for [217]. Both the LMAX architecture and chronograph feature a stage-
based, event-sourced design with separate input and output rings. The LMAX
architecture executes orders in a low-latency retail trading platform, whereas
we use this design as the foundation of our event-sourced actor platform.

12.3 enabling technologies

chronograph is implemented in Java and runs on the Java Virtual Machine.
Disruptors provide the ring buffers that replace regular bounded queues be-
tween stages. For log persistence, we rely on RocksDB, a key-value store.
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Apache Kafka is used as the message broker that backs the platform commu-
nication.

12.3.1 Java & Java Virtual Machine

The Java Virtual Machine has become the de-facto standard runtime envi-
ronment for most data-intensive application stacks and frameworks. Apache
Hadoop, Apache Spark, and Apache Flink represent the most popular exam-
ples. The benefits of the JVM include its maturity, broad tooling support, and
the available programming languages (e.g., Java, Scala, Clojure, ECMAScript).
The Java language is also interesting for data-intensive applications as Java-
based solutions are widely used in enterprise software stacks. Furthermore,
modern JVMs provide competitive runtime performance due to optimiza-
tions such as just-in-time compilation, adaptive recompilation, and efficient
garbage collection. Apart from pragmatic reasons, we use Java and the Java
Virtual Machine for chronograph because it provides a good balance for
a system that must provide an efficient execution platform on the one hand,
and also has to execute user-defined application code on the other.

Apart from the larger components discussed below, we selected the follow-Relevant Java
libraries. ing additional libraries for the implementation of chronograph:

− FastUtil1 is an extension to the built-in Java collections framework. It
provides memory-efficient and type-specific data structures that sup-
port very large collections. For example, we use one of its customized
maps to assign and retrieve actor identifiers and actor clock values effi-
ciently.

− FST2 is a fast drop-in replacement for Java serialization, in particular
for smaller objects. We use FST for serialization and deserialization of
any entities that require byte representations (i.e., messages, commands,
and events).

12.3.2 Disruptor

The Disruptor3 is a substitute for bounded queues between threads for data
exchange. It has been developed by Thompson et al. [217] using a ring buffer
as the basic data structure and taking into account the underlying hardware
(e.g., minimal, CPU-friendly coordination between threads). Producer and
consumer threads perform read and write operations on the buffer without
any locking mechanism. Instead, each producer and consumer maintains a
sequence counter that indicates its own progress. Following the single writer
principle, a thread can read the counters of other threads, but it can only write
to its own counter with appropriate visibility to other threads (i.e., memory
barriers or compare-and-swap operations). This enables a sequencing logic

1 http://fastutil.di.unimi.it/
2 https://github.com/RuedigerMoeller/fast-serialization
3 https://github.com/LMAX-Exchange/disruptor/

http://fastutil.di.unimi.it/
https://github.com/RuedigerMoeller/fast-serialization
https://github.com/LMAX-Exchange/disruptor/
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by which each thread realizes which slots are readable and writable. To allow
more complex processing pipelines, a dependency graph can be used to coor-
dinate the consumers.

We use two Disruptors in our worker architecture. The first Disruptor han-
dles the pipeline from message polling from the message broker to command
persistence and behavior execution. The latter stage is also the producer of
the second Disruptor in which a stage persists the events and another stage
dispatches outgoing messages.

12.3.3 RocksDB

To persist commands and events, chronograph uses RocksDB4. RocksDB
is an embedded key-value database with a byte-wise ordering of keys. The
database is in particular designed for high I/O performance on fast persis-
tent storage (e.g., SSDs). Therefore, RocksDB uses a multi-level variant of
log-structured merge-trees (LSM trees) [124] and sorted static tables (SSTa-
bles) [30]. Internally, RocksDB relies on three basic components, a memtable,
an SSTable, and a write-ahead log. The memtable is maintained in memory
and receives any new write. Once memtables exceed a certain size, they are
flushed to the persistent storage (i.e., disk) in the form of immutable SSTa-
bles. To recover from failures, any newwrite is additionally added to the write-
ahead log on disk. For read operations, the database first looks at memtables
and then iterates over the persisted SSTables. The immutable SSTables on disk
are organized in an LSM tree. A compaction process merges SSTables into a
single SSTable at the next lower level. Thereby, compaction removes obsolete
writes (i.e., writes that have been replaced by a later write for the same key).
This design guarantees fast write and update operations.

In chronograph, RocksDB is primarily used to append new entries to
the command and event log. Therefore, the two associated stages are the sin-
gle writers for each log. As the latest actor states are always maintained in-
memory in the behavior stage, the pipeline does not require read access to the
logs. However, when a topology snapshot is requested, e.g., for initiating a
processing task, a dedicated thread acquires read-only access to the logs and
executes the reconstruction operations.

12.3.4 Apache Kafka

Kafka5 is a distributed messaging system that combines concepts from com-
mit logs and publish/subscribe-based message queues [93]. Kafka divides pro-
ducers, consumers, brokers, partitions, and topics. Brokers handle messaging
between producers and consumers and also persist messages temporarily on
disk. In Kafka, messages are key-value records and are assigned to a specific
topic. A topic can be further partitioned to form separate logs, in particular
for scalability reasons or load balancing. Within a single topic partition, the

4 https://rocksdb.org/
5 https://kafka.apache.org/

https://rocksdb.org/
https://kafka.apache.org/
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Table 12.1. Lines of code used in the platform prototype implementation.

Package ∑ Files ∑ LOC1

chronograph 128 5994
de.uulm.in.vs.chronograph 4 531
.behavior 5 326

.ephemeral 5 124

.graph 19 441
.demo.* 53 1572
.messaging 6 645
.persistence 5 192
.processing 3 326

.models.logreplaying 2 50

.models.mapreduce 6 136

.models.pregel 4 392
.snapshotting 2 227
.utils 14 1032

GraphTides 10 704
io.github.graphtides.streamer 6 380
.connectors 3 191
.evaluation 1 133

1 Lines of code excluding comments and blank lines.

read order of the consumer is identical to the append order of the producer.
Besides, Kafka supports clustering and replication for larger setups.

For chronograph, a Kafka topic is primarily a worker-specific log of pend-
ing in-transit messages to which other workers can commit messages. Given
a setup of 𝑁 workers, each worker produces messages for 𝑁 topics and con-
sumes messages for its own topic. As we do not use partitioning of topics,
the single-threaded design of worker stages and the implicit ordering of sin-
gle topic partitions guarantees unidirectional FIFO-ordering betweenworkers,
and thus, also between their actors. The disk-based message retention is help-
ful to decouple worker pipelines. When a platform worker cannot catch up
on processing incoming messages, other workers can still append to its topic.
In effect, this increases actor-to-actor latencies, but still guarantees eventual
delivery and processing of all messages. We do not only use Kafka for the
event-sourced and ephemeral models, but also for other processing models
that require inter-worker communication.

12.4 implementation details

The Java-based implementation of chronograph consists of nearly 6,000
lines of code (see Table 12.1). It uses the OpenJDK in version 11.0.2, FST in ver-
sion 2.57, FastUtil in version 8.2.2, Apache Kafka in version 2.1.0, the Disruptor
in version 3.4.2, and RocksDB in version 5.17.2. We briefly look into the struc-
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Figure 12.3. Structure of messages in the live processing models (∗: sender clock in case of an
event-sourcedmessage; computation ID for an ephemeral message). Each line represents 32 bit
of data.

ture of the implementation, and internals of chronograph. Furthermore,
we illustrate the user-facing APIs.

12.4.1 Internal Structure

Chronograph, the main class, initiates a worker instance by preparing the inter-
nal pipeline according to the configuration. At startup of the first worker, the
main class first parses the provided configuration file and opens a TCP socket
temporarily. Any other worker instance then connects to that socket to re-
trieve the platform configuration. If all workers are set up and ready, the socket
is closed, and the workers start processing by the injection of the bootstrap-
ping message into the system. Setting up a worker includes the creation of the
two Disruptors, pre-allocating its slots, and spawning the dedicated threads
for each of the stages (message polling, command persistence, behavior execu-
tion, event persistence, and message dispatch).

For persistence and messaging, there are abstract classes and technology-
specific implementations. That allows for stub implementations for debugging
(i.e., no persistence, direct, in memory communication on a single machine),
but also for integrating alternative databases ormessaging systems. Each stage
maintains local data structures required for stage-specific processing. For in-
stance, the behavior execution stage keeps a map of all actor states.

The chronograph implementation is bundled with 13 external libraries.
These include connectors for the database and messaging system, but also the
serialization library and other utility libraries.

12.4.2 Messaging

Figure 12.3 illustrates the byte representation of messages used as payload for
themessaging system. As chronograph relies onworker-to-workermessage
passing, the message indicates the actor identifiers of the sender and receiver.
If the message belongs to the event-sourced live model, it further contains the
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clock of the sending actor. In turn, if it is part of ephemeral messaging, it con-
tains the identifier of the ephemeral computation. The flag field indicates the
type of message (e.g., spawn message, ephemeral message). Next, the message
holds a copy of the vector clock of the sending worker. When the message
is a spawn message, it further includes the type of the actor to be spawned,
indicated by the class name. The final field is the actual payload defined by
the user in the send operation. Except for the payload, we execute a manual,
field-by-field serialization and deserialization of messages.

12.4.3 Event Logging

chronograph applies separate logs for commands and events. This separa-
tion decouples I/O operations before and after the behavior execution and thus
adheres to the single writer principle. Furthermore, event-based reconstruc-
tions only require operations on the event log. With a unified log, the recon-
struction process would need to skip every other log entry. For log replaying,
the processingmodel reads both logs in parallel in order to provide commands
and states from previous behavior executions.

A command and the corresponding event have the identical key in the re-Keys of log entries.
spective logs. The key contains the worker clock, followed by the actor iden-
tifier and actor clock. Thus, the key structure is optimized for full reconstruc-
tions in which the worker has to traverse the entire log ordered by the worker
clock. In turn, the reconstruction of a single actor requires more skip opera-
tions but is only used occasionally (i.e., individual log replays). Another ben-
efit of the key structure is the implicit order of keys due to increasing worker
clocks and immutability of entries once appended. This speeds up sort opera-
tions for memtables and SSTables in the database.

Figure 12.4 illustrates the structure of log entries in the command log and
the event log. A command entry is very similar to the received message andCommand log entries.
contains all data necessary for a re-execution of the command. The command
additionally contains the current vector ofworker clocks knownby thisworker.
For this reason, the command log is used to resolve a full worker vector based
on a given local worker clock.

In turn, the event contains an optional checkpoint, a sequence of events, andEvent log entries.
a sequence of outgoing messages. The checkpoint is a serialization of the full
actor state and is only used for the first event log entry of an actor to capture its
initial state. In preliminary experiments, additional checkpointing of later ac-
tor states has shown detrimental effects on reconstruction times, in particular,
due to noticeable log inflation. That is why we have not further investigated
the concept of subsequent checkpoints. The sequence of events contains seri-
alized representations of zero or more event objects that capture state changes.
Similarly, the sequence of messages is a serialization of the set of outgoing
messages that have been dispatched as part of the behavior execution.
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(a). Command log entry in the local command log of a chronograph worker. The sender
and receiver vectors persist the vector clock of workers. As the length 𝑛 of the worker vector is
known in advance, it is not encoded into the command.
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(b). Event log entry in the local event log of a chronograph worker. The checkpoint entry
containing the full state is only used when spawning a new actor to persist the initial state.

Figure 12.4. Log entries for the two dedicated command and event logs for each worker. The
annotations on the left side of the entry indicate the composition of the key of the entry. An-
notations on the right side show the composition of the log value.
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12.4.4 API for User-Defined Applications

Finally, we have a brief look at the API that allows users to define messages,
events, and behavior logic. Messages are plain old Java objects (POJOs) that
extend the Message interface, a marker interface that extends Serializable.
User-defined events have to implement the Event<A> interface which requires
a type parameter A. The type parameter specifies the type of actors this event
can be applied on when calling the void apply(A a) method of the event.

There are abstract classes for Actor and Vertex. The latter extends the for-
mer and implements vertex-specific operations, such as edge handling. The
Vertex class also adds vertex-specific callbacks that wrap around behavior
function calls. Both for Actor and Vertex, the internal state is specified using
member variables. However, directly modifying these variables within the be-
havior() function is considered illegal, as such modification is not captured
by event sourcing. Instead, users must create Event objects in the behavior()
function and add events to the ExecutionContext that is passed to the behavior
call. Only after finishing the execution of the behavior function, the behavior
execution stage applies all returned events to the actor.

Ephemeral computations are defined by implementing an EphemeralCompu-
tation interface that provides a set of methods for computation bootstrap-
ping, actor-wise activation, update handling, and message-driven computa-
tions. Other processing models provide model-specific task classes that users
have to extend and implement.

Listing 12.1, Listing 12.2, and Listing 12.3 illustrate the user-defined code for
a very simple application with an actor that receives the first message with a
number. This number is then set as the initial value of a counter as part of
the actor state. For each additional message, the actor further increments the
counter.
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1 public class InitMessage implements Message {
2 public final long value;
3
4 public InitMessage(long value) {
5 this.value = value;
6 }
7 }

Listing 12.1. A POJO that represents a user-defined message and contains a numeric value as
payload.

1 public class CounterInitializedEvent implements Event<CountActor> {
2 private final long counter;
3
4 public CounterInitializedEvent(long counter) {
5 this.counter = counter;
6 }
7
8 @Override
9 public void apply(CountActor a) {

10 a.counter = counter;
11 }
12 }
13
14 public class CounterIncrementedEvent implements Event<CountActor> {
15 @Override
16 public void apply(CountActor a) {
17 a.counter += 1;
18 }
19 }

Listing 12.2. Two event classes that implement counter operations on the actor.

1 public class CountActor extends Actor<Event<CountActor>> {
2 public long counter;
3
4 @Override
5 public void behavior(ExecutionContext c, PlatformMessage m) {
6 if (m.isSpawnMessage()) {
7 InitMessage msg = m.getPayload();
8 c.dispatchEvent(new CounterInitializedEvent(msg.value));
9 } else {

10 c.dispatchEvent(new CounterIncrementedEvent());
11 }
12 }
13 }

Listing 12.3. A simple implementation of an actor that maintains a counter variable.
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13.1 overview

In this chapter, we address the issue of evaluating and assessing platforms for
evolving graph processing which follow a stream-based design such as chro-
nograph. While there are various benchmarks and evaluation approaches
available for traditional, batch-oriented graph processing systems, there are
no standard procedures to evaluate stream-based graph systems. To this end,
we introduce GraphTides, a generic evaluation framework with a dedicated
methodology and architecture for running experimental evaluations on such
systems. The framework also covers the definition of an appropriate system
model, an exploration of the parameter space, suitable workloads, and com-
mon measurements for evaluating processing systems for evolving graphs.

In Section 13.2, we motivate the necessity of specific evaluation approaches Chapter outline.
for stream-based graph systems and discuss the relation to existingworks from
the batch graph processing and event processing domains. In Section 13.3, we
explore the design space and requirements of the framework, based on a ded-
icated system model for stream-based graph systems. Section 13.4 presents
GraphTides, the actual framework, including its architecture, workloads, met-
rics, and the evaluation methodology. Next in Section 13.5, we briefly evaluate
relevant components of the framework implementation. In Section 13.6, we
summarize the contributions of this chapter.

This chapter is based on the publications “Performance Engineering in Related publications.
Distributed Event-sourced Systems” [10] and “GraphTides: A Framework for
Evaluating Stream-based Graph Processing Platforms” [8]. The latter is the
outcome of a joint effort together with two other research groups that are also
working on stream-based graph processing systems.

13.2 motivation & related work

As surveyed in Section 2.4, the majority of existing graph processing systems
targets immutable graphs as input. These graphs are fully available from
the very beginning, and the processing systems typically apply batch-oriented
computations on them. In Section 2.6, we also pointed out that considerations
of temporal graphs primarily target historical snapshots. Here, processing sys-
tems execute a batch-oriented computation on sequences of graph snapshots.

However, our evolving graph perspective takes into account not only the his-
tory of a graph but in particular its constant evolution. Therefore, live graph
processing requires the execution of graph computationswhile simultaneously
receiving streams of graph update events. Systems for evolving graph process-
ing apply different types of computations, ranging from batch computations
on periodical graph snapshots (e.g., Kineograph [36]) to direct computations
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on the latest vertex representations (e.g., chronograph [6]). Different pro-
cessing models for evolving graphs also allow for trade-offs between staleness,
correctness, and latency of updates and results.

As such, evolving graph systems share similarities with both batch graph
analytics systems and graph database stores. The workloads of evolving graph
systems are more interactive as with traditional graph analytics systems, but
their results are also expected to be less accurate. At the same time, their pro-
cessing capabilities differ from traditional operations of graph databases (e.g.,
graph queries and traversals), while they also not necessarily provide persis-
tence of the evolving graph.

The rising popularity of traditional, batch-oriented graph processing sys-
tems has led to several approaches for systematically benchmarking and eval-
uating graph systems. However, systems for evolving graph processing still
lack dedicated approaches, and neither existing graph database benchmarks
nor existing batch-oriented graph analytics benchmarks are appropriate for
their evaluation. Likewise, existing approaches for the evaluation of general
purpose streamprocessing and event processing systems do not address graph-
specific properties.

13.2.1 Evaluation Approaches for Graph-Based Systems

Prior work for the evaluation of graph-based systems focused primarily on (i)
traditional, batch-oriented graph processing systems and (ii) graph database
systems. We do not take into account benchmarks for specialized semantic
graph systems (e.g., Berlin SPARQL Benchmark [21], LUBM [69]), or graph
systems for high performance graph analytics (e.g., Graph 500 [198]), HPC
Scalable Graph Analysis Benchmark [178]). None of these fit into our focus of
general purpose graph processing systems for singlemachines and commodity
clusters.

LDBC Graphalytics [81] is currently the only industrial-grade benchmarkEvaluating graph
processing systems. designed and developed for the evaluation of graph processing systems. It

supplies out-of-the-box benchmark suites for existing graph processing sys-
tems both from industry and the open source community but also supports
the custom evaluation of arbitrary graph processing platforms. Graphalytics
offers a benchmarking palette of six standard graph algorithms (breadth-first
search, PageRank, weakly connected components, community detection us-
ing label propagation, local clustering coefficient, and single-source shortest
paths), and a number of synthetic and real datasets, provided in different size
classes. When not relying on real data sets, graph benchmarks require syn-
thetic graphs. Graph generators are still an active field of research [28, 126, 131],
and not all generators provide results that can be used for streaming. Themost
basic benchmark provided by Graphalytics consists of measuring the baseline
performance in terms of total processing time and processed vertices/edges
per second, all of which are obtained by running experiments with variations
of different datasets and algorithms. Different systems may then be compared
based on quantifyingmetrics for scalability, robustness, and performance vari-
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ability. Graphalytics provides an additional set of tools as part of the suite.
The LDBC SNB generator [59] creates synthetic graph workloads based on the
properties of a social network. Granula [123] is a performance evaluation tool
of Graphalytics used for additional fine-grained, manual bottleneck analysis
in graph processing systems.

Graph databases provide efficient storage, querying, and manipulation Evaluating graph
databases systems.of graph-structured data. XGDBench [44], LinkBench [19], and the Graph

Traversal Benchmark [39] are examples for benchmarks with graph database
workloads that primarily target traversal-based queries. Pacaci et al. [125]
discussed the necessity of dedicated benchmarks for graph databases and rela-
tional stores that take into account interactive and real-time workloads. They
applied the LDBC SNB Interactive Workload [59] to several database systems.

13.2.2 Evaluation Approaches for Stream Processing Systems

As systems for stream processing and event processing often aim for near-
realtime processing with low latency results, their behavior over time and un-
der varying load becomes essential for evaluations.

Initial attempts for evaluation and comparison of arising stream process- Evaluating stream
processing systems.ing systems were found within existing batch benchmarking suites which ex-

tended their capabilities to support streaming scenarios. The earliest exam-
ple of a stream management benchmark is LinearRoad [18], which aimed at
the evaluation of pioneering stream data management systems such as Au-
rora [12] and STREAM[120]. StreamBench [106] is one of the first benchmark-
ing suites exclusively designed and developed withmodern distributed stream
processing systems inmind (namely Spark and Storm). It offers seven different
streaming workload scenarios, performance metrics for different data scales
and the evaluation of fault tolerance capabilities. Recent stream benchmark-
ing efforts by Chintapalli et al. [38] and Karimov et al. [87] have focused on
measurements for popular processing engines (e.g., Storm, Spark, and Flink).

13.3 an evaluation approach for live graph systems

Next, we discuss requirements and implications for the evaluation of graph-
based systems with live graph processing support. As our scope goes beyond
the event-sourced graph computing model and chronograph, we first intro-
duce a general model for the type of systems that we take into account. Next,
we explore the altered parameter space due to the dynamicity of a stream-
based perspective. Finally, we list the general requirements for the evaluation
framework.

13.3.1 System Model

In ourmodel, evolving graph processing platforms are computing systems that
receive a continuous, unbounded stream of events from an external source via
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the network. The source of events is a remote system that acts as a proxy for the
original graph (e.g., an application graph in a networked system, a social graph
in an online social network system). The graph is both stateful and mutable.
The source publishes changes to its graph as soon as they become observableUpdate-based graph

evolution. in the underlying graph. Each event in the stream contains a single, localized
operation that describes a change within the graph topology or an update to
states of its entities. Therefore, the ordered stream 𝑆𝐺,𝑡, which contains the
events 𝑠1 up to 𝑠𝑡, defines a corresponding graph 𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉, 𝐸) at time 𝑡:

𝑆𝐺,𝑡 = ⟨𝑠1, 𝑠2, … 𝑠𝑡⟩ ⇔ 𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉, 𝐸)

Each event 𝑠𝑛 describes one of the following six operations: (i) add a vertex,
(ii) update a vertex state, (iii) remove a vertex, (iv) add an edge, (v) update an
edge state, and (vi) remove an edge. The sets of vertices 𝑉 and edges 𝐸 and
their corresponding states are thus defined by the sequence of all previously
executed graph operations. The graph system processes each incoming event
from the stream and updates its own internal representation of the graph cor-
respondingly. This perspective on evolving graphs corresponds to an update-
based graph evolution model (cf., Section 2.6).

A primary objective of any live graph processing system is to keep the in-
ternal graph representation as up-to-date as possible. Otherwise, its represen-
tation would reflect a stale version of the actual graph. However, the event
source and the processing platform are not coupled, and their event through-
put rates might differ. The processing systems use the graph representation
to execute live graph computations. Hence, graph computations and graph
mutations run concurrently. Computation results can be queried by the user
once available.

Despite the similar name, our target model for stream-based graph compu-Distinction from
graph stream

algorithms.
tations does not aim for so-called graph stream algorithms [113]. Graph stream
algorithms execute a single, pre-defined computation on an input stream—
in most cases, a highly aggregating computation with a single input pass (e.g.,
counting the number of components). Graph stream algorithms differ sub-
stantially from our stream-based graph computations, as graph stream algo-
rithms do not necessarily maintain an actual graph representation and reduce
input data as soon as possible. In contrast, our targeted systems always track
the full evolution of the graph topology and allow for arbitrary computations
within the scope of their supported programming models.

13.3.2 Parameter Space

Benchmarks for batch-oriented graph processing systems focus primarily on
performance metrics as a function of the input graph, the selected graph algo-
rithm, and of the system under test.

When considering graph processing with streams of graph updates, the
space of relevant parameters and metrics expands significantly. This is partic-
ularly noticeable for live processing when timeliness and low latency become
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even more relevant. We now discuss all parameters and argue which we
restrict ab initio and to what extent others can be varied.

Types of Graphs

We only consider directed and stateful graphs in our model. We do not, how-
ever, consider multigraphs or self-loops. Both vertices and edges possess a
mutable state. Vertices are labeled by a unique identifier. Undirected graphs Basic stateful graph

model with
dynamicity.

can be modeled by ignoring edge directions, and empty states can represent
stateless graphs. This model is sufficient enough to cover most domains of dy-
namic and evolving graphs, including social networks, computer networks, or
road traffic networks.

Graph Evolution Properties

Probably themost striking differences between stream-based graphs and static
input graphs are the additional temporal graph properties due to graph evo-
lution [101, 143, 166]. Not only can all previous structural graph properties Dimensions of graph

evolution.change over time, but the dynamicity is also reflected in the rate, locality and
distribution of change events—both for topology changes (i.e., churn rate
of vertices and edges) and for state updates of vertices and edges. Different
streams can lead to distinct temporal workload patterns, e.g., highly concur-
rent topology changes at various locations in the graph compared to huge num-
bers of state update operations on a single vertex. By allowing different streams
of change operations, the graph can evolve arbitrarily. In fact, one challenge
of creating such workloads is the preservation of certain graph properties. For
instance, a growing social network is expected to remain a scale-free network
and is not likely to become a fully meshed network over time.

Streaming Properties

With regard to the stream of updates, we have to consider ordering, reliabil-
ity, and messaging semantics. We argue that rather strong guarantees are ex- Ordered, reliable

streaming.pected for processing platforms that capture the full graph evolution. Altered
event orders or the loss of events may produce inconsistent graph topologies,
as operationsmight fail due to violated preconditions caused by lost preceding
events.

The evaluation framework is expected to continually run evaluations based
on an ordered and reliable stream of events which follow exactly-once seman-
tics. However, by appropriately altering the input stream used for an eval-
uation run, the framework can deterministically replay streams that do not
adhere to the guarantees as mentioned above. While it is straightforward to Fault injection to

emulate less reliable
streams.

modify a reliable, ordered stream into an unreliable, unordered stream (e.g.,
by dropping or duplicating arbitrary events or by shuffling partial streams),
the opposite conversion is not trivial. This is why we require strong semantics
for the stream replay but allow the injection of faults into the input stream a
priori (i.e., reordering, duplicates, losses).
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Another parameter of stream processing is the extent to which systems can
apply backpressure. Pull-based streaming APIs often allow systems to throttleBackpressuring in

case of push-based
streams.

down the rate of events sent. Without backpressuring, the system has to pro-
vide its own mechanism to prevent losing events under load. Systems either
rely on internal mechanisms to handle bulk loads (e.g., scale up, scale out), or
they have to offload pending events to an external component (e.g., a scalable,
persistent message queue).

Concurrency & Parallelism

A single ordered input stream emitted by multiple event sources requires con-
stant coordination between the sources to retain ordering. This coordination,
in turn, reduces the streaming throughput and can only mitigate the occur-
rence of violated guarantees, not remove them entirely. As a result, a stream
is only allowed to have a single event source in our model.

In order to enable parallelism and horizontal scaling of input workloads,Load scaling via
disjunct streams. we opt for concurrent but disjunct streams from different event sources: mul-

tiple independent graphs are provided and changed concurrently. We argue
that the resulting processing load is similar to the load of a single graph with
concurrent changes for most of the live computations.

13.3.3 Requirements

Our framework has to address four main features required for the evaluation
of stream-based graph processing systems.

Platform Independence

Different platforms for live graph processing have emerged with substantially
different concepts in terms of their programming models, processing mod-
els, and streaming semantics. Hence, an evaluation framework requires a
platform-agnostic design in order to support current and future stream-based
graph systems. This includes a generic streaming interface supporting dif-
ferent modes of operation (i.e., push-based and pull-based), which can be
adapted by platform-specific connectors. Instead of specifying concrete algo-
rithm implementations, the framework should list computation goals to be
provided by the analyst for the system under test.

Openness & Extensibility

As previously outlined, the parameter space for stream-based graph process-
ing exceeds the complexity of existing batch-oriented approaches. Hence, the
framework should be modular and easy to extend. In particular, the frame-
work should allow to add new algorithms for generating graph streams to re-
flect different graph evolutions. Existing graph streams— synthetically gen-
erated by an external tool or captured from real graphs— should also be sup-
ported as input.
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Figure 13.1. Conceptual overview of the GraphTides framework and test harness.

Representative and Versatile Workloads

Regarding data sets, processing tasks, and metrics, we need to take into ac-
count stream-specific workloads resembling computations typically executed
on evolving graphs. This includes the generation of fast, approximate results
and corresponding metrics for assessing latency vs. correctness trade-offs, but
also continuously recurring queries.

Structured Evaluation Process

A single test run with an arbitrary workload does not represent a valid evalu-
ation. Hence, the framework should define specific steps on how to run eval-
uations. This includes different evaluation goals (e.g., increasing the input
stream rate), relevant evaluation factors and performance metrics, and basic
considerations for analysis and interpretation of results.

13.4 the graphtides evaluation framework

The GraphTides evaluation framework provides metrics, workloads, compo-
nents of the evaluation architecture, and methodological recommendations.
An implementation of GraphTides is available under an open source license1.
Figure 13.1 illustrates the general design of the framework. For testing, the har-
ness induces a stream of graph events onto the system under test. At the same
time, it continuously gathers metrics and processing results from that system.

We have defined three different evaluation levels for systems. The actual Evaluation levels.
level depends on the degree of internal access to the system under test.

level 0 A system under test on this level is considered a black box. The
system only provides an interface for ingesting the graph stream and for
accessing or querying computation results.

level 1 Systems on level 1 extend level 0 in such a way that they expose a
native metrics interface. This additional source of information can be

1 https://graphtides.github.io

https://graphtides.github.io
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used to collect platform-internal data at runtime (e.g., current through-
put, platform load), as provided by the system.

level 2 On this level, a systemprovides full access to its internals. Hence, the
analyst is able tomakemodifications to its source code, such as injecting
specific measurement logic into the system. This evaluation level aligns
with the fine-grained perspective of Granula [123].

The maximum level supported by the targeted systems and the measure-
ment goals define the actual evaluation. For instance, the comparison of two
systems regarding their average load is already possible on level 0. In-depth
performance engineering of a system’s internal scheduling component, how-
ever, requires evaluation on level 2.

13.4.1 Framework Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 13.1, GraphTides consists of a graph stream generator for
the creation of graph streams, a test harness, and a component for collecting
results. During a test run, the graph stream replayer outputs a stream that feeds
the system under test in a specified rate. Meanwhile, runtime metrics loggers
continuously gather data from the system, its processing results, and other
sources. Once a run has finished, the log collector aggregates the recorded data
and yields a single result log.

The graph stream file contains a sequence of entries of the following types:
(i) graph-changing events, (ii) marker events for flagging specific points in
time in the stream, (iii) events that control the behavior of the replaying com-
ponent, and optionally, (iv) platform-specific commands for the system under
test. The graph stream input is typically split into various phases that are di-
vided by markers and optional control events (e.g., to pause the stream for a
short period). This permits the distinction between different phases, such as
initial graph bootstrapping and specific workload phases.

To connect the test harness to the system under test, the analyst either plugs
a platform-specific connector to graph stream replayer component or provides
logic within the platform to receive and terminate the inbound stream accord-
ingly. A distributed setup of the harness (i.e., graph stream replayer runs on
a separate machine) is recommended to reflect the use cases of an external
event source and network-ingested update streams. Experimental setups can
also be scaled by adding multiple replayer instances (each providing separate
streams), and multiple system instances (in case the system under test sup-
ports distribution).

Measurements in our framework require timestamps in order to correlate
entries. This mandates synchronized wall clocks for all components of the
framework (e.g., by using the Precision Time Protocol [80]).
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13.4.2 Graph Stream Format

The graph stream is a comma-separated value file that contains a single entry
per line: COMMAND, ENTITY_ID, PAYLOAD. Graph-changing events add or re-
move a vertex/edge or update its state. Vertices are identified by a unique ID,
and edges are identified by concatenating the source and destination identi-
fiers, separated by a dash. States of vertices and edges are user-defined strings
(e.g., stringified JSON). Marker events are particularly crucial for pointing to
specific stream segments. In a later analysis, time-specific metrics can be cor-
related with the marker event. Markers can also signal that a certain input
has entered the system and that a corresponding action is now expected in the
system (e.g., computation result). Control events can change the speed of the
replayer at runtime by defining a speed-up factor (1 represents the initially de-
fined rate of the replayer). This allows us to emulate varying input rates and
is particularly helpful to construct short bursts and peaks. A second control
event causes the replayer to pause new events for a specified amount of time.
In addition, platform-specific events can be passed to the system to trigger
arbitrary actions (e.g., initiate a feature).

Out later implementation can also merge two different stream files during
the load operation: A first file contains the actual graph stream workload,
while a second file contains all control events and marker events with corre-
sponding offsets for insertion into the final stream. This separation makes it
easier to modify control parameters between test runs without changing the
workload file.

13.4.3 Metrics

For live processing systems, the behavior over time and under different work-
loads is of particular interest. Consequently, we focus on time-series values
for most metrics, as collected at runtime by the group of loggers. For other
metrics, we also consider aggregated values when directly comparing differ-
ent solutions. This includes metrics such as average event throughput, 99th
percentile or result latency, or median relative errors of approximation results.

level 0 metrics Without any insights into the system, the analyst relies
on agnostic profiling tools to periodically measure the graph system processes
(e.g., perf, pidstat for Linux-based systems) and the underlying operating
system (e.g., dstat, iostat, sar for Linux-based systems). For each process,
we consider CPU load, memory usage, network I/O, and disk I/O. Measuring
these metrics on a per-machine level also facilitates the identification of con-
founding background processes.

level 1 & 2 metrics Additional internal metrics, either provided by a
monitoring API or by a system-internal hook, are useful for identifying spe-
cific load patterns, choke points, and bottlenecks. Among others, these met-
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rics could include internal throughput rates and communication latencies be-
tween workers.

streaming metrics The graph stream replayer or system client library
is instrumented to collect metrics on the actual ingress rate and for correlating
in-stream marker events with wall-clock time stamps in later analyses.

computation metrics Metrics for assessing computation results de-
pend on the actual computation. For most results, this is the latency until the
result is available, and then its accuracy. Latency describes the time it takes for
an ingested input event to be reflected in a computation result. Accuracy de-
scribes the extent of discrepancy between the result provided by the platform
and the exact result. Exact results are part of the workload definition and need
to be prespecified (i.e., by reconstructing the target graph and running a sep-
arate batch computation as reference). Correctness is an alternative metric for
assessing computations that yield a dichotomous result (i.e., existence of a path
at a certain time).

13.4.4 Workloads

A GraphTides workload is defined by at least one graph stream and any num-
ber of computations to be executed concurrently to stream ingestion.

Graph Stream Properties

Thegraph stream provides a sequence of events to be replayed. It characterizes
the load induced on the platform in terms of stream composition, topology
changes, state changes, and stream rate variability.

The stream composition determines the sequence of topology-changing
events and events which update the state of vertices and edges. This includes
the ratio of topology changing events compared to state changing events and
the patterns of alternation between both types. Topology changes further spec-
ify the growth or decay of the graph over time. Properties include the ratio
of add vs. remove operations, the ratio of vertex vs. edge modifications, lo-
cations of the vertices/edges to be added/removed, and patterns of topology
changes over time. Updates of vertex and edge values reflect state changes in
the workload. They are characterized by the ratio of vertex vs. edge updates,
the locations of the vertices/edges to be updated, temporal patterns of state up-
dates, and workload-specific characteristics of how states evolve. The stream
rate variability as defined by the graph stream file controls the streaming rate
during a replay.

Computations

Operations and computations to be used for evaluations depend on the pro-
grammingmodels of the systemunder test. Aswe have surveyed in Section 2.6,
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existing systems for evolving graph processing differ significantly in their sup-
ported models. E.g., Kineograph [36] operates on the latest graph snapshots
that it generates continuously while chronograph supports asynchronous
live processing on a per-vertex level.

Computational workloads can range from no processing at all (i.e., the sys-
tem only updates the internal graph representation) to additional live process-
ing tasks (e.g., approximative computations) and subsequent tasks (e.g., de-
coupled computations on recent graph versions).

To collect processing results at runtime, the test harness continuously
queries the platform for results or updates of a specified computation. The
result is then timestamped and logged by the test harness. Combined with the
marker events in the input stream, this allows for an estimation of the result
accuracy and timeliness of computations.

13.4.5 Evaluation Methodology

For the evaluationmethodology, we suggest a combination of the performance
analysismethodology by Jain [200] and an automated and reproducible testing
workflow (e.g., Popper conventions [85]).

First, the analyst has to define specific evaluation goals— ranging from
rough performance tests to specific optimizations of single platform com-
ponents. Next, the analyst derives appropriate workloads and metrics from
these goals. Performance measurements consist of a gradual exploration of
the experimental factors/levels and the corresponding impact on the outcome
variables.

During system development, iterative experiments with the same work-
loads help to assess the impact on a graduallymodified system. The assessment
of results is grounded on an analysis of the combined log file of an experiment
run. Tools for the assessment include appropriate visualizations (e.g., time
series plots) and statistical time series analyses (e.g., cross-correlations).

For evaluative comparisons between multiple systems or internal compo-
nent alternatives, we advocate statistically rigorous testing. In particular, this
requires at least 𝑛 ≥ 30 test runs for each configuration due to the central
limit theory. Results can then be compared using confidence intervals of the
aggregated metrics (often 𝐶𝐼95). Non-overlapping confidence intervals of the
results from two different systems indicate significantly different results under
the given interval. Although this approach requires high numbers of test runs,
it minimizes the risks of misleading results and wrong conclusions.

We have identifiedwatermark events to be an essential evaluation technique
for temporal correlations in the result logs. Pre-defined marker events within
the stream indicate that the preceding event has been streamed into the system.
This is particularly helpful when assessing the time it takes until a change is
either reflected in the internal graph or the corresponding computation result.
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13.4.6 Implementation of GraphTides Prototype

The graph stream generator is implemented in TypeScript (a statically typedGraph stream
generator. superset of JavaScript) and run with Node.js. A set of user-defined functions

can specify graph generation rules. The graph stream generation is conceptu-
ally divided into two phases: (i) bootstrapping an initial graph, and (ii) con-
tinuously modifying the resulting graph. In practice, this split makes it easier
to use a well-known graph generation algorithm for the initial graph and to
provide a more specific algorithm for the subsequent evolution phase. The
generator works in a configurable number of rounds. In each round, a user-
defined function selects the event type of the round and an appropriate target
vertex/edge. A user-defined callback allows modifying the state of the target
vertex/edge.

We have implemented the graph stream replayer in Java and specificallyGraph stream
replayer. designed it to emit a stream of events with a uniform, yet adjustable event

rate. Therefore, we decoupled streaming from reading the stream graph files.
We use a single-threaded design that preallocates the workload into memory
first before starting the streaming procedure. To ensure high throughput, the
streamer is single-threaded, uses high precision timestamps, and applies busy-
waiting to reach the designated target output rate.

For our evaluations, we used small Python and Node.js scripts as runtimeRuntime metrics
loggers. metrics loggers. These scripts periodically executed a specific operation such

as submitting a particular query, collecting a particular metric, or receiving a
marker event. Each logger appends a time stamp to any outcomes and writes
them into a local log.

Once a test run is finished, the log collector script gathers the remote log filesLog collector.
of all logger instances and merged them into a single, chronologically sorted
result log file.

13.5 experimental evaluation of graphtides

We use the GraphTides framework comprehensively in Chapter 14 to evaluate
the chronograph prototype. Before, we wanted to ensure that the perfor-
mance of the stream replayer satisfies our requirements. This component is
crucial for the test harness, as it provides the actual loads during system evalu-
ations. We wanted to find out up to which target values it could emit streamsEvaluation Goal.
in a reliable manner. Also, we wanted to estimate the variability of emitted
streams and the influence of the connector type.

To prevent confounding effects (e.g., TCP transmission behavior on a realEvaluation
methodology & setup. network), we only ran the streamer on a single host and consumed the stream

on the same host with a second process that we had instrumented. We eval-
uated two different connections between the streamer and the consumer: (i)
an internal pipe and (ii) a local TCP connection. The evaluation machine had
the following hardware specifications: Intel Core i7 7700 CPU, 64 GB RAM of
memory, and a solid-state disk. The system was running Ubuntu 18.10 (Linux
Kernel 4.18.0) and Java OpenJDK 11.0.1.
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Table 13.1. Results of the GraphTides stream replayer evaluation. The stream replayer was tested
locally with two different connection modes (pipe-based and TCP-based) and with varying
target rates.

Average Rate (op/s) Rate Percentiles (op/s)

Target Rate (op/s) 𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑃01 𝑃50 𝑃99

Pipe-based
10,000 10,002.54 1.37 9,999.01 10,003.03 10,004.33
20,000 20,011.01 4.13 19,996.56 20,012.32 20,015.48
40,000 40,041.32 16.46 39,977.40 40,046.87 40,058.46
80,000 80,151.77 97.96 79,844.04 80,191.79 80,233.66
160,000 160,741.56 283.57 159,844.35 160,850.00 160,947.83
320,000 323,771.00 238.87 322,706.60 323,816.17 324,043.77
640,000 654,196.12 1,948.54 647,297.68 654,641.17 655,731.35
unbound 1,476,065.78 60,823.35 1,299,517.78 1,487,091.42 1,529,344.39

TCP-based
10,000 10,001.92 2.94 9,998.28 10,002.51 10,004.22
20,000 20,012.12 2.42 20,002.71 20,012.64 20,015.21
40,000 40,045.57 11.56 40,001.04 40,048.65 40,059.54
80,000 80,188.26 37.94 80,037.25 80,197.54 80,233.99
160,000 160,846.83 114.78 160,485.52 160,871.41 160,943.37
320,000 322,251.20 620.13 320,588.01 322,375.12 323,040.63
640,000 602,655.93 9,085.08 579,881.50 604,634.78 617,967.94
unbound 1,105,606.22 57,195.09 967,376.64 1,108,313.88 1,203,844.48

Scaled workloads with ~40 seconds of data to stream, 𝑁 = 30 repetitions per target rate and mode.

We used an initial target rate of 10,000 entries per second and a workload Experiments.
(i.e., synthetic social graph stream) that saturated the streamer for approxi-
mately 45 seconds. We repeatedly doubled the target rate and the workload
size, yielding target rates up to 640,000 entries per second. We also included
runs with no predefined target rate to estimate maximum throughput rates.
For each target rate and mode, we executed 30 isolated test runs. In each run,
we recorded the intervals between event emissions during the test runs and
computed corresponding throughput rates afterward. Furthermore, we com-
puted mean rates (𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒), and the three percentiles of interest.

The streamer component showed very reliable and constant streaming rates Discussion of results.
up to target rates of half a million entries per second, as shown in Table 13.1.
Above this rate, the actual streaming rates increasingly showed slight fluctua-
tions (also see Figure 13.2). Furthermore, our sending logic was increasingly
overshooting the targeted rates, in particular when using the piped connec-
tion. The TCP-based connection maxed out at 1.1 million entries per second
on average, while the Pipe-based connection almost reached actual through-
put rates of 1.5 million entries per second. We suspect that the overhead of
TCP connection handling accounts for both the earlier increase in rate vari-
ability and the earlier saturation. In summary, we argue that a single instance
of the graph stream replayer can provide very reliable loads with up to 500,000
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entries per second. When an evaluation requires even higher rates, multiple
instances can be used simultaneously to induce load on the system under test.
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Figure 13.2. Actual throughput rates achieved by our graph stream replayer as a function of
target throughput rates in exemplary test runs and using two different local connection types
(local pipe and TCP-based). Note the logarithmic scale used for the rate axis. The unbound
replays are outside the display range and thus omitted.

13.6 summary of graphtides

GraphTides addresses the challenge of evaluating systems for evolving graph
processing. The framework takes into account the timeliness dimension,
which is a characterizing aspect for many stream-based processing systems.
Timeliness adds an entirely new dimension to the performance behavior and
can account for peculiarities in performance, scalability, and robustness.

GraphTides covers the full evaluation cycle from workload generation to
result analysis and provides the analyst with a set of framework components
to design own experiments. The framework supports systems developers as
it allows for in-depth measurements and performance engineering. Besides,
GraphTides enables comparisons between evolving graph processing systems.
It might also help during the development of algorithms for live graph compu-
tations on evolving graphs. Rigorousmeasurements support decision-making
on latency vs. accuracy/correctness trade-offs for approximations.
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14
14.1 overview

In this chapter, we evaluate the chronograph platform prototype and show-
case different aspects of its performance. Most experiments build on the
GraphTides framework that we have introduced before (Chapter 13).

In Section 14.2, we explain our evaluation strategy, including our method- Chapter outline.
ology, testbed setups, and workloads. In Section 14.3, we look at the perfor-
mance of the live processing models based on throughput and latency metrics.
After that, Section 14.4 estimates the impact of different graph stream sizes
on the memory consumption and log sizes. In Section 14.5, we evaluate the
snapshotting and reconstruction mechanism and compare different optimiza-
tions. Section 14.6 considers the performance of non-live processing models
in terms of runtime. Next, in Section 14.7, we explore more extensive event-
sourced graph application executions and how they affect the underlying plat-
form. Section 14.8 summarizes our evaluation results.

This chapter incorporates contributions from two publications, “Perfor- Related publications.
mance Engineering in Distributed Event-sourced Systems” [10] and “Graph-
Tides: A Framework for Evaluating Stream-based Graph Processing Plat-
forms” [8]. The execution of measurement series for chronograph are joint
work together with Dominik Meißner.

14.2 evaluation strategy

Unfortunately, no other system for live graph processing and evolving graph No direct platform
comparisons possible.processing has been available for reasonable and meaningful comparisons

when preparing the experiments. That is primarily due to the fact that the
code bases of most other research prototypes have not been published (Ki-
neograph [36], GraphTau [82], Tornado [148], Tegra [83]). Weaver [54] and
GreyCat [72] are the only systems with available sources, albeit with several
restrictions (GreyCat: limited feature set; Weaver: abandoned repository and
outdated dependencies). Furthermore, Weaver and GreyCat are both pri-
marily designed for live graph persistence and belong to the field of graph
databases and live graph data management. However, they do not support
processing capabilities comparable to the features of chronograph.

Due to the absence of other evolving graph processing platforms, we focus
on the general performance of chronograph and run more in-depth mea-
surements for particularly relevant components. The measurement results
then allow to estimate the applicability of chronograph for potential use
cases, based on the required performance characteristics.

The event-sourced graph computing model stipulates an event-sourced ac-
tor runtime platform and a dedicated graph layer that extends the actor behav-
iors for graph-specific operations. Some experiments reflect this differentia-
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tion (e.g., evaluations of graph-specific processing models), while others ex-
periments are agnostic measurements (e.g., properties of actor-to-actor mes-
saging).

14.2.1 Evaluation Methodology

We apply the following methodology for the evaluations. First, we look into
individual platform aspects in terms of performance. Later, we consider more
complex use cases with versatile workloads and applications and estimate the
overall performance of the platform.

For each aspect, we first define evaluation goals by stating experimental ob-
jectives and associated target metrics. Next, we describe the evaluation setup,
including workloads, testbed configurations, and testing procedures. There-
after, we briefly present the outcomes of the experiments and discuss the re-
sults.

14.2.2 Evaluation Testbed

Data-intensive applications are typically designed to run on general purpose
computers with off-the-shelf components. This guarantees availability for a
wide range of users (e.g., small and medium-sized enterprises), independent
from highly specialized hardware setups and expensive components. In addi-
tion, data-intensive applications can thus be deployed directly to cloud-based
resources such as virtualized hardware machines (e.g., Infrastructure-as-a-
Service platforms). For this reason, we also use commodity hardware in our
evaluation environment.

Testbed #1: Single Machine

The first testbed consists of a single host (worker1) for running non-distrib-
utedmeasurements. It is equipped with an Intel Core i7 7700 CPU (quad-core
with SMT; 3.60 GHz), 32 GB of memory, and a 1 GbE NIC. The host has two
solid-state drives: a 120 GB disk for the operating system (Ubuntu 18.10 with
Linux Kernel 4.18.0) and applications, and a separate 256 GB disk used for
persisting the command logs and event logs.

Testbed #2: Mini Cluster

The second testbed represents a small, distributed setup with a total of five
hosts for the plaform— four machines run worker instances while a fifth ma-
chine serves as a message broker between the workers (see Figure 14.1). The
specifications of the four worker hosts (worker1, …, worker4) are identical
to the specifications of the host used in the first testbed setup. The fifth host
(kafka) has additional memory (64 GB in total) and an additional 10 GigE
NIC. All machines are connected in an isolated local area network via a ded-
icated 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet switch (workers with 1 GbE, the message broker
with 10 GbE).
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Figure 14.1. Physical topology of the the second testbed with four hosts for worker instances
and a fifth host for Kafka.

14.2.3 Test Harness

The test harness automates the execution of experiments and the collection of
measurement results. We use a customized version of the generic GraphTides
framework that is adapted to chronograph. It covers the full evaluation pro-
cess of chronograph: (1) detailed experiment specification (e.g., platform
setup, configuration parameters, application, input stream), (2) compilation
and packaging of platform executables; provisioning of workload files, (3) de-
ployment of platform instances and streamer component, (4) initiation and
coordination of experiment execution, (5) capturing of runtime metrics (e.g.,
platform-internal, system-wide), (6) collection of measurements after exper-
iment completion, (7) preprocessing of measurement outputs, (8) post-exe-
cution testbed clean-up, and (9) archiving of configuration and result files at
remote host.

Thus, we roughly follow the Popper conventions [85] for reproducible eval-
uations, as our pipeline is based on a number of descriptive test configuration
files and a set of automation scripts that orchestrate the entire test execution.
For data analysis, we use the R software environment1 for statistical computing
and the tidyverse2 package collection.

14.2.4 Evaluation Workloads & Applications

We prepare different workloads and applications for the experiments. The
graph-agnostic applications consist of communicating actor topologies. For
graph-specific evaluations, we build on synthetic graph workloads from a pop-
ular social network generator.

Synthetic Actor Topologies

Thegraph-agnostic actor topologies define a fixed set of actors (𝑁), actor-local
communication behaviors, and total numbers of messages (𝑀). After boot-
strapping the actor topologies, all actors initiate a certain communication style

1 https://www.r-project.org/
2 https://www.tidyverse.org/

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.tidyverse.org/
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with pingmessages until the total number ofmessages is reached. That is, each
actor forwards incoming message to designated target actors defined by the
communication behavior, and decrements a time-to-live counter for the mes-
sage to adhere to the total message count. Actors have theminimumnecessary
local state to implement the specified communication behavior. The behaviors
include the following types:

random uniform messaging In this behavior, an actor randomly
picks target actors based on a uniform distribution. This behavior
creates a load that is relatively evenly distributed among all actors.

random heavy-tail messaging This behavior works similar to the
previous behavior, however, it relies on a Zipfian distribution. A few
actors receive lots of messages while most actor only receive few mes-
sages. This corresponds to many communication patterns found in var-
ious real-world networks.

ring-based messaging The third behavior spans a ring in which each
actor has a single, designated forwarding target. This topology requires
the least state and computation effort in the actor behavior functions.
After bootstrapping, each actor concurrently injects its initial message
into the ring. To additionally increase message parallelism in the ring,
we add a multiplication factor that determines how many initial mes-
sages are dispatched by a single actor at the beginning.

All actor topologies recreate purely internal workloads, as they do not con-
sume any external events after bootstrapping.

Social Graph (LDBC SNB)

To address stream-based inputs and graph-specific workloads, we incorporate
workloads form the LDBC Social Network Benchmark suite [59]. Its generator
creates synthetic graph workloads based on the properties of a social network,
but with configurable scale factors.

Table 14.1. Properties of the LDB SNB workloads used in the experiments.

Workload Name LDBC SNB Scale Factor # Vertices # Edges

SNB-0.1 0.1 1,528 14,073
SNB-0.3 0.3 3,514 44,760
SNB-1 1 9,892 180,623
SNB-3 3 24,328 565,247
SNB-10 10 65,645 1,938,516
SNB-30 30 165,430 6,017,657
SNB-100 100 448,626 19,941,198

We convert the generated SNB workloads to stream files with chronologi-
cally ordered events that can be used as input for the streamer component of
GraphTides. We use two different types of streams: pure topology streams
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(see Table 14.1) and mixed streams (see Table 14.2). The topology streams only
contain events related to persons and their connections. Thus only graph op-
erations are considered here. In turn, the mixed stream additionally contains
post events of users. We map a post event to an internal update event for the
author of the post. In order not to let the share of post events become too sub-
stantial in stream, we only sample 10% of all posts events from the generated
workload.

Table 14.2. Number of entries contained in the workload streaming files.

Entries in Workload Stream

Workload Name CREATE_VERTEX CREATE_EDGE UPDATE_VERTEX ∑

SNB-3+Posts 24,328 565,247 259,714 849,289
SNB-10+Posts 65,645 1,938,516 743,569 2,747,730
SNB-30+Posts 165,430 6,017,657 1,996,865 8,179,952
SNB-100+Posts 448,626 19,941,198 5,798,702 26,188,526

14.3 throughput & latency

For the live models, throughput rates and actor-to-actor latencies of messages
are the two key performance metrics. Throughput also includes the execution
of actor behavior functions. The experiments regarding throughput and la-
tency pursue two main objectives: (i) to get an estimation of the throughput
rate that the system is able to maintain under heavy load and (ii) to explore
the influence of increasing throughput rates on corresponding latencies in the
platform.

14.3.1 Throughput Rates

The first throughput evaluation hints to the overall performance of the system
using different platform setups and both of the two live processing models.

Evaluation Goals

In this evaluation, we measure the overall latency of the platform and assess
the impact of different platform worker configurations while the platform is
faced with high load. The configurations vary in the number of machines and
the number of worker processes for each machine.

Experimental Setup

For the throughput rates under heavy load, we use a highly parallelized, syn- Workloads.
thetic actor workload with ring-based messaging (𝑁=100,000). Every actor
initially emits 10 messages with a time-to-live value of 100, resulting in 𝑀 =
100,000,000messages. We use an event-sourced and an ephemeral implemen-
tation of the same workload.
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Figure 14.2. Throughput in operations per second for the event-sourced live model and the
ephemeral model using a highly parallel workload and different platform configurations. The
rate in the ephemeral model peaked with two worker instances each on four machines. The
event-sourced model showed the best performance with single workers on four machines,
whereas additional workers per machine caused detrimental contention on the shared SSDs.

To take into account scalability effects, we run the workload on testbed #2Testbed.
and with increasingly larger platform setups. Therefore, we gradually incre-
ment the number of machines as well as the number of workers on each ma-
chine.

We execute the event-sourced and ephemeral variant of the workload oneProcedure.
after the other on all platform setups. At the same time, we collect the through-
put rates by periodically metering the number of executed behavior functions
per second using platform-internal metrics. Finally, we trim the start and end
of each measurement series to eliminate ramp-up and termination artifacts.

Experiments & Outcomes

Figure 14.2 summarizes the throughput rates depending on the processing type
and the platform setup. On average, the ephemeralmodel showed consistently
higher throughput rates than the event-sourced model, ranging from factor
1.79 (setup with four machines, 1 worker each) up to × 2.99 (single machine
with 4 workers).

Also, adding more machines to a worker configuration always increased
the throughput in both models—doubling the number of machines resulted
in throughput increases from factor 1.48 (2x4 to 4x4, ephemeral model) up to
factor 2.03 (from 2x1 to 4x1, event-sourced).

However, setting up additional workers on eachmachine only increased the
throughput rate when switching from a single worker to two workers. This
led to a speed-up between 1.19 (4x1 to 4x2) and 1.33 (from 2x1 to 2x2) in the
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ephemeral model. For the event-sourced model, setting up a second worker
on each machine had less impact (× 0.97 up to 1.20). Adding even more work-
ers had adverse effects in most cases, in particular for the event-sourced appli-
cation.

The most overall performing configuration in terms of throughput for both
processing models was the use of four machines. Here, the ephemeral ap-
plication reached an average throughput of 𝑀𝑒𝑝ℎ

4×2 = 1.87M op/s (𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑝ℎ
4×2 =

0.19M) with two workers. In turn, the event-sourced variant ran best at 𝑀𝑒𝑠
4×1

= 0.88M op/s (𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑠
4×1 = 0.09M) on average with a single worker.

Discussion of Results

The throughput measurements highlight the impact of event log persistence,
the resource requirements of the worker processes, and the scalability of the
shared-nothing design.

The performance difference between the ephemeral and the event-source
model on the same setup indicate the overhead of log persistence with addi-
tional I/O operations. A single SSD is presumably themost significant obstacle
for multiple worker instances on the same machine with highly concurrent
write access. The results also show a relatively high variance in throughput
when using event sourcing under very high load. This is due to occasional
write stall scenarios in which RocksDB temporarily cannot keep up the con-
stant write throughput due to internal operations (e.g., memtables manage-
ment, compaction). In these cases, the disruptor implicitly throttles back the
pipeline until the worker overcomes the stall situation and then ramps up
again. Themessage-intensive and very evenly distributedworkload aggravates
these situation in our experiments, because stalls happen on multiple workers
almost simultaneously. This results in short periods of time inwhich the entire
platform seems to provide low throughput, although the overall throughput is
still relatively high on average.

The results of throughput as a function of worker instances per machine
indicate that already two worker processes fully utilize the machines in our
testbed. Even more instances induce additional context switches and schedul-
ing overhead. Machines with more CPU cores and separate drives for each
worker process may support higher scale-up factors, though.

The overall results show reasonable scalability of the system in terms of
throughput. Scaling out from a single machine to four machines with one
worker each, the throughput rates of the applications increased by 343%
(ephemeral), and respectively, 408% (event-sourced). We attribute this be-
havior primarily to our shared-nothing design of the platform workers. The
results of the ephemeral model hint to the high utilization of the message
broker that has not scaled. In case of the event-sourced execution, additional
speed-ups may emerge due to I/O operations on smaller worker-local logs
(e.g., less compaction operations).

Finally, we argue that average throughput rates close to 2 million messages
per second for the ephemeral model and close to 1 million messages in the
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event-sourced model under heavy load and running on four commodity ma-
chines probably satisfy the requirements of many stream-based graph applica-
tions. In particular, because such rates do not happen over longer periods of
time, but they are rather the consequence of short-term peak loads.

For comparison, we now list four examples of graph-related services and in-Real-world
throughput references. dicate their event rates, according to publicly available statistics. The users of

the mobile dating site Tinder have executed on average approximately 24,000
swipe operations per seconds in 2018 [190]. As each user’s swipe operation cor-
responds to a like or dislike for another user, it can be translated to an unidi-
rectional edge creation within thematchmaking graph of all users. In 2017, the
backend of the messaging application WhatsApp has handled roughly 700,000
user messages per second on average [214]. In 2018, the users on Twitter have
posted 8,520 new tweets per second on average [190]. Bitcoin—the cryptocur-
rency with the highest market capitalization so far—has an upper boundary
of 27 transactions per second [197] and actual throughput rates are still much
lower.

14.3.2 Throughput vs. Latency

The second evaluation indicates the level of incoming stream load up to which
the platform remains responsive in terms of low latencies.

Evaluation Goals

Sheer throughput is important for high load situations when external updates
and platform-internal messages start to queue up, and low latencies can no
longer be achieved in any case. However, in a normal mode of operation, live
processing relies on low actor-to-actor latencies to provide timely updates and
live processing results. Therefore, we explore the relation of latencies and av-
erage platform throughput in this experiment.

Experimental Setup

Weuse the SNB10+Posts workload as an input stream provided byGraphTidesWorkloads.
with varying streaming rates. The graph application reproduces andmaintains
the corresponding social graph using the event-sourced live model.

We run the experiments on testbed #2 with a configuration of 4 machinesTestbed.
and a total of 8 workers (4x2) based on the previous measurement results.

In this experiment, we use GraphTides to repeatedly induce incomingProcedure.
streams with varying rates. We then measure and associate throughput and la-
tencymetrics under these varying loads. We instrument platformmessages by
successively appending timestamps to the message in each platform-internal
processing stage. This allows us to roughly estimate the actor-to-actor la-
tency— the time spent between initializing a message send intent in the actor
behavior function of the sender and the eventual processing of that message
by the remote actor. Due to the performance impact of this approach, we
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Figure 14.3. Median latencies, 99th latency percentiles, and 99.9th latency percentiles as a func-
tion of average throughput rates of the platform.

apply sampling and only use this instrumentation for 1% of messages. Fur-
thermore, this approach requires prior clock synchronization between the
worker machines.

Experiments & Outcomes

Based on the previous results, we aimed for ingestion rates of external events
between 200k and 300k. Since a single external event can trigger multiple in-
ternal messages (e.g., edge build-up), the actual platform-internal throughput
can become higher. After streaming the workload file 20 times with different
target rates, we retrieved samples of more than 380,000 messages from the
resulting platform-internal communication. Mapping their latency values to
the platform throughput rates based on the timestamps results in the visual-
ization shown in Figure 14.3. It contains the median, the 99th percentile, and
the 99.9th percentile for latencies (smoothing based on a generalized additive
model) and a random subsample of 200,000 measurements. At an average
throughput rate of 250k op/s, the median latency was 4.94 ms with 𝑃99=36.84
ms and 𝑃99.9=72.56 ms. For throughput rates below 480k op/s, the actor-to-
actor latency was consistently below 1 second for 99.9% of all messages.

To further explore the latency behavior, we additionally created histograms
for 250k, 350k, and 450k throughput range samples (±25k), as shown in Fig-
ure 14.4. For reference, the histogram also contains themedian and percentiles
for the respective subsample.

Discussion of Results

chronograph was able to process 99% of the messages within a second for
throughput rates below 500k, even with event sourcing. Our postulated sub-
second goals have thus been met for these rates. This result does not take into
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Figure 14.4. Latency histograms for different throughput rates. Percentiles for the 450k sub-
sample are out of range (𝑃99 = 184.19 ms,𝑃99.9 = 292.50 ms).

account prolonged peak load situations, in which also lower throughput rates
might be associated with increased latencies due toback pressure.

While handling a quarter of a million messages per second, the platform
processed half of the messages within less than 5 ms. This actor-to-actor la-
tency includes the persistence operation for the outgoing event at the sending
actor, message delivery over the remote message broker, and command persis-
tence at the receiving worker. Considering these associated network and disk
I/O operations, the prototype showed promising results as an implementation
of the event-sourced live model.

14.4 memory usage & log size

Next, we consider the memory usage and log size of the platform and typical
graph workloads. This evaluation aims for two objectives: (i) to estimate the
general platform footprint in terms of memory usage and (ii) to quantify log
size and memory consumption of graph-based application workloads.

14.4.1 Platform Footprint

The memory footprint of chronograph indicates the memory requirements
on a single worker in different runtime scenarios.

Evaluation Goals

To estimate the memory footprint of the platform, we execute actor topolo-
gies with different numbers of actors and differently sized internal actor states.
Upon completing each run, we measure the total memory consumption of the
JVM.
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Experimental Setup

In this experiment, we apply a synthetic actor topology with ring-based mes-
saging to create interactions. Weuse actor topologieswith 1,000 up to 1million
actors as well as states with 1 kB and 8 kB for each actor. We implement actors
states with according byte arrays. For reference, we also execute an application
with single actor and no additional user-defined actor state. We use testbed #1
for all runs. To keep a similar amount of communication, we also scale the
message count per actor, so that 1,000,000 messages are used in all topologies
between the ring actors.

Experiments & Outcomes

Table 14.3. Memory consumption of a worker process with different numbers of actors and
different state sizes.

Topology Actor Count State per Actor Memory Consumption

Ring 1 0.028 kB 87.5 MB
Ring 1,000 1 kB 89.0 MB
Ring 1,000 8 kB 96.1 MB
Ring 10,000 1 kB 100.1 MB
Ring 10,000 8 kB 171.6 MB
Ring 100,000 1 kB 212.4 MB
Ring 100,000 8 kB 929.2 MB
Ring 1,000,000 1 kB 1,282.0 MB
Ring 1,000,000 8 kB 8,450.0 MB

Table 14.3 summarizes the results of this test. A rough estimation based on
a linear regression indicates that the worker process approximately requires
a little less than 100 MB of memory, regardless of the actor payload. Further-
more, each actor requires less than 200 bytes of additional memory apart from
the actual actor state.

Discussion of Results

The basic memory consumption of the worker process can be attributed to
integral implementation parts such as the pre-allocated slots for the disrup-
tors. The additional, per-actor overhead results from worker-internal data
structures that are required to maintain the actors (e.g., maps of actor clocks,
temporarymessage buffers). In the larger topologies with 1 million actors, this
overhead accounts for a total of 171 MB of memory usage in addition to the
actual actor payloads. On the basis of these results, we assume that chro-
nograph can be used for live processing of moderately large evolving graphs
with millions of vertices per worker.
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14.4.2 Footprint of Graph Workloads

Next, we want to explore the footprint of graph-based application workload
on the platform in terms of memory and log size.

Evaluation Goals

Based on a simple chronograph application that models users and connec-
tions between users from the SNB benchmark, wewant to determine themem-
ory consumption of individual vertex states and the size of command and
event log entries after processing an input stream.

Experimental Setup

This experiment uses the SNB10+Posts and SNB-30+Posts workloads that are
streamed to a single machine (testbed #1). After completion, we probe the
internal memory and the log files.

For determining the size of the vertex objects at the end of stream hand-
ling, we use a Java Instrumentation Agent that is started together with the
worker instance. Besides, we directly use the regular RocksDB API for retriev-
ing log entries and measuring their sizes. The vertex class that represents per-
sons in the social graph internallymaintains the following, application-specific
properties: four Strings, two Date objects, one InetAdress objects, and two
long counters. Note that we measure the logical size of the values returned by
RocksDB (i.e., byte representations of serialized objects), not the actual phys-
ical storage in the database.

Experiments & Outcomes

Table 14.4 summarizes thememory footprint of the graph application in termsMemory footprint.
of object sizes of the underlying actors. In both workloads, the bootstrapping
was the actor with the smallest memory footprint (192 bytes). The median
object size for vertex states was 4 kB (SNB10+Posts), and 5 kB (SNB30+Posts).
Also the average and maximum sizes hint to the growth of the graph which
becomes more dense with the larger scale factor.

Table 14.4. Memory consumption of actor states within a worker process.

Workload Actor Object Size (bytes)

Name ∑ Users 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑃50 𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑚𝑎𝑥

SNB10+Posts 65,646 192 4,192 7,653.81 11,956.90 184,744
SNB30+Posts 165,431 192 5,032 9,290.09 14,556.69 233,496

Table 14.5 shows the sizes of the command and event logs as well as theLog sizes.
sizes of inidividual log entries. The scale factor of 3 between the two applied
SNB workloads becomes apparent in the number of resulting log entries (×
3.05) and the log sizes (× 3.07). Apart from that, the logs from both workloads
showed very similar properties.
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Table 14.5. Sizes of log entries after processing different social graph workloads.

Full Log Log Entry Size (bytes)

Workload Entries Size 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑃50 𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑚𝑎𝑥

SNB10+Posts
Command Log 6,624,764 1.4 GB1 97 190 218.19 42.75 468
Event Log 6,624,764 1.3 GB1 12 262 201.49 88.52 582

SNB30+Posts
Command Log 20,215,268 4.3 GB1 97 190 217.33 42.05 468
Event Log 20,215,268 4.1 GB1 12 262 202.77 87.30 582

1 Total sums of log entry sizes. Physical sizes of database files may differ, e.g., due to compression.

Discussion of Results

Both results indicate the practicality of chronograph for application do-
mains such as social networks. A vertex state that represents a user in the
social graph takes on average less than 10 kB for materialization in memory.
This allows a single worker to handle millions of vertices. The distribution of
vertex state sizes also hints to underlying properties of the graph. The larger
topology became more skewed and also showed a higher maximum due to
more densely connected users.

In turn, the log sizes primarily depend on the number and types of updates,
but not the scale of the graph topology. Due to the very comparable workloads
that only differed in the scaling factor, both executions yielded command logs
and event logs with almost identical characteristics, except for the length of
the log. On average, a single MB of log space was sufficient for approximately
4,600 commands and/or events.

14.5 log reconstructions & snapshotting

Next, we look into the reconstruction of full worker states from the event logs.
Such snapshots are particularly relevant for processing models that run on a
materialized graph representation.

14.5.1 Evaluation Goals

In this evaluation, we want to estimate the time necessary to reconstruct an
arbitrary worker state (i.e., local graph partition). That is, a set of all actors
and their associated states present at the target worker clock. In addition, we
assess the impact of additional snapshots to speed up reconstructions. If a
worker already has access to an existing snapshot that precedes the target, the
worker no longer has to traverse the entire log. Instead, it can now load the
prior snapshot and only apply subsequent log entries until reaching the target.
We measure the time required to reconstruct the local graph partition, both
for basic reconstructions and for snapshot-assisted reconstructions .
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14.5.2 Experimental Setup

Again, we take the social network workloads to recreate realistic loads in theWorkloads.
logs. More precisely, we execute reconstructions on logs that result from
streaming the SNB10 and SNB30 workloads.

A graph reconstruction in a distributed setup corresponds to the dissemi-Testbed.
nation of a target worker clock vector to all workers. Next, each worker uses
the own worker clock entry as target to start the local reconstruction process.
As we primarily want to assess the worker-local reconstruction times, we use
testbed #1 with a single worker.

First, we stream the entire workload into chronograph for each test run.Procedure.
Next, we select 1,000 random positions in the range of possible worker clock
entries as reconstruction targets. Here, we use a fixed seed to always create the
same target sequences— at least for runs that use the sameworkload. For each
of the targets, we execute a reconstruction process and measure the execution
time.

To estimate the impact of periodical snapshots, we use an alternative recon-
struction process in which we first reconstruct an auxiliary target that repre-
sents a snapshot. Next, we use this snapshot as the starting point for the second
reconstruction. We define a configurable parameter 𝑖 that determines the in-
terval between such full snapshots (i.e., auxiliary targets). The evaluation of
this optimized variant includes the space requirements for the intermediate
snapshot and the execution time of the second reconstruction process. For
example, we want to reconstruct the worker at worker clock 17,652,198 with
𝑖 = 1,000,000. Therefore, we reconstruct the worker state at 17,000,000 in a
first process, measure its size, and then measure the time needed to apply the
additional 652,198 events.

14.5.3 Experiments & Outcomes

Figure 14.5 illustrates the time required for reconstructing a topology state,
depending on the position of the target and the snapshotting strategy. Without
snapshotting, the worker must start at the beginning of the log and traverse it
until the target position has been reached. Thus, later targets are associated
with linearly increasing reconstruction times. In turn, periodical snapshots
limit the maximum number of log entries that have to be accessed, and can
thus significantly reduce reconstruction times.

Interestingly, the observed I/O utilization during all tests indicates that the
database files of the logswere subject of intensive page caching. That is because
logs have always been written before the execution of the reconstruction pro-
cesses.

Table 14.6 indicates that the speed-up through snapshotting is stable across
workloads. Slightly increased reconstruction times in larger workloads reflect
the extent of topologies that have evolved.

However, persisted snapshots are relatively costly, especially when executed
with short intervals. For instance, the SNB30+Posts workload yields more
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Figure 14.5. Time required to retrospectively reconstruct a full topology after processing the
SNB30+Posts workload. Without snapshots (𝑖 = 0), the reconstruction times increase almost
linearly for later targets. Periodical snapshots limit the maximum reconstruction times, but
require substantial amounts of storage space.

Table 14.6. Time required for the reconstruction of random snapshots, depending on the work-
load size and the snapshotting strategy.

Reconstruction Times (s)

Setup Min Mean (SD) Max

SNB3+Posts
No snapshotting 0.003 1.890 (1.044) 3.679
Snapshot interval: 1M 0.002 0.828 (0.531) 2.146
Snapshot interval: 100k <0.001 0.074 (0.045) 0.194

SNB10+Posts
No snapshotting 0.020 7.101 (4.146) 14.542
Snapshot interval: 1M 0.004 0.877 (0.577) 2.294
Snapshot interval: 100k 0.001 0.090 (0.051) 0.235

SNB30+Posts
No snapshotting 0.044 22.609 (13.039) 44.178
Snapshot interval: 1M 0.004 0.929 (0.597) 2.501
Snapshot interval: 100k 0.001 0.095 (0.056) 0.293

than 20 million log entries. When using full snapshots every 100,000 entry,
this results in 201 snapshots. While the first snapshot has a size of less than
16 MB, the snapshot size grow steadily. The last snapshot already requires 1.53
GB. That said, if all snapshots are kept and no purging strategy is used, the 201
snapshots at the end of the execution of the SNB30+Posts workload consume
194 GB in total. At the same time, the event log for the same workload only
contains 4.1 GB of log data. RocksDB implicitly reduced the corresponding
database files down to 2.5 GB, thanks to built-in compression.

14.5.4 Discussion of Results

The log reconstruction experiments provide two key findings. First, without
any snapshotting, the execution time of log reconstruction operations indeed
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increases linearly, depending on the length of the log segment that has to be
traversed. At the same time, this basic reconstruction approach still seemed to
provide decent results. For reconstructing a topology state towards the end of
the SNB30+Posts workload, the worker retrieved more than 20 million event
log entries, deserialized the associated event objects, and sequentially applied
them— in less than 45 seconds in total. We argue that such a delay for the
recontruction of abitrary retrospective snapshots is acceptable for decoupled
computations, e.g., snapshot-based processing tasks.

A second important finding concerns the trade-off between upper bounds
for reconstruction times and storage space for persisted snapshots. While reg-
ular snapshots, in particular with relatively short intervals, can drastically re-
duce reconstruction times (e.g., to less than half a second with snapshots ev-
ery 100,000th entry), they require extensive storage capabilites. Eventually,
the right choice of snapshots, snapshotting intervals, and purging strategies
primarily depends on the application and its specific requirements. At least
a single, trailling snapshot that is periodically replaced might be helpful for
most applications to quickly reconstruct more recent states.

14.6 processing models

A major contribution of chronograph is the support of multiple live and
batch processing models within a single platform. As we have already evalu-
ated the live processing models, in particular in terms of throughput and la-
tencies ofmessages, we now consider the other processingmodels— snapshot-
based batch processing and temporal processing. For the former, we look into
vertex-based MapReduce and the vertex-centric model of Pregel. For the lat-
ter, we examine temporal MapReduce and log replaying.

14.6.1 Evaluation Goals

We run the experiments to estimate the total computation time from submit-
ting a processing task until the completion of the task. Hence, we conduct
runtime measurements in all experiments.

The objective of this evaluation is an estimation of the overall performance
of the non-live processing models and their scalability. The analysis in regard
to scalability is twofold. First, we want to compare the total runtimes of a
computation with increasingly large workload streams. Second, we want to
compare runtimes of the same computation and workload, but with increased
numbers of workers and machines.

14.6.2 Experimental Setup

We use three medium-sized social network workloads with increasing scaleWorkloads.
factors: SNB-3+Posts, SNB-10+Posts, and SNB-30+Posts.

The experiments run on testbed #2 with four platform worker instances perTestbed.
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machine. However, we vary the number of machines used as one of the inde-
pendent variables of the experiment. We deploy one, two, and four machines
for workers.

For the vertex-based MapReduce model, we use a task that summarizes the Computations.
age distribution of all social network users, similar to Listing 9.12. The tem-
poral MapReduce task counts the number of posts per user at two different
points in time to estimate an average of posts added in this period. The log re-
playing task determines themaximumnumber of followers that a specific user
has ever had (cf., Listing 9.18). Finally, the task with the Pregel-based model
executes the PageRank algorithm with 30 supersteps, similar to Listing 9.16.

For each configuration (i.e., workload and worker setup), we start with a Procedure.
new platform setup (empty logs) and initiate GraphTides to stream the work-
load into the system. Next, we execute all four processing tasks sequentially
and with 30 repetitions each. The evaluation harness logs the total execution
times of the individual tasks. For the vertex-based MapReduce task and the
Pregel task, we use the latest worker clock as the snapshot target. The temporal
MapReduce task uses the middle entry of the worker log as the first snapshot
target, and the latest entry as the second target. The log replaying task selects
the last updated vertex in the input stream and then runs on its entire event
log.

14.6.3 Experiments & Outcomes

Figure 14.6 illustrates the mean computation times and their 95% confidence
intervals for all 36 × 30 experimental runs. Note that the results also include
the snapshot reconstruction times necessary for executing the processing tasks.
Iterations showed consistent results with relative standard deviations ranging
between ± 0.02% (log replaying, SNB30+Posts, 2x4) and ± 14.35% (Pregel,
SNB3+Posts, 4x4).

In all settings, log replaying was the fastest processing task while the itera-
tive processing task took the longest. TemporalMapReduce tasks took slightly
longer than the vertex-based MapReduce tasks.

Larger workloads increased all computation times. To take the 4x4 setup
as an example, switching from the SNB3+Posts workload to the SNB30+Posts
workload increased task execution times for MapReduce by 53%, for temporal
MapReduce by 48%, for log replaying by factor 16.1, and for Pregel by factor 5.6.

In turn, adding more machines reduced the execution times in most of the
cases, as we highlight with the SNB30+Posts workload and switching from two
to four machines. This scale-out resulted in the following speed-up factors:
1.44 (MapReduce), 1.57 (temporal MapReduce), 2.16 (log replaying), and 1.38
(Pregel).

14.6.4 Discussion of Results

The results point out the relationship between workload properties, platform
setup, and task-specific characteristics. Larger workload streams increase the
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Figure 14.6. Average computation times for different processing tasks. Each processing task is
based on a different processing model. Evaluations were run on three different stream work-
loads and on three different machine × worker setups. Each bar shows the mean computation
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execution times of processing tasks while larger platform setups can drastically
reduce the times until results become available. Here, it is also important to
keep in mind the internal execution models and their parallelization poten-
tial and coordination mechanisms. For instance, the Pregel-based PageRank
task took noticeably advantage of additional worker instances on the largest
graph (SNB30+Posts). At the same time, too many workers slowed down this
specific task when executed on the smallest graph (SNB3+Posts) due to the in-
creased coordination overhead between workers. This became apparent when
increasing the number of machines from 2 to 4, effectively doubling the num-
ber of total workers. Furthermore, using a larger platform setup for the same
input stream also revealed interesting performance characteristics. Doubling
the number of workers cuts the number of worker-local log entries approxi-
mately in half. For log replaying, this resulted in a very pronounced speed-up
of replay rates at the worker that hosted the target vertex.

14.7 complete application executions

In the final evaluation runs, we look at the ultimate goal of chronograph
—running a continuous, event-driven graph application that maintains a live
graph while executing different operations at the same time. That is, we feed
the platform with a continuous stream of social graph updates to reconstruct
an evolving social network. At the same time, we execute a long-running
ephemeral computation on the evolving graph and dispatch batch-oriented
processing tasks at arbitrary points in time.
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14.7.1 Evaluation Goals

So far, we have considered individual aspects of chronograph. In this
evaluation, we provide a combined perspective in which we look at differ-
ent platform-internal metrics and measurements of the underlying worker
machines while chronograph consumes an input stream and simultane-
ously executes different processing tasks. Platform-internal metrics include
the number of pending entries in the Disruptors, the number of executed
behavior operations and ephemeral operations per second, and actor-to-actor
message latencies. Host-based measurements include CPU utilization and
RAM usage by the worker processes as well as their disk I/O and network I/O
utilization. Furthermore, we look at the delay between the input of a graph
update, its reflection in the event-sourced graph, and its inclusion into the
ephemeral computation results.

14.7.2 Experimental Setup

In this experiment, we use the SNB100+Posts workload that provides a total Workloads.
of more than 26 million entries to be streamed into chronograph.

Weuse the second testbedwith fourmachines. We only start a singleworker Testbed.
instance on each machine to take into account the resources required for mul-
tiple concurrent background processing tasks.

The event-sourced application logic consumes the social network stream Computations.
and maintains a representation of the social graph. On top of that, an exem-
plary ephemeral computation waits for new post events of a user and then
broadcasts this information to all of their followers. In addition, aMapReduce
task computes the age distribution of all users (cf., Listing 9.12). For a batch-
oriented graph processing, we execute a PageRank algorithm on snapshots of
the social graph (cf., Listing 9.16).

We use GraphTides with prepared injection files that triggers additional op- Procedure.
erations such as initiating processing tasks or increasing the replay rate after
a certain progress. GraphTides starts with a rate of 20,000 updates per sec-
ond. We use the test harness to collect measurements at runtime, both from
the worker processes and form the underlying machines. Finally, we use a
timeline visualization in which we merge and superimpose all measurements.

14.7.3 Experiments & Outcomes

Figure 14.7 presents a timeline plot of the application executionwith all worker- Timeline.
specific metrics. The execution took a little under 22 minutes of runtime.
chronograph can easily handle the update rate of 20,000 incoming updates
per second. When the update rate increases by factor 5, the platform load be-
comes more visible. The peak load scenario of this experiment occurs when
the platform executes a background Pregel-based computation while at the
same time the ingested stream contains a burst of 1.5 million updates within 15
seconds. This leads to higher utilization of all components, but also temporar-
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Figure 14.7. Timeline plot with worker-specific metrics of an exemplary application execution
that ran on a platform setup with four machines and a single worker instance each (■/■/■/■).
Latency plot: log-scaled y-axis with median, 𝑃90, and 𝑃99 values. Other plots: individual
measurements per worker (mean values of 2 second intervals).
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Figure 14.8. Latency histogram for the propagation of graph updates from entering chrono-
graph until inclusion in all ephemeral computation results (𝑃99 = 20.1s, 𝑃99.9 = 22.8s).

ily increases the end-to-end latencies noticeably. The disk I/O plot displays
the periodic flush operations of RocksDB as well as the increased write load
during stream bursts. The network utilization shows the additional messaging
load during the Pregel-based computation (i.e., message batches after each
superstep) as well as spikes in the ephemeral computation. The disruptors
rarely show noticeable numbers of queued entries— e.g., during temporary
I/O write delays or because of temporary saturations of the message broker.

Figure 14.8 illustrates the distribution of propagation latencies between in- Update latencies.
gested graph updates and their complete inclusion in ephemeral computations.
The median latency of this operational sequence is 19 ms. The event-sourced
update accounts for a smaller amount (median: 6 ms), while the ephemeral
propagation takes longer (median: 16 ms). However, under disadvantageous
peak load situations, the 99.9th percentile goes up to 22.8 seconds (event-
sourced operation latency: 𝑃99.9 = 8.49 s; ephemeral operation latency: 𝑃99.9
= 14.31 s).

14.7.4 Discussion of Results

The execution showcased the potential of chronograph for continuously
handling stream-based graph inputs and the concurrent execution of various
live and batch processing tasks. The 20 minutes of runtime represent only
a small, exemplary window to a continuous operation mode the platfom is
desinged for. Still, the workload was versatile in terms of load, processing
tasks, and utilization to illustrate some general runtime characteristics.

The increasing rate of operations in the ephemeral computation hints to the
growth of the graph. We deliberately selected an ephemeral computation with
a pronounced amplification of messages: A single event-sourced update may
lead to hundreds of ephemeral messages in case a user with many followers
posts a messages. This amplification of messages is clearly visible when posts
of popular users are causing spikes. Comparing the constant, event-sourced
throughput rates and the slightly rising ephemeral rates also indicates the in-
creasingly interconnected topology in the growing social graph.

The experiment also highlighted the multi-faceted optimization possibili-
ties based on application-specific requirements and properties of the input
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stream. When low latencies are key, it is helpful to limit the number of decou-
pled batch processing tasks. Perhaps it is even necessary to apply rate limiting
for processing tasks that also rely on messaging. In turn, relaxed latency re-
quirements allow concurrent tasks and a much stronger utilization of workers.
Furthermore, rough estimates of the average and maximum ingestion rates
help to allocate appropriate resources in terms of machines and worker in-
stances.

14.8 evaluation summary

The evaluations have illustrated various aspects of chronograph in terms ofExperiments.
performance. Using a moderate setup of four worker machines and a single
message broker with commodity hardware, we illustrated that chronograph
can process almost two million ephemeral messages per second in heavy load
scenarios. Respectively, chronograph is able to handle almost one million
messages with event sourcing. For comparison, this chronograph imple-
mentation outperforms our previously published rapid prototype [6] by two
orders of magnitude. Under more moderate load, i.e., throughput rates be-
low half a million, the latencies of messages stayed consistently below one sec-
ond. The memory consumption of chronograph allows each of its workers
to handle millions of vertices. The time necessary to reconstruct a snapshots
grows with the position of the target, and thus, with the length of the log. We
showed that materialized and persisted snapshots can help to impose upper
bounds on log traversals, although with noticeable storage requirements. For
processing, we pointed out differences in computation efforts for the different
processing models. Furthermore, we demonstrate scalability potentials of the
models. Finally, we used a more comprehensive application run to showcase
the ability of chronograph to handle event-sourced graph applications with
various processing requirements.

Wehave executed the experimental runs on a default configuration of chro-Assessment of
performance. nograph, without any tuning with regard to specific workload characteris-

tics. Both RocksDB and Kafka have configuration parameters that allow for
targeted fine tuning, e.g., for balancing throughput and latency. The same
applies to platform-internal properties such as the sizes of the two disruptors.
Besides, we noticed runtime performance drops up to about 5%when using ex-
tensive platform instrumentations (e.g., message latency sampling) compared
to a bare execution. Custom serialization mechansims tailored to the appli-
cation workload can further speed up messaging and persistence. That said,
chronograph might even be able to provide higher peak performance with
additional optimizations and application-specific and workload-specific fine
tuning.
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15
15.1 platform summary

Chronograph is a distributed processing platform that implements the
event-sourced graph computing model. Under the hood, chronograph is
primarily a customized actor runtime platform with integrated event-sourced
persistence and a built-in actor library for vertex-specific operations. A major
goal of its design is to achieve good performance results for live process-
ing, in particular, low latencies under normal operating conditions and high
throughput rates in situations with high external load.

Therefore, chronograph follows several design principles, including the
shared-nothing design of its workers, the single writer principle and single-
threaded stages for the worker pipelines, as well as the prevention of con-
tention inside a worker. The worker pipelines are designed for fast processing
in order to achieve low latencies in a worker. In the case of peak loads, workers
use backpressuring and cannot become entirely overloaded. Here, the mes-
sage broker acts as an unbounded buffer for in-transit messages. The choice
of internal components reflects these principles. The two disruptors provide
extremely fast data exchange between the stages of the worker pipelines. The
design of RocksDB aligns well with our event-sourced persistence in which a
fast write is most important. Kafka provides messaging with FIFO semantics
and allows worker to offload in-transit messages at any time so that workers
can constantly keep on processing.

This design guarantees reliable processing ofmessages that have entered the
system. It ensures low latencies under moderate utilization and provides high
throughput at full load. In our testbed, the platform provides sub-second la-
tencies for throughput rates below half a million messages per second. A full
utilization allows throughput rates of almost 2 million op/s for the ephemeral
model and almost half of this rate with full event sourcing. At the same time,
the platform supports the concurrent execution of different processingmodels
and topology reconstruction tasks and scales tomillions of vertices per worker.

15.2 related systems

In Section 2.6, we have surveyed existing systems that are capable of processing
live graphs and evolving graphs. We now compare these systems to chrono-
graph and highlight differences and similarities. We do not take into account
platforms that only support historical graph processing, as these are mostly
specialized variants of batch processing platforms that process multiple snap-
shots as input. We also exclude GreyCat [72] as it only provides data manage-
ment for evolving graphs, but no explicit processing model.

All remaining graph platforms—Kineograph [36], GraphTau [82], Tor-
nado [148], and Tegra [83]— rely on consistent snapshots for live compu-
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tations. These systems separate the creation of a current representation of
the graph and the execution of a processing operation on this representa-
tion. This requires a trade-off between snapshotting operations and the timeSynchronous vs.

asynchronous update
handling.

interval between snapshots. Costly snapshots consume processing resources,
while longer intervals increase staleness. In turn, we deliberately conflate both
steps and use the same message-based model for the dissemination of updates
(i.e., messages from I/O actors) and for vertex-scoped processing operations
(i.e., messages from other vertices). We argue that consistent snapshots are
rather rarely necessary after local changes of specific vertices. Such changes
often only affect the local vertices or its direct neighborhood in an evolving
graph. A distributed message-based graph algorithm can also spread such
changes via messages but without the additional costs of a global snapshot.
However, if computations still require a consistent snapshot, chronograph
can reconstruct a recent state and dispatch a decoupled processing task.

Kineograph [36] is the oldest system among the directly related platforms.Kineograph: input
handling & graph

epochs.
Parts of its architecture are very similar to chronograph. Kineograph sets
up a set of ingest nodes that consume external data feeds and transform them
into update transactions for graph partitions. A snapshotting component pe-
riodically applies an epoch commit protocol to select states of graph partitions
and group them into an epoch (consistent state). The ingest nodes are similar
to our I/O actors, while the epoch corresponds roughly to our worker vector
clock. However, the worker vector clock is only required for snapshot recon-
structions, but not for live processing.

GraphTau [82] has introduced the pause/shift/resume model that we haveGraphTau:
pause/shift/resume. also adapted to chronograph. While GraphTau uses two consecutive snap-

shots, we can also take advantage of the individual change operations between
two snapshots thanks to the event log.

Tornado [148] uses amain loop to iteratively handle graph updates and com-Tornado: decoupled
computations. pute intermediate results. Tornado executes incoming computation tasks by

taking the latest main loop and creating a branch. This branch then provides
the basis for further processing. In chronograph, we apply a similar concept
regarding decoupled, snapshot-based processing tasks on recent graph states.

Tegra [83] is the newest platform in the list of related systems and sharesTegra:
history-aware graphs

& persistent graph
store.

two interesting properties with chronograph. First, Tegra does not only
consider a live graph, but also previous states of a graph, based on time win-
dows. Both chronograph and Tegra can thus explore their live graph at
earlier points in time. Second, Tegra relies on an internal graph state store
that leverages persistent data structures. The usage of persistent data struc-
tures for graph updates is loosely related to our event-sourced approach, as
both mechanisms enable the reconstruction of earlier states.

Naiad [121] is a general purpose, low-latency, iterative dataflow system thatNaiad: feeding data
streams into graphs. has an important property in common with chronograph: both systems di-

rectly feed a stream of events into an active, directed graph to execute compu-
tations. However, being a generic dataflow system, the graph of Naiad repre-
sents the dataflow execution topology— the computation graph of operators.
In turn, the graph of chronograph represents the actual application graph.
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16.1 conclusions

Computations on graphs that continuously evolve over time meet open chal-
lenges for data processing systems. Traditional graph processing systems only
consider a fixed graph as input and can neither incorporate temporal dynam-
icity nor liveness properties into the computation. Traditional event process-
ing systems, on the other hand, fail to handle the complexity of large, stateful
graphs efficiently. So far, possible solutions from related work have only con- Fundamental

problem.sidered two-phase strategies in which a graph representation is continually up-
dated andperiodically snapshotted. The resulting sequence of graph snapshots
is then used for processing. However, this approach reduces the global graph
history to a sequence of coalesced snapshots and neglects transient modifica-
tions on individual vertices. Furthermore, this approach separates the graph
update process from subsequent graph computations. This division can have
a negative impact on the timeliness of processing results.

This thesis has presented a novel graph processing approach that supports Objective of this
thesis.various computations on event-driven, evolving graphs. In particular, we have

considered mechanisms for live computations, concurrently to the evolution
of the graph. Our novel approach brings together live graph management and
graph processing, and it maintains the full history of each individual vertex in
the graph timeline. In doing so, we have created a number of contributions
that build on each other: A distributed computing approach with history sup-
port forms the basis for our data management model for evolving graphs. In
turn, this event-sourced graph model enables a variety of programming and
processing models. Then again, a prototype platform implements the concep-
tual framework and allows the execution of user-defined graph applications.
To evaluate the prototype platform, we relied on a novel evaluation framework
that takes into account the specifics of stream-based graph processing systems.

First, we have introduced a conceptual model for distributed computations A distributed
computing approach
with history support.

that implicitly maintain their timelines. Our solution extends the actor model
and tightly integrates a persistence mechanism for actor states. This mecha-
nism utilizes event sourcing at the actor level and maps incoming messages to
commands, and the resulting state changes after message processing to events.
Unlike existing approaches, we have considered event sourcing for the entire
application topology but limited the scope of changes to individual actors. The
concept also introduces specific I/O actors allow for interactions between the
event-sourced actor application and external processes.

We have also considered various mechanisms and optimizations for event-
sourced actor applications, including log pruning and the retrospective cre-
ation of consistent snapshots. Log pruning addresses the issue of constant
log growth in event-sourced systems. It allows to remove parts of the event
log, albeit at the loss of the ability to reconstruct arbitrary previous states. The
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snapshot approaches that we have developed utilize the distributed, actor-local
event logs to collectively identify consistent, topology-global states from the
past of the application timeline. Thus, snapshots are an important mecha-
nism for temporal capabilities. Here, we have considered retrospection (the
reconstruction of earlier application states) and retroaction (the execution of
alternative application timelines). However, due to the inherent complexity
of retroaction, we have not explored retroaction at the level of a distributed,
actor-based system. Instead, we have showcased the potential of retroaction
in a restricted, function-based programmingmodel and implemented the con-
cept with the retro-𝜆 platform prototype.

The event-sourced actor model provides the foundation for our graph man-A data management
approach for evolving

graphs.
agement approach for evolving graphs. Here, we assign an event-sourced
actor instance to each vertex in the graph. The graph abstraction also im-
plements graph-specific actor behaviors and adds explicit communication
channels along edges. The resulting model provides a vertex-scoped graph
processing model with asynchronous messaging between stateful vertices. In
this model, a vertex has a consistent perspective on its own state and outgoing
edges, but only an eventually consistent perspective on its adjacent topology.
These characteristics are in line with the assumptions of many distributed
graph computing algorithms, e.g., for computer networks. Thanks to event
sourcing, the model supports reconstructions of individual vertices and full
topologies at arbitrary points in time.

Next, we have suggested two live programming models that directly buildProgramming &
processing models for
event-sourced graphs.

on the event-sourced graph. Besides the original event-sourced model, an
ephemeral model allows overlaying computations that are not taken into ac-
count for persistence. We also surveyed existing graph processing models and
integrated several snapshot-based models into the concept. Furthermore, we
adapted temporal processing models and implemented log replaying as a new
processing style specifically for event-sourced vertices.

To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of the event-sourced graphA distributed
platform architecture

for event-sourced
graph computing.

computing concept, we implemented the chronograph platform. The de-
sign of chronograph aims in particular for low latencies and high through-
put rates of processing operations. The architecture and implementation of
chronograph reflect this idea and embrace the single writer principle, a
shared-nothing design, and the prevention of contention. The platform re-
lies on worker instances that handle individual shards of the graph and act
on behalf of their vertices. A streamlined processing pipeline with single-
threaded stages handles messaging, persistence, and behavior execution for
each worker. Efficient components for log persistence and worker-to-worker
messaging complement the worker implementation.

The evaluation of chronograph, in particular, its live processing capabili-An evaluation
framework for

stream-based graph
systems.

ties, required new evaluation methods. Therefore, we introduced GraphTides,
an evaluation framework for stream-based graph systems. Unlike existing
evaluation frameworks for graph processing, GraphTides takes explicitly into
account the timeliness dimension present in evolving graphs. The framework
provides a test harness with a streaming component that can replay graph up-
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date streams. The test harness also collects various metrics and measurements
for evaluation analyses.

The evaluation of chronograph with GraphTides already showed promis-
ing results— even on a small setup with four commodity machines and a sin-
gle message broker. The platform reliably provided sub-second latencies un-
der moderate load but was also able to handle peak loads of almost 2 mil-
lion ephemeral messages per second, or respectively almost 1 million event-
sourced messages per second.

chronograph belongs to an emerging class of online event processing Discussion.
(OLEP) systems [91]. These systems provide an alternative to online transac-
tion processing systems and online analytical processing systems and focus
on one core principle— event logs as the primary application programming
model for data management.

chronograph unifies an unprecedented set of features in a single platform.
As such, chronograph maneuvers somewhere between event processing en-
gines, graph databases, and traditional graph processing platforms. This re-
quired a number of trade-offs in its design that are partially reflected in its
performance. Still, we believe that the event-sourced graph processing model
and chronograph represent an appropriate and suitable solution for compu-
tations that contain evolving graphs and require live processing capabilities or
history-aware graph computations.

16.2 future work

We envision potential follow-up work in three main areas: (i) additions to
the conceptual model, (ii) improvements and enhancements of the chrono-
graph platform, and (iii) solutions for domain-specific problems based on
event-sourced graph computing applications.

16.2.1 Conceptual Model

In Part II, we have introduced our event-sourced graph computing model and
the underlying actor model extension. We see the potential for more in-depth
research for both of the models.

Higher-level Abstractions of the chronograph Live Programming Models

The chronograph live programming model complements the traditional ac-
tor model with graph-specific extensions and integrated history persistence.
Application logic and computations are the results of all local behavior func-
tions and associated states of vertices. This requires end users to implement
different behavior functions that define how specific actors react to certain
messages. However, this approach might be a bit too low-level and cumber-
some when implementing complex logic that includes a lot of message-based
coordination between a set of vertices or for applications with many concur-
rent computations.
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To this end, we see the potential for a domain-specific language (DSL) to
provide high-level abstractions that are implicitly converted to low-level be-
havior function code for execution. A DSL would facilitate actions that are
spread over multiple behavior executions and vertices by providing implicit
coordination capabilities. High-level operators for coordination between ver-
tices would generate intermediate state handling logic at the target vertices
and thus reduce boilerplate code and coordination effort for users. A DSL
could also support vertex traits with composable behavior functionalities that
are automatically merged into a combined behavior with pattern matching for
incoming messages.

So far, the chronograph live programmingmodel is a functional program-
ming model, often with imperative traits inside the user-defined functions. A
DSLwould also help to promote amore declarative programming style. ADSL
could even provide a dataflow-oriented programming abstraction inwhich op-
erations and flows of data are translated to behavior and message passing of
underlying vertex instances.

Generalization of Retroactive Event-Sourced Computing

In Chapter 8, we have explored retroaction for the distributed event-sourced
actor model. Here, we realized its limited suitability and explanatory power
for an event-driven graph computing model when also taking into account
non-determinism.

The retro-𝜆 prototype still showed the potential of retroaction with event
sourcing for other types of applications. In retro-𝜆, we limited the point
of view to a single entity (i.e., function-based service) within a larger system
(i.e., microservice-based architecture). This scope provided obvious causal-
ity boundaries and enabled retroactive explorations with informative value.
However, the prototype also relied on a sequentially executed timeline and a
non-partitioned event log.

We believe that the idea of retroaction in a distributed, event-sourced sys-
tem with inherent asynchronicity, parallelism is still worth considering on a
broader scope. In particular, this raises questions regarding retroactive exten-
sions of appropriate live programming models, developer support for the ex-
plainability and comprehensibility of retroactive operations, and architectural
challenges when designing a distributed runtime platform for such retroactive
applications.

16.2.2 Extended Chronograph Platform Concepts

Part III addressed implementation considerations for platforms that put the
conceptual model of Part II into practice. In regard to platform concepts, we
identify the following opportunities for future work.
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Large-Scale Setups

So far, we have only tested the chronograph platform on small distributed
setups with a fewmachines. However, the workers have shown promising scal-
ability properties thanks to their shared-nothing design. When appropriately
scaling the underlying messaging system (e.g., by deploying broker clusters),
chronograph might easily scale to hundreds of worker instances. This en-
ables the processing on very large, evolving graphs. It increases the capacity for
highly concurrent live processing tasks at the same time. Potential challenges
in such a setup involve in particular an efficient global topology versioning
scheme, support for dynamic repartitioning and scaling at runtime, and ro-
bust fault tolerance mechanisms to cope with individual worker losses.

Multi-Tenancy Support

The current implementation allows the execution of different event-sourced
graph applications in a single platform by supporting different vertex behav-
iors or processing tasks. However, when multiple users share the same plat-
form, additional challenges can occur in terms of security and access control.
For multi-tenancy, event-sourced graphs require a concept of ownership and
mutual policies need to govern the interactions between vertices of different
tenants. A chronograph with multi-tenancy support is particularly interest-
ing in cases where different parties contribute to public regions of the graph
topology, thereby increasing the value of the graph for all. At the same time,
parties want to keep other parts of their topology private or they want to exe-
cute processing tasks not accessible to the other users.

Federated Architecture

Chronograph is currently a distributed but centralized platform that con-
sumes external event streams and maintains a corresponding graph represen-
tation. For some applications (e.g., IoT networks), it can be valuable to move
parts of the platform closer to the event sources of the real networks. A chro-
nograph variant with support for edge computing could selectively partition
the graph and place smaller subgraphs onto workers running on machines
that are also closer to the sources of the events. Thus, local computations can
be executed directly at the edge, while the platform can still take advantage
of access to the full topology and its timeline, when necessary. These work-
ers would still be able to communicate with the centralized backend, although
with higher latencies and lower throughput.

Platform Implementation & Ecosystem

From an implementation perspective, it would be attractive to integrate chro-
nograph into an existing Big Data ecosystem. The event-sourced graph
model does not directly align with currently prevalent platforms, and the
strong coupling between persistence, messaging, and behavior execution re-
sembles other systems only to a very limited extent. However, a stable ecosys-
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tem, a broad availability, and an active open source community are definitely
helpful for the further development of the chronograph system and for its
users.

16.2.3 Applications

The event-sourced graph computing model and chronograph as its proto-
type implementation enables novel kinds of applications in domains that are
directly related to evolving graphs and networks.

Social Networks

We already explored the potential of event sourced graph computing for social
networks throughout this work. Receiving change feeds from a social network
allows the continuous representation of a dynamic social graph with chro-
nograph. Due to the history-aware persistence, chronograph enables ad-
vanced analytical methods such as temporal graph mining on retrospective
graph snapshots. chronograph also empowers the creation and training of
machine learning models based on the full history of vertices. These methods
can provide new insights into social dynamics, but also improve the quality of
social networks for users and stakeholders. For instance, live graph computa-
tions can help to identify organized groups of malicious bots and users faster
and thus prevent the dissemination of fake news already at an early stage.

Internet of Things Applications

Internet of Things (IoT) applications rely on the connectivity of physical de-
vices. In many cases, IoT devices have some smart behavior and work au-
tonomously, at least to a certain degree. However, most of them unfold their
full potential through interaction with other devices and services. Primarily
industrial and infrastructural IoT applications heavily rely on centralized back-
end systems for monitoring and control. We suggest chronograph as a per-
fect match for such application domains for the following reasons: (i) chro-
nograph can handle multiple concurrent streams of updates and fuse them
into a single live representation of the IoT topology; (ii) it can directly recreate
the inherent connections between individual devices and services; (iii) being
more than a pure sink for incoming streams, chronograph can also interact
with external services and thus control IoT devices reactively; (iv) and finally,
the built-in persistence enables application introspection, analytical methods
on the topology evolution, and centralized post-mortems after failures.

Distributed Ledger Technologies

Distributed ledger technologies— and blockchains as their most prominent
design—have recently gained much attention, in particular as cryptocurren-
cies, for smart contracts, and for supply chain management. We believe that
event-sourced graph computing can help to monitor and analyze blockchains
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continuously. Taking the example of a public cryptocurrency, chronograph
can initially process all existing blocks and build a representation of trans-
actions, accounts (e.g., wallets), and associated balances. Next, the event-
sourced graph application taps into the network to receive new blocks as they
emerge. Any new block is directly processed and handled as a batched up-
date of the live transaction graph. The resulting transaction graph captures
transactions and interacting entities over time. This enables a variety of use-
ful features, such as trend analyses on property distributions, the detection
of suspicious transaction patterns, or the traceability of individual payment
flows.

In summary, we have introduced a complete solution for data-intensive Concluding remarks.
applications that address complex scenarios with graphs that continuously
evolve over time. The conceptual framework integrates the actor model, event
sourcing, and graph processing capabilities into a dedicated model for graphs
with evolving topologies and event-driven graph modifications. In contrast to
related work, the model keeps track of all individual vertices and all change
events that have ever been applied to the graph and its vertices. This allows
for computation inputs that go beyond sequences of graph snapshots. The ap-
proach also enables powerful retrospective explorations of the graph and its
full history.

The chronograph platform implements our event-sourced graph concept
and empowers users to develop complex graph applications with a variety of
available processingmodels. Chronograph not only combines various event
processing and graph computing aspects within a single unified data process-
ing platform, but it also provides the necessary throughput rates and perfor-
mance characteristics to effectively handle many real-world applications that
embody evolving graphs.
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